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Preface
The electrolysis reaction is a process of solution splitting or solution separation in
components by passing an electric current through two electrodes immersed in this
solution. Water electrolysis is known for more than 200 years and is important for
future hydrogen economics as clean and efficient method for hydrogen obtaining
using electricity from renewables (wind, sun, water flow, geothermal heat). Hydrogen
offers a significant promise as a basis for the future energy technology both for mobile
and stationary applications, and is argued to be the most versatile, efficient and
environmentally friendly fuel. In chemistry, metallurgy and manufacturing the
electrolysis is commercially highly important because in an electrolytic cell the
separation of elements from naturally occurring sources such as ores occur. The
application of electrolysis to solve environmental problems became pending matter
from the middle of the last century. Nowadays electrolysis, electrocoagulation,
electrochemical ozonation techniques are indispensable tools to promote the trends of
sustainability in the existing industrialized world. For example, in medicine, in order
to solve some personal hygiene problems (e.g. removal of hairs) electrolysis is used
from 1875 (Dr. Charles E. Michel (1833 - 1913), a St. Louis, Missouri ophthalmologist).
It is difficult to name a single sector of human activities, where electrolysis is not
required.
Most people consider that electrolysis was discovered just after Voltaic cell (1800; UK
researchers A. Carlisle and W. Nicholson), when the potential from galvanic cell was
applied to two electrodes in water and release of gas bubbles observed. Already in
1789 two Dutchmen A.P. van Troostwijk and R. Deiman published their researh about
water splitting in burning gas (hydrogen and oxygen in a stoichiometric proportion
2:1) as a result of spark over jumping in the electrostatic generator in the presence of
water. This phenomenon was given the name electrolysis (from the Greek ἤλεκτρον
"amber" and λύσις "dissolution"). Since then, discovery stimulated the scientific
understanding on the behavior of electrons and ions in solution with atomic level and
the role of electrode/electrolyte interface. In 1832, Michael Faraday reported that the
quantity of elements separated by electric current passing through a molten or
dissolved salt is proportional to the quantity of electric charge passed through the
circuit. This became the basis of the first law of electrolysis, and second law also was
formulated by M. Faraday: when the same amount of electricity is passed through
different electrolytes, the mass of substance liberated/deposited at the electrodes is
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directly proportional to their equivalent weights. By using different additional
stimulus (temperature, pressure, light, magnetic field, centrifugal force etc) during
electrolysis, it is shown that Faraday electrolysis laws may fail.
Asking Google for different applications of electrolysis, interesting results can be
noticed: electrolysis and hair removal - about 284 000 000 web pages, water electrolysis
– about 7 440 000 web pages and industrial electrolysis - about 2 540 000 results. In this
book three most important applications of technological electrolysis are discussed –
water electrolysis (hydrogen production), industrial electrolysis and environmental
electrolysis. Authors of the chapters are recognized specialists in their respective
research fields and the presented material is not only from reviews and literature
sources, but also original results. We hope that the reader will find useful information
in the chapters of this book and are certain that the science can reveal unexpected
discoveries even tomorrow, if current progress is at hand or on a shelf.
Dr. Janis Kleperis
Hydrogen Laboratory
Institute of Solid State Physics
University of Latvia,
Latvia
Vladimir Linkov
South African Institute for Advanced Materials Chemistry,
University of the Western Cape,
South Africa

Section 1

Water Electrolysis

Chapter 1

Alkaline Electrolysis with Skeletal Ni Catalysts
A.M. Fernández and U. Cano
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/50617

1. Introduction
1.1. Hydrogen as a fuel: Properties and sources
Hydrogen has been recognized as a potential energy vector for the energy future. Its high
energy mass density (108,738 J/g, three times as much energy as 1 gram of gasoline), the
possibility of obtaining hydrogen from many sources, the high efficiency with which its
energy is extracted within fuel cells and converted into electricity, and the fact that its use
does not produce any harmful emission, make of hydrogen the most attractive fuel for the
new energy scenarios. These scenarios include high energy conversion efficiency
technologies, zero emissions and use of sustainable and clean fuels.
The production of hydrogen needs both a hydrogen containing compound and energy to
extract it. In general the processes used for its production can be divided in three: thermal,
biological and electrochemical. In thermal processes, the most commercially developed, a
hydrogen containing compound such as natural gas (i.e. methane) is catalytically transformed
in the presence of water steam which provides thermal energy, a process known as methane
steam reforming (MSR). The result of such reaction is a hydrogen rich mixture of gases which
later go through an enriching (water shift reaction) and a purification stage (typically pressure
swing adsorption or PSA). New processes less thermally demanded are being developed to
lower hydrogen price. This type of process can also be used with different hydrogen containing
compounds but the longer their molecules the more difficult is the extraction of hydrogen. In
general MSR and other similar paths depend strongly on feedstock prices, i.e. natural gas prices,
and are not 100% clean methods due to CO2 generated during hydrogen production. Some
approaches to this, consider carbon sequestration in conjunction with clean electricity
generation to gain from hydrogen benefits. Other thermal processes include chemical cycles
where a “commodity” product (intermediate chemical compound) is generated to store
primary energy in order to later use it for hydrogen production. Such processes are being
explored but have not reached yet competitive costs compared to commercial hydrogen.
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In biological processes the activity of some living beings is either part of or completely
responsible for the production of hydrogen. Some bacteria and other microorganisms, e.g.
algae, are capable of generating hydrogen during their metabolism in their biological cycle.
There have been hundreds of potential living systems identified that are able to generate
hydrogen. Nevertheless, most of these are still under study as their production rates are low
and costly. In electrochemical processes for the generation of hydrogen, photolysis is an
attractive path as solar energy could be a cheap energy supply. Such systems are still in
development and might arrive years ahead. The other alternative to steam reforming of
methane with a commercial status is the electrolysis of water, from which two routes
outstand, acid electrolysis and alkaline electrolysis. In the former, a solid acid electrolyte
offers advantages as compact and less complex systems can be built. Despite acid
electrolysis costs are decreasing, the maturity of alkaline electrolysis together with its
generally lower costs can be advantageous as alkaline normally tend to use less noble metals
as electrocatalyzer and in general kinetics tend to be better.
Once hydrogen is produced, its final use will determine whether the gas needs or not to be
conditioned. In low temperature fuel cells hydrogen needs a high purity grade which gives
electrolytic hydrogen an advantage over hydrogen from MSR which would need a
purification stage. Electrolytic hydrogen from an alkaline process needs to scrub any traces
of KOH to accomplish required purity. MSR on the other hand would not need a
purification stage if produced hydrogen is going to a high temperature fuel cell, as its
product can be directly fed for electricity production without much conditioning. If
hydrogen is to be stored, either as a pressurized gas or in modern metallic hydride systems,
hydrogen would need to be dried.
As it was mentioned above, the production of hydrogen needs a primary energy source and
some type of feedstock from where hydrogen will be extracted. The combination of
available primary energy sources and available feedstock give hydrogen production an
almost infinite number of alternative routes. Nevertheless, electrolysis of water in
combination with renewable primary energy resources is a very attractive scenario as the
combination of both renewable energy and water could represent a real sustainable
technology-ready alternative, especially considering that fuel cell technologies have gained
credibility as a device to efficiently generate electricity from hydrogen fuel.
As an energy carrier hydrogen lends itself to build distributed generation (DG) systems to
further gain efficiencies lost during traditionally centralized power plants for stationary
applications like commercial or residential uses of electricity. Hydrogen is seen by many as
an energy vector, similar to electricity, which can be produced in one place and consumed
somewhere else. It may also be produced on-demand when economics are fulfilled.
Transportation applications, for example, could have hydrogen stations where hydrogen
does not need to be stored in large quantities nor needs to be transported if generated and
dispatched locally.
All in all hydrogen is a very attractive path for sustainable societies, but technological and
economic challenges still remain. One of these challenges includes hydrogen production at a
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competitive cost and those costs are directly related to the source of primary energy to
produce it (up to 75% for alkaline electrolysis, according to the IEAHIA - [1]. With the
blooming market of renewable energy technologies such as photovoltaic systems and wind
energy turbines, electrolysis seems to have a great opportunity as a hydrogen production
method. If this route accomplishes the renewable central hydrogen production cost goal of
US$2.75/gge (gasoline gallon equivalent) delivered, for 2015 established by hydrogen
programs such as the HFCIT of DOE [2], no doubt we will see an increase in electrolysis
products in the near future.

1.2. Hydrogen storage
Despite the fact that hydrogen presents a high energy density superior to that of
conventional fuels, hydrogen is a gas difficult to compress as its compression also demands
high energy in order to store it for its use. Nowadays storage tanks for hydrogen gas can be
commercially bought for 350 and 700bar capacities. In its last Hydrogen and Fuel Cells
Program Plan [2], the U.S. Department of Energy reported a novel “cryo-compressed” tank
concept that achieved a system gravimetric capacity of 5.4% by weight and a volumetric
system capacity of approximately 31 g/L. Nevertheless, the energy associated with
compression and liquefaction needs to be considered for compressed and liquid hydrogen
technologies. Other systems based on hydrogen absorbing materials and hydrogen
compounds for storing hydrogen are been studied but their energy density (both weight
and volume) still needs to reach competitive values to be considered a viable paths
especially for mobile applications. Energy needed to extract hydrogen from some storage
systems (for example solid-state materials) as well as their life cycle (metal hydrides) also
would need to be cost competitive. Certainly hydrogen storage is still a challenge for many
hydrogen applications which need yet to be addressed.

2. Alkaline electrolysis
Alkaline electrolysis is considered a mature technology with many decades of commercially
available products for the production of hydrogen gas. This industry grew substantially
during the 1920s and 1930s. Alkaline electrolysis can be described as the use of an electrical
current passing through an electrolysis cell causing the decomposition of water to generate
hydrogen gas on the cell’s cathode. In an electrolysis cell two electrodes containing an
electrocatalyst, separated by a physical barrier, a polymeric diaphragm which only allows
the passing of ions from one electrode to another, are connected to a d.c. current source.
Each cell will have a high specific active area due to its porous structure and will produce
hydrogen gas at the cathode while oxygen will be produced in the anode. The electrodes are
in contact with an electrolyte which provides OH- ions, from a 20%–30% solution of
potassium hydroxide that completes the electrical circuit. In theory, 1kg of hydrogen would
need a little less than 40kWh of electricity. Although theoretical water decomposition
voltage is 1.23V (which corresponds to a theoretical dissociation energy of 286 kJ/mol or 15.9
MJ/kg at 25°C), in practice this voltage goes normally to around 2V per cell, while the total
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applied current depends on the cell’s active area, and on the electrolyzer configuration
(bipolar or unipolar). In the first case current densities (A/cm2) are higher than in unipolar
configurations. There exist certain advantages in bipolar systems as they can operate under
pressurized conditions, reducing or facilitating a compression stage. Higher current
densities and generally a smaller foot-print are other positive characteristics of bipolar
electrolyzers. As electrodes are placed closer, voltage drop from ohmic resistances are
minimized saving in energy costs.
As mentioned earlier, there exist other electrolyzers that use a solid acid electrolyte based on
an ionic conducting electrolyte. Those will not be treated in this document/section.
Electrode and global reactions in an alkaline electrolyzer are as follows:

Cathode: 2H2O + 2e- → H2 + 2OH-

(1)

Anode: 2OH- → ½O2 + H2O + 2e-

(2)

Global reaction: 2H2O → H2 + ½O2

(3)

The operating temperature is typically around 80-90°C producing pure hydrogen (>99.8%).
Higher temperatures are being also used as the electrolysis of water steam decreases
electricity costs. Pressure is another characteristic operating condition which goes from 0.1
to around 3MPa. As with temperature, higher pressures help to decrease energy costs
particularly as this generates high pressure hydrogen lowering compression energy when
hydrogen will be stored or dispatched as a pressurized gas. Some approaches of cero
pressure have been proposed generating then low pressure (about 40 bar –- [3]) hydrogen
without any mechanical compressor. An approach to pressurized electrolyzers sometimes
comprises a first stage where hydrogen is generated at about 200-500psi (13.8-34.5 bar)
followed by a mechanical compression second stage to upgrade it to 5000psi (3447 bar).
Commercial units often use nickel-coated steel in their electrodes but other proprietary
materials are associated too to some products. The efficiency of alkaline electrolysis is about
70% LHV (Lower Heating Value), where hydrogen cost is associated to electricity costs, one
of the main technological challenges along with the wholesale manufacture which also
needs to improve in order to reach technology costs goals for competitiveness.
Approximately a little less than 1 liter of de-mineralized water is needed to generate 1Nm3
of hydrogen. Once produced, hydrogen goes through a series of conditioning stages as seen
in figure below (from [4]):
The main goal is to eliminate traces of KOH, water and oxygen. In the system diagram
shown the transformer/rectifier plays an important role in converting A.C. current to D.C.
current which is actually the type of current involved in the electrochemical process of
electrolysis. As mentioned earlier, the actual cost of hydrogen will be dependent on the
source of electricity. Therefore renewable energy, especially as D.C. electricity, can greatly
contribute to a more competitive hydrogen cost. It is reported also that electrolysis is better
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respondent to a load-following condition compared to other hydrogen production methods
(e.g. MSR), making renewable energy related hydrogen a more suitable energy integrated
system.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of an alkaline electrolyzer [4]

2.1. Alkaline electrolysis components:
2.1.1. Electrodes
One of the materials most used in the hydrogen industry for alkaline electrolysis is nickel.
This is due to its excellent catalysts properties and its corrosion resistance at the high pH
values of KOH electrolyte in particular at the highly imposed anodic potential for the
oxidation reaction. Often Pt alone or together with Ni, is used in commercial products
improving electrode kinetics performance but this increases the overall costs of the unit.
Electrodes are manufactured so that they show a large electroactive area, therefore porous
electrodes are normally made to produce large density currents and better hydrogen
production rates. One type of nickel electrode material used is Ni Raney or skeletal Ni, a
material developed almost 100 years ago as a catalyst for hydrogenation of oils. Skeletal Ni
is prepared from a Ni-Al alloy at specific concentration depending on the desired
properties. This alloy is then leached in an alkaline solution to dissolve an aluminum
containing phase leaving behind a porous structure. During the leaching process there is
production of hydrogen which is said to remain in the porous making the resulting material
pyrophoric and difficult to handle. Also the remaining aluminum can act as a trap for
hydrogen as this metal is known to adsorb hydrogen molecules, which dissociate to produce
hydrogen atoms within the metal- [6]. This hydrogen is believed to serve as a hydrogen“prepared” surface for the further hydrogen evolution process at the cathode regardless of
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the reaction mechanism [5]. The following figures show a microstructure of the Ni-Al alloy
and its typical phases formed after alloying (a) and after the leaching process (b and c).

Figure 2. SEM micrographs (500X) showing microstructure of Nickel Raney electrodes and the leaching
time effect in alkaline solution [5].

As nickel oxidizes in an alkaline solution forming oxides and hydroxides of the metal, it is
also believed that most of the catalyst properties in Ni electrodes come from those phases.
For example, Subbaraman et al. [7] combined nickel oxide and platinum to produce a more
effective catalyst than either component alone. The authors propose a mechanism in which
nickel helps to cleave the O-H bond while platinum directs the separated H intermediates to
form H2. Section 3 reviews some literature on different electrode systems researched in the
last few years in order to make more effective and economically attractive electrodes.

2.1.2. Electrolyte
As mentioned earlier KOH solutions are used in alkaline electrolysis. This electrolyte is
contained in a closed circuit to avoid contact with CO2 from the atmosphere that could
impose an adverse technical challenge due to the precipitation of carbonates formed. The
KOH concentration is very important as it determines the ionic conductivity that should
remain high in order to avoid the use of higher voltages from ohmic losses. These losses
could increase the energy use and therefore the hydrogen cost.

2.1.3. Diaphragm
In alkaline electrolysis a diaphragm is a separator which should keep a good ionic
conductivity while effectively separating hydrogen and oxygen gases generated at the
cathode and anode sides respectively. It typically consists of a matrix porous material which
should chemically stand (and contain) a corrosive environment (~25% KOH solutions) at
relatively aggressive temperatures (~85°C). It should also be mechanically strong to
withstand changes in dimensions (compression) due to stresses associated to structural
design and due to temperature changes. Although asbestos have been used for many
decades, alternative polymeric matrixes are preferred by main developers due to the
potential asbestos exposure health risks. Along with the economics in the selection of
materials, efficient operation needs to be ensured by materials with low gas permeability,
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low ionic resistance (but high electronic resistance). The effective thickness, i.e. the product
of MacMullin number and thickness of the matrix material, is normally determined while
selecting diaphragms as it better represents its effectiveness. The MacMullin number,
defined as the ratio of the specific resistivity of the electrolyte-saturated matrix material to
the resistance of the same volume of electrolyte, can be obtained using Electrochemical
Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) measurements.
From the technical point of view there have been corrosion problems by the use of alkaline
solutions in recent international projects, which turned into down time of the equipment.
Nevertheless, this could be more a good engineering practice issue (for example materials
selection) than a technological problem.

3. Raney nickel and its alloys, as a catalytic material
During alkaline electrolysis, there are three important reactions that may take place during
the Hydrogen Evolution Reaction (HER). Depending on the mechanism, the HER in alkaline
media is typically treated as a combination of two steps: the Volmer step-water dissociation
(reaction 4) followed by either the formation of the reactive intermediate Had, Heyrovsky
step (path in reaction 5) or the Tafel recombination step (path in reaction 6).

H2O + M + e –  M-Had + OH–
M + H2O + e- ↔ MHads + OH-

(4)



-

MHads + H2O + e ↔ H2 + M + OH 
M + H 2 O + e - ↔ MHads + OH - 

MHads + MHads ↔ H 2 + 2M 

(5)

(6)

Nickel Raney electrodes have as main characteristic a high surface area but along its
preparation its catalytic performance is enhanced to promote the hydrogen evolution
reaction in alkaline media. Many element and compounds have been explored to further
improve this feature. For example, compounds materials based on NiCo2O4 have been used
to prepare, via electrodeposition, electrolysis electrodes [12]. This material was compared
with Ni electrodes finding an exchange current density (io) seven times larger, obtaining a
good chemical stability in alkaline solutions. On the other hand, studies on Ni-Co alloys
[13], also prepared by electrodeposition, have shown that the overpotential for the hydrogen
evolution reaction is smaller when the material has Cobalt content between 41%-65% weight
percent. Additional work [14], where Ni was alloyed with 47.7% weight percent Co, showed
good electrocatalyst activity and electrochemical studies revealed that the Volmer reaction is
the controlling step of the hydrogen evolution reaction, promoting the Ni-Hads species
formation. The roughness factor of Ni-Co/Zn [15] structures, prepared by electrodeposition
followed by an alkaline KOH 1M leaching process, was evaluated using electrochemical
impedance. It was observed that at high current densities the effective area and the active
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sites promoting the hydrogen evolution reaction are reduced. In this work another finding
made was the fact that the lesser the Co content on the external surface, the less catalytic
activity.
In a different work using bronze substrates, Ni and Ni-Zn were electrodeposited [16] to
obtain bronze/Ni, bronze/NiZn and bronze/Ni/NiZn configurations. NiZn electrodes were
leached in alkaline media in order to obtain a porous electrode structure. Their major
finding was the fact that the bronze/Ni/NiZn material showed a better corrosion resistance.
Nanocrystals of electrodeposited CoNiFe [17] were used to study the hydrogen evolution
reaction by electrochemical impedance finding that the controlling reaction mechanism is
via Volmer and then Tafel paths, where a Heyrosky stages was favored. The electrocatalytic
activity of these nanocrystals depended on operating temperature.
Electrodes based on electrodeposited NiCoZn [18] showed better stability during studies.
These electrodes were synthesized by electrodeposition of Ni, Co, Zn, on a Cu substrate
followed by a leaching stage in NaOH, producing a compact porous structure. By
electrochemical impedance and linear polarization resistance studies the authors suggest the
formation of a passive layer on the electrodes surface allowing a better corrosion resistance
but decreasing catalytic activity for the hydrogen evolution reaction. The addition of small
quantities of noble metals such as Ag, Pd and Pt to NiCoZn layers after the leaching process
allows for a better catalytic activity. These studies showed NiCoZn-Pt electrodes with better
catalytic activity. The use of noble metals limits an extensive use for these compounds as
some of the components are not abundant in nature and their extraction and refining
processes are expensive for hydrogen production.
For that reason metals like Fe to form Ni-Fe are used to prepare electrodes by
electrodeposition [19]. For these electrodes the alloy’s Fe content has shown to determine the
catalytic activity, while the hydrogen evolution reaction is controlled by the Volmer route.
NiFe [20] electrodes were added with carbon loads in order to control the grain size and
with this, the current density for hydrogen evolution in alkaline media. A carbon 1.59%
weight percent produced a 3.4 nm grain size and the lowest overpotential for the HER at
polarization current density 0.12 A/cm2. In a layer by layer preparation of Ni-Fe-C
electrodes on Cu [21], Tafel slope of 116 mv dec-1 was measured.
Carbon substrates were coated with nickel [22] by electroless and electrodeposition methods
showing that the latter is more catalytically active for hydrogen evolution in alkaline media.
Mixing rare earth metal powders of Cerium or Lanthanum with Ni, electrodes were
prepared by generation of a solid solution [23]. The synthesis was realized at 500°C forming
CeO2 and NiO while with La, LaNiO3 particles transformed to La4Ni3O10 allowing a particle
size increment. Also the formation of the intermetallic LaNiO3 favors current densities for
the hydrogen evolution reaction. Ni-Mo alloys [24] are also materials that have been studied
in order to increase the chemical stability of Ni-based electrodes. Studies on these materials
have shown the formation of intermetallic Ni4Mo compounds presenting an adequate
stability for the hydrogen evolution reaction.
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Electrodes made with Ni-Ti alloys [25], prepared by thermal arc spraying, presented
catalytic activity that improves with Ti content. Previously Ni-Ti was added with aluminum
for a leaching process, allowing a better activation. For this system, it was found that using
electrochemical techniques the HER takes place via the Volmer-Heyrosky mechanism.
Coating layers of NiCu [26], prepared by electrodeposition of Cu-Ni, present a compact non
homogenous structure, which gives the material a good stability, i.e. corrosion resistance
during electrolysis studies. These electrodes also presented good electrical conductivity also
giving advantageous features during the electro-oxidation process.
The EIS analysis confirms that Ni-Bi [27] alloys show that charge transfer resistances
decrease and the double layer capacitance values increase for binary coatings. An
improvement in catalytic activity for the alloys in the range of 0.22% to 0.49% in weight of Bi
of composition was shown compared to nickel electrodes.
The formation of amorphous alloys, contributes to develop larger specific area materials
compared to nickel alloys. For example, Ni-S-Mn based alloy showed an improved
performance and better stability for the Hydrogen evolution reaction [28]. This was
achieved by the co-deposition of Ni, S and Mn, using a galvanostatic method. It was found
that the catalytic activity of Ni-S compound decays due to leaching induced by the presence
of sulfur. Recently, it was reported work on nickel amorphous alloys using boron, niobium
and tantalum [29], and other similar Ni-Mo-B based alloys. From that work it was
concluded that the Ni66.5Mo28.5B5 and Ni63Mo27B10 alloys have better catalytic activity. The
authors also tested Nb, Ta and Si based materials and reported hydrogen absorption.
Some studies [30] have reported the making of electrodes using PTFE as binder for nickel
Raney, as well as some additives to study the charge/discharge properties during ageing
and polarity changes. From these studies it was found that nickel Raney added with PTFE
increased its electroactive area in 102-103 times compared to the geometric area. Using Ti, Cr
and Fe as additives a stable electrochemical performance was seen at 60°C.
Changing growth conditions during electrodeposition process showed an effect on catalytic
properties of nickel alloys, in particular Ni-W, which grown under super gravity conditions
[31], tends to develop a finer grain size therefore, increasing its electroactive and
considerably reducing microcraks, showing a better corrosion performance.

4. Preparation and characterization of Raney nickel
Many features of Raney nickel that favor the use of electrodes for the generation of
hydrogen derive from its original microstructural properties. In figure 3, the Ni-AI
equilibrium phase diagram [32] shows the different phases that are obtained when Ni and
Al are combined in different proportions. This diagram is characterized by a liquid phase, a
face-cubic-center (fcc) phase at both the Al and Ni rich ends, a non-congruently melting
compound Al3Ni and three intermediate phases with a variable range of solubilities, AI3Ni2,
AlNi and AlNi3. When the Ni–Al alloys (Ni between of 40–50 wt.%) are melted at 1300̊ C,
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the alloys are located in the area of β(Ni2Al3 phase) + liquid. After melting and quenching,
the system may either keep the phase compositions at high temperatures (β) or rich the
equilibrium phases reach in δ, depending on the quenching rate, being transferred to the
area of lower temperatures, namely the area of δ(Ni2Al3 phase) + liquid (NiAl3 + δ), if the
cooling rate is not too high. So the content of the Ni2Al3 phase is more abundant and the
NiAl3 phase becomes less abundant. Ni–Al alloys (Ni/Al 50/50 w/w) are in equilibrium in
the phase area of NiAl3 + δ(Ni2Al3 phase) when they are cooled by ambient cooling.

Figure 3. Phase diagram of Ni-Al alloy

As mentioned earlier nickel Raney was first elaborated by Murray Raney, who registered its
invention in 1927 (US patent No. 1628190). The main use of the material at that time was for
hydrogenation of oils, fats and waxes. At present this material is still used in that industry;
its use as a catalyzer for alkaline electrolysis was later proposed. To make skeletal nickel,
this metal and aluminum in the form of powder, granules or solid are used. Nickel Raney is
Ni-Al alloy with high catalytic features besides being a low cost material as its preparation
does not require noble metals. It presents a spongy skeletal morphological structure. Its
generic name derives from that. Its grain size reaches a nanometric range.
Due to its activity and selectivity, it can be used to promote various reactions. It is used in
the partial hydrogenation of acetylene compounds, reduction of 1-(nitrometil)-cyclohexane.
In alkaline solution reduces –CO- to –CHOH- and ArCO- to ArCH3-. In its skeletal form,
nickel can be used for hydrogenolysis of sulfur compounds, desulfurization of thiophene,
desulfurization of ethylene-thioacetals. It also catalyzes the reduction of carbonyl groups,
either double or triple activated links.
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In the conventional technique used for making Ni Raney, this metal and aluminum are
melted together in the desired proportion (typically 50% weight each) and let cooled down
at ambient conditions. After that, a leaching process follows using a soda solution to
dissolve most of the aluminum and leaving behind a highly porous structure in the
remaining nickel, that act as active sites. Other techniques for the preparation of Raney
nickel electrodes include the co-electrodeposition of both metals to create the wanted alloy.
Sintering of nickel and aluminum polysilicates is another method to make nickel Raney. In
this process, several are grown on a substrate and then an interdifusion process is promoted.
Mechanical alloying is another technique recently used for the making of skeletal nickel.
During the leaching process, the alloy is immersed in a sodium hydroxide solution (NaOH)
which action produces a high surface area porous material. In general aluminum is alloyed
to nickel as aluminum dissolves in alkaline solutions, but other metals can be used too. With
aluminum a proportion of 50% weight is used but using other metals may require other
compositions to attain the desired properties. The leaching process is also time dependent,
the longer the process, the more aluminum is dissolved and more porous will form. Lesser
times can be used to allow some aluminum to remain in the final electrodes but less skeletal
features will be produced reducing the active surface area.
2 ( Ni-Al ) + 2OH - + 6H 2 O → 2Ni-Raney + 2Al ( OH ) ( aq ) + 3H 2 ( g )
s

4

(7)

During leaching hydrogen gas is also released considering this as an activating process as
hydrogen is easily adsorbed mainly by aluminum. As early as 1947 it was reported [33] that
aluminum absorbs very large quantities of hydrogen and although electrochemical processes
occur at the surface level, hydrogen has been reported to move around in metal lattices,
especially defects such as grain boundaries allowing hydrogen reach the surfaces of the metal.
These features have allowed the development of metal-hydrogen systems such as NiMH
batteries as well as the Al containing Mischmetal alloy used in hydrogen storage [34] where
high hydrogen desorption rates have allowed the development of both technologies at the
commercial level. This ease in hydrogen availability can be seen as a catalytic feature that gives
Ni Raney its high activity for many hydrogen-involving reactions. On the other hand,
hydrogen absorption on metals is known to be a fast process [35], with hydrogen interacting in
three principal ways: (i) by dissociative chemisorption at the surface; (ii) by physical
adsorption as molecules at very low temperatures; and (iii) by dissolution or occlusion.
Besides these interactions there have been added many intermediate states of various features
of importance in catalysis but the reader is encouraged to go directly to specialized literature.
Once the leaching process has been completed, a process to eliminate the alloy’s pyrophoric
properties is often applied by immersion in water of the alloy which promotes the formation
of an oxide layer on top of the material stabilizing it. There have not been studies to
establish the effect (adverse or not) of the stabilization process on the catalytic activity of Ni
Raney as it has been used only to facilitate its handling. Once fabricated, from the
electrocatalytic point of view, skeletal nickel will be more active and will have more surface
area than pure solid nickel.
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Parameters such as temperature and reaction time, etc. affect the resulting properties of the
catalyzer. The complex liquid-solid reactions can be described by the following stages: a)
liquid hydroxide diffusion around solid particles b) penetration and diffusion of solution into
the unreacted material’s structure, c) reaction of solution with aluminum to form aluminate
and hydrogen, d) diffusion of products to the outside of the forming structure and e) diffusion
of products to the bulk of the solution [36]. A similar model, the shrink core model, can be
used to determine the kinetics of the leaching process. This model describes the irreversible
desorption of hydrogen followed by diffusion in the porous solid through the pores. When
mass transfer rate of the solute in the no extracted inner part is much slower than that in the
outer part, where most of the solute has been extracted, or the solute concentration is much
higher than the solubility of the solute in the solvent phase, a sharp boundary may exist
between the outer and the inner region. A core of inner region shrinks with the progress of the
extraction. These situations can be modeled by the shrinking-core model [36]. The model is
adequate to describe adsorption process, ionic interchange and solid-fluid reactions.
The effect of temperature has been reported for example for treatments at 100°C and 50°C
[37]. In that work skeletal nickel showed crystal sizes from 1 to 20 nm. Also, those values can
be obtained if the temperature and caustic solution reduces.
The presence of additives during the leaching process allows better activity, either by using
metals or their oxides. The purpose of these additives is to increase the surface area of the
resulting material. When the CuAl2 phase is formed, the addition of Zn to form Cu(Zn)Al2(s)
[38] improves the leaching process by allowing a higher surface area of skeletal copper by
the dissolution of these additives.
In nickel Raney the phases identified are a mixture of NiAl3, Ni2Al3 and the eutectic phases
of Al-NiAl3. Such phases are seen with Ni:Al 50%-50% and 31.5%-68.5% in weight percent
[39]. NiAl3 and the eutectic phases are very reactive in sodium hydroxide solution so that
aluminum is dissolved, forming the skeletal configuration of nickel. Although the Ni2Al3
phase reacts at a slower rate, rising the temperature above 50°C it reacts faster, decomposing
at boiling temperature.
It has been recently reported [40] that using nickel powder with Ni-14%Al, in a mechanical
mill the inter-metallic NiAl3 compound is formed. Microstructure studies using Synchrotron
X-ray micro tomography [41] on nickel Raney (50%-50%) synthesized by a gas atomization
process, revealed the presence of several grain sizes. The authors report an improvement in
its hydrogenation capacity when synthesized with grain sizes of 106 to 150 microns. This
was achieved by the addition of metals to the intermetallic NiAl3. Other studies [42] using B,
Zr, Cr and Mo showed that the intermetallic compound NiAl3(B,Zr) presents the best
corrosion resistance, in alkaline medium.
By the spraying technique nickel Raney was prepared using different Ni:Al proportions
going from 65% to 75% Al weight, founding that by cooling the metal during the spraying
its rugosity is improved, obtaining more NiAl3 phase allowing by that a better
electrocatalytic performance.
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5. Final remarks
Skeletal or nickel Raney has proved to be a very interesting and costly effective system for
the catalysis of both chemical and electrochemical reactions. Having said that, it is also
recognized that the several factors involved in its preparation affect the performance of the
final product, i.e. type of metals in the alloy, their proportion (i.e. composition), used
additives, solution concentration and time and temperature during the leaching stage.
Possibly its final conditioning to eliminate its pyrophoricity, could affect its catalyzing
properties but little has been investigated in this respect. As with any electrocatalysts,
conditions at the surface have a great influence on the product’s properties, e.g. crystalinity,
crystal planes, defects (grain boundaries, stepped and kinked surfaces, etc.),
rugosity/porosity, i.e. surface area, microstructure such as the type of phases (metallic,
intermetallic, other compounds), grain/particle sizes, and other structural features like the
presence of clusters and other agglomerates. In this respect, it should also be mentioned the
efforts in the preparation of amorphous materials to increase corrosion resistance and
surface area. Among combined materials for improving nickel properties there have been
efforts in testing metals such as Pt, Pd, Ti, Zr, Cr, Bi, La, Co, Zn, Ag, Cu, Fe, Mn, Nb, Mo,
and others, as well as the addition of C, S, B, etc.
Corrosion resistance is also a property sought in new electrode systems. Nevertheless,
many metals passivated in alkaline media which may change their surface properties
including catalytic performance. Both features, corrosion resistance and catalytic
performance, should be sought simultaneously and it should include the evaluation of
the effect of the presence of oxides and hydroxides on the electrode surface in alkaline
media.
Different manufacturing routes have also been tested such as conventional melt alloying,
mechanical alloying, arc gas spraying, electrodeposition, electroless coating, laser alloying of
aluminum with electrodeposited nickel [43], interdiffusion of more than one
electrodeposited layer, etc.
During the leaching stage, additives or alloying components have been used to promote
several effects on the final product. Materials tested for better leaching process results
include metals like Cu, Zn and also oxides. Certainly, other parameters such as temperature
and reaction time during leaching are tested especially for new systems as these can change
compared to conventional Ni alloys.
Although there have been reports on improvement catalyzers for the HER, many
proposed systems still include platinum, while the economics is still recognized as one of
the main challenges to overcome. For this reason, the most used composition in alkaline
electrolysis is still the 50/50 weight percent nickel with aluminum, but many laboratory
results show new systems with great potential, including higher exchange current
densities and corrosion resistance, to be incorporated in economical commercial hydrogen
production systems.
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Chapter 2

Water Electrolysis with Inductive
Voltage Pulses
Martins Vanags, Janis Kleperis and Gunars Bajars
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/52453

1. Introduction
The main idea of Hydrogen Economy is to create a bridge between the energy resources,
energy producers and consumers. If hydrogen is produced from renewable energy sources
(wind, solar, hydro, biomass, etc.), and used for energy production in the catalytic
combustion process, then the energy life cycle does not pollute nature longer. With
transition to Hydrogen Economy the Society will live accordingly to the sustainable
development model, defined in the 1987 (Our Common Future, 1987).
Hydrogen is not available on Earth in free form; therefore the production process is
representing a major part of the final price of hydrogen (Hydrogen Pathway, 2011). This is
the main reason while research for effective electrolysis methods is very urgent. On our
Planet the hydrogen is mainly located in compounds such as hydrocarbons, water, etc. and
appropriate energy is needed to release hydrogen from them. In principle the amount of
consumed energy is always greater than that which can be extracted from the hydrogen,
and in the real operating conditions, the cycle efficiency does not exceed 50% (The
Hydrogen Economy, 2004). The current problem is motivated to seek improvements to
existing and discovering new technologies to produce hydrogen from the water – widely
available and renewable resource on the Earth.
Water electrolysis is known more than 130 years already, and different technologies are
developed giving power consumption around 3.6 kWh/m3 - high temperature electrolysis,
and 4.1 kWh/m3 - room temperature alkaline electrolysers and proton exchange membrane
electrolysers (The Hydrogen Economy, 2004). Lower hydrogen production costs is for
technologies using closed thermo-chemical cycles, but only in places where huge amount of
waste heat is available (for example, nuclear power stations (The Hydrogen Economy, 2004).
Nevertheless what will be the hydrogen price today, in future only hydrogen obtained from
renewable resources using electricity from renewable energy sources will save the World, as
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it was stated in 2nd World’s Hydrogen Congress in Turkey (Selected Articles, 2009). For
Latvia the hydrogen obtained in electrolysis using electricity from renewables (wind, Sun,
water) also would be the best solution to move to Hydrogen Economics (Dimants et all,
2011). That is because all renewables available in Latvia’s geographical situation are giving
non- stable and interrupt power, for which the storage solutions are necessary. Usage of
hydrogen as energy carrier to be produced from electricity generated by renewables, stored
and after used in fuel cell stack to generate electricity is the best solution (Zoulias, 2002).
Efficient and stable electrolysers are required for such purposes. Smaller electrolysis units
are necessary also for technical solutions were hydrogen is produced and used directly on
demand, for example, hydrogen welding devices, hydrogen powered internal combustion
cars (Kreuter and Hofmann, 1998).
DC power typically is used for electrolysis, nevertheless pulse powering also is proposed (see,
for example, Gutmman and Murphy, 1983). Using a mechanically interrupted DC power
supply (Brockris and Potter, 1952; Bockris et all, 1957) next interesting phenomena was
noticed: immediately upon application of voltage to an electrochemical system, a high but
short-lived current spike was observed. When the applied voltage was disconnect, significant
current continues to flow for a short time. In 1984 Ghoroghchian and Bockris designed a
homopolar generator to drive an electrolyser on pulsed DC voltage. They concluded that the
rate of hydrogen production would be nearly twice as much as the rate for DC.
The Latvian Hydrogen Research Team is developing inductive pulse power circuits for
water electrolysis cell (Vanags et all, 2009, 2011a, 2011b). The studies revealed a few
significant differences compared to conventional DC electrolysis of water. New model is
established and described, as well as the hypothesis is set that water molecule can split into
hydrogen and oxygen on a single electrode (Vanags et all, 2011a). There has been found and
explained the principle of high efficiency electrolysis. A new type of power supply scheme
based on inductive voltage pulse generator is designed for water electrolysis. Gases released
in electrolysis process from electrodes for the first time are analyzed quantitatively and
qualitatively using microsensors (dissolved gases in electrolyte solution nearby electrode)
and masspectrometer (in atmosphere evolved gases). The hypothesis of hydrogen and
oxygen evolution on a cathode during the process of pulse electrolysis is original, as well as
interpretation of the process with relaxation mechanisms of electrons emitted by cathode
and solvated in electrolyte (Vanags, 2011b).

2. Literature review
2.1. A brief history of the electrolysis of water
Adriaan Paets van Troostwijk, 1752.–1837., and Johan Rudolph Deiman, 1743.–1808., while
using Leyden jar and a powerful electrostatic generator noticed a gas evolution on the
electrodes of water electrolysis cell as a result of spark over jumping in the electrostatic
generator. The evolved gases displaced water out of the Leyden jar during the experiment
and spark jumped into the collected gas mixture creating an explosion. The researchers
decided that they have decomposed water into hydrogen and oxygen in a stoichiometric
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proportion 2:1; they published the results in 1789, which is considered to be the year of
discovering the water electrolysis (Zoulias et all, 2002; De Levie, 1999). In more that hundred
years, in 1902 there were more than 400 industrial electrolysers used all over the world, but
in 1939 the first large water electrolysis plant was commissioned with the hydrogen
production capacity of 10000 Nm3/h (Zoulias et all, 2002). The high-pressure electrolysers were
produced in 1948 for the first time; in 1966 General Electric built the first electrolysis system
with solid electrolyte and in 1972 the first solid oxide high-temperature electrolyser was built.
However the development of electrolysis devices is in progress nowadays as well along with
the development of proton exchange membrane, which can be used in the water electrolysers
and fuel cells, along with the development of high-temperature solid oxide electrolysers
likewise the optimization of alkaline electrolysers (Kreuter W, and Hofmann H (1998).

2.2. Direct current water electrolysis
When dissolving acid in the water (e.g. sulfuric acid), molecules of water and acid dissociate
into ions. The same happens if alkali (e.g. KOH) is dissolved in the water, the solution
dissociates into ions, creating ionic conductor or electrolyte. There has been formed an ionic
conductor, where a direct current will be passed through. The processes taking place on
electrodes are in the case of sulfuric acid - the positive hydroxonium ions H3O+ (cation)
move to the side of negative electrode. When cations reach the electrode, they receive
missing electrons (Zoulias et all, 2002):
2 H 3O + + 2 e  H 2 + 2 H 2O

(1)

Hydrogen is produced as gas from the medium, in its turn, water dissociates into ions again.
The reaction on an anode or positive electrode in an alkaline medium is (Zoulias et all, 2002):

1
2OH − − 2 e  O2 + H 2O
2

(2)

Oxygen evolves as gas, but water dissociates into ions again. There are produced three parts
of volume of gaseous substance in the process described - two parts of hydrogen and one oxygen. In the case of alkaline electrolyte there are polarized water molecules, which have
their hydrogen atoms oriented toward an electrode, near the cathode and dissociation
reaction takes place:
2 H 2O + e  2OH − + H 2

(3)

The first law of thermodynamics for the open system states that:
Q – Ws = ΔH

(4)

where Q is the amount of heat supplied to the system, Ws the amount of appropriate work
performed by the system and ΔH is the change in system's enthalpy. The work done is
electricity used up in electrolyser, therefore Ws is:
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Ws = -nFE

(5)

where:
n - The amount of transferred electrons;
F – Faraday constant: = 23,074 cal/volts.g-equivalent;
E - Electric potential of the cell in volts.
Using equation (5), transform the expression (4), resulting:
E=

ΔH − Q
nF

(6)

In an isothermal reversible process (without loss) Q is:
Qatg = TΔS

(7)

where T is absolute temperature and ΔS is system entropy change. From (6) and (7) the
value of reversible reaction potential is obtained, where it is impossible to decompose water
into hydrogen and oxygen in real time:
Erev =

ΔH − T ΔS
nF

(8)

(ΔH – ΔS) is the change in Gibbs free energy ΔG. At normal temperature and pressure ((25
oC temperature and 1 atm pressure) ΔH equals 68 320 cal/gmol and ΔG equals 56 690
cal/gmol. Therefore the reversible potential of the cell is:
Erev =

ΔG
56,690
=
= 1,23V
nF 2(23,074)

(9)

Potential where Q equals zero and supplied energy transforms into chemical energy, is
called thermo-neutral voltage (Oldham and Myland, 1993; Bockris and Potter, 1952):

Ethermo =

ΔH
= 1,48V
nF

(10)

The voltage to split water in practical electrolysis devices is higher than thermo-neutral cell
voltage due transformation into heat, which heats up the cell. Therefore industrial
electrolyser requires additional cooling and the value of DC voltage is defined:
E = Erev +loss

(11)

loss = Eanode + Ecathode + Emt + IR

(12)

where the

In equation (12) Eanode – activation overvoltage of the anode; Ecathode – activation overvoltage of
the cathode; Emt – overvoltage of the mass transfer and IR – ohmic overvoltage (includes
resistance in an electrolyte, on electrodes, leads). Current density must be higher than 100
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mA/cm2 in industrial electrolysers, therefore voltage applied to individual cell partly
transforms into the heat, becoming typical loss in DC water electrolysis.
It is possible to write an expression for the efficiency factor of the water electrolysis, calculated
versus the thermo-neutral voltage, using relations above (Bockris and Potter, (1952):

η=

E
ΔH
= thermo
E
ΔG + loss

(13)

When ΔG is negative, the reactions are spontaneous and work has been done by releasing
the energy. When ΔG is positive, for reaction to happen external work must be used. As for
ensuring the reaction, work must be done, water electrolysis cell does not operate
spontaneously. The reaction in fuel cells is spontaneous because of the catalyst and during
reaction the energy is released (Salem, 2004).
Hydrogen Evolution Reaction (HER) is one of the most widely researched reactions in the
electrochemistry. The studies of HER are carried out in different kind of systems and
following each other processes is divided (Salem, 2004; Heyrovsky, 2006; Murphy, 1983;
Bockris, 1957; El-Meligi, 2009; Sasaki and Matsuda, 1981; Noel and Vasu, 1990; Kristalik,
1965): Volmer electrochemical discharge step, Heyrovsky electrochemical desorption step,
Tafel catalytic recombination step. Each of steps can be a reaction limiting step in a certain
system during the whole reaction. This means, that each step can have different reaction
rate, and the slowest step will determine the speed of reaction. Charge transfer may begin
when the reagent is next to the electrode. Two most typical steps are charge transfer ending
with the adsorption of hydrogen atom, and recombination of the adsorbed atoms with next
desorption of H2 molecule.

The general equation of the electrochemical reaction links current with potential (Noel and
Vasu, 1990):

 

 βλη F 
 (1 − β )λη F  
ic = i − i = i0 exp  −
 − exp 

RT
 RT 




(14)

β is symmetry factor (0, ½, 1 for process without activation, normal process and barrier-free
process accordingly).

2.3. Interface between electrode and electrolyte: double layer
When two equal electrodes (conductors) are immersed in an electrolyte, initially there is no
measurable voltage between them. But when the current is caused to flow from one rod to
the other by a battery, charge separation is naturally created at each liquid/solid interface
and two electrochemical capacitors connected in series are created. Typical capacitors store
electrical charge physically, with no chemical or phase changes taking place, and this
process is highly reversible; the discharge-charge cycle can be repeated over and over again,
virtually without limit. In electrochemical capacitor at electrode/electrolyte interface
solvated ions in the electrolyte are attracted to the electrode surface by an equal but opposite
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charge in it. These two parallel regions of charges at interface form the “double layer” where
charge separation is measured in molecular dimensions (i.e., few angstroms), and the
surface area is measured in thousands of square meters per gram of electrode material
(Miller and Simon, 2008).
Double-layer phenomena and electro-kinetic processes are the main elements of
electrochemistry. It is considered that the behavior of the interface is and should be
described in terms of a capacitor. It is a consequence of the “free charge” approach that in
the case of a continuous current flow through the interface a strict distinction should be
made between the so-called non-Faraday and Faraday currents. The former is responsible
for charging of the double-layer capacitor, while the latter is the charge flow connected with
the charge transfer processes occurring at the interface (Horányi, Láng, 2006). The state of an
interface at constant pressure and temperature can be changed by changing the
concentration of the components in the bulk phases, and by constructing an electrical circuit
with the aid of a counter electrode and forcing an electric current through the circuit, which
can be expressed as:
i = i '+ i '',

(15)

Were i` is charging current of double layer, and i`` – charge transfer or Faraday current.
Double layer charging current can be viewed as an ideal capacitor charging current equal to
∂η
C
, were η is overvoltage and C – double layer capacitance. Rewriting equation (15), next
∂t
current equation is obtained:
i =C

∂η
+ i ''
∂t

(16)

which has caused much debates. Paul Delahais wrote in 1966 that this equation permits the
decoupling of the non-Faraday from Faraday processes, but at the same time concludes that
Faraday charge transfer and charging processes cannot be separated a priori in non-steadystate electrode processes because of the phenomenon of charge separation or recombination
at the electrode-electrolyte interface without flow of external current. Charging behaviors as
ideal polarized or reversible electrode represent only two limiting cases of a more general
case (Delahay, 1966). Nisancioglu and Newman (2012) in their article even without going
into the assumptions and basing only on the mass balance equation, obtained next current
equation: i=dq/dt + i’’ and showed that a priori separation of double-layer charging and
Faraday processes in electrode reactions is the component mass balance for the electrode
surface. Equation (1) is valid if the rate of change of concentration of the species, which take
part in the electrode reaction, can be neglected at the electrode surface.

2.4. Water splitting with the pulse electrolysis
There are different ways of water splitting first reviewed by Bockris et all (1985), that
sharply differs from conventional DC water electrolysis. The most common could be:
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thermo chemical, sonochemical, photocatalytic, biological water splitting; water splitting
under the magnetic field and centrifugal force of rotation; pulse electrolysis and plasma
electrolysis. Regarding pulse electrolysis, Ghoroghchian and Bockris in 1956 already defined
that the pulse electrolysis is more effective than conventional electrolysis. Many new patents
on pulse electrolysis appeared in 1970-1990 (Horvath, 1976; Spirig, 1978; Themu, 1980;
Puharich, 1983; Meyer, 1986; Meyer, 1989; Meyer, 1992a, 1992b; Santilli, 2001; Chambers,
2002) stating to be invented over-effective electrolysis (i.e. the current efficiency is higher
than 100%). The water splitting scheme described in these patents initiated a huge interest,
but nobody has succeeded in interpreting these schemes and their performance mechanisms
up to now, and what is more important, nobody has succeeded to repeated patented devices
experimentally as well.
In interrupted DC electrolysis the diffusion layer at the electrode can be divided into two
parts: one part, which is located at the electrode surface is characterized with pulsed
concentration of active ions, and another part is fixed, similar to the diffusion layer in case of
DC. The concentration of the active ions in pulsing diffusion layer changes from defined
initial value when the pulse is imposed, to a next value when it expired. The concentration
of active ions in pulse may fall or can not fall to zero. Time, which is necessary for active ion
concentration would fall to zero, is called the transition time τ. The transition time is
depending from pulse current ip and pulse duration T. If depletion in stationary diffusion
layer is small, i.e. c’e≈c0, were c’e is concentration of ions in pulsed-layer outer edge, and c0 is
bulk concentration, the transition time can be found from Sand equation (Bott, 2000):

τ=

π Dc02 ( zF )2
4ip2

(17)

were F is Faraday’s constant, z – charge number and D is its diffusion coefficient. As can be
seen, transition time τ depends on the ion concentration in bulk volume c0 and pulse current
density ip. Thickness of pulsed layer δp at the end of the pulse depends only from the density
of pulse current:
1/ 2

 DT 

 π 

δp = 2

(18)

With very short pulses extremely thin pulsating layer can be reached. This thin layer would
allow temporary to impose a very high current densities during metal plating (more than
250A/cm2, which is 10,000 times higher than currents in conventional electrolysis), which
accelerates the process of metal electroplating (Ibl et all, 1978). The rough and porous surface is
formed during metal plating with direct current, when the current value reached the mass
transport limit. When plating is done with pulse current, pulsating diffusion layer always will
be much thinner than the surface roughness, what means that in case the mass transfer limit is
reached, the plated surface is homogeneous still and copy the roughness of substrate. This
feature gives preference to pulse current in metal plating processes, comparing with
conventional DC plating, because the highest possible power can used (current above mass
transfer limit) to obtain homogeneous coatings in shortest times (Ibl et all, 1978).
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Pulse electrolysis is widely investigated using various technologies (Hirato et all, 2003;
Kuroda et all, 2007; Chandrasekar et all, 2008). In all of these technologies rectangular pulses
are mostly used which have to be active in nature. Shimizu et all (2006) applied inductive
voltage pulses to water electrolysis and showed significant differences with conventional
DC electrolysis of water. The conclusion of this research is that this kind of water electrolysis
efficiency is not dependant on the electrolysis power, thus being in contradiction to the
conventional opinion of electrolysis.
We studied inductive voltage electrolysis and promoted the hypothesis that pulse process
separates the cell geometric capacitance and double layer charging current from the
electrochemical reaction current with charge transfer (Vanags (2009), Vanags (2011a, 2011b).
To prove this we have done plenty of experiments proving double layer charging process
separation from the electrochemical water splitting reaction. There are no studies about the
usage of reactive short voltage pulse in the aqueous solution electrolysis; also no
microelectrodes are used to determine the presence of the dissolved hydrogen and oxygen
near the cathode in electrolysis process.

3. Experimental
3.1. Materials and equipment
Materials, instruments and equipment used in this work are collected in Tables 1 and 2.

3.2. Inductive reverse voltage pulse generator
The inductive voltage pulses were generated in the electric circuit (Fig. 1) consisting of a
pulse generator, a DC power source, a field transistor BUZ350, and a blocking diode
(Shaaban, 1994; Smimizu et all, 2006). A special broad-band transformer was bifilarly
wound using two wires twisted together. Square pulses from the generator were applied to
the field transistor connected in series with the DC power source. The filling factor of pulses
was kept constant (50%). To obtain inductive reverse voltage pulses, the primary winding of
the transformer is powered with low amplitude square voltage pulses. In the secondary
winding (winding ratio1:1) due to collapse of the magnetic field induced in the coil very
sharp inductive pulse with high amplitude and opposite polarity with respect to applied
voltage appears. Pulse of induced reverse voltage is passed through the blocking diode, and
the resulting ~1 μs wide high-voltage pulse is applied to the electrolytic cell. A two-beam
oscilloscope GWinstek GDS-2204 was employed to record the voltage (i.e. its drop on a
reference resistance) and current in the circuit.
MOSFET (IRF840) is used as semiconductor switch between DC power supply and ground
circuit. Pulse transformer is a solenoid type with bifilar windings; length is 20 cm and a coil
diameter of 2.3 cm and ferrite rod core. Number of turns in both the primary and the
secondary winding is 75, so ratio is 1:1. Inductance of solenoid is approximately 250 μH.
Super-fast blocking diode with the closing time of 10 ns is included in the secondary circuit,
to pass on electrolysis cell only the pulses induced in transformer with opposite polarity.
Direct pulses are blocked by diode.

Equipments and Instruments

Metals

Chemicals
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No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
1.
2.

Name
KOH
NaOH
LiOH
K2CO3
H2SO4
(NH2)2CO
H2O
Stainless Steel (parameters Table 2)
Tungsten

Parameters
99%
99%
99.9%
99.8%
95%
98%
0.1 μS

3.
1.

Platinum
DC power supply Agilent N5751A

99.9%
300V; 2.5A

2.
3.

Frequency Generator GFG-3015
Oscilloscope GDS-2204

4.

Power Meter HM8115-2

5.

Water Deionization Crystal – 5

6.
7.

Masspectrometer RGAPro 100
X-ray fluorescence spectrometer
EDAX/Ametek, Eagle III
Microsensors for dissolved gases H2 Resolution 0.1
and O2
μmol/l

8.

Producer
Aldrich
Aldrich
Aldrich
Aldrich
Aldrich
Aldrich
Deionised
316L
Aldrich

95%

Aldrich
Aligent
echnologies
0 – 150 MHz
GW-Instek
4 beams, resolution GW-Instek
10 ns
16A, 300V
Hameg
Instruments
Water - 0.1 μS
Adrona
Lab.Systems
0 – 100 m/z units Hy-Energy
Ametek
Unisense,
Denmark

Table 1. Materials and equipment used in this work.

Element
C
Quantity, wt% 0.12

Si
0.83

P
0.04

S
0.02

Ti
0.67

Cr
17.88

Mn
2.02

Fe
68.36

Table 2. Composition of Stainless steel 316L used for electrodes (wt%).

Figure 1. Experimental circuit for generation of inductive reverse voltage pulses.

Ni
9.77

Cu
0.29
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3.3. Construction of electrolyses cells
Experiments in this chapter are divided into five parts. In the first part the gas evolution rate
is explained and performance efficiency coefficients defined (current efficiency and energy
efficiency). The second part examines kinetics of the inductive voltage pulse applied to
electrolysis cell were electrolyte concentration and the distance between electrodes are
changing. The third part describes the application of respiration microsensors to measure
concentration of dissolved hydrogen gas directly to the cathode surface in an electrolysis
cell, powered with inductive voltage pulses. The fourth experiment studied inductive
voltage pulse kinetics in very dilute electrolyte solutions. The fourth experiment also noticed
interesting feature in current pulse kinetics, therefore additional experiment is performed, to
measure concentration of evolved hydrogen at the cathode with oxygen microsensor. This
experiment devoted to fifth.
Amount of released gases during electrolysis was determined with volume displacement
method (Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Principal scheme to determine the volume of released gases.

Electrolysis cell is in a separate chamber closed with a sealing cap. Glass tube bent in 180
degrees is attached to the bottom of the electrolysis chamber. The tube is graduated in units
of volume above the level of the electrolyte. Gases arising in electrolysis process are pressing
on electrolyte and the level in calibrated tube is increasing giving approximate volume of
gases produced. In measured value of volume the 5% relative error is from different
reasons; the biggest uncertainty is determined by the pressured gas generated during
electrolysis - higher than atmospheric pressure. Gases are produced in electrolysis by
volume 2/3 hydrogen and 1/3 oxygen. Knowing the mass of hydrogen generated in period
texp, the charge necessary to produce such amount can be calculated and compared with
consumed energy – result is current efficiency of particular electrolysis cell. Energy
efficiency is calculated from consumed energy compared to what can be obtained from
burning the produced amount of hydrogen at highest calorific value - 140 MJ/kg.
Self-made water electrolysis cell with movable electrode was used in experiments. It consists
of a polyethylene shell with built in micro-screw from one side. Using stainless steel wire
the micro-screw is connected to the movable electrode, situated perpendicular to the
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electrolyte cavity (diameter 40 mm). Stainless steel stationary electrode with same area is
situated against a moving electrode. SUS316L stainless steel plate electrodes with equal area
(2 cm2) were used in experiments. Before experiments the electrodes were mechanically
polished and washed with acetone and deionized water. As an electrolyte KOH solution in
water was used in different concentrations. At each electrolyte concentration the distance
between electrodes was changed with micro-screw from 1 mm to 5 mm. During experiment
the appropriate concentration of the electrolyte solution was filled and cell attached to an
inductive voltage pulse generator. At each electrolyte concentration the current and voltage
oscillograms were taken for 1 to 5 mm distance between electrodes (step 1 mm).
Oscillograms were further analyzed calculating consumed charge, pulse energy, and in
some cases - energetic factors.
To measure the concentration of dissolved hydrogen at the cathode during electrolysis, selfmade cell was used (Fig. 3). Cell consists from three cameras connected with ion conducting
bridges.

Figure 3. Three-camera electrolysis cell to measure concentration of dissolved hydrogen.

The first camera is for nickel plate counter electrode, second – for working electrode smooth wires (diameter 0.5 mm, length 100 mm) of tungsten and platinum, but third camera
was used for reference electrode in some specific experiments. Pt and W electrodes were
cleaned before experiments, etching them 24 hours in concentrated alkali solution and
rinsing with deionized water. The concentration of dissolved hydrogen was determined
with respiration microsensor used typically in biological experiments (Unisense, 2011). The
Unisense hydrogen microsensor is a miniaturized Clark-type hydrogen sensor with an
internal reference electrode and a sensing anode. The sensor must be connected to a highsensitivity picoammeter where the anode is polarized against the internal reference. Driven
by the external partial pressure, hydrogen from the environment will pass through the
sensor tip membrane and will be oxidized at the platinum anode surface. The picoammeter
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converts the resulting oxidation current to a signal. In our experiments sensor H2100 having
the tip with diameter 110 μm was placed as closely as possible to cathode (<1 mm distance).
Before experiments the microsensor was graduated in two points – zero H2 concentration
(Ar gas is bubbled through deionized water) and 100% or 816 mmol/l at 20 oC (H2 gas is
bubbled through deionized water – from Unisense, 2011 user manual). The experiment was
carried out as follows: separate inductive voltage pulses was delivered to the cell and
voltage and current oscillograms recorded. At the same time the concentration of the
dissolved hydrogen was measured using microsensor.

Figure 4. Water electrolysis cell to measure the concentration of dissolved oxygen.

The oxygen microsensor (also from Unisence, 2011) was used to measure the concentration
of dissolved hydrogen close to cathode during inductive pulse electrolysis (Figure 4). The
oxygen micro-sensor is all Clark-type sensor based on diffusion of oxygen through a silicone
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membrane to an oxygen reducing cathode which is polarized versus an internal Ag/AgCl
anode. The flow of electrons from the anode to the oxygen reducing cathode reflects linearly
the oxygen partial pressure around the sensor tip (diameter 100 μ) and is in the pA range.
The current is measured by a picoammeter. To generate short inductive voltage pulses, the
same circuit (chapter 3.2) is used. Cell is filled with deionized water, and the generator set in
mode when expressed negative current peak is observed in oscillograms.
Concentration of oxygen is measured simultaneously with microsensor, previously
calibrated in deionized water bubbled with oxygen.
Specific electrolysis cell was made for study the kinetics of inductive pulse electrolysis in
diluted electrolytes (Figure 5). It was made from glass bowl with two separate electrode
holders equipped with screws for electrodes from stainless steel 316L wires (diameter 2 mm,
length 100 mm). Steel electrodes were cleaned before experiments, etching them 24 hours in
concentrated alkali solution and rinsing with deionized water together with glass bowl of
electrolysis cell. Very diluted electrolyte was prepared pouring in the cell 350 ml deionized
water and adding drops of 5 M electrolyte from calibrated volume dropper (0.05±10% ml).
Four electrolytes (KOH, NaOH, LiOH, H2SO4) were used in experiments and measurements
were registered after each drop.

Figure 5. Water electrolysis cell to measure the kinetics of pulse electrolysis.

4. Results and analysis
4.1. Current and energy efficiencies
Average values of voltage and current, as well as flow of generated hydrogen gas
depending on KOH concentrations are shown in table 3. Theoretically maximal current is
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calculated knowing the hydrogen gas flow by assumption that 2 electrons generate one
molecule of hydrogen. Using data from Table 3, current and energy efficiency coefficients
are calculated for pulse electrolysis process (see Table 4) on the assumption that the pulse
transformer primary side and secondary side are two separate systems, which are only bind
by average value of current flowing in the cell.
KOH
concentration
[mol/kg]

Average value
for current
pulse [mA]

Average
voltage
value [V]

0.1
1
2
3

6.5
8
8.3
8.6

2.1
2.1
2.1
2.1

Current value
calculated from mass
of generated
hydrogen [mA]
3.2
3.7
4
4.2

Hydrogen
flow
[cm3/min]
0.043
0.054
0.057
0.059

Table 3. Parameters of registered voltage and current pulses on an electrolysis cell.

This assumption is not entirely correct, but acceptable. When viewed from the primary
circuit side, the pulse generator is with a reactive element included in its scheme - an
induction coil (the primary winding of pulse transformer).
KOH concentration
[mol/kg]
0.1
1
2
3

Current efficiency
coefficient [%]
49
46
48
49

Energy efficiency coefficient
[%]
66
64
68
68

Table 4. Current and energy efficiency coefficients

By disconnecting secondary side, primary side does not consume anything (except the
power that is distributed on elements with active resistances included in the primary
circuit). When connecting the secondary side, the active 1 V amplitude of the voltage pulse
in the primary side is unable to consume more, because it is necessary to exceed electrolysis
overvoltage – at least 1.23 V (ratio of windings in coil is 1:1).
Therefore, the average current values in Table 3 are replaced with the current consumed in
the power supply system. Voltage value is read from the oscilloscope by measuring the
voltage pulse on primary coil. Thus, equipment errors associated with variations in voltage
values are excluded. Then, the resulting pulse is averaged over time and the resulting
voltage values are shown in second column of Table 5.
It should be mentioned that adjusted energy efficiency coefficients were calculated without
any reference to the circuit elements and the quantity of generated gas flow. As it is seen
from Table 4.3., it is necessary to determine current and voltage values with oscilloscope
within scheme of this experiment, which eliminates the pulse schemes for analogue
measuring errors.
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KOH
concentration
0.1
1
2
3

Power
supply
voltage [V]
1.43
1.48
1.53
1.49

Average current
value on the cell
[mA]
6.5
8
8.3
8.6

Hydrogen
flow
[cm3/min]
0.043
0.054
0.057
0.059

Energy efficiency
coefficient [%]
97
96
94
97

Table 5. Adjusted parameters of voltage, current and efficiency.

4.2. Pulse kinetics at different concentration solutions and electrode distances
In Figure 6 the voltage and current pulse oscillograms are shown for steel electrode plates in
0.1 M KOH solution, where the maximum voltage pulse value is approximately 5.5 V when
distance between the electrodes is 5 mm and it drops to about 3 V when the distance
between the electrodes is 1 mm. In 0.3 M KOH solution (curves similar to 0.1 M solution) the
maximum voltage pulse value is 3.5 V, when distance between the electrodes is 5 mm and it
drops to 2.6 V when distance between the electrodes is reduced to 1 mm. In even more
concentrated solution, ie., 0.5 M KOH, the maximum voltage pulse value at the electrode
distance of 5 mm is approximately 2.9 V and when the electrode distance is 1 mm, it drops to
2.4 V. Current peak value does not change significantly depending on the electrode distance,
or the concentration, but there are observed changes in the discharge tail length, suggesting
that higher charge in electrolysis cell flows at more concentrated electrolyte solution.

Figure 6. Current and voltage pulses registered with oscilloscope in 0.1 M KOH.

When looking at pulse generation scheme in the experimental method section (Figure 1), it
is clear that high-voltage pulse generated in the transformer is reactive in nature. Reactive
pulse amplitude will depend on the quality factor of capacitive element. Capacitor with a
large leak (concentrated electrolyte solution) will not be able to hold the reactive pulse with
large amplitude, though in the previous figures it is shown that the amplitude of those
achieved in the secondary circuit on the electrolysis cell is greater than the direct pulse
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amplitude. This means that at the first moment when short inductive pulse is applied, the
water electrolysis cell behaves as good capacitor, also at the voltage region, in which water
electrolysis can occur. But after starting the discharge tail, the energy stored in the capacity
transforms into the chemical energy in the process of water electrolysis.

4.3. The concentration of dissolved hydrogen at cathode
Current and voltage pulses registered with oscilloscope (Fig. 7) show that changing the
electrode material, the rising front and relaxation of voltage pulses does not change, while
voltage pulse amplitude decreases with increasing current pulse amplitude when solution
concentration increases. Current pulses also are not different on the platinum and tungsten
electrodes with identical concentration of KOH solutions (Fig. 7). To evaluate pulse energy
supplied to the cell, pulse voltage and current values were multiplied and resulting curves
was integrated with time (Table 6). Each row in the Table 6 shows electrode material and the
concentration of the solution, and in the next column – calculated supplied energy to the
system during the pulse.
Figure 8 presents each electrode’s voltage and current oscillograms in the same time scale in
order to better evaluate the phase shift angle between current and voltage. There are not
noticeably significant differences observable between the phase shift angles depending on
the electrode material.

Figure 7. Current and voltage pulse oscillograms of Pt and W electrodes (Pt – black and blue, W – green
and red accordingly).

Electrode material and solution concentration
Pt in 0.1M KOH solution
Pt in 0.2M KOH solution
W in 0.1M KOH solution
W in 0.2M KOH solution

Energy, mJ
8.5
7.7
8.2
7.6

Table 6. Energy supplied to the cell during the pulse, calculated from voltage and current oscillograms.
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Figure 8. Current and voltage pulse oscillograms of Pt and W electrodes in 0.1 M and 0.2 M KOH

In each experiment with microsensor to measure the concentration of dissolved hydrogen, the
measuring time lasted 100 s (curves at Fig. 9). As it is seen, the curves with largest slope are an
electrolyte with a higher concentration, and the tungsten electrode, rather than platinum.

Figure 9. Changes in concentration of dissolved hydrogen gas during pulse electrolysis.

It means that on the tungsten electrodes the concentration of dissolved hydrogen increases
faster than on the platinum electrodes. As it is seen from cathodic region of voltamperic
curves (Fig. 10), for platinum electrode the characteristic hydrogen adsorption/absorption
peak at negative currents appears at potential -0.5 V, but not for tungsten electrode.
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Figure 10. Voltamperic characteristics for platinum and tungsten electrodes in 0.1 M KOH solution
measured in two electrode configuration at scan rate 10 mV/s.

The pulse energy of inductive reverse voltage pulses is limited. Voltage and current during
the pulse reacts in such way that their multiplication and next integration in time would be
equal in the same concentration of electrolyte without reference to the material of electrodes
that are used. Pulse energy decreases whilst solution concentration increases, suggesting
that reactive energy component has decreased. Therefore it is observable that phase shift
angle between current and voltage is smaller in a more concentrated solution. Since the
inductive voltage pulse energy is limited, on platinum electrode it is consumed in the
adsorption area, thus structuring hydrogen adsorption monolayer on the platinum
electrode. There is no hydrogen adsorption/absorption peak for tungsten electrode and
during a very short voltage pulse, electrons from the metal discharge directly on hydrogen
ions at interface electrode/electrolyte and hydrogen molecules are formed intensively which
are detected with dissolved hydrogen microsensor.

4.4. Pulse kinetic measurements in highly dilute solutions
Voltage pulse growth at various concentrations of KOH solution (Figure 11) is equal in all
concentrations, while the discharge tile after voltage pulse at various concentrations is
different. Amplitude of voltage pulse is maximal in deionized water, but pulse dynamics in
cell with slightly diluted electrolyte is exactly what is in the case of the open circuit, only the
amplitude is smaller. Continuing to increase the concentration of electrolyte in cell, the
value of voltage pulse amplitude continues decrease, while the discharge tail will increase.
Current changes the direction from negative to positive with increasing concentration of
electrolyte passing through the point where the current pulse has not descending a long tail
(Fig. 12). Current pulse in deionized water most of the momentum is negative. By increasing
the concentration of solution up to 1 mM, current pulse appears in both positive and
immediately following a negative pulse, while discharge tail almost disappears. Continuing
to increase the concentration of electrolyte, the negative values of current pulse disappear
and the discharge tail remains positive and increasing, which indicates that the charge
injected in the cell during pulse increases. More increase of concentration does not change
the view of current pulse and it remains like from the previous concentrations (Fig. 12).
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When electrolyte concentration increases, voltage peak drop is observed (Fig. 13). The
peak value of voltage pulse is decreasing exponentially, and it stabilizes around the value
of 9 V for solutions, while in deionized water that value is over 600 V. These curves
almost coincide in different alkali solutions, while in the sulfuric acid the peak values are
falling faster.

Figure 11. Inductive discharge voltage pulses with different concentrations of KOH.

Figure 12. Current pulses initiated by inductive voltage pulses on cell with different concentrations of
KOH solution

The pulse charge (integral of the current pulse) increases with increase of electrolyte
concentration and tend saturate at some value (Figure 14).
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Figure 13. Decrease of voltage pulse amplitude with increasing concentration of electrolyte.

Figure 14. Changes of pulse charge (integrated current pulse) in various solutions with increasing
concentration of electrolyte.

In alkali solutions, the charge behavior is nearly identical for alkali tested, while in the cell
with sulfuric acid solution, the increase of charge is more rapid. Concerning occurrence of
the negative currents following hypothesis is proposed. Voltage pulse kinetics demonstrates
that around the electrode spatial charge density appears, i.e., when voltage rapidly grows in
two-electrode system, electrons are emitted from the cathode environment. Since water ion
concentrations in deionized water is low (H3O+ molar concentration is in the order of 10-7 M),
then, most likely, the emitted electrons are solvated between polar water molecules and than
will attach a neutral water molecule, which is described by following hydration reaction:
H2O + e- ↔ H + OH-

(19)
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If OH- ions and solvated electrons don’t manage to discharge at the cathode, then around
the cathode a spatial charge appears. In case of arising the spatial charge around electrode, it
is more likely of electrons to move back into the metal. If the electron donor is the OH- ion,
then oxygen evolution should appear at the cathode. In principle, according to the
experimental circuit, such electron returning back in metal in large amounts what results
from the negative current pulse value presented in Fig. 12, is not possible since this current
component is blocked by the diode incorporated in the circuit. Therefore behind the diode,
parasitic element with the inductive nature must exist in the measurement circuit (Fig. 1)
which becomes comparatively small and solvated electrons are discharged by ions in
electrolyte, therefore decreasing negative current. To confirm this hypothesis, it is necessary
to determine if oxygen does not appear near the cathode (the solvated electrons OH- form
allows a reverse reaction (19) on the cathode).

4.5. Measurement of dissolved oxygen near the cathode
The concentration of dissolved oxygen in a solution near the cathode during pulse
electrolysis in dependence of time is presented in Fig. 15. During the first 60 seconds current
pulses has an explicit negative peak in the cell. After 60 seconds, the generator is set to
manage the negative current peak disappeared. From Fig. 15 it is seen that when a negative
current peak occurs, the oxygen evolves at the cathode, but when the negative current
during voltage pulses is prevented, the oxygen at cathode is no longer released and
concentration decreases.

Figure 15. Dissolved oxygen concentration near the cathode in two regimes of pulse generator – when
current peak is negative (left, dissolved oxygen concentration is increasing) and positive (right,
dissolved oxygen concentration is decreasing).
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5. Conclusions
Reactive short voltage pulse generator is designed to power water electrolysis cells of
different constructions, both with spatially separated and with variable distance
electrodes. Required value of electrolysis voltage in the primary circuit of power supply
can be reduced by inserting the electrolysis cell in secondary circuit of power supply
together with inductive element and reverse diode. For example, in this work electrolysis
is provided with direct pulse amplitude 1 V, which induces a short high voltage pulse
(tens, hundreds of volts, depending on the conductivity of electrolyte) in the secondary
circuit. For studying the process of electrolysis the microelectrode sensors are used to
measure concentration of dissolved hydrogen and oxygen gas in the direct vicinity of
cathode for the first time.
By changing the distance between the electrodes and concentration of electrolyte, it is
experimentally proved that the electrolysis cell is capacitor with high Q factor when short
voltage pulse (width below 1 μs) is applied. During this short time the capacitor (electrolysis
cell) is charged, which can be interpreted as charging of double-layer on interface
cathode/electrolyte. After the interruption of short voltage pulse the energy accumulated in
double-layer capacitor slowly discharges (pulse discharge tail), thus activating the process
of electrolysis. Consequently, it is shown that with short voltage pulse electrolysis the
charging of cell can be separated from the electrochemical reactions in electrolysis process.
Kinetics of charging the electrolysis cell with reactive high voltage short pulses does not
depend on concentration of the electrolyte, whereas kinetics of the subsequent longdischarge process depends on the electrolyte concentration (faster in dilute solutions, slower
in more concentrated solutions). If concentration of electrolyte in the electrolysis cell is
above 3 mM, reactive voltage pulse energy does not depend on concentration of the
solution. The current polarity switch from cathodic to anodic and back is observed in
oscillograms, when de-ionized water electrolysis is performed with short reactive voltage
pulses. Polarity changes only during short time when reactive voltage pulse is applied; at
the beginning of the discharge tail the current is cathodic again. Measurements of
dissolved oxygen concentration by microsensor in the immediate vicinity of the cathode
show that oxygen concentration increases (reverse process to hydrogen evolution) in the
presence of anodic current. The hypothesis is proposed that high-voltage pulse causes the
emission of electrons from the cathode metal into electrolyte, where at first the electrons
are solvated, then dissociating the water molecules forms H atoms and OH- ions; next
generated OH- ions can discharge on cathode at the moment when applied voltage pulse
reduces, giving the release of oxygen detected by microsensor. Current efficiency of 50%
is registered in high-voltage reactive short pulse electrolysis, while the energetic efficiency
is in range 70-100%.
Platinum and tungsten electrodes are studied to find the impact of electrode material on the
process of short reactive voltage pulse electrolysis. Experimental results show that the
voltage and current characteristics of inductive voltage short pulse electrolysis are the same
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for both metals, but the concentration of dissolved hydrogen grows faster at the tungsten
electrode. Delay in the release of hydrogen on a platinum electrode is explained by the
tendency of platinum to adsorb hydrogen on the surface.
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Overview of Membrane Electrode
Assembly Preparation Methods for
Solid Polymer Electrolyte Electrolyzer
Bernard Bladergroen, Huaneng Su, Sivakumar Pasupathi and Vladimir Linkov
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/52947

1. Introduction
In search for improved overall efficiency, higher current density, lower membrane cost and
maximized utilization of relatively expensive catalytic materials, the scientific community
has produced hundreds of publications, assisting those looking for the opportunity to turn
electrolyzer prototypes into commercially viable products [1]. While other chapters of this
book focus on the development of catalysts and proton conductive membranes, this chapter
describes the principle functions of “membrane electrode assemblies“ (MEAs), followed by
an overview of methods designed and developed to produce effective MEAs. The process
conditions chosen during the preparation/production of MEAs have a great impact on the
logistics of proton-, electron-, reagent- and product-transport. Each different method is
aimed at achieving an architecture yielding optimal accessibility, stability and numbers of
‘‘three phase boundaries’’ (TPB) that contribute to the productivity and efficiency of the
electrolyzer system. Proper design of the MEA is essential since the true potential of the
most appropriate membrane and the most active catalysts will only be revealed in a
successful MEA configuration.
List of abbreviations:
MEA - membrane electrode assembly
TPB - three phase boundary
SPE - solid polymer electrolyte
PEMFC - polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell
Pt/C - carbon supported platinum
CL - catalyst layer
CCG - catalyst coated GDL
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CCM - catalyst coated membrane
GDL - gas diffusion layer
PFSA - perfluorosulphonic acid
PTFE - polytetrafluoroethylene
PVD - physical vapour deposition
CVD - chemical vapour deposition
ES - electro spraying
EPD - electrophoretic deposition
MWNT - multi walled carbon nano tube
TEM - transmission electron microscope
SEM- scanning electron microscope
NML - noble metal loading
EASA - electrochemical active surface area
MT - mass transfer

2. The principle functions of the MEA
In both Solid Polymer Electrolyte (SPE) and Fuel Cell MEAs the principle function of the
MEA is to efficiently control the flow of electrons liberated at the electron donating reaction
(the anode) to the electron accepting reaction (cathode). This is typically achieved by
separating the cathodic reaction from the anodic reaction by using a membrane that conducts
protons (H+) only. Electrons are channelled through an external circuit from the anode to the
cathode. By controlling the flow and direction of electrons, H2O can either be used to produce
H2 and O2 (Electrolysis) or can be produced from H2 and O2 (fuel cell). The anode and the
cathode reaction for an SPE electrolyzer are shown in equation 1 and 2 respectively;
2H 2 O → 4H + + O 2 + 4e −

4H+ + 4e − → 2H2

(anode, electron donating reactions)

(1)

(cathode, electron accepting reactions)

(2)

Since the enthalpy of H2 and O2 is higher than the enthalpy of H2O, a sufficiently high
electrical potential has to be applied between the two electrodes to force a flow of electrons
from the anode to the cathode. One of the aims in SPE MEA design is to minimize power
losses during the electrolysis process. Hereafter, SPE MEAs will be referred as MEAs in this
chapter. Total power losses are related both to the material properties of MEA components
and the MEA production methods (the way the components are put together). The various
components in a typical MEA are listed in Table 1;
Different groups of researchers have been optimizing the properties of each component.
Components with the most promising properties have been assembled into MEAs. The most
commonly used membrane is Nafion® 115 with mainly commercial IrO2 as anode catalyst,
and commercially available carbon supported Pt as cathode. Ti-fibre as anode backing and
E-TEK / Toray carbon paper/cloth as commercial backing on the cathode. Typically, MEA
performance is given as the current density as function of applied potential. Table 2 gives an
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overview of various published MEA performances with listed components and production
methods used.
No
1

MEA COMPONENT
Membrane

2

Cathode catalyst

3

Anode catalyst

4
5

Cathode backing layer
Anode backing layer

PROPERTIES
Conductance (1/S), gas permeance, electroosmotic
properties (all as function of temperature)
Catalytic activity of the specific material,
electrical resistance of the cathode layer, particle size
Catalytic activity of the material, electrical resistance of
the anode layer, particle size
Mass transfer of reactants and reaction products
Mass transfer of reactants and reaction products

Table 1. MEA components and their main properties

The results reveal that the true potential of the MEA is not only determined by the
properties of the individual components but mainly by the MEA production method. Before
describing various MEA preparation methods, the concept of TPB is explained in
conjunction with the logistics around electrons, protons, reactants and products.

3. Logistics at three phase boundaries
Since MEAs have no significant capacitance, accumulation of protons or electrons at either
surface of the MEA is negligible. Therefore, both half cell reactions will happen at exactly
the same rate. In order for an MEA to function, the following conditions must be met;
a.
b.

c.

The combined electrode overpotential should be low enough for the reactions to occur
at a reasonable rate, typically <2V.
Each electron liberated at the anode catalyst in accordance with equation 1 has to find
its way to a cathode catalyst particle in order to recombine in accordance with equation
2. For the electrons to flow, a path of sufficient electro conductivity running from the
anode catalyst particle to the cathode catalyst particle must be available. Concurrently,
a path with sufficient proton conductivity must be available to transport the H+ from
the anode catalyst, through the membrane, to the cathode catalyst.
For the reactions to continue, reactants (water) should be supplied continuously to the
anode catalyst site (that holds both required protonic and electronic connection with the
cathode catalyst). Products such as O2 and H2, need to be removed on a continuous
bases from the anode and cathode respectively.

The three dimensional interfaces where catalyst, ionomer and reactant convene to meet all
three conditions, are called the three phase boundaries (TPBs). From conditions B and C it
can be concluded that not only the number of TPBs are important but also the logistics of
proton-, electron-, reagent- and product-transport. Both factors determine the rate and
efficiency at which the MEA can produce H2 and O2 from water. A schematic representation
of the TPB is shown in Figure 1.
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X=missing details; GP=Gold plated; CP= Carbon paper; GDL= Gas diffusion layer; CCM= Catalyst Coated Membrane
CCS= Catalyst Coated Substrate; SPD=Screen Print Diffusion

Table 2. MEA performance, components and production methods (Ref [2-24])
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Figure 1. Schematic overview of the three phase boundary

For the cathode of a SPE electrolyzer, the catalyst layer (CL) structure is similar with that for
PEMFC. Normally, carbon supported platinum (Pt/C) catalysts are used in these CLs. For
the anode of a SPE electrolyzer, the CL differs somewhat from that for PEMFC due to the
unavailability of carbon support in anode catalyst. For example, oxides such as IrO2, Ir–Ru,
Ir–Sn, Ir–Ta, Ir–Ru–Sn and Ir–Ru–Ta etc were widely used as oxygen evolution
electrocatalysts in anode CL. Particles of supported catalysts are well dispersed and extend
deep into layers of carbon particles, which requires more ionomer to extend the TPB
whereas in unsupported catalysts, the catalyst layer is only one to two layers thick and
therefore requires less ionomer for optimum TPB.
The principle functions of the MEA are summarized in the left column of Table 3. The right
column provide parameters that influences these functions

4. Membrane electrode assembly production methods
As mentioned in the previous section, each MEA preparation method is aimed at achieving
a MEA architecture with an optimal accessibility, stability and number of TPB. Generally the
approaches taken to produce MEA can be divided into A and B as depicted in Figure 2.
Catalysts are either applied directly onto the proton conductive membrane or onto the
electrically conductive supports. The different ways catalysts are applied on either surface is
discussed in the following paragraphs.
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No FUNCTIONS OF THE MEA
1
Separate cathode and anode reactions
Membrane properties (gas permeance)
2
Channelling electrodes from the anode to Catalyst type, electrical resistivity of the
the current collector and from the current membrane material
collector to the cathode
3
Provide optimal electrochemical activity Catalyst type
4
Provide optimal number of TPBs
MEA preparation method, catalyst type
5
Provide structure that facilitate electron MEA preparation method, catalyst type,
transport from current collector to TPBs at support type, ionomer type and loading
the minimal overall electrical resistance
6
Provide structure that facilitates proton MEA preparation method, ionomer
transport from TPBs to PEM with the
content, ionomer type
optimal proton conductivity
7
Provide structure that allows for products MEA preparation method, ink composition
to be transported away from TPBs, as
including hydrophobic / hydrophilic
accumulation of products will have a
components
negative impact on the rate at which
reactants can reach the TPBs
8
Provide structure that allows for reactants MEA preparation method, ink composition
to reach TPBs
including hydrophobic / hydrophilic
components
Table 3. MEA components and their main properties

MEA preparation processes

-- > Conductive support,
-- > Cathode catalyst
-- > Membrane
-- > Anode catalyst
-- > Conductive support

Process A: Catalyst Coated Membrane
Proton
conductive
membrane

Apply anode
and/or cathode
on membrane*

Add support
to catalyst
coated
membrane

Process B: Catalyst Coated Substrate
Conductive
support
-Carbon cloth,
-Carbon paper,
-Ti mesh

Apply catalyst
on support *

Add
membrane
to coated
support

* Catalyst application methods:
1. Application in solid form
a) Dry spraying
b) Decal method
2. Application as emulsion
a) Spreading of pastes
b) Painting of ink
c) Screen printing of ink
3. Application of aerosol
a) Aerolizing using spray gun
b) Sonicated spray
c) Spray under irradiation
4. Vapour phase deposition
a) Magnetron sputtering
b) Chemical vapour deposition
5. Electrode assisted deposition
a) Electro deposition
b) Electro spraying
c) Electrophoretic deposition
6. Application in precursor state
a) Electron beam reduction
b) Impregnation reduction

Figure 2. Schematic of catalyst-coated GDL (CCG) and catalyst-coated membrane (CCM) structures.
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5. Application of the catalyst in solid form
a.

Dry spraying

Dry spraying is a method of depositing CL from dry powder electrode material, based on
the adaptation of a rolling process. After mixing the reactive materials (catalysts, PTFE,
PFSA powder and/or filler materials) in a knife mill, it is then atomized and sprayed in a
nitrogen stream through a slit nozzle directly onto the GDL or membrane. This reactive
layer is fixed and thoroughly connected to the membrane by passing them through a
calender. Although adhesion of the catalytic material on the surface is strong, the layer is
further fixed by hot rolling or pressing to improve the electric and ionic contact. Depending
upon the degree of atomization, a completely, uniformly covered reactive layer with
thickness down to 5 μm can be prepared with this technique [25]. A consistent particle size
distribution is a reason for using dry spraying. The procedure is simple and, as a dry
process, avoids the use of any solvents and drying steps.
b.

Decal method

Decal method is the most commonly used route for fabricating CL on either side of SPE
membrane [26-27]. In this method, the catalyst ink (electrolyte ionomer, catalysts and
solvent mixture) is coated on a decal that has precisely the same dimensions as that of the
active area in the water electrolyzer. The widely used decal material for this purpose is
fiberglass reinforced Teflon (200-300 mm thick). Prior to catalyst coating, the decal surface
must be cleaned with a solvent, then treated with a Teflon release agent and dried at room
temperature. Desired catalyst loading can be achieved by repeated painting and drying of
the decal. Drying the slurry-coated decals at high temperature (100-150 oC) in a vacuum
oven for 30-60 minutes between each coating ensures complete solvent evaporation and
ionomer redistribution. The pretreated membrane is sandwiched between two catalystcoated decals, with the catalyst-coated sides facing each other. The decal/membrane
assembly is then enveloped between two PTFE blanks, followed by sandwiching two
stainless-steel sheets and compressed using a preheated hot press at a compression pressure
for few minutes. The next step is transfer of CL from the decal to the PEM to produce a
CCM. This is done again at high temperature and pressure using a hot press. After cooling
the hot-pressed assembly to room temperature, the decals can be peeled away from the
membrane, then two thin casting layers of catalysts are left on the membrane. The GDLs can
then be added to the CCM either by hot-pressing or without the need for hot-pressing, if a
uniform compression force and low contact resistance can be ensured during the cell
assembly.

6. Application of the catalyst as emulsion
Various techniques have been categorized as application of the catalyst as emulsion
including spreading, painting and screen printing. These techniques involve one of the
following routes as discussed earlier: coating the CL on the membrane (CCM) or coating the
CL on the GDL (CCG). In either route, the first step is the preparation of catalyst-electrolyte
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ionomer-solvent emulsion, which will be coated as slurry or paste on the SPE membrane or
GDL.
a.

Spreading of pastes

In this technique, the previously prepared catalyst emulsion is spread onto a membrane or
wet-proofed GDL using a heavy stainless-steel cylinder (spreading mill) on a flat surface or
by rolling-in between two rotating cylinders [28]. The thickness of the prepared CL can be
controlled by adjusting the distance between the rolling cylinders. The roller-pressed CLs
are uniformly thin and the catalyst loading is directly proportional to the CL thickness. The
CCM or CCG thus prepared must be hot-pressed with the GDL or SPE membrane to
fabricate the MEA.
b.

Painting of ink

In the painting method, the catalyst ink is brush-painted directly onto a dry ion-exchanged
membrane in the Na+ form and then baked in an oven to evaporate the solvent in the ink. A
more uniform CL might be difficult to achieve through this method as there could be a
significant distortion on the membrane during painting and drying. This can be overcome
by drying the membrane in a special vacuum table heating fixture. Also the bulk of the
solvent is removed at a lower temperature to alleviate cracking, and later the final traces of
solvent are rapidly removed at higher temperature (> 80 oC). In the last step, the catalyzed
membranes are rehydrated and ion-exchanged to H+ form by immersing them in slightly
boiling sulphuric acid followed by rinsing in deionized water.
c.

Screen printing of ink

The screen printing method has not been widely used for MEA preparation as much as
spreading or painting for SPE water electrolyzer. Four items are essential for screen
printing: the printing medium (catalyst ink), a substrate onto which the print will be made
(GDL or membrane), a screen to define the required patterns, and a squeegee to force the ink
through the screen [29]. In this method, a screen sieve is held above the substrate, while the
pre-prepared catalyst slurry or ink is applied over it. As the squeegee travels over the
screen, it presses it down into contact with the substrate pushing the paste through the
screen thus depositing the catalyst ink onto the substrate surface. The pore size in the screen
must be optimized to be about the same size as that of catalyst particles to get an optimum
print quality. The limitation of this method is that larger particles tend to get clogged and
could produce irregularly printed patterns on the substrate surface.

7. Application of the catalyst as vapour
The vapour deposition methods also yield thin CLs, but unlike the slurry (ink)-based
preparation methods, vapour deposition does not yield a uniform layer of electrolyte matrix
in the CL. Here the unsupported catalyst is deposited as a metal on the SPE membrane or
GDL from its vapour phase. The need for an electrolyte matrix (ionomer) inside the CL is
altogether eliminated in vapour deposition processes owing to their ability to fabricate ultra-
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thin CLs (as low as 1 μm). The most common vapour deposition methods are physical
vapour deposition (PVD; e.g., magnetron sputtering) and chemical vapour deposition
(CVD).
a.

Magnetron sputtering

Sputtering is a PVD process in which the atoms from the source material (target) erode and
get deposited on the substrate. It is performed in a vacuum chamber or in a controlled
environment chamber that uses argon plasma. Despite the ability to produce CLs as thin as
1 mm, the performance of MEA prepared using sputter-deposited CLs varies by several
orders of magnitude primarily due to the variation in CL thickness and particle size (<10
nm). Sputtering thick CLs (>10 um) is disadvantageous because of the absence of ionomer
inside the CL [30]. In such cases, impregnation of PTFE and carbon power into the porous
substrate is crucial to enhance ionic transport. Methods to create three dimensional reaction
zones from two-dimensional thin film structure have demonstrated improved performance.
Although the sputtering technique provides an easier way of direct deposition of CL, the
main drawback of this technique is the poor adherence of platinum to the substrate. As a
result, the catalyst is prone to dissolution and sintering under variable operating conditions
and is often not durable enough to meet the long-term requirements of the MEA application.
So far, published material related to magnetron sputtered MEA were related to PEMFC
MEAs.
b.

Chemical vapour deposition

Chemical vapour deposition is similar to a PVD process in many aspects, but instead of
using solid precursors (targets) to deposit a thin film of solid material, it uses gas-phase
precursors. This process chemically transforms the gaseous precursor molecules into a solid
material in the form of thin film or powder on the substrate surface. In essence, the CVD
method enables the platinization of the dispersed carbon particles and does not directly
produce a CL. Platinum particles selectively deposit on the surface defects produced by the
acid pretreatment of the carbon particles; hence, the particles are small (<5 nm) and highly
dispersed [31].

8. Electrically assisted catalyst deposition
The electrically assisted catalyst deposition is a novel technique for electrode fabrication
under the influence of electric field (electrochemical processes), including electro deposition,
electro spraying (ES) and electrophoretic deposition (EPD). Similar to vacuum deposition
methods, the electrochemical methods provide the feasibility of fabricating ultra-thin CLs
with superior properties.
a.

Electro deposition

Electro deposition process for MEA preparation involves several steps including
impregnation of the porous GDL with ionomer, exchange of cations in the ionomer with a
cationic complex, followed by electro deposition of catalyst from this complex onto the
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support [32]. This results in the deposition of catalyst only at sites that are accessible by both
support and ionomer, thus providing good utilization. This technique is capable of
producing loadings as low as 0.05 mg cm-2. Another method of electro deposition process
involves deposition of catalyst from the electrolyte through the membrane and the catalyst
is deposited where it encounters the electrically conducting carbon. This process deposits
the metal catalyst only at locations where both protonic and electronic conduction are
possible, thus yielding a loading as low as 10 μg cm-2.
b.

Electro spraying

Electro spraying is as the name indicates, spraying a jet of catalyst ink from a capillary tube
under the influence of high electric field [33]. The ES apparatus consists of a capillary tube
(similar to a spray gun) in which the catalyst ink is forced to flow by using a pressurized
inert gas (nitrogen or argon) toward the substrate. Very high electric field (3–4 kV) is
applied between this capillary tube and the substrate. A jet of catalyst ink emerging out of
the capillary tube is converted into a jet of highly charged particles under the influence of
electric field. Owing to solvent evaporation and coulomb expansion (droplet division
resulting from high charge density), the droplets of electro sprayed ink reduce in size before
reaching the substrate. Thus a thin layer of catalyst-ionomer is deposited onto the GDL,
which can then be hot-pressed with the membrane. Both morphological and structural
improvements have been observed that contribute to a better catalyst utilization compared
to more conventional methods.
c.

Electrophoretic deposition

Electrophoretic deposition is a process in which charged particles in a colloidal suspension
move toward oppositely charged electrodes under the influence of a high electric field [34].
The particles coagulate into a dense mass during deposition, which can produce complex
geometries and functionally graded materials, suitable for preparing graded CLs. The
catalyst suspension must possess good electrochemical stability to avoid any parasitic
faradaic reactions even at very high cell voltages. For preparing a MEA using
electrophoretic process, the catalyst-ionomer CL can be directly coated onto the membrane
(CCM) without the need for hot-pressing or decal transfer.

9. Application of catalyst in precursor state
a.

Electron beam reduction

The electron-beam reduction for electrode preparation is a novel method that utilizes the
idea of reducing ions of the catalyst species right on the carbon cloth fibers and the multi
walled carbon nano tubes (MWNTs) via direct electron-beam bombardment [35]. The basic
procedure of the method involved an ionic solution, such as PtCl4, then wetted onto the
TEM specimen copper grid and dried in the air. The air-dried copper grid on the specimen
holder inserted the whole module into the TEM column. With an accelerating voltage of 80
kV and a 2×10−6 Torr vacuum, the Pt4+ ions were struck by 80 keV electrons (e−) and reduced
to Pt0 nanoparticles on the copper grid. Meanwhile, the Cl2(aq)− and H2O(l) were
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transformed into Cl2(g) and H2O(g) and were immediately removed by the TEM vacuum
pump. In this process, high energy electron-beams emit from transmission electron
microscopes (TEM), scanning electron microscopes (SEM), or electron-beam writers, so
basically this method transforms the TEM or SEM into a device that fabricates catalyst
particles for electrodes.
b.

Impregnation reduction

This process is also known as electroless deposition [36]. In this method, the membrane is
ion exchanged with NaOH to the Na+ form. It is then equilibrated with an aqueous mixture
of hydrazine (NH3)4PtCl2 and a co-solvent of H2O/CH3OH, in an impregnation step.
Following impregnation, the vacuum-dried PFSA ionomer membrane in the H+ form is
exposed to air on one face and to aqueous reductants such as hydrazine N2H4 or NaBH4 on
the other face, during which the platinum ions are reduced to form metallic platinum, in the
reduction step. This method has been found to produce catalyst loadings on the order of 2–6
mgPt cm-2. Following the reduction step, the fabricated CCM is equilibrated with 0.5 mol L-1
sulphuric acid prior to hot-pressing step with the GDL. Note that a carbon-coated
membrane is an essential precursor for this process in order to provide support to the
catalyst particles.

10. Application of the catalyst as aerosol
a.

Aerosolizing using spraying gun

Similar to spreading and tape casting, the prerequisite for this technique is the catalyst ink.
Spraying is one of the most popular methods for CL fabrication [37]. In this method, the
catalyst ink is sprayed using an air-brush onto the membrane or GDL using a pressurized
stream of inert gas such as argon or nitrogen. Unlike the spreading method, spraying is
done in multiple steps in order to achieve the desired loading or thickness. The sprayed
catalyst ink is then evaporated, and sometimes sintered at 80-120 oC, before spraying the
next coating of thin layer. Manually sprayed CLs are not as uniform as the roller-pressed
ones, but computer-controlled industrial sprayers are known to produce uniform layers.
b.

Sonicated spraying

Sonicated spraying is a novel technique for electrodes preparation based on ultrasonic and
sonoelectrochemical devices [38-40]. In the process, the catalyst inks are first inserted in a
sonicated syringe prior to atomisation in a nozzle and sprayed at a flow rate up to 2.4 ml
min−1. Various passes are performed in view of obtaining the appropriate loading. Here, the
ultrasonic spray incorporate an ultrasonic atomizing nozzle, vibrating at high frequency
ultrasound (120 kHz) created by piezoelectric transducers inside the nozzle’s titanium
housing. The catalyst inks are pumped through the nozzle and are atomized into a fine mist
at the nozzle tip to produce highly repeatable thin films of micron-sized droplets, with
coating thicknesses from 200 nm to 500 μm. The ultrasonic-spray method distribute the
catalyst ink more evenly leading to better catalyst utilisation compared to the hand-painted
method and this is further evident at lower catalyst loadings.
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11. Factors influencing the MEA performance
In addition to the MEA preparation methods, the MEA performance also depends on key
physical properties such as the membrane glass transition temperature, pressure
distribution across and within the MEA, feed water quality, gas crossover (especially at high
pressure), gas departure, contact resistance between the sublayers, catalyst loading, ionomer
content, and the long-term stability of the sublayers.
Pressure Distribution
Uniform and optimal pressure distribution is essential during the design, engineering, and
assembly of an electrolyzer or stack. Nonuniform pressure distribution, especially for MEA
with big-size, could cause performance issues such as gas leakage, high contact resistance,
malfunctioning of cells, or even physical damage to stack components. Uneven pressure
distribution may also result in localized hot spots creating pinholes in the membrane, which
could have a detrimental effect on the electrolyzer performance.
Water Quality
The conductivity of water supply for SPE electrolyzer has very important effect on the longterm performance of MEA. Due to the use of titanium materials and IrO2 catalyst at the
anode, the corrosion or aging of the MEA was not likely to happen in the primary operation.
Therefore, the performance degradation in the primary running is mainly caused by a
contamination from the feed water. There is considerable accumulation of ionic species in
the feed water with the process of water electrolysis, the main reason leading to short period
performance decline of the MEA. These ionic species mainly originate from the water tank,
piping and other components of the test stand, which can be dissolved in water in trace
amounts , and not only concentrated with the water being electrolyzed, but also added from
time to time with refilling the water tank. To maintain good performance, it is therefore
crucial to use high quality feed water.
Electrochemical Active Surface Area (EASA)
The EASA is the important parameter that determines the MEA performance than the
catalyst loading itself. Higher EASA would result in better catalyst utilization although it is not
always guaranteed. The performance of water electrolysis also depends on the type of
materials used for the MEA components, bipolar plates, and other stack components.
Although the operating conditions also play an important role in determining the performance
of electrolyzer, it can be conclusively said that the MEA has a more dominant role. A water
electrolyzer polarization curve consists of three regions, namely the activation (kinetic), ohmic,
and mass transfer regions. The myriad of material, chemical, and electrochemical properties of
each MEA sublayer have a profound influence on the performance in each of these regions.
This is conceptually described in the polarization curve shown in the Figure 3.
Activation Polarization
The activation polarization loss (kinetic loss) occurs because of the sluggishness in oxygen
evolution kinetics at the anode and can be minimized by using a high active catalyst. The CL
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Activation polarization (Kinetic region)

Voltage

properties such as catalyst loading, type of catalyst, utilization, electrochemical active area,
and the stability of the catalyst support are some properties that play a role in determining
the water electrolysis performance in the activation region of the polarization curve.
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Figure 3. Conceptual representation of performance influencing MEA properties in the activation,
ohmic, and mass transfer (MT) regions of an electrolyzer polarization curve.

Ohmic Polarization
The performance of MEA in the ohmic region is largely dependent on the electrical
conductivity of stack components especially the bipolar plates. In the case of a single cell,
the membrane ionic conductivity is the single most dominant factor to influence the ohmic
polarization behavior. Properties such as membrane ionic conductivity, thickness, contact
resistance between the MEA sublayers, compression pressure, and the electronic
conductivity of the GDL are some key factors that play a role in determining the
performance in the ohmic region of the polarization curve.
Concentration Polarization
At high current densities, the MEA performance is affected by mass transfer limitations for
the diffusion of gaseous products and water transport inside the pores of MEA sublayers.
One must ensure effective two-phase transport inside the pores of bilayer GDL and CL in
order to keep the MEA dry under wet operating conditions. Properties such as PTFE content
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(hydrophobicity), porosity, pore size, and compression pressure (which determines the
interfacial gaps between the MEA sublayers during different compression load cycles
during operation) determine the MEA performance in the mass transfer region of the
polarization curve.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Principles of polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) water electrolysis
There are main 3 types of electrolyzers: alkaline, acidic and solid oxide electrolyzer cell
(SOEC). This chapter will be concentrated on acidic electrolyzers, where reactions follow the
pathes (reactions 1, 2).
(1)
cathode : 2 H+ + 2 e− → H2
1
(2)
O + 2 H+ + 2 e−
2 2
The efﬁciency of water splitting by electrolysis is rather low for conventional electrolyzers and
there is hence a large potential for improvement.
anode : H2 O →

The modern acidic electrolysers use polymeric proton conducting membranes, e.g. Naﬁon®
or PBI, doped with phosphoric acid.
One of the potential advantages of PEM cells over more abundant alkaline electrolyzers is that
they were shown to be reversible [21, 31, 69]. The type of an electrochemical cell working both
as a fuel cell and a water electrolyzer is called a unitized regenerative fuel cells (URFC) [13, 38,
67, 70]. These devices produce hydrogen from water in the electrolysis mode, while electricity
can be inversely produced in the fuel cell mode. This mode of working is beneﬁcial when the
lack of electricity changes with the excess energy available (periods of low consumption) [61].
PEM water electrolysis technology is frequently presented in literature as a potentially very
effective alternative to more conventional alkaline water electrolysis [43, 46, 47]. Among
advantages are higher production rates and energy efﬁciency [60]. In a future “hydrogen
society" this method is envisioned as a part of the “energy cycle", where hydrogen acts as an
energy carrier. In this cycle, electricity from renewable energy sources is used in electrolysis
for electrochemical splitting of water [26]. PEM cells usually use perﬂuorinated ion-exchange
membranes as an electrolyte (known under the trademark Naﬁon® ).
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In a PEM cell the electrolyte is a solid ion-exchange membrane, which does not involve
compulsory circulation of electrolyte through it. Different types of ionic membranes will be
discussed in Section 2. The electrodes are usually directly sprayed or pressed on the opposite
sites of the solid polymer electrolyte (SPE), thus being the origin of a membrane electrode
assembly (MEA)[1, 5, 67, 78]. Also, electrodes can be sprayed on the gas diffusion layer (GDL),
and then put together leaving the SPE between them [56, 79]. A PEM electrolyzer stack
consists of a combination of several cells (as many as 100), electrically connected in series [54].
The cells are separated from each other by a metal plate (also called a bipolar plate), which
serves both as a current collector and as an interconnect to the next cell in the stack. Flows of
evolved hydrogen and oxygen are usually swept out through the bipolar plate by water ﬂow
and further separated from it outside the cell.
Several commercial types of PEM electrolyzers are available today on the market [27–29].
Some units have power up to 44 kW and claimed lifetime up to 40,000 hours. Still, the main
drawbacks of such systems are the price of materials and complex system components, which
ensures save and reliable function.

1.2. High temperature PEM electrolysis. Advantages and drawbacks
At temperatures above the boiling point of water, the energy efﬁciency of water splitting can
be signiﬁcantly improved because of decreased thermodynamic energy requirements, which
is one of the major advantages of these systems.
Since water electrolysis becomes increasingly heat consuming with temperature (Figure 1),
larger portion of the total energy demand can be provided as heat at elevated temperatures.
This provides an opportunity to utilize the Joule heat, that is inevitably produced due to the
passage of electrical current through the cell. In this way, the overall electricity consumption
and, thereby, the H2 production price can be reduced.

Figure 1. The theoretical cell voltage as a function of temperature [35]
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Since the reaction of water splitting is not spontaneous and the Gibbs free energy is positive, a
positive change of a factor T · ΔS� in the equation 3 means less energy needs to be applied. As
the reaction has a positive entropy, the equilibrium will be displaced towards the products for
high temperatures. The term T · ΔS� increases with increasing temperature, thus increasing
the contribution of thermal energy to the total needs for the water splitting reaction [66].
Therefore, the part of heat, which can be used for the reaction is higher, meaning that the
production costs of hydrogen are decreased [58]. It was noticed much earlier that econonomic
reasons force to move towards high temperature electrolysis (120-150 °C) [73].
ΔG � = ΔH � − T · ΔS�
ΔG � = −nFΔE�
ΔS� > 0 →

dG �
<0
dT

(3)

dΔE�
dΔG �
=−
>0
dT
dT
According to the Arrhenius’ equation 4, the kinetics of the electrode reactions is enhanced
at elevated temperatures. It is associated with lower overpotentials at the electrodes, giving
higher efﬁciency for electrolysis.


‡
ΔGc
(4)
k f = E A f exp
RT
Another positive opportunity provided while operating at temperatures above 100 °C is that
water is not in a liquid phase (at ambient pressure) and this fact signiﬁcantly simpliﬁes
water/gas management. In this case all the reactant/product ﬂows are in a steam phase
and the transport of them is easier, which provides simpliﬁed stack construction and
operation [44].
The heat management is also easier for high temperature systems, as the heat ﬂow out of
the system is proportional to the temperature gradient between the cell and the ambient.
This means that cooling is more effective in elevated-temperature systems, as there are less
efﬁciency losses associated with the forced cooling of the cell [36].
Another beneﬁt of high temperature systems is attributed to the decreased sensibility of
catalysts towards poisoning by adsorption of inhibiting agents. This effect is acknowledged
to be a considerable advantage of high temperature PEM fuel cells (HTPEMFCs) [44]. The
inhibition mechanism usually involves chemisorption of species on the catalyst surface,
covering and screening it from interacting with the reactants. This adsorption is weaker at
higher temperatures, giving higher tolerance to impurities [16].
However, with increasing temperature, the probability and rate of side processes, such as
dissolution of the electrodes and components corrosion, is higher. This decreases the lifetime
of the whole system and increases demands to all materials used with respect to corrosion and
thermal stability [19, 46]. The corrosion issue for construction materials in such cells will be
addressed in the following Section 3.
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2. Acidic electrolytes and polymer electrolyte membranes technology
The electrolyte is one of the main components of any type of electrolyzer. The importance of
the electrolyte is emphasized by the fact that the type of electrolyzer, as well as of fuel cell,
is named after the type of electrolyte used. In the classical view it is traditionally a solution
of acid, base or water soluble salt in the water. When added, those dissociate into ions in the
solution, which increases conductivity of pure water.
The acidic water electrolysis traditionally uses sulphuric or phosphoric acid as they are stable
within the potential window of water. The acid increases the conductivity of water through
the donating protons.
The polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) is a membrane which acts as a proton conductor
in electrolyzer cell. Usually, the ionic membrane consists of a solid polytetraﬂuoroethylene
(PTFE) backbone, which is chemically altered and contains sulfonic ionic functional groups
thus the pendant side chains terminated with −SO3− . The acid dissociates and release protons
by the following mechanism (5):
SO3 H− => SO3− + H+

(5)

The membranes of this type allow water molecules to penetrate into its structure, while
remaining not permeable to molecular H2 and O2 . The sulfonic groups are responsible for the
transfer of protons during electrolysis, where a hydrated proton H3 O+ can freely move within
the polymer matrix, while a sulfonate ion SO3− is ﬁxed to the side chain of polymer. When
electric current ﬂows across the membrane, the hydrated protons are attracted to the cathode,
where they are combined into hydrogen. Naﬁon® is the most known trademark among ionic
membranes and is patented by Du Pont Company in 1966 [15]. A typical membrane has a
thickness in the range of 50-100 μmeters and this type of membrane is commonly used as
an electrolyte for conventional PEM water electrolyzers [23, 56, 79]. These membranes have
excellent chemical stability, high ionic conductivity and excellent mechanical strength [56].
Water electrolysis using Naﬁon® as an electrolyte is a promising technology for large-scale
hydrogen production [8, 75].
The conductivity of such membranes decreases signiﬁcantly at temperatures above 80
°C, which is associated with the ion of water content [42, 45]. Sufﬁcient efﬁciency is
achieved using Poly[2,2’-(m-phenylene)-5,5’-bibenzimidazole (PBI) membranes doped with
phosphoric acid in PEM fuel cells at temperatures up to 200 °C under ambient pressure [36,
44, 45]. The structure of PBI is shown in Figure 2. Doped PBI membranes are a potential
electrolyte for use in PEM steam electrolyzer systems. The ionic conductivity of membranes
increases with temperature [45], which means the higher the working temperature is, the
lower ohmic losses through electrolyte are. In spite of that, the conditions of extremely low
pH combined with high overpotentials at the anodic compartment of the oxygen evolution
electrode (OEE) impose serious limitations on materials which can be used in these cells.
In the laboratory conditions commonly 0.5M sulphuric acid is used for screening electrode
materials in a 3-electrode electrochemical cells, simulating conditions of the Naﬁon® -based
systems, which work at temperatures below 100 °C [51, 52]. Since high temperature PEM cells
are working at temperatures around 150 °C, H2 SO4 cannot be used to simulate conditions
in the 3-electrode cell, even at high concentration. Instead, concentrated H3 PO4 can ben
used, which permits to work at temperatures as high as 150-160 °C, depending on the
composition [14].
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Figure 2. General structure of Poly[2,2’-(m-phenylene)-5,5’-bibenzimidazole (PBI) [45].

However, it was noticed by Appleby and Van Drunen that the Tafel slopes for noble
electrocatalysts are signiﬁcantly higher in concentrated phosphoric acid than those for more
diluted solutions, being the apparent cause of adsorption of electrolyte on the electrode
surface [7].
As it was stated by Miller in one of his latest publications [55], the cost of Naﬁon® -based
polymers calls for alternative membrane materials along with higher operating temperatures
closer to 150 °C. These membranes are required to improve kinetics and obtain higher
conversion efﬁciencies in solid polymer electrolyte (SPE) electrolyzers and new solid
electrolytes are needed.
Effective and affordable membranes are very important for the commercialisation of PEM
water electrolyzers as it is both easier to manufacture and safer as neither acid nor electrolyte
are in liquid phase.

3. Construction materials for high temperature PEM water electrolysis
(bipolar plates and current collectors)
Elevated working temperatures involve increased demands for corrosion resistance of
catalysts and current collectors, while the contact resistance in the GDL should remain
reasonable.
High temperature PEM cell cannot be build from the same materials as a cell working below
100 °C. Among new materials to be developed are polymer membranes, as commercial
Naﬁon® membranes lose their conductivity at temperature above 100 °C due to membrane
dehydration [5]. This means that different membranes should be used for this temperature
range. It will be further discussed in Section 2. Elevated temperatures as well create more
severe corrosion media for other components in the cell.
The anodic compartment of electrolyzer is expected to have stronger corrosive conditions than
cathodic due to high positive polarization in combination with presence of evolving oxygen.
This will be even more severe when the temperature is elevated. It is therefore an important
task to choose materials which possess sufﬁcient corrosion resistance. This demands further
development of all materials from which electrolyzer cells are built.
One of the important components in PEM stack is a bipolar plate. Bipolar plate is a
multifunctional and expensive part in a electrolysis stack as it collects and conduct current
from cell to cell, permits an adequate gas ﬂow, and the ﬂow channels in the plate carry off
produced gases, as well as providing most of the mechanical strength of the stack. In a typical
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PEM electrolysis stack, bipolar plates comprise most of the mass, and almost all the volume.
Usually they also facilitate heat management in the system. These complex requirements
make a task of ﬁnding proper materials difﬁcult [12]. The highly oxidising acidic conditions
in the oxygen electrode compartment pose a serious challenge to the materials used in these
systems [19].
The most crucial demands for bipolar plate materials are resistance to spalling, dimensional
stability and resistance to corrosion in electrolyte media under anodic/cathodic polarization.
Numerous research projects have been devoted to bipolar plate materials in fuel cells [6, 25,
32, 37, 50, 71, 72, 76]. However, the number of suitable materials for PEM electrolyzers is still
limited because of high requirements for corrosion resistance at the oxygen electrode, where
high overpotentials are combined with low pH media of electrolyte.
In Naﬁon® -based systems, titanium is the most widely used bipolar plate material, which is
ideal in terms of corrosion resistance and conductivity [17, 24, 41, 67]. Porous sintered titanium
powder commonly serves as a GDL material [22, 23].
The conductivity of Naﬁon® membranes decreases dramatically at temperatures above 100 °C
(Section 2). Thus, PBI membranes doped with phosphoric acid are typically used in PEM fuel
cells at elevated temperatures [24]. However, materials like steels corrode easily in phosphoric
acid solutions and therefore it is important to study other alloys and materials for current
collectors [9, 62]. Tantalum and nickel alloys show better corrosion resistance than stainless
steels partly due to higher corrosion potentials and partly due to the formation of passive
oxide layers on the metal surface [57, 65]. Titanium generally has rather limited resistance
to phosphoric acid [33]. Previous studies showed that titanium current collectors would
considerably suffer from corrosion at temperatures above 80 °C in concentrated phosphoric
acid environments [34, 59].
Different types of stainless steels can be used as bipolar plates, and they have advantages of
being good heat and electricity conductors, can be machined easily (e.g. by stamping), are
non-porous, and consequently very thin pieces are able to keep the reactant gases apart.
A possible alternative to stainless steel bipolar plates can be the use of nickel-based alloys [65].
Ni-based alloys are widely applied in process industry and energy production in nuclear
power plants. When compared to conventional stainless steels, generally a higher degree
of resistance against corrosion is observed for these materials. This can be explained partly
by more noble corrosion potential of Ni and by different properties of the oxide ﬁlms formed
on Ni-based alloys [65]. Also, it has been proposed recently that nickel and stainless steel
alloys can be used as a construction material in PEM water electolysers, but at temperatures
no higher than 100 °C [34].
In order to simulate corrosion conditions at the anodic compartment of a PEM water
electrolysis cell during half-cell experiments, it is necessary to choose a proper electrolyte.
Investigating systems including membranes based on perﬂuorinated sulfonic acid, e.g.
Naﬁon® , 0.5M sulphuric acid is commonly used as an electrolyte, simulating the electrolyzer
cell conditions [52, 68]. Similarly, H3 PO4 can be used to model systems based on membranes
doped with H3 PO4 . 85% solution of H3 PO4 can be chosen to study the limiting case of
corrosion, considering that in working electrolyzer systems the actual concentration of active
acid at the electrode-electrolyte-water three-phase boundary would by much less than in this
limiting case.
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In a highly oxidizing media such as the anodic compartment of high temperature steam
electrolysis stack, it is essential to characterize the effect of different parameters on the
behaviour of the protective oxide ﬁlms. To date, no works have been addressed to the study
of Ni-based alloys for use as bipolar plates in high temperature PEM steam electrolyzers.
In this work, metal alloys, namely austenitic stainless steels AISI 316L, AISI 321, AISI 347 and
Ni-based alloys Hastelloy® C-276, Inconel® 625, Incoloy® 825, as well as titanium and tantalum
were tested in terms of their corrosion resistance in the conditions, simulating those in the
PEM electrolyzer systems, operating at temperatures above 100 °C. Platinum and gold were
also investigated for studying the potential window of concentrated H3 PO4 . All samples
were subjected to anodic polarisation in 85% phosphoric acid electrolyte solution at 120 ◦ C.
The corrosion speed of metal alloys was investigated additionally for 30 ◦ C and 80 ◦ C to show
the inﬂuence of temperature on corrosion resistance.
3.0.1. Metal coatings and a CVD technique
As the requirements to construction materials are quite severe and the price for materials
which fulﬁl these requirements tends to be rather high, one of the approaches can be use of a
coating on the less expensive and available material. If the technology is robust and affordable,
the price of the materials can be signiﬁcantly reduced, as expensive material use is restricted
to the surface. Tantalum was shown to have superior resistance towards acidic solutions [39].
This is attributed to the formation of a thin Ta2 O5 passivating ﬁlm. As the cost of this material
is rather high, its use is often limited to the coatings.
Cardarelli et. al showed that IrO2 electrodes, prepared on copper base material, which is
coated with tantalum by molten salt electroplating present much better corrosion stability
than coatings, made on pure titanium [11].
Chemical vapour deposition (CVD) process can be used for tantalum coatings preparation,
where product is deposited on the surface of a substrate inside the reaction chamber. The
most common process of chemical vapour deposition (CVD) coating is hydrogen reduction of
a metal chloride [53].
In this work a commercial CVD “Tantaline” coating on stainless steel AISI 316L, provided
by Tantaline A/S (Denmark) was tested for corrosion in high temperature PEM electrolyzer
cell (HTPEMEC) environment [30].

3.1. Assessment of materials for their corrosion stability
3.1.1. Steady state polarisation and corrosion studies
Traditionally, the weight loss technique has been used to determine the corrosion rates of
different materials [9, 48, 49, 57, 64]. It involves the periodic weight loss measurements after
the deﬁned time intervals having a sample immersed in an electrolyte. This technique is
straightforward and does not require any knowledge of corrosion reactions that are occurring,
however, prolonged test periods are needed (over 200h) for reasonable accuracy in this
technique [18].
The electrochemical techniques potentially offer a faster way of determining corrosion rates,
as nature of corrosion in electrolyte solutions is electrochemical. Therefore, generally
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considering corroding species of valence n, will give the following equation:
M → Mn+ + ne−

(6)

The Tafel equation 7 describes the current density as a function of the electrode potential
and can be used for the study of corrosion speed and mechanisms. The rate of the uniform
corrosion can be calculated through the exchange current density value directly to the
mass loss rates or penetration rates (corrosion rate). It is made by means of the Tafel
extrapolations [3].
 
i
i
= −e−α f η ⇔ −ln
= −α f η ⇔
i0
i0
 
i
1
1
(7)
η=
⇔η=
(lni − lni0 ) ⇔
ln
αf
i0
αf
RT
η=
(lni − lni0 ) = α − (1 − x )lni
nFα
The overpotential η is plotted against the logi value through the Tafel plot (Figure 3). The
intersection of two branches of the plot deﬁnes the corrosion current (corrosion current density
icor ), which is attributed to the main corrosion reaction taking place (equation 6). icor equals
to i0 at Ecor (equations 8-13). The values of the measured exchange current will show the
maximum possible rate of corrosion in these conditions, as the effect of passivation is not
taken into account.


(1 − α ) · n · F
f or E >> Ecor , i � i a = i0 · exp
· ( E − Ecor )
(8)
RT


−α · n · F
· ( E − Ecor )
(9)
f or E << Ecor , i � ic = −i0 · exp
RT
(1 − α ) · n · F
(10)
· ( E − Ecor )
ln i a = ln i0 +
RT
−α · n · F
(11)
· ( E − Ecor )
ln −ic = ln i0 +
RT
ln i a = ln −ic → E = Ecor
(12)
(13)

i a ( Ecor ) = i0

The corrosion potential (Ecor ) (Figure 3) is another key parameter which gives an indication
of how noble an electrode material is, or what is the minimum potential at which it starts to
undergo corrosion.
Another alternative is to use the so-called “Cyclic Tafel voltammetry” technique [59, 74]. In
this case after the forward polarisation, the scanning direction is reversed and the corrosion
potential and current are measured for the “passivated” material.
The corrosion current icor is found from the slope of the anodic polarisation curve, presented
in the coordinates “electrode potential” vs. “log of the current density”, as shown in Figure 3.
The detailed ASTM technique description can be found elsewhere [3].
The assumption needs to be taken that the current distributes uniformly across the area of the
electrode while using this technique. In this case, the current density equals:
icor =

Icor
A

(14)
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Figure 3. Hypothetical cathodic and anodic polarization diagram [3].

where A is the exposed specimen area, cm2
Further, the Faraday’s Law is used for the calculation of the corrosion rate. For the penetration
rate (corrosion rate (CR)) the derived from Faraday’s Law equation is:
CR = K1
•
•
•
•
•

icor
EW
ρ

(15)

CR is given is mm/year
icor in μA/cm2
K1 = 3.27 · 10−3 , mm · g/μA · cm · year
ρ is the density of material
EW is considered dimensionless in these calculations ans stands for the Equivalent Weight.
For the pure elements the euivalent weight is given by:
EW = W/n

(16)

where
• W = the atomic weight of the element, and
• n = the number of electrons required to oxidize an atom of the element in the corrosion
process, that is, the valence of the elevent. Details can be found in [2]
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3.1.2. Materials and reactants for the experiment
For preparation of the samples and the electrochemical experiments, the following substances
were used:
• Demineralised water
• H3 PO4 85%, Sigma Aldrich, puriss. p.a. (analytical purity)
• Ta plate electrode, Good Fellow Cambridge Ltd.
• Austenitic stainless steel plate (AISI 316L, AISI 321, AISI 347, annealed type of temper), by
Good Fellow Cambridge Limited, England
• Ti foil, by Good Fellow Cambridge Limited (England)
• Hastelloy® C-276, Inconel® 625 and Incoloy® 825 plates, by T.GRAAE SpecialMetaller Aps
(Denmark)
• CVD tantalum coated stainless steel AISI 316L was provided by Tantaline A/S, Denmark
• SiC abrasive paper, by Struers A/S (Denmark)
• Diamond powder polishing suspension, particle size less than 0.25 μm, by Struers A/S
(Denmark)
• PolyFast phenolic hot mounting resin with carbon ﬁller, provided by Struers A/S
(Denmark)
3.1.3. Materials and sample preparation
Typical chemical compositions of stainless steels and nickel-based alloys investigated in this
work are given in Table 1.

Alloy type
AISI 347
AISI 321
AISI 316L

Chemical composition of alloys (elements, weight%)
Ni
Co
Cr
Mo
W Fe Si Mn C Al
Ti
9.0-13.0 17-19
- Bal. 1.0 2.0 0.08 9.0-12.0 17-19
- Bal. 1.0 2.0 0.08 - 0.4-0.7
10.0-13.0 - 16.5-18.5 2.0-2.5 - Bal. 1.0 2.0 0.03 -

Hastelloy® C-276

57

2.5

15.5

16.0

Inconel® 625
Incoloy® 825

62
44

1.0
-

21.5
21.5

9.0
3.0

3.75 5.5 0.08 1.0 0.02 -

5.0 0.5 0.5 0.1 0.4
27 0.3 1.0 0.05 0.1

0.4
1.0

Other Nb+Ta
0.8
N
less 0.11
V
0.35
3.5
Cu
2.0

Table 1. Alloy chemical composition.

All specimens were cut into round plates of 15 mm in diameter. Afterwards the surfaces of
all samples, apart from CVD tantalum coated SS316L, were manually ground prior to testing
to eliminate any mill ﬁnish effects. Abrasive paper was used, followed by polishing with
diamond powder. Finally, surfaces were degreased with acetone.
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3.1.4. Characterisation
A high temperature electrochemical cell (Figure 4) was specially designed for corrosion
studies at elevated temperatures. The working electrode was designed to hold a disk sample,
with a geometric area of opening ca. 0.2 cm2 . A coil of platinum wire was used as a counter
electrode to ensure a good polarization distribution. A calomel electrode was used as a
reference electrode, connected to the system through a Luggin capillary. 85% phosphoric
acid (analytical purity) was used as an electrolyte. Tests were performed at 30, 80 and
120 ◦ C at air atmosphere. In this work the electrochemical cyclic Tafel voltammetry technique
is employed [3, 4, 74]. The experimental apparatus used for electrochemical studies was
potentiostat model VersaSTAT 3 and VersaStudio software by Princeton Applied Research.
After open-circuit potential was established, scanning was initiated with a scan rate of 1 mV/s.
The potential window was 1.5 V, starting at a potential of 400 mV less than the reference
electrode potential and going up to 1.1 V more than the reference electrode potential. Reversed
polarization was performed afterwards.

Figure 4. The electrochemical cell for corrosion testing in concentrated phosphoric acid.
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Cross-sections of the samples before and after voltametric measurements were studied using
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). The
cut was made for all the samples before and after immersion in 85% H3 PO4 at 120 ◦ C for
the time of electrochemical experiment. Duplicate plates were prepared for the cross-section
investigation before the exposition. All samples were mounted in the hot mounting resin.
SEM measurements were made with an JEOL JSM 5910 scanning electron microscope. The
EDX-system used was INCA from Oxford Instrument (accelerating voltage 20.00 kV, working
distance 10 mm).
3.1.5. Results and discussion
Figure 5 represents the polarisation curves for platinum and gold foil, which show the
electrochemical stability window for these materials in concentrated phosphoric acid at
120 ◦ C. It can be seen that platinum is a better catalyst for O2− oxidation then gold (ﬁgure
5).

Figure 5. Potential window for Pt and Au in 85% H3 PO4 , 120 ◦ C, 1 mV/s (vs. SHE).

The method of corrossion rate calculation, described in Section 3.1.1 was applied to all
experiments. Figures 8-11 present Tafel plots for the materials tested, obtained at 80 ◦ C
and 120 ◦ C. Anodic exchange current density values were obtained from cyclic Tafel
plots [3]. Corresponding corrosion currents and approximate corrosion rates were calculated
as described in Section 3.1.1 and are presented in Table 2. Approximate CRs were calculated
in terms of penetration rate, using the Faraday’s Law [2].
For all studied materials there is a dramatic inﬂuence of temperature on corrosion rate, which
grows with increasing temperature.
It can be seen from cyclic Tafel behaviour, that for all of the studied alloys corrosion is of a
local type, i.e. pitting or intergranular Figures 8-11.
The analysis of the shape of cyclic Tafel voltammograms can give useful information about
possible corrosion mechanisms [74]. Particularly, data related to pitting behaviour can be
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Figure 6. Tafel plot for AISI 321 in 85% H3 PO4 , 80 ◦ C, 1 mV/s (vs. SHE).

Figure 7. Tafel plot for AISI 321 in 85% H3 PO4 , 120 ◦ C, 1 mV/s (vs. SHE).

obtained using a method, proposed by Pourbaix [63]. In this case, the anodic polarisation
scan is not terminated at high anodic potential, but is reduced at the same scan rate until
reverse Ecor is reached. Usually, this kind of graph is called “The pitting scan". Using this
technique, it can be assumed that if any pits arise during forward anodic polarisation, any
further initiation or propagation then ceases and the surface is covered with an oxide ﬁlm.
For all materials investigated, besides titanium, the repassivation occurs easily. After
changing the direction of polarisation in the highly anodic region, the reverse scan shows
more positive corrosion potentials, and lower currents are recorded for the same values of
potential. After the reverse voltametric curve crosses the forward one (closing the hysteresis
loop), current continues to drop. In most cases, the loop is very small or does not exist, which
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Sample
Stainless steel AISI 316L
Stainless steel AISI 321
Stainless steel AISI 347
Inconel® 625
Incoloy® 825
Hastelloy® C-276
Tantalum
Titanium

Will-be-set-by-IN-TECH

icorr , mA (CR, mm/year)
30 ◦ C
80 ◦ C
120 ◦ C
−
3
−
2
3.16 × 10 (0, 037) 6.3 × 10 (0.73)
1.3 × 10−1 (1.46)
−
4
−
2
1.26 × 10 (< 0.01) 1.0 × 10 (0.12)
4.0 × 10−2 (0.46)
−
4
−
2
3.02 × 10 (< 0.01) 2.5 × 10 (0.29)
7.9 × 10−2 (0.92)
−
4
−
4
1.58 × 10 (< 0.01) 5.3 × 10 (< 0.01) 2.0 × 10−2 (0.23)
1.58 × 10−4 (< 0.01) 2.0 × 10−2 (0.23)
3.2 × 10−2 (0.37)
1.95 × 10−4 (< 0.01) 4.0 × 10−3 (0.05)
2.4 × 10−2 (0.28)
6.3 × 10−5 (< 0, 001)
6.3(73, 3)

Table 2. The comparison of corrosion currents (approximate CRs) of different materials at T=30, 80 and
120 ◦ C.

Figure 8. Tafel plot for AISI 316L in 85% H3 PO4 , 80 ◦ C, 1 mV/s (vs. SHE).

usually indicates high resistance to pitting type of corrosion. In other words, if any break in
the passive layer occurs, it easily “heals" itself, preventing any further development of pits.
Thus, it is expected that the pitting resistance is excellent for all tested alloys, because surface
protection eliminates local active sites. For titanium the hysteresis loop is very wide, and lasts
for almost the whole anodic part of the polarisation curve. Reverse scanning repeats forward
with higher values of currents, indicating the absence of “healing" passivation.
In Table 3 the comparison of corrosion potentials for forward and back scans is given. In
most cases, there is an obvious dependence between corrosion rate and Ecor . For example,
more positive value of Ecorr for AISI 321 stainless steel during reverse scan corresponds to the
lowest corrosion speed of AISI 321 among other tested stainless steels.
Alloy AISI 321 exhibited the largest difference between forward (starting) and reverse
corrosion potentials, as well as the most positive repassivation potential among the tested
alloys at 120 ◦ C. This corresponds to the lowest corrosion rate of AISI 321 among the stainless
steels.
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Figure 9. Tafel plot for AISI 316L in 85% H3 PO4 , 120 ◦ C, 1 mV/s (vs. SHE).

Figure 10. Tafel plot for titanium in 85% H3 PO4 , 120 ◦ C, 1 mV/s (vs. SHE).

Titanium showed the poorest corrosion resistance. At 120 ◦ C and open corrosion potential, the
dissolution of titanium was observed visually, followed by intensive evolution of hydrogen
gas. Under positive polarisation, it was partly passivated, but still the rates of dissolution
were much higher than for austenitic stainless steels.
CVD tantalum coating on stainless steel showed an outstanding corrosion resistance, with
the CRs being similar to earlier published data on this material [40]. The SEM image of the
CVD-tantalum coated sample and the corresponding EDX spectra are shown in Figure 12 and
Table 4 correspondingly. The coating appears to be homogeneous for the both sides of the
plate, being around 5 and 50 μm on the contrary sides of the sample.
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Figure 11. Tafel plot for tantalum in 85% H3 PO4 , 120 ◦ C, 1 mV/s (vs. SHE).

Ecor , mV (vs. SHE)
Material
80 ◦ C
120 ◦ C
forward reverse forward reverse
Stainless steel AISI 316L 100
530
80
430
Stainless steel AISI 321
175
820
40
640
Stainless steel AISI 347
320
770
320
500
Inconel® 625
125
635
90
490
Incoloy® 825
105
540
60
595
®
Hastelloy C-276
440
620
120
580
Tantalum
490
875
Titanium
−465 −357
Table 3. Measured corrosion potentials for forward and back polarisation.
Composition, wt.%
O Cr Mn Fe Ni Ta Total
Spectrum
1
19.2 1.0 70.7 9.1
100
2
4.8
95.2 100
3
1.3
98.7 100
Table 4. EDX data for the CVD-tantalum coated stainless steel sample, in wt.%.

The corrosion resistance at 120 ◦ C increases in the following sequence in our series:
Titanium < AISI 316L < AISI 347 < AISI 321 < Incoloy® 825 < Hastelloy® C276 < Inconel® 625 < Tantalum

It can be clearly noticed, that for alloys the corrosion stability grows with the increasing
content of nickel in this media, as shown in Table 5.
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Figure 12. SEM image of the CVD-tantalum coated stainless steel sample. Numbers refer to EDX points
and areas measured.

Generally, nickel based alloys show better corrosion stability than austenitic stainless steels
in highly acidic media and elevated temperatures [77]. This tendency is also observed in our
series.
Nickel’s high degree of corrosion resistance is partly explained by the higher positive standard
potential among the studied alloy compounds. Comparing with less resistant iron, nickel
has 250 mV more positive standard corrosion potential. But compared to pure nickel metal,
nickel-chromium-iron-molybdenum alloys show considerably better resistance to corrosion
in all inorganic acid solutions [65].
It can also be seen from Table 5, that titanium has a positive effect on the corrosion resistance
of the alloys tested, even though its own resistance is much lower. This effect can be explained
by the EDX data, obtained from AISI 321 and Inconel® 625 before and after the electrochemical
tests.
Sample
AISI 347 AISI 316L AISI 321 Inconel® 625 Incoloy® 825 Hastelloy® C-276
Ni content, wt.% 9-13
10-13
9-12
62
44
57
Ti content, wt.%
0.4-0.7
0.4
1.0
Table 5. The content of Ni and Ti, in the tested alloys.

It is visible from Figures 13(a) (spectrum 3,4) and 13(b) (spectrum 2,4)and Tables 5(a) and 5(b)
that before the corrosion test, Ti is not spread evenly on the surface of AISI 321, it is localized
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at deﬁnite points, unlike the other elements, distributed more homogeneously. It is safe to
assume that points of Ti location are situated on intergranular boundaries. It follows from the
data that the content of titanium in the intergranular region dropped after the electrochemical
experiment, indicating that corrosion in AISI 321 develops along the intergranular boundaries
in this media. Titanium tends to be distributed along these boundaries during the severe
anodic attack, thus preventing the formation of chromium carbides in these areas, which could
promote chromium concentration drop resulting in a loss of passivity in these regions.
(a)

Composition, wt.%, before the electrochemical tests
Si Ti Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Total
Spectrum
1
2
3
4

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3

0.3
0.5
27.3
31.2

17.7
18.0
14.5
14.8

1.8
1.4
1.4
1.4

69.8 0.2 9.7 100
69.5 0.8 9.4 100
49.5 0.5 6.4 100
46.6
6.1 100

(b)

Composition, wt.%, after the electrochemical tests
Si Ti Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Total
Spectrum
1
2
3
4

0.3
0.1
0.5
1.2

0.5
29.2
0.1
9.0

17.7
15.3
18.2
17.5

1.6
1.5
1.2
0.9

70.4
48.5
69.8
62.4

1.0
0.3
1.0
0.6

8.5
5.2
9.2
8.4

100
100
100
100

Table 6. EDX analysis data of AISI 321 before(a) and after(b) the electrochemical tests.

(a)

(b)

Figure 13. SEM of AISI 321 before(a) and after(b) the electrochemical tests. Numbers refer to EDX points
and areas measured.

The same behaviour is observed for another alloy, containing titanium as an addition,
protecting the material from intergranular corrosion. Figures 14(a) (spectrum 3,4), 14
(spectrum 1,3,5) and Tables 6(a) and 6(b) show SEM and EDX data for Inconel® 625. The same
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tendency is even more signiﬁcant for this alloy. The titanium is distributed irregularly and its
content decreases after the corrosion experiment.

(a)

(b)

Figure 14. SEM of Inconel® 625 before(a) and after(b) the electrochemical tests. Numbers refer to EDX
points and areas measured.
(a)

Composition, wt.%, before the electrochemical tests
Al Si Ti Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Nb
Mo
Total
Spectrum
1
0.3 0.3
21.7
2
0.3 0.4 0.3 22.1
3
0.1 63.6 5.8
4
0.6 0.3 54.9 10.6 0.1

0.9
63.1 4.0
0.9 0.2 63.4 3.4
0.1
7.0 23.1
0.3 0.1 18.9 12.2

10.1
9.4
0.6
2.0

100
100
100
100

(b)

Composition, wt.%, after the electrochemical tests
Al Si Ti Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Nb
Mo
Total
Spectrum
1
0.5 0.8 20.5 13.7
2
2.2 0.1 15.8
3
0.2 0.1 48.6 12.3
4
0.3 2.1 0.1 13.7
5
0.1 43.4 11.1

0.3
0.5
0.0
0.7

0.4
34.9
0.5
40.1
0.8
24.4
0.1 0.1 29.4
0.4 0.3 21.2

21.4
14.0
10.0
26.1
19.8

7.9
27.0
3.9
27.5
4.0

100
100
100
100
100

Table 7. EDX analysis data of Inconel® 625 before(a) and after(b) the electrochemical tests.

The discussion above proves the extremely important role of doping the investigated alloys
with titanium in this media, thus protecting them from the most apparent intergranular type
of corrosion.
Molybdenum is more soluble in nickel than in austenitic stainless steels, and higher levels of
alloying are possible with a higher content of nickel. Therefore, the molybdenum content limit
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grows with nickel content and high contents of molybdenum are only possible in high nickel
alloys [10].
Generally, the addition of molybdenum to stainless steels and alloys is used for enhanced
corrosion resistance. For instance, the addition of even one or two percent of molybdenum to
ferritic stainless steels signiﬁcantly increases the corrosion resistance of these material.
Pure nickel-molybdenum alloys, namely alloy B-2, contain approximately 28% molybdenum
and and about 1,7% iron. The very high molybdenum content gives excellent resistance to
reducing acids, i.e. hydrochloric and sulphuric [20]. For sulphuric acid, this alloy shows good
resistance, even at concentrations close to 90% and temperatures up to 120 ◦ C. Non-oxidant
conditions, however, must certainly exist in this case. Either the presence of oxygen or aeration
will signiﬁcantly accelerate corrosion rate [77]. However, the role of molybdenum is not
clearly noticed in this series.

4. Conclusions
The corrosion stability of the chosen stainless steels and nickel-based alloys is insufﬁcient
for these materials to be used in HTPEMECs. However, CVD-tantalum coating showed
outstanding stability in the selected media. Therefore, such coatings on the bipolar plates
and gas diffusion layers are recommended for long term tests of working HTPEMECs.
Tantalum coated AISI 316L stainless steel and Inconel® 625 are the most suitable materials for
bipolar plate in high temperature steam electrolyzers with H3 PO4 doped membranes. It has
also been found that small addition of titanium to the alloys increases the corrosion stability
in this media. Among austenitic stainless steels, AISI 321 has the lowest corrosion rate.
Anodic passivation with decreased rate of dissolution was observed from the Tafel plots
for all alloys and metals studied indicating the formation of a protective oxide layer. The
best corrosion resistance was found for tantalum. The titanium content was found to be
an important parameter in the performance of the steels. The accumulation of titanium on
the intergranular boundaries was assumed to inhibit the growth of chromium carbides on
these regions, preventing intergranular corrosion of the samples. However, pure titanium
showed the poorest resistance to corrosion, accompanied by the lowest corrosion potentials
in the series and highest corrosion currents. Therefore, these facts exclude it as a possible
material for use in bipolar plates in high temperature PEM steam electrolyzers, which operate
on membranes doped with phosphoric acid.
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for the PEM Evaluation of Catalysts
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1. Introduction
1.1. Electrolytic units
Electrolysis is a chemical reaction that produces electrical energy via an electrochemical
process. This electrical energy is the driving force needed for the chemical reactions. This
phenomenon was first observed by Nicolson and Carlisle in 1789. Hydrogen is considered
to be one of the most promising energy carriers for providing clean, reliable and sustainable
energy systems (Balaji et al., 2011). It could be beneficial in meeting the global threat of
climate change; and it could eliminate those issues associated with the use of fossil fuels.
Although the production of hydrogen is more expensive than fossil fuel, it is an
inexhaustible resource that could meet most of our future energy needs (Van Ruijven et al.,
2007)
During the process of water electrolysis, the water molecule is decomposed into hydrogen
and oxygen when an electric current is passed through the system. Electrical current causes
positively charged ions to migrate to the negatively charged cathode, where the reduction
takes place in order to produce hydrogen gas (Zoulias et al. 2004,).
At the other electrode – the anode – oxygen is produced and escapes as a gas. The
stoichiometry of the chemical reaction is that two molecules of hydrogen are produced for
every one molecule of oxygen formed.
Anode reaction: 2H 2 O → 4H + + 4e − + O 2
Cathode reaction: 4H + + 4e − → 2H 2
Overall reaction: 2H 2 O

→ 2H2 + O 2
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Electrolysis is considered to be one of the cleanest methods of producing hydrogen (Qi,
2008). The following section introduces briefly different kinds of electrolytic units that are
currently being used to generate hydrogen for use in PEM fuel cells. There are two possible
methods of interest for producing pure hydrogen on a large scale. The first method of
interest is the alkaline electrolytic units that are currently being used in industry to generate
hydrogen. The reason for the use of alkaline electrolysis is that it is easier to control the
corrosion effects compared with acid-based electrolysis technologies, such as the phosphoric
acid electrolyser. Another method, and one of more interest, is the proton exchange
membrane (PEM) electrolyser that has been developed (Atlam & Kolhe 2011) over recent
years.
These PEM electrolytic units are less corrosive than the alkaline electrolytic medium that
uses large quantities of caustic soda. Another advantage is that due to the membrane used
in PEM electrolysers, the explosion rate between hydrogen and oxygen is at a minimum
compared with that in alkaline electrolysers. Another advantage to PEM electrolysers over
traditional technologies are there higher production rates and more compact design (PSOF&U, 2008, p66).
Because of oxygen and hydrogen generated in the electrolytic unit, and the subsequent high
pressures generated, safety procedures are required for the storing and disposal of the large
amounts of potassium hydroxide. Currently, the fields of application of PEM electrolysers at
different capacities have been widening over the spectrum of applications. PEM electrolyser
are utilized not only for the production of hydrogen from PEM fuel cells, but they can also
be used for online hydrogen production to analytical laboratories (equipment such as gas
chromatography, hydrogen supply for laboratory usage), hydrogen welding, metallurgy of
specially pure metals and alloys, as well as the production of pure substances for the
electronic industry.
In terms of economic limitations, PEM water electrolysis remains an expensive technology;
and further research and development need to be done to reduce the noble metal content in
a PEM water electrolyser (Millet et al., 2011). This could open a commercial route for the
domestic usage of PEM electrolyser units. PGM metals – in particular Pt and Ir metal oxides
– are still being widely used in this highly acidic environment found in perfluorinated
proton-conducting materials used in the manufacture of the membrane electrode assembly
(MEA).
One possibility for reducing PGM costs in a PEM electrolyser unit, is to reduce the catalytic
content on the MEA to as low as 0.3 – 0.5 mg cm-2. This can be achieved by depositing Pt
nano-particles on the surface of carbon carriers of large surface areas (Millet et al., 2011). It
must be noted that the cost is not only due the noble metal, but also in their precursor salt
costs that are used in the initial plating process.
The focus of this chapter will be on the characterization and feasibility of PEM electrolyser
catalysts used in the anode and cathode compartment. In order to achieve this
characterization, it will be necessary to discuss cyclic voltammetry, kinetic aspects such as
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the comparison of Tafel slopes determined from the electrolyser I-V curves, in addition to
thermodynamic studies to determine the hydrogen efficiencies.

1.1.1. Alkaline electrolysers
The theory of alkaline water electrolysis is illustrated in Figure 1 in the example of a
monopolar arrangement electrolyser. Two molecules of water are reduced to one molecule
of hydrogen and two hydroxyl ions at the cathode. The hydrogen ions escape from the
cathode and recombine to produce gaseous hydrogen. The hydroxyl ions migrate between
the anode and cathode compartments through a porous diaphragm (Zoulias et al., 2004).

Figure 1. Alkaline electrolysis (Kreuter and Hofmann, 1998)

Half of a molecule of oxygen escapes at the anode surface; then it recombines and leaves the
system as a gas. Some of the advantages of alkaline electrolysers are that the construction
materials and electrolytes are relatively cheap in comparison with those required in acid
electrolytic technologies. The current densities to operate these systems are relatively low;
and consequently, they are economically feasible. However, these types of water
electrolysers do have several disadvantages
These alkaline electrolysers are limited in their ability to be constructed into multiple cell
configurations that have typically low current densities. These types of electrolysers need to
be purged with an inert gas, such as nitrogen or argon, to prevent the system reaching
explosive limits between the oxygen and the hydrogen
Alkaline electrolysers also utilize large concentrations of potassium hydroxide, which is a
very corrosive material – especially at elevated temperatures.
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1.1.2. Proton-exchange membrane electrolyser
The proton-exchange membrane electrolyser is based on the use of a polymeric proton
exchange membrane as the solid electrolyte that can produce carbon-free hydrogen from
water electrolysis (Marshall et al., 2007). The first PEM was introduced by General Electric
for fuel cell application – and later for electrolyser application (Millet et al., 1996). PEM
electrolyser systems offer numerous advantages over other types of electrolyser
technologies. These advantages include greater energy efficiency, higher production rates,
and more compact design (Oberlin & Fisher, 1996). A schematic representation of a PEM
electrolysis cell is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. PEM water electrolyser

The PEM electrolyser consists of a membrane electrode assembly (MEA) to which an anode
and a cathode are bonded. Typical catalyst particles for the anode utilization could be Pt,
IrO2, or mixtures, such as IrxSn1-x O2 (Marshall, 2004, 2005). The normal catalyst particles
utilized for the cathode could be, for example, Pt. The electrical contact and mechanical
support are established by means of porous metallic meshes. Hydrogen is produced in a
PEM electrolyser by supplying water to the anode, where it splits into oxygen, hydrogen
ions and electrons. The hydrogen ions migrate through the MEA to the cathode, where the
protons and electrons re-combine to produce hydrogen gas.
Anode: H2O → 4H+ + O 2 + 4e −
Cathode: 2H 2O + 4e − → 2H 2
Overall cell: 2H 2 O → 2H 2 + O 2
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The first PEM water electrolyser was installed in 1987 at Stellram, SA, a metallurgical
specialty company, in Nyon, Switzerland. This unit was designed to produce up to 20Nm3 h1 of hydrogen at a pressure of 1-2 bars. The second designed PEM water electrolyser was
demonstrated at Solar Wasserstoff Bayern (SWB); and it was slightly different from the first
design used at the Stellram plant. The main difference was that the thickness of the bipolar
plates was reduced. The stacks consisted of 3 modules of 40 cells each (Zoulias et al., 2004).
Presently, the use of PEM electrolysers produced by Proton, are only sized for the home or
small electrical grid systems.
The high capital costs of PEM electrolysis units has resulted in their limited viability in the
large hydrogen production market, when compared to alkaline electrolysis systems, with
their lower capital costs, producing a range of hydrogen capabilities (Ivy, 2004 and PSOF&U 2008).
However, the development of PEM electrolyser systems has been slow, due to the cost of
components, such as the precious metals used as electrocatalysts. Currently, there is still no
non-noble metal that could be used as an electrocatalyst with satisfactory results. It is of
great importance to reduce the noble metal content in the development of catalysts for PEM
water electrolysers. Most of the overpotential losses that occur happen at the anode
electrode, where oxidation takes place. Because of the acidic environment and high anode
potential during water electrolysis, non-metal catalysts, lke Ni and Co, cannot be used
because of corrosion (Millet, 1994).
High overpotentials for the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) were experienced for Pt
electrocatalyst, making a Pt catalyst a poorly conducting oxide. Other possible noble metal
catalysts, such as Ir or Ru, make very good conductors. However, Ru is unstable and needs
to be used with other catalysts, such as IrO2 for example.
Tseung and Jasem (Tseung and Jasem, 1977) and Trasatti (Trasatti, 1991) give good
guidelines for the choice of oxide electrocatalysts needed for OER. The OER can only
proceed when the electrode potential is higher than the potential of the metal/metal oxide
couple, or the lower metal oxide/higher metal oxide couple, which indicates that the OER is
governed by the surface electrochemistry (Song et al., 2008). The membrane material for the
PEM electrolyser unit is NafionTM 117, and this is manufactured by DuPont.
Individual cells can be stacked in bipolar modules with graphite separator plates that would
provide the manifold for the water feed and the gas evacuation.

2. Cyclic voltammetry
All electrochemical techniques involve the use of electricity as either an input or an output
signal. The function of an electrochemical instrument is to generate an input electrical signal
as a function of time, and to measure the corresponding output signal as a function of either
the voltage, current or charge (Qi, 2008). Charge is the integration of current with time. The
input electrical signal is generated by an electrochemical reaction at the working electrode
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and the counter electrodes. This can be illustrated in Figure 3 for a typical CV waveform
produced. When the voltage is swept past a potential corresponding to an active
electrochemical reaction, the initial forward scan for the current will give a spiked response,
which will consume the electrons involved in that reaction. On the reverse voltage scan, the
reverse electrochemical reaction will be observed. The shape and size of the peaks give
information about the relative kinetic rates and diffusion coefficiencies of the
electrochemical system.

Figure 3. Schematic representation of a CV waveform and typical resulting current response (a). In a
CV experiment, the voltage is swept linearly back and forth between two voltage limits [V1 and V2] (b).
The resulting current is plotted as a function of voltage.

2.1. Volumetric studies
During the electrolysis of water, hydrogen and oxygen are produced at the surface of the
polymer electrode membrane. These catalyst layers on the membrane need voltammetric
characterization. The most important techniques used in electrochemical characterization
include potential cycling, potential sweep, and rotating disk electrodes.
An electrochemical reaction step consists of at least one of the following steps: the transport
of the reactants to the surface of the electrode, and adsorption of the reactants onto the
surface of the electrodes. Charge transfer occurs through either oxidation or reduction on
the surface of the electrode, and the transporting of product(s) from the surface of the
electrode follows. The purpose would be to characterize each of these steps that are taking
place inside a PEM electrolysis cell (Qi, 2008).
The cyclic voltammetry technique is one of the most commonly used techniques in
electrochemical analysis for the study of electro-active catalytical species and electrode
surfaces (Kumpulainen et al., 2002).
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The characterization of the electrochemically active species would be carried out in a typical
three-electrochemical cell. These are typically: a conventional 3-electrode cell, a half cell and
single cell. In these types of cells, the catalysts and the electrodes will be characterized in the
form of the working electrode, the potential of which, or the current, will be monitored or
controlled in a specific environment.
What happens on the surface of the working electrode will comprise the heart of the
investigation. The second electrode is called the counter electrode in the circuit; and the
current flowing through the circuit would cause a reaction on the counter electrode as well.
However, the investigation has no interest in what happens on the counter electrode
surfaces, so long as it does not interfere with the working of the electrode (Qi, 2008)
In order to minimize the impact of the electrolyte resistance to the potential of the working
electrode, a third electrode is introduced – called the reference electrode. This is often used
to form a second circuit with the working electrode. Ideally, this electrode should be nonpolarizable and should maintain a stable potential. There is high impedance in the voltage
measurement equipment, which makes the current in the circuit very small (Qi, 2008).
A typical 3-electrode cell is shown in Figure 4, where the working electrode is the exposed
area of a glassy carbon electrode impregnated with the catalytic material being tested. A
piece of Pt wire – in the form of a coil or sheet – could be used as the counter electrode. The
reason for a large surface counter electrode is to ensure that the electrochemical reaction
occurring is large enough so that there is no interference with the performance of the
working electrode. The reference electrodes used are typically electrodes, such as Pt/H2/H+
(standard or dynamic hydrogen electrode), Ag/AgCl/Cl- (silver/silver chloride) and
Hg/Hg2Cl/Cl- (the calomel electrode).
When the counter electrode might possibly interfere, it is often placed in a separate
compartment – away from the working electrode – to ensure that there is no interference.
This is done by placing the counter electrode in a porous frit, such as a sintered porous glass
or an electrolyte bridge.

Figure 4. This demonstrates the basic setup of a conventional 3-electrode cell
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This conventional 3-electrode cell was used to characterize the half-cell reactions of the
catalyst that would occur on either side of the PEM electrolyser cell.

2.2. The basic principles of CV studies
The initial working potential is usually set at a potential that does not cause any
electrochemical reaction. After the CV scan is started, the potential is either increased to a
maximum, or decreased to a minimum, indicating either an oxidation or reduction reaction
of an electrochemically active species; and then an anodic (or cathodic) current appears. The
current response, as a result of this polarization, is then plotted as a function of the applied
potential. The current voltage curve is referred to as the cyclic voltammogram; and it gives
information about the electrochemical reactions taking place on the working electrode
surface (Kumpulainen et al., 2002).
Other information regarding the adsorption and desorption of hydrogen could also be obtained.
As the kinetics of the reaction go faster, there will be an increase or decrease in the anodic (or
cathodic) currents. The maximum is reached when all the electrochemically active species
oxidized or reduced have been consumed in the electrochemical reaction. The highest current
in Figure 5(b) is achieved at the moment that the mass transfer rate is at its maximum. This is
driven between the gradient of the bulk concentration of the electrochemically active species
and that of the surface concentration on the working electrode area.
When the potential increases beyond this point, the current starts to decrease due to the
double layer thickness increases, resulting in a less-steep concentration gradient of the active
species. When the potential reaches the set high or low potential, the scan is reversed,
forming thereby a cyclic voltammogram.
The concentration gradients are linear, and the ratio of oxidized to reduce species for a
reversible reaction, is given by the Nerst equation (Eqn. 1)
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Where Ee is the equilibrium potential (V) and Eeo is the standard potential (V). R,T, n and F
are constants and CO and CR the surface concentrations of the oxidized and reduced species.
When the scan rates are increased, this shortens the timescale of the CV redox cycle and the
concentration gradient has time to relax. This relationship between the peak current density
and the scan rate is mathematically shown by the Randles-Sevcik equation (Eqn.2)
(Heineman and Kissinger, 1996):
Ip = (2.69 x 105)n3/2 AD1/2Cov1/2a

(2)

At 25oC where ip is the peak current (A); n is the number of electrons transferred; A is the
electrode area (cm2); D is the diffusion coefficient of the species being oxidized/or reduced
(cm2/s); Co is the concentration of this same species in the bulk solution (mol cm-3); and v is
the scan rate (V/s). There should be a linear relationship between the peak current density
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and the square root of the scan rate. Any deviation from this relationship can be related to a
quasi-reversible or completely irreversible system.
In search of redox couples, the electrode potential sweeps rapidly (meaning moving back
and forth). The characteristics of the reversible electrochemical reaction on CV record are as
follows (Eqn. 3 – 4):
∆E = Epa – Epc = 59/n mV

(3)

I ipa / ipc I = 1
Ip α V

(4)

According to Eqn. 2, Ip is proportional to v1/2. Although the peak currents increase with scan
rate, the potential at which the peak occurs is invariant with scan rate. This is shown in Eqn. 4.

3. Preparation of the working electrode surface
Noble metal catalysts were prepared by reducing the chloride precursor by means of a
fusion process, called the Adam’s method (Adam & Shriner, 1923) with a solution of sodium
nitrate, to produce M(NO3). This is then annealed at 340oC – to produce the metal oxide
(Cheng, 2009 & Marshall, 2007). This method has been used successfully for the preparation
of several anode catalysts in PEM water electrolytic systems (Hutchings et al., 1984); and it
was found to be convenient and fast for the screening of different catalysts.
For example a reaction can be written as follows:
6 NaNO3 + H2IrCl6 → 6NaCl + Ir(NO3)4 2HNO3
Ir(NO3)4 → IrO2 + 4NO2 + O2
A typical method would be to charge a reactor with the metal precursor; and then to mix the
precursor thoroughly with sodium nitrate mixed previously in water. After mixing, the
water is evaporated; and the remaining slurry is heated to 340oC to produce the crude
Iridium Oxide. This product is washed to remove the salts produced in the reaction, then
dried and stored to be used in characterization and evaluation (Rasten et al., 2003).
For PEM electrolyser cell applications, the catalysts need to be annealed to the surface of a
glass carbon electrode, in order to be used to screen various catalyst mixtures, or to study
the reaction mechanisms and kinetics by coating the electrode with a layer of catalysts. A
catalyst is first thoroughly mixed with other components, such as short-chain alcohols, for
example water, ethanol, or isopropanol – through agitation and/or sonication. Other
solvents such as 1, 2 propanediol may be added, in order to create a formulation that can
assist the catalyst to disperse to the glass carbon surface.
Sonication and agitation can increase the temperature of the catalyst mixture, in order to
make the mixture more viscose, and thereby to increase the dispersion onto the working
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electrode. The catalyst formula is then applied to the working electrode surface and dried. In
order to ensure that the catalysts particles adhere to the surface of the working electrode, it
is important to add convenient additives, such as a perfluorinated isomer like DuPont’s or
Dow’s Nafion. A second ultrathin layer could be applied on the top of the catalyst layer to
enhance adhesion. It is important to dry the catalyst layer above the glass transition
temperature stage of the Nafion ionomer, so that it can adhere effectively. The surface of the
electrode disk itself should be inactive to the electrochemical reaction.
For example, if the catalyst particles are platinum, the surface cannot be platinum as well.
This is done by ensuring that the metal used on the surface is not the same as the metal
under investigation.

4. The selection of the electrolyte
A dilute aqueous acid solution, for example a 0.1 – 1M solution, is typically used as the
electrolyte. The reason for this is that there is an exchange of protons between the various
reactions taking place inside the electrolytic cell. Sulphuric acid has been use extensively for
these types of studies, and it resembles a typical solid electrolyte used in the membrane
electrode assembly (MEA) of the PEM electrolyser. However, sulphate anions can adsorb on
the surface of Pt catalysts, which alters the reaction kinetics of the cell. Instead, perchloric
acid can be used as an electrolyte medium, which does adsorb onto the surface of the Pt
catalyst.

5. What do we need to characterize for a PEM electrolyser cell to be most
effective?
In this section, the various PEM electrolyser properties are listed that may need
characterization:
•
•
•
•
•

Overall performance of electrolyser (J-V curves)
Kinetic properties (electrochemically active surface)
Ohmic properties (electrolyte conductivity, contact residence, electrode resistance)
Mass transport properties (pressure losses, reactant/ product homogeneity)
Catalytic structure (catalyst loading, particle size, electrochemically active surface area)

This list gives an idea of the different kinds of properties that can be used to characterize
PEM electrolyser catalysts that could contribute to the overall performance and behaviour of
electrolysis. How do we know on what property to focus, or which one is important to
characterize? In this chapter, the focus will be on just a few of the most widely used
characterization techniques, such as for example, cyclic voltammetry, linear potentiometer
and rotating disc electrode techniques.
Let us start with basic electrochemical techniques to characterize the catalysts for PEM
electrolysers. These could provide quantitative information about the performance of PEM
electrolysers.
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There are two types of electrolyser characterization:
a.

b.

Electrochemical characterization techniques (in situ). These techniques use variables that
measure various electrochemical properties, such as potential, current and time
required to characterize the catalytic behaviour.
Ex situ characterization techniques. These techniques characterize the detail of the
structural properties of the catalyst.

With respect to the first type of the PEM electrolyser characterization, I will discuss three
major techniques:
1.

2.

3.

Cyclic voltammetry (CV). This is a sophisticated technique that provides valuable
information on the kinetics of the PEM electrolyser reactions. CV in general can be time
consuming, and some of the results might be difficult to interpret. This can be overcome
by specialised modified methods under argon or nitrogen.
Current – Voltage (J-V) measurement. The most needed PEM electrolysis technique is a J-V
measurement that provides an overall quantitative evaluation of a PEM electrolyser’s
performance. The J-V curves shows that, depending on different types of electrolyser,
where the current starts to flow would indicate where hydrogen gas starts to be
released from the electrolyser unit. This galvanic cell has a certain polarization voltage
which will set off the current. A further increase in the external voltage indicates the
ongoing development of the gas. The minimum voltage at which the splitting of water
begins is called the decomposition voltage. For PEM electrolysers, this voltage is 1.23V.
The main difference between the theoretical and the experimental voltage could be the
overpotential. The overpotential is a function of the electrode material, the texture of the
electrode surface, the type and concentration of the electrolyte, the current density and
the temperature. In practical applications, it is the aim to minimize the overpotential.
This is important, in order to achieve a very good and active electrode surface.
Demonstrating hydrogen efficiency – To ensure that the PEM electrolyser performs
correctly, it would be advantageous to measure the hydrogen efficiency in the
electrolyser cell.

In the area of ex situ characterization, one can discuss the following methods:
1.

2.

3.

Porosity determination is an effective characterization method, due to the high
porosity that the catalyst structure must have, in order to be a good and effective
catalyst for PEM electrolysers.
Surface area measurements could be achieved by either the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller
(BET) analysis, or by means of XRD to determine the catalysis particle size; this, in turn,
can be related to the electrochemically active surface area measurements.
Gas permeability: Even if the electrodes are highly porous, it does not mean that the
gas will necessarily permeate through the membrane. Therefore, understanding mass
transport in PEM electrolyser electrodes requires permeability measurements, in
addition to porosity measurements. Gas permeability testing is an important factor in
the development of ultra-thin membranes.
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4.

Chemical determination can assist in the physical characterization of the materials
used in the PEM electrolyser cell.

6. Electrochemically active surface area
An electrochemically active surface area (ECSA) (Eqn 5) can be determined from the
scanning of a cyclic voltammetry. This is needed in catalyst characterization, in order to
obtain critical data regarding the surface activity of the catalysts. This technique for the
determination of ECSA for PEM electrolyser cells has been utilized for several decades. The
ECSA of the electro-active species is calculated from the current density Q (C/cm2 electrode)
obtained from the CV experiments, the charge required to reduce a monolayer of protons on
Pt Gamma = 210 µC/cm2 , and the Pt content or loading in the electrode. L is recorded in
g/cm2 electrode (Kinoshita K. & Stonehart P., 1977 & Gloagen et al., 1997).
 ܣܵܥܧൌ 
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(5)

ECSA is only an indication of the catalyst particles that participate in the reaction medium.
The fraction of the catalyst that participates in the electrode reaction is given by the ratio of
the electrochemical surface area to the specific area of the catalyst. This is determined by an
ex situ technique, such as XRD analysis or Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) analysis. This
ratio is referred to as the catalyst utilization; and the higher this value, the better is the
catalyst. Figure 5 shows a CV scan for Pt.

Figure 5. CV curve for a Pt catalyst. The grey areas represent the Q ads and Qdes peak areas respectively.

This current contribution response is a non-linear response that corresponds to a hydrogen
absorption reaction occurring on the electrochemically active catalyst surface. The grey areas
in Figure 5 represent the Q adsorption (Qads) and Q desorption (Qdes) peak areas of the Pt
electrolysis catalyst surface, respectively. The electrochemical active surface area can be
calculated from the area under the Qads and Qdes.
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It could be noted that a highly porous, well-made MEA electrode may have an active
surface area that is several orders of magnitude larger than its geometric area (O’Hayre et
al., 2002). This could be expressed as the ECSA.
Half-cell experiments are convenient and relatively fast methods of analysis for the
screening of various catalysts; but they are not suitable for the evaluation of PEM electrodes
in-situ, since these are the conditions for an electrolytic cell setup.

7. Kinetic measurements
Kinetic parameters can be obtained from the steady state polarization curve also called a
current-voltage graph (J-V). The J-V curve shows the voltage output as a function of current
density loading in a PEM electrolyser. The performance of the characteristic J-V curve can be
used to calculate the Tafel slope in the low current density (high load resistance) region,
where the mass and ohmic transport effects do not interfere with the data. A typical
polarization curve is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Typical PEM electrolyser J-V curve

By controlling the current or the potential across the electrode surface, the steady state
polarization behaviour of the electrochemical reaction can be measured. The steps are
performed in small increments; and the response is measured typically after 10 minutes,
when the equilibrium conditions of the electrode reaction can be assumed. The J-V steadystate polarization curve includes effects of thermodynamic potentials, the overpotential due
to surface reactions, ohmic losses and diffusion terms. The required potential for the
electrolyzer can be expressed in the following equation (Eqn. 6).
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(6)
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Where E is the equilibrium voltage; nohmic is the ohmic potential across the PEM, nact,ai and nact,c
are the activation overpotentials at the anode and cathode, respectively. The overpotential
concentrations are significantly small due to gas transport limitations in the thin electrode;
and these can therefore be neglected. Kinetic rate can be determined directly from the
electrolysis cell by measuring the current. The overall electrochemical reaction at the anode
could be expressed by the Butler-Volmer equation (Eqn. 7), if it may be assumed that there
are no transport limitations.
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Where iA0 is the anode exchange current density [A cm-2]; Ve- is the stoichiometric coefficient
of electrons in the anode reaction; ∝ � is the transfer coefficient; nA is the anode
overpotential (Bockris et al., 2000). The current inputs are directly proportional to the kinetic
rate of the electrochemical reaction. To determine the kinetics and the thermodynamics of
electrochemical reactions in a PEM electrolysis cell can be done by means of a Tafel analysis,
which is a simplified Butler-Volmer equation. The Tafel slope equation (Eqn. 8) describes
the J-V steady-state polarization curve in the kinetic controlled area.
n��� � � ���[i] − A

(8)

β = 2.303 RT/αF

(9)

nAct = the voltage loss (mV) due to the slow kinetics, I = current density (mA cm-2), and A and
β are the kinetic constant parameters, while β, in particular, is the Tafel slope (Eqn. 9)
(Wang, 2001).

α is the transfer coefficient, ranging between a value of 0 and 1, but it is assumed that the
cathode side would show a 0.5 degree of coefficiency. The Tafel slope is a graph plotted by
nact (E-V) as a function of the log current density; and the slope of the graph can be
measured in the kinetically controlled region of the J-V polarization curve. If a high Tafel
slope is obtained, this could be due to mass transport or ohmic losses in the system. Typical
Tafel slopes for Ir, ranging between 30-40 mV dec-1 at low current densities against 120 mV
dec-1 at high current densities (Andolfatto et al., (1993).

8. Hydrogen efficiencies
In this section, the objective of the PEM electrolyser catalyst characterization is to improve
catalyst hydrogen efficiencies and to bring down the high material costs involved in these
electrolytic systems. The main focus area required to bring down the material costs of PEM
electrolysers could be to further develop and improve the noble metal catalysts. The following
could be done to reduce the amounts of noble metals used in the PEM water electrolyser:
•
•

Smaller amounts of PGM metals,
Maintaining higher energy outputs with lower catalyst loadings,
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•
•

Higher hydrogen production capacity,
Effectively increasing the lifetime of the PEM electrolyser.

In order to facilitate these improvements in today’s technologies, the system must be
characterized and evaluated, in order to understand and reveal the most important
limitations; and further optimization of the electrode catalysts must be carried out.
Thermodynamics could be used to calculate the hydrogen efficiencies from the overall
chemical reaction, by using Faraday’s law (Voigt et al., 2005). At stoichiometry, water
decomposes into one part oxygen for every two parts of hydrogen. This amount of
electricity (n.F.E), where n= moles of the water molecule, F= Faraday’s constant, and E is the
thermodynamic potential associated with the decomposition of a water molecule. This
equitation is referred to as Gibbs free energy ΔGd, as shown in Eqn. 10 of the water
dissociation reaction:
ΔGd – nFE = O and ΔGd > 0

(10)

Where n =2 the number of electrons exchanged during the electrochemical decomposition of
water; Gibbs free energy is a function of both the operating temperature and the pressure of
the electrolysis cell, and thus Eqn. 11 is:
ΔGd (T;P) = ΔHd (T;P) – TΔSd (T;P) > 0

(11)

ΔHd (T;P) and TΔSd (T;P) are respectively the enthalpy change (J mol-1) and entropy change (J
mol-1K-1) associated with the decomposition of water. To be able to decompose one molecule of
water, heat is required. The thermodynamic potential is defined according to Eqn. 12:
�(�� �) =
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The thermo-voltage V is defined, as described in the following equation, Eqn. 13:
��

(13)

The hydrogen efficiency could be derived from Eqn. 14 where nefficiency is as follows:
�
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Ho= Energy for hydrogen fuel = 12.745 x 106 J m-3
VH2= Volume of hydrogen produced in m3
U= Potential in V
I= Current loading in A
T= time in seconds

�
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(14)

According to literature studies, the PEM electrolyser cell potential is usually reported to be
in the region of 2V, and the commercial type PEM electrolysers usually have an efficiency
ranging from 65% to 80% (Barbir, 2005). This efficiency could increase to almost 95% at
higher operating temperatures; this condition requires a lower cell voltage, which also
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lowers the current that passes through the electrolyte, while the hydrogen production rate
increases. The problem could be overcome by utilizing a stack in the electrolyser setup to
increase the efficiency.

9. Concluding remarks
This chapter discusses the difference between two electrolytic units (e.g. alkaline versus
polymer electrode membrane (PEM) electrolyser units). There is a third type still under
research investigation namely, the solid oxide electrolyser unit. Currently there are six major
suppliers identified to produce hydrogen by an alkaline electrolytic unit and they are:
Norsk Hydro in Norway, Hydrogenics in Belguim, Iht in Switzerland, AccaGen in
Switzerland, Erre Due in Italy represented by H2Indistrial in Denmark, and Uralkhimmash
in Russia. In contrast to these bigger units, PEM units supplied by Proton are sized for home
or small neighborhood grid systems.
This trend comes into effect because of the high capital cost associated with PEM
electrolyser units, which is being pushed by expensive materials that are used to
manufacture the membrane, and the costs associated with the PGM metals used as catalysts
in PEM electrolyser units. This compared to the lower capital cost for the manufacturing of
alkaline units. Other factors that give PEM’s an advantage are that these units are safer to
use when compared to alkaline units and PEM units do not utilize caustic liquids such as
potassium hydroxide when compared to the solid electrolyte used in PEM units.
PEM electrolyser catalysts and MEA components can be characterized by a variety of
electrochemical methods. Quick-screen cyclic voltammetry, rotating disc and linear
potentiometry can be used to characterize and study the electrocatalytic behaviour. These
studies can provide valuable information regarding the kinetics, the controlled potentials, and
mechanisms at play during half-cell measurements of the catalysts. An electrochemically
active surface area, specific activity, and electronic resistance are all needed to optimize PEM
electrolysis, in order for it to operate and give optimal performance.
J-V steady-state polarization curves can provide information regarding the open circuit
voltage, thermodynamic (hydrogen efficiencies) and kinetics (Tafel slopes). Typical Tafel
slopes found for Ir catalyst were between 30-40 mV dec-1 at low current densities against 120
mV dec-1 at high current densities.
Hydrogen efficiencies are calculated based on Faraday’s equations and give a good overall
performance of the PEM electrolyser unit. Typical units reported give a potential output of about
2V with hydrogen efficiencies ranging between 65-80%. With the correct catalyst materials and
electrolyser design, this efficiency can be increased to 95% at higher operating temperatures.
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1. Introduction
Aluminum became attractive only after the invention of Hall-Heroult electrolysis process in
1886. In the earlier part of last century, the usage of aluminum products was restricted in
decorative parts. After World War Ⅱ, a dramatic expansion of the aluminum casting
industry occurred. Many new alloys were developed to comply with the engineering
requirements. Among the commercial aluminum alloy castings, Al-Si alloy is the most
commonly used and constitutes 85-90% of the total aluminum cast parts produced. Al-Si
alloys containing silicon as the major alloying element offer excellent castability, good
corrosion resistance and machinability. Small amounts of Cu, Mg, Mn, Zn and Ni are being
added to achieve strengthening of Al-Si alloys.
Al-Si alloys have been made for a long time by simply adding crushed silicon metal or a
high-silicon aluminum base master alloy to molten aluminum in reduction cell or smelting
furnace. In those processes pure silicon and aluminum are needed, and both metals are
reduced from oxides in electrolytic cell. The idea of direct electrolytic reduction of silica
dissolved in the cryolite bath in electrolytic cell has been developed at the end of nineteenth
century. The idea to produce alloys in electrolytic process is not new. For several years
before Hall-process the Cowles process, by which Cu-Al alloys in range of 30-40% Al were
directly reduced from a mixture of Al2O3 and CuO or Cu by electric arc at high temperature,
was used [1].
1891 Menit firstly conducted the experiment to reduce the silica to silicon metal in Hall cell.
In 1911 Frilley [2] achieved the production of Al-Si alloys containing less than 5% silicon by
direct electrolytic reduction of alumina-silica and 5-96% silicon by aluminum-thermal
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reduction in laboratory. Frilley also obtained Mn-Si, Cr-Si, Fe-Si, Cu-Si and Si-Ni in
electrolytic cells. Moreover, he found that the silicon appearance in Al-Si alloy with less than
10% Si was very fine and different from the existed alloy, but no attention had been paid on
the change of structural characteristics of silicon due to limited usage of aluminum in
industry at that time. Fridley’s discovery revealed that electrolytic process is a powerful
potential measure to improve the quality of alloy.
In the middle of last century a number of works had been reported to electrolyze Al-Si alloy
in Hall cells, to which pure silica, quartzite containing more than 99% SiO2 [3], sand stone
with about 90% SiO2 [4] glass scrap having 72% SiO2 [5]. bauxite with 11%SiO2 [6], sand and
clay [7] were added. Recently the refractories from spent potlining were successfully
introduced to alumina reduction cells to produce Al-Si alloys [8]. As well known, the purity
of molten aluminum is of major concern in electrolytic reduction process. The impurity is
considered as a negative factor, deteriorating operation conditions. Hence, the direct
electrolytic reduction of silica in Hall cell is a difficult process. There are two severe
problems related with silica added into molten cryolite, in which silica must be easily
dissolved. One of them is how to compensate for alumina generated by the reaction of
aluminum with the added silica for achieving a desired chemical composition of alloy.
Other is that direct addition of silica or other silicates often results in the formation of the
heavy ridges of silicate along the bottom of the cell, as a result the cell becomes inoperable,
so limiting the size and placement of the ridge is a major concern in production. In 1970s C.
J. McMinn and A.T. Tabereaux [9, 10] provided a procedure to strictly control the feed of
alumina and silica into the cell, stabilizing the electrolytic process and successfully
producing Al-Si alloys with up to 16%Si in Hall cell. However, they viewed this process to
be economical when the price of silicon greatly increases. Production of Al-Si alloys in
electrolytic reduction cell had not found industrial application.
Since 1970s many works have been carried out on direct electrolytic production of Al-Si
alloys(DEASA) in China [11]. Most Chinese bauxites contain high content of silica, titania
and small amount of rare earth oxides. It is very difficult to extract the pure alumina from
bauxite by the Bayer process [12]. In electrolytic process the charge is composed of bauxite,
from which the iron oxide is removed, and alumina, using which to regulate the proportion
of bauxite added into salt bath in terms of the desired chemical composition of Al-Si alloy.
Note that bauxite tested is easily to be dissolved into molten electrolyte compared to the
commercial bauxites. It would be an important factor to successfully produce Al-Si alloys in
alumina reduction cells. At the end of last century several thousand tons of DEASA ingots
containing Si content from 6% to 12% have been used in foundries to produce car parts such
as engineering block and head, wheel and piston [12- 14]. Table 1 lists the chemical
compositions of some DEASA ingots, which contain higher level of impurities such as Na,
Sr, Ti and rare earth elements compared to commercial alloys. Undoubtedly it is related
with bauxite composition. .
Since 1980s author has focused attention on the microstructure of DEASA and its
mechanical properties [15]. It has been found that the microstructure and fracture surface of
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DEASA ingots are very fine and similar to impurity-modified Al-Si alloy. Hence this
phenomenon is characterized as self-modification due to no impurity- modifier added. The
further research indicated that self-modification is attributed to the eutectic undercooling
during solidification of DEASA. To answer the question why self-modified microstructure
occurs and how it links with the electrolytic process, we must discuss some events related
with electrolysis process. This chapter restricts the consideration into the structural
characteristics of alloys and its original, which is related with electrolytic process. The
details of electrolysis process can be referred to References [11,12 ].
Alloy*

Mg

Mn

7.9 <0.01

—

0.01 <0.01 0.01 0.25. <0.01 0.33

—

0.002 0.001

No1 bottom 8.2 <0.01

—

0.01 0.01 0.01 0.24 <0.01 0.35

—

0.002 0.001

EZL101

Si
top

EZL101 No2
ESi 9**

Cu

Ni

Zn

Fe

7.3 <0.01 0.36 0.01 0.02 <0.01 0.11

Cr

—

Ti

Na

0.11 <0.0001

RE

—

Sr

0.001

No1

9.5 <0.02 0.010 0.060 0.15 0.03 0.65 0.02 0.48 0.0045 0.038 0.0034

No2

9.2 <0.02 0.02 0.005 0.12 0.02 0.44 0.18 0.66 0.014

EZL102

12.2 <0.01 0.15 0.005

—

0.12

ZL108

11.60 1.95 0.65 0.62 0.30

0.25

—

EZL109

12.1 <0.01 0.91 0.01 0.81 <0.01 0.25

—

ZL101 (A356) 6.7

—

—

0.39 0.01 0.005

<0.01 0.50
—

—

—

—

0.20 0.0020

—

0.000

0.09 0.0023

—

0.000

0.06 0.016 0.12

—

0.037 0.0026

—

0.0005 0.002

E is abbreviation for electrolysis. ZL represents “cast aluminum alloy” in Chinese:
* Alloy designations are to Chinese specification.
** Alloy mark representing an electrolytic Al-9% Si-0.5%Ti alloy.

Table 1. Chemical analysis of DEASAs ingot wt%

2. Behavior of alloy melt in electrolytic process
The electrolysis cell runs at around 950°Cwith a voltage drop of 4.5-5.5 V across each
cell[11]. The bauxite, from which iron oxide is removed, contains SiO2, TiO2, Fe2O3, Na2O,
CaO and rare earth oxides (RExOy) ,besides the Al2O3. During electrolysis process those
compounds are reduced to Al, Si, Ti, Fe, Na, Ca and RE, respectively, which in atomic form
continuously remove from electrolyte to the carbon bottom of the pot, forming a
homogeneous Al-Si alloy melt with several impurities, as shown in Tab.1. Then the melt is
siphoned out of the reduction cell at 24h intervals and held in a 10 ton insulated metal-mixer
for homogenizing the composition, then poured into ingot mould with dimension of 100×60
×600mm3 and weight of 10kg, without any impurity-addition or treatment. Hence, there are
four factors i.e. homogeneous melt, superheating, impurity and electric field (current
density and anode potential), influencing the structure of DEASA melt and its
crystallographic characteristics and properties in solid state.
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In many years a lot of studies have been done on the structure of liquid metals, including
Al-Si alloy. The liquid metals can be considered as a system composed of ions and electrons,
which are moving through the disordered liquid [16-18]. Below we discuss how
superheating and electric field change the structure of Al-Si melt and its crystallization

2.1. Effect of superheating on the crystallographic characteristics of Al-Si alloys
As well known melt superheating is a powerful factor influencing the microstructure and
properties of commercial Al-Si alloys. The effect of superheating is associated with the
temperature, holding time and cooling rate during solidification [19-24]. In 1990s many
researchers [21,25] investigated the regularity of variety of viscosity and density of family of
Al-Si alloy in liquid state with temperature, revealing that as temperature exceeding about
1000°C, these physical properties dramatically change. Therefore, they suggested that for
the near eutectic Al-Si alloy containing 10-14% Si there is a critical temperature in range of
1050-1150°C, as shown in Fig.1, above which the silicon grains and other heterogeneous
substances such as iron-rich particles are dissolved in melt, resulting in a homogeneous
melt, which will change the crystallographic characteristics of alloy. This event has been
proved by recent studies. At the beginning of this century X.F. Bian et al studied Al-13%Si
alloy melt heated in the temperature range of 625-1250°C using high temperature X-ray
diffractometer [22] and reported that when increasing the temperature to 875°C a sudden
change of the atomic density and the coordination number of the Al-13%Si alloy melt
occurs, demonstrating that the liquid structure has changed, which is caused by dissolving
of Si-Si clusters into aluminum melt. In other study it has been found that at the
temperature of about 1050°C the electrical resistivity of hypereutectic Al-16%Si alloy melt
steeply changed and hereditary effect of different original structure can be eliminated after
remelting, indicating that the change of liquid structure happened at temperature of
1050°C[26]. Hence Al-Si alloy melt at high temperature consists of two ion groups: Al-Si and
Si-Si groups, which appear to consolidate the short-range order and the electrons are
moving through the disordered melt [27-29]. Based on the experimental results P.J.Li [23]
considered that in homogeneous Al-Si alloy melt the size of Si-Si and Al-Si microheterogeneous clusters range is from 10 to 100Ǻ. M. Singh reported that in Al-Si alloys
either hypoeutectic or hypereutectic silicon is present as silicon cluster essentially with the
size of about 50-70 Ǻ [27]. Moreover, as increasing the temperature, the size and number of
ion groups simultaneously decrease.
P.C. Popel et al [21, 23] studied the influence of superheating on the crystallographic
characteristics of alloys and revealed that superheating Al-Si alloy shifts its eutectic reaction
toward higher level of silicon accompanying with the appearance of Al-dendrite. As
temperature is higher than 780°C, eutectic silicon becomes finer with the fine α-Al dendrite.
When heating temperature is in range of 900-1000°C, the size of silicon flake is less than
7µm. It is interesting that heating at temperature higher than 1000°C the modified silicon
appears in eutectic alloy. The heating at 1000°C is capable of eliminating the occurrence of
primary silicon and refining α-Al dendrite in Al-17%Si alloy. But when superheating
hypereutectic Al-20%Si alloys at 950°C the primary silicon particles become finer [24, 30] .
The higher the temperature, the finer the silicon grain. It would be expected that a higher
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superheating temperature is required for hypereutectic Al-Si alloys having higher silicon
content to achieve a complete eutectic structure. It is worthy of note that if the holding time
is insufficient to dissolve all the silicon particles present in original alloy, even the
superheating at 1200°C does not significantly change the crystallographic characteristics of
alloy, and the modified structure does not appear [31].

Figure 1. The dome of decay of metastable colloidal microheterogenity in Al-Si melts [21,23]

For hypoeutectic alloys as temperature rises to 950°C the dendrite arm spacing(DAS) steeply
decreased and the dislocation density in α-Al dendrite increased. Moreover, the eutectic
silicon tended to a fine fibrous structure [32].
Overheating significantly increases the content of silicon, magnesium and iron in α-Aldendrite in hypoeutectic alloy [33]. As overheating Al-8%Si alloy at temperature of 950°C for
10min silicon and magnesium content solved in α-Al-dendrite increases to 1.9% and 0.3%,
respectively, much higher than their solubility in Al-matrix at room temperature.
Undoubtedly, overheating is one of the factors strengthening the mechanical properties of
alloys.
Superheating also prompts the morphological variety in iron-bearing compound in alloys
[34]. As heating Al-7%Si-Mg alloy at temperature higher than 800°C, AlSiFe compound
appeared in Chinese script form instead of coarse needle-like shape, increasing the impact
strength of alloy. It is apparent that superheating is a powerful mean greatly affecting the
feature of microstructure in Al-Si alloys.
It is worth noting that the overheating effects on the change in structure significantly
depends upon the cooling rate in freezing in alloy [23, 35]. For hypereutectic Al-17%Si alloy
even heated at temperature in the range of 1000-1050°C the primary silicon grows faceted in
sand castings, where the freezing rate is less than 10°C/sec. By contrast the formation of
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more equiaxed, nearly globular silicon crystal can be observed if the melt is quenched with
the cooling rate of higher than 100°C/sec.
The reason why superheating leads to a change in crystallographic characteristics of alloys is
associated with the undercooling generated by a variety of structure in molten alloy, where
the size and number of Si-Si clusters acting as a nuclei of eutectic silicon in solidification of
alloy greatly affect the crystallization of alloy[36]. Higher superheating decreases Si-Si
cluster in size and amount, depressing the liquid-to-solid transition temperature, as a result
a deep undercooling ocurs. A.Y.Gubinko[37] reported that superheating an Al-Si alloy melt
to 100°C above its liquidus temperature offers an undercooling twice as great as for a melt
superheated 35°C. The higher the superheating temperature, the greater the undercooling in
freeze of alloy. Note that temperature in electrolysis cell is about 950°C lower than the
critical temperature, above which structure of melt transits from microheterogeneous to
homogeneous state (Fig.1) and DEASA is intrinsically homogeneous due to its reduction
from oxides. Hence, it would be thought that the overheating in reduction cell does not
affect the structure of melt, but holding DEASA melt in metal-mixer for long time causes the
structural transition from homogeneous to heterogeneous state in some degree.

2.2. Role of electric field in the crystallization of Al-Si alloys
Over the past decades a lot of studies relating with the effect of electric field on the structure
and properties of Al-alloys have been carried out [38-42]. Electric field either continuous
current or pulse electric discharge deeply affects crystallographic character of alloy and its
properties. In this chapter we will only focus our attention on the effect of direct current,
which is related with electrolysis process.
By introducing the direct current into molten Al-10%Si alloy at 740°C for treating time of
50min, H.Li et al studied the effect of different current density on the structure and
mechanical properties of alloy [43]. It was found that the electric field causes a
morphological transition of eutectic silicon from flake to fibrous shape, accompanying with
the reduction of second α-Al dendrite space. As increasing the electric current density to
30A/dm2 silicon phase grows modified and finally primary Al-dendrite appears in nearnodular shape. As a result the elongation of alloy was raised by 100% and its tensile strength
was improved by 15%. It is interesting that an increase in current density leads a rise in
undercooling in freezing of alloy as shown in Fig.2. When increasing current density to
100A/dm2 a deep undercooling of 15°C occurs, then undercooling grows slowly with current
density. Undoubtedly, the deep undercooling is the reason of the change in morphology of
silicon particles.
L. G. Huang et al introduced direct-current into melt poured into mould during
solidification and investigated the effect of current density on the structural feature of Al4%Si and Al-10%Si alloys, which were firstly heated at 700°C. It was found that silicon
became finer with direct-current density and reached a limit as the density is increased to
283A/dm2 and the size of α-Al dendrite arm space (DAS) also reduced with a minimum at
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density of 325A/dm2. It is interesting that the effect of alternating current is the same to
direct- current [44]. B.A. Timchenko et al [45, 46] studied the effect of high direct-current
density (100-10 000A/dm2) on the quality of casting made of eutectic Al-12%Si alloy. When a
large current is passed through alloy during its solidification, the solubility of silicon in α-Al
matrix is raised to 20%, and its distribution becomes more homogeneous with a reduced size
of silicon particles. In addition, the mold filling ability (fluidity) of casting alloys is greatly
improved accompanying with a less tendency to gas porosity and shrinkage. As a result the
tensile strength and hardness are increased by 10%. Recently A. Prodhan [47] reported that
molten eutectic Al-12.16%Si alloy, which firstly was superheated to 750°C, can be degassed
by direct- current treatment during solidification (semisolid state). The initial hydrogen level
in alloy made from the ingot is about 2.5ppm, and under current treatment within 10min the
hydrogen content is reduced to near 1.7ppm, which is necessary for producing a casting
without porosity [47]. However, a large current density will cause an increase of hydrogen
concentration. It is obvious that electric field, which is introduced into melt at more or less
higher temperature or during solidification, improves the casting properties with an
increase in mechanical index. This is attributed to the structural rearrangement of alloy melt
generated by electric field. However, we are unable to clarify how the electric field affects
the properties of DEASA melt due to the absence of experimental results at high
temperature of above 900°C.

◆[22]; ■EZL101;▲EZL109

Figure 2. Eutectic undercooling in freezing against current density in Al-Si melt.

The major effects induced by electric field on the behavior of alloy melt include Joule’s effect
and electron-transport. Electric current causes the input of heat due to Joule’s heating effect,
which leads to an increase in solidification time, resulting in the improvement of fluidity of
alloy, and hence the reduce of shrinkage and porosity[47]. Obviously, Joule’s heating effect
doesn’t affect the properties of DEASAs, which solidify without electric field in present
study.
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In electrolysis process Al-Si alloy melt is ionized to macroscopic homogeneous Al3+ and Si4+
ions, and conduct electrons, which are moving through the melt. Under electric potential,
positive ions migrate to the cathode and the electrons move toward the anode. The so-called
electron- transport, which depends on ionization potential of constituent elements and its
mobility in the applied field, is most important factor that reduces the solute distribution coefficient and influences the rearrangement of elements on the solid-liquid alloy boundary
during solidification, therefore reducing the constitutional undercooling and changing the
crystallographic behavior of alloys. Under the current potential, the conduction electrons
surrounding the aggregates of Si+-rich or Al+-rich groups are readily to be transferred to
unlike atoms, making the groups unstable[17,28]. When the electron-drag applied to the
ions, the unstable groups either Si+-rich or Al+-rich are capable of splitting into smaller one.
The smaller Si+-rich aggregators, which act as a nuclear center of silicon phase in Al-Si alloys
as reported in reference [36] will promote a larger undercooling in eutectic reaction, which
strongly change the crystallographic characteristic of silicon phase. Our data showed that
compared to commercial unmodified Al-Si alloys eutectic arrest temperature in DEASA
ingot drops to about 15-18°C[15], which is sufficient to modify the microstructure of Al-Si
alloys either eutectic[48] or hypereutectic.
Summarizing the experimental results in literatures mentioned above, it is apparent that the
effect of overheating on the microstructure and properties of Al-Si alloys is more or less
same as electric current that leads the same variety in arrangement of melt in some degree,
resulting in a large undercooling in solidification of alloy. It is worth noting that the
structure of liquid DEASA is homogeneous in electrolysis process, and therefore, the effect
of both of superheating and current field is weakened compared to the existing alloys. It is
thought that in the electrolysis process the combination of both factors (superheating and
electric field) provides Al-Si alloys a circumstance, where the ability of melt to stabilize the
homogeneous structure is enhanced, hence the morphological transition of constituents of
DEASA easily undergoes either under lower cooling rate during solidification or upon
remelting compared to the common alloy. DEASA is an excellent undercooled alloy, of
which the crystallographic behavior is same to alloy treated with electric field at high
temperature and rapid cooling rate during solidification. This inference has been evidenced
in present and previous studies [14,15, 49].

3. Crystallization feature of DEASA
3.1. Morphology of silicon phase and its inheritance upon remelting
As well known, silicon is the major alloying element in Al-Si alloys and its morphology is
primary important factor affecting the mechanical properties, castability, machinability and
other physical properties. In 1950s it has been found that for Al-Si alloy the growth of silicon
crystal is temperature-dependent and dictated by the undercooling in freezing [50]. Since
then a number of investigations have been done to clarify the relationship between its
morphology and undercooling in solidification [48,51-53]. In general, an eutectic
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temperature undercooling of 6-8°C is necessary for appropriate modification for
hypoeutectic or eutectic Al-Si alloys. If the combination of undercooling induced by cooling
rate during solidification and modifier is below the critical value, an unmodified structure is
obtained.
The relationship between temperature / undercooling in freezing and morphological
transition including eutectic, primary silicon and aluminum phase in Al-Si alloys
containing different silicon content can be described in quasi-equilibrium Al-Si diagram
(Fig.3.)[54].

A,B: Quasi-eutectic zone; C:Al-dendrite＋eutectic; D:Primary silicon＋eutectic;
◇: Al-dendrtic + eutectic in present work;
□: Coupled eutectic in present work;
●: Primary Si + eutectic in present work.

Figure 3. Quasi-eutectic zone in the Al-Si system.[54]

Compared to equilibrium diagram, where eutectic reaction runs at a constant temperature
and silicon content, the region of formation of quasieutectic structure exists, i.e.in a wide
range of temperature/undercooling and silicon content the eutectic structure can be
observed. For hypereutectic Al-Si alloys with an increase in silicon content the region shifts
towards higher silicon concentration and depresses the eutectic temperature, implying that
a higher undercooling is required to produce quasieutectic structure and, meanwhile, the
silicon content in quasieutectic is much more than equilibrium. Whether hypereutectic alloy
displays a quasieutectic structure or quasieutectic plus primary silicon grain depends upon
undercooling. Obviously, the microstructure of eutectic alloy composes of eutectic plus
primary α-Al dendrite in casting condition. On the other hand for hypoeutectic alloys due to
eutectic shift toward higher silicon content the volume fraction of primary aluminum
dendrite increases compared to the equilibrium Al-Si diagram with same silicon content,
whereas with undercooling the volume fraction of Al-dendrite increases. In general, using
the quasi-diagram the variety in crystallographic feature of Al-Si alloy with different silicon
level and undercooling / temperature can be clearly explained.
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In order to reveal this relationship between the crystallographic feature in DEASA and
undercooling in freezing we observed the microstructure of DEASAs containing silicon
content in the range 6- 18% and measured their cooling curves during solidification.
Chemical analysis is listed in Table 1 and 2. The samples of eutectic (EZL102, EZL108 and
EZL109) and hypoeutectic (EZL101 and ES9) alloys were cut from the center ingots.
Hypereutectic alloys (EZL14, EZL16 and EZL18), of which the charge was composed of
DEASA (EZL108)(Tab. 2.) ingot and Al-30%Si master alloy along with other master alloy
additions., were melted in a 2 kg graphite crucible in an electric resistance furnace and
heated to 850°C. After melting (Note: it is 1st remelting for EZL108) the molten alloy was
held for 15 min to homogenizing the composition, then poured into a metallic mold,
preheated to 250°C to form a casting 40x50x120mm3 as shown in Fig.4. Pouring temperature
is about 740°C for all alloys tested.
All tested alloys with different silicon content were repeatedly remelted to produce the
unmodified structure with measured undercooling. This promotes to reveal the effect of
undercooling on the structure in DEASA. Metallographic specimens were cut from the
interiors of the casting near the site of a chromel-alumel thermocouple (Fig.4), by which the
cooling curve was recorded. The cooling rate during solidification was about 1.0°C/sec.

Figure 4. Mold and thermocouple

Alloy

Si

Mg

Cu

Mn

EZL108 11.60 0.65 1.00 0.60

Ni
0.25

Fe

Ti

0.25 0.10

Sr

Ca

Zr

Remark

<0.000

0.001

0.0070

DEASA

EZL14

13.70 0.55 0.80 0.31 <0.05 0.25 0.03 <0.0006 <0.001 0.0010 D*+AS30**

EZL16

15.70 0.59 1.00 0.34 <0.02 0.35 0.03

0.0072

D+AS30

EZL18

17.60 0.39 0.75 0.25 <0.05 0.35 0.04 <0.0006 <0.001 0.0017

D+AS30

D: DEASA; AS50: Al-30%Si master alloy.

Table 2. Chemical Analysis of DEASA tested

0.0006

0.001
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As well known, the alloying elements such as Mg, Cu, Mn, Ni, Fe and Zn lower the eutectic
arrest temperature, TE, in Al-Si alloy [55-57]. In general the following equation (1) is used to
estimate the change of TE in commercial alloys where the total of %Al +%Si is high, near 99%
[57, 58].

 4.43 ( %Mg ) + 1.43 ( %Fe ) + 1.93 ( %Cu ) + 1.7 ( %Zn ) 
TE = 577 − ( 12.5 / %Si ) 
 (1)

 + 3.0 ( %Mn ) + 4.0 ( %Ni )
In present work the estimated eutectic arrest temperatures, TE,, range from 569°C to 573 °C
depending upon the composition of alloys tested. Thus the undercooling, △T, will be
ΔT = TE − TE ’

(2)

where TE ‘ is the measured eutectic temperature for given alloy.
Microstructure of eutectic DEASA (EZL102, EZL108 and EZL109) ingot is shown in Fig.5-8.
A high volume proportion, 43-50%, of primary aluminum dendrite, which distributes
evenly in modified eutectic matrix, can be found. and the eutectic undercooling is higher
than 18°C that is significant different from the commercial eutectic alloy and similar to the
impurity-modified alloys although the silicon content is just near to the eutectic
composition.

Figure 5. Optical micrograph of EZL102 ingot, showing as-cast self-modified structure. A few iron-rich
crystal appears as a fine flake form as indicated by arrow.

The DEASA hypereutectic alloys, which contain 14% and 16%Si solidify with a completely
modified eutectic microstructure (Fig.9 and 10) with undercooling of 12°C and 9°C,
respectively. For the alloys with silicon content more than 17% (EZL18) the microstructure
exhibits the coarse primary silicon crystals well distributed throughout the unmodified matrix
as seen in Fig.11. In this case the eutectic temperature reached 568°C with undercooling of 5°C.
In the hypoeutectic electrolytic Al-7%Si ingot the volume proportion of α-Al dendrite reach
72% accompanying with modified eutectic silicon phase and undercooling of 12°C similar to
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Sr-or Na-modified Al-7%Si alloy (Fig.12). As increasing silicon level to 9% the fine silicon
grows in modified mode with a high volume percentage of α-Al dendrite of 60% (Fig.13).

Figure 6. As-cast micrograph of EZL108 ingot, revealing self-modified structure. Optical

Figure 7. Microstructure in the top region of the electrolytic EZL109 ingot. The equiaxed coarse Al-Si
eutectic cell appears, in which silicon grows in modification manner. Optical

Figure 8. Optical micrograph in the bottom part of electrolytic EZL 109 ingot, indicating the fine selfmodified structure.
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Figure 9. Self-modified microstructure of hypereutectic DEASA(EZL14),showing complete eutectic
structure. On the boundary of eutectic cell some silicon flake can be observed. Optical.

Figure 10. Optical self-modified structure of hypereutectic DEASA (EZL16). Complete eutectic
structure appears accompanying some fine silicon flake on the boundary of eutectic cell.

Figure 11. Microstructure of hypereutectic DEASA (EZL18). Coarse primary silicon distributes through
the unmodified eutectic matrix. Some α-Al dendrites. occur. Optical

By combining with the regularity of morphological transition of silicon phase in Al-Si alloys
treated by electric field at high temperature in literatures and our experimental results it
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would be expected that the variety in crystallographic feature is attributed to the
undercooling in freezing. This inference has been strongly supported by the experimental
results in remelting DEASAs. The very fine self-modified structure in DEASA such as
EZL101 and EZL109 is fully inherited upon first remelting with a deep undercooling of 9°C
and 13°C, respectively, as shown in Fig.14. As undercooling is higher than critical value of 68°C, the alloys solidify in modified manner. In contrast, an unmodified structure in Al17%Si alloy appears due to lower undercooling of 5°C

Figure 12. Microstructure of hypoeutectic DEASA(EZL101) ingot, demonstrating the self-modified
structure with high volume fraction of α-Al dendrite. Optical.

Figure 13. Optical micrograph of hypoeutectic DEASA(ES9) ingot, showing fine modified silicon phase
with high volume percentage of α-Al dendrite.

It is interesting that the modified structure in EZL109 fades considerably slower and even
upon 3-fold remelting the modified structure is inherited (Fig15) with an undercooling of
5°C. However, for EZL101with 7% Si or EZL102 having 12%Si after 3-fold remelting some
silicon flake can be observed, displaying a decreased undercooling (Fig.16). It is thought that
the alloying elements such as Cu, Mn, Ni and Mg prompt the occurrence of deep
undercooling, strengthening the structural inheritance in EZL108,EZL109 and ES9 (TableⅠ)
In general, with 4-fold or more remelting the almost fully structural fading occurs and the
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undercooling disappears. In this case the microstructure in eutectic EZL108 and EZL10 is
composed of eutectic with few, if any, α-Al dendrites. Note that upon first remelting the
quasi-eutectic in DEASA hypereutectic alloys is subjected to fully fading, resulting in an
appearance of coarse primary silicon grain distributed in unmodified eutectic matrix as
shown in Fig.17, while the undercooling cannot be found. Fig.18 shows the variety of
undercooling with remelting for DEASA (EZL101, EZL109). When undercooling is lower
than 5°C, the inheritance of self-modified structure of EZL101 is subjected to significantly
fading. In contrast, as undercooling decreases to 5°C the self-modified microstructure of
EZL109 remains unchanged. Thus, it is reasonable to consider that for hypoeutectic and
eutectic DEASAs the critical undercooling is 5°C, which is lower than critical value of 6-8°C
for commercial Al-Si alloys. This phenomenon is thought to be associated with the
homogeneous characteristics of DEASA melt, which cause silicon to solidify in modification
mode at lower undercooling and cooling rate [23].

A: modified silicon B: unmodified silicon

Figure 14. Relationship between eutectic undercooling and Si content in remelted DEASA.

Figure 15. Optical structure of DEASA(EZL109) upon 3-fold remelting. Self-modified structure is fully
inherited.
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Figure 16. Microstructure of DEASA(EZL102) upon 3-fold remelting composed of unmodified
structure. Some small faceted primary silicon appears. Optical.

It is worth noting that the self-modified structure is relatively insensitive to cooling rate as
compared to commercial alloy. In general, the microstructure in top area of commercial
ingot, where the cooling rate is very slow, displays coarse unmodified silicon flake but in
the edge the fine silicon structure can be observed due to rapid cooling rate. Our
observation reveals that there is no obvious difference in fineness of the eutectic between
top and edge of eutectic DEASA ingot (EZL109) (Fig.7and 8). It is expected to be associated
with the homogeneous melt, of which the stability is strengthened by the electric field in
electrolytic process. That would be thought to be superiority over commercial alloy to
produce complex castings.

Figure 17. Optical micrograph of DEASA(EZL14) after first remelting. Self-modification is fully
subjected to fading. Faceted primary silicon occurs

The origin of the variety of undercooling of DEASA is associated with the homogeneous
character of its melt. The original DEASA melt either hypoeutectic or eutectic is intrinsic
homogeneous, causing silicon to solidify at a large undercooling due to the lack of large
silicon-rich clusters acting as nuclei in freezing. The repeated re-melting of DEASA, in
which the large undissolved silicon particles exist, causes a lower undercooling,
accompanying with the fading of modified microstructure The homogeneous character in
hypereutectic DEASA melting can be partially survives or fully lost depending upon the
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Eutectic undercoling, o C

silicon composition, because with increasing silicon content the undissolved silicon particles
dramatically increases, nucleating silicon in solidification with a lower undercooling.

25
EZL101
EZL109
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Number of remelting
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Figure 18. Relationship between undercooling and remelting undercooling and remelting

By combining the results in present and previous works we suggested the following growth
mechanism of quasi-eutectic structure [49]. At initiation of the growth the silicon particle as
nucleus would be assumed to be a nodule or irregular shape, with many different facets
exposed in the melt [59-61]. Whether or not such a nucleus grows as polyhedron primary
silicon crystal in freezing is determined by the degree of undercooling. As the nucleus
grows, the boundary layer of eutectic composition starts to form around the growing
nucleus and isolates it from the melting, thus preventing the further development of
nucleus. With lower undercooling or higher silicon concentration the silicon atoms are
capable of diffusing cross the layer to be trapped on the surface of the silicon nucleus, thus
the silicon nucleus further grows, developing a primary silicon crystal and eutectic structure
before the temperature of melt lowers down to the critical value shown by curve ES in Fig.3.
Under high undercooling silicon atoms diffusion is limited, suppressing the primary silicon
crystal to form. If the primary silicon cannot develop until the melt is cooled, reaching
through the apparent eutectic temperature as curve ES shown in Fig.3, the quasi-eutectic
structure occurs. In this case the silicon particles could act as the nucleus of eutectic,
promoting the growth of eutectic structure.
As well known, whether the eutectic silicon grows in modified manner is attributed to the
undercooling in solidification of alloy. This phenomenon is related with the entropy of
melting and crystallographic structure as reported by A. Jackson in 1958 [62]. This
relationship can be expressed as:

α = ( ΔS / R ) ( NS / N V )

(3)

where α is Jackson criterion; ΔS is entropy of melting; R is gas constant; NS and NV are the
number of an atom’s nearest neighbors on the surface and within the body of a crystal. If α
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is less than 2 cal/°C, crystal grows isotropically with an atomically rough interface. By
contrast, if α is greater than 2, crystal is faceted with an atomically smooth surface. It is very
interesting that for silicon the Jackson criterion for principal crystallographic planes varies in
range from 0.89 for (110) plane to 1.87 for (100) plane, to 2.67 for (111) plane. Thus silicon
crystal is a borderline material, of which the growth mode can easily change from faceted to
non-faceted when the undercooling increases [63]. The variety in undercooling, which is
induced by cooling rate during freezing or impurity element or others, will significantly
cause the change in morphology of silicon either eutectic or primary. Generally speaking,
for hypoeutectic or near eutectic DEASAs undercooling of 5°C is considered as a critical
value to change the growth mode of silicon(Fig.18). Recently H.S.Kang et al [64] reported
that the critical undercooling is a linear function of silicon content. For the higher silicon
content an increased undercooling is required to change the morphology of eutectic silicon
phase. They revealed that for Al-13%Si alloy at undercooling of 14°C the eutectic silicon
morphology changes from flake to fibrous shape. However, for hypereutectic Al-20%Si alloy
an increase in undercooling to 73°C is required. The different critical undercooling reported
in literatures is thought to be associated with the different structure in liquid state. In
current study DEASA melt is homogeneous, but the melt heating treated at 720°C in study
by Kang is microheterogeneous, for which a deep undercooling /high cooling rate is needed
to achieve the modified eutectic structure as evidenced in study[23].
Other important variety in structural feature of DEASAs is that iron-rich phase appears in
fine flaky form instead of needle-like shape in the center of ingot containing iron
concentration of 0.25% as shown in Fig.19. It is interesting that as Fe-level is more than 0.5%
in EZL102 ingot the morphology of Fe-bearing precipitate also remain unchanged as shown
in Fig.5. That is also attributed to effect of superheating the melt in electrolysis pot on the
crystallization of iron-rich composition as reported in reference [33,34].

Figure 19. Fine flaky iron-rich phase indicated by arrow 2 appears in DEASA (EZL108) containing iron
level of 0.25%.
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3.2. Primary α-Al phase
Primary α-Al phase is an important phase constituent, of which the volume fraction, grain
size and morphology, dendrite arm space (DAS) and alloying element greatly affect the
mechanical and foundry properties of hypoeutectic Al-Si alloys[65,66]. In DEASAs either
eutectic such as EZL102, EZL108 and EZL109 or hypoeutectic such as EZL101, the volume
proportion of primary α-Al dendrite is higher than unmodified Al-7%Si alloy (ZL101)
(Fig.20), and with increasing silicon content the volume percentage of Al-phase decreases.
Undoubtedly, the increase of primary α-Al dendrite greatly affects the properties of eutectic
DEASA castings.

Figure 20. Volume fraction of α-Al dendrite in commercial and electrolytic Al-Si alloys.
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Figure 21. Volume percentage of α-Al dendrite in DEASA against the remelting.

The volume percentage of α-Al dendrite in the edge area of EZL109 ingot, where the cooling
rate is much higher than bottom or top, is more or less larger than other areas (Fig.20). In
addition, the volume proportion of aluminum dendrite decreases with remelting, which
causes a decrease in undercooling in freezing (fig.18). After 3 or 4-fold remelting the volume
percentage recovers to the value estimated from equilibrium Al-Si phase diagram (Fig.21)
accompanying with an unmodified silicon structure. Apparently, the volume fraction of α-
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Al dendrite is a function of undercooling, which can be clarified using Al-Si quasi-diagram
(Fig.3).

Volume fraction of
α-Al dendrite,%
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Sr-modified ZL101
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Figure 22. Volume percentage of α-Al dendrite in DEASA is a function of undercooling in freezing.

The fact that undercooling shifts the eutectic content toward to higher level during freezing
and depresses the eutectic temperature, leading to an increase in temperature interval, in
which the primary aluminum phase precipitates from melt, and, thus, the volume fraction of
Al-phase is increased. Curve EP (Fig.3) represents the relation between undercooling and
silicon content solved in Al-matrix. Therefore, we are able to estimate the volume fraction of
α-Al dendrite in terms of undercooling in our tests (Fig.22). It is interesting that the volume
fraction of α-Al dendrite measured in our study is much higher than the value calculated in
terms of curve EP. By combining the successful achievement of quasi-eutectic structure in
EZL16 with undercooling of 9°C, which is much smaller than the critical undercooling of 20 °
C shown on curve ES to obtain quasi-eutectic for commercial Al-16Si alloy (Fig.3), it is
reasonably postulated that the region of formation of quasi-eutectic structure in DEASA
moves toward higher silicon content and smaller undercooling due to the homogeneous
DEASA melt.

Figure 23. DAS of α-Al dendrite in DEASA and commercial ZL101(A356) ingot .
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Dendrite arm space (DAS) is an important crystallographic feature in primary Al-phase,
greatly affecting the mechanical properties of hypoeutetic Al-Si alloys. The DAS, which is
not related in any way to the volume percentage of Al-dendrite, can be varied
considerably by cooling rate. As far back as the 1960s it has been found that for
commercial Al-Si alloy castings with cooling rate in range of 10-1-102 °C/sec such as cast in
sand and in a metal mould, and continuous castings the DAS value is a function of
cooling rate as follows [67]:
d = A·V − n

(4)

where d is DAS (µm), R is the cooling rate (°C/sec), A is related to the chemical composition
and n=1/3-1/2.
In electrolytic EZL101ingot having 7% Si content the primary Al-dendrite displays the
smaller DAS value than commercial Sr-modified ZL101 ingot as seen in Fig.23. Meanwhile
the DAS decreases with silicon content. After 2 or 3-fold remelting DAS value doesn’t
change, if any. That is related with the same cooling rate in freezing of those samples [67].
Summarizing the structural characteristics of DEASAs we reach the conclusion that the
electrolytic alloy castings either hypoeutectic or eutectic or hypereutectic exhibit very fine
eutectic silicon grain with high volume fraction of α-Al dendrite, small DSA and small
curved iron-bearing compound compared to commercial alloy. It is an advance superiority
of DEASA over existing alloy for producing the high quality casting with excellent usage
properties.

Figure 24. DAS in DEASA (EZL109) against remelting.

4. Technological parameters influencing self-modification in DEASA
castings
In foundry several technological parameters including amount of DEASA ingot in metallic
charge, furnace temperature and holding time, remelting and level of modifier added into
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melts, significantly affect the microstructure of castings and its mechanical properties. To
optimize those parameters is an important event for producing high quality cast product
with low cost.
In this chapter we have discussed the structural heredity of alloys upon remelting. It is
concluded that remelting a fine metal easily produced a fine casting compared to a coarse
metal at the same condition [68]. Experimental results demonstrated that at least 10% of a
fine Al-Si ingot is required to achieve a casting with fine silicon grain [69]. Therefore,
amount of DEASA ingot added in metal charge is an important factor for producing a
casting with the fully modified microstructure.
In our test the metallic charge is composed of EZL101 ingot (Table 1.), pure aluminum ingot
and Al-20%Si along with other master alloy additions. No modifier is added in melt. The
percentage of DEASA ingot in metallic charge ranges from 10 to 50%. Table 3. lists the
chemical analysis of alloys tested. Note that with either the holding time in furnace or
remelting the strontium content is unchanged and much less than the critical level (0.004%)
to create a modified eutectic in Al-Si alloys [70, 71]. Thus, the change in microstructure is
associated with the amount of DEASA ingot used rather than strontium content in alloy.

Alloy

Amount Number Holding
of
of
time
DEASA remelting (min)
(%)

EA50-0*

EA30-0

50

30

EA30-2

EA10-0

EA10-2

0

0

2

10

0

2

Chemical Analysis wt%
Si

Mg

Ti

Fe

Cu

Mn

Zn

Ni

Sr

10

7.33

0.21

0.11

0.21 <0.01

10

7.08

0.41

0.19

0.27 <0.01 0.006 0.012 0.007 0.0012

120

6.90

0.34

0.17

0.30 <0.01 0.007 0.012 0.006 0.0013

240

6.98

0.30

0.17

0.25 <0.01 0.007 0.012 0.006 0.0012

120

7.00

0.25

0.21

0.26 <0.01 0.006 0.012 0.009 0.0011

10

6.71

0.39 0.053 0.25 <0.01 0.009 0.015 0.038 0.0016

120

6.84

0.28 0.050 0.25 <0.01 0.009 0.015 0.006 0.0016

240

6.50

0.28 0.048 0.25 <0.01 0.009 0.015 0.006 0.0014

10

6.69

0.32 0.047 0.26 <0.01 0.006 0.013

0.01 0.003 0.016 0.0011

-

0.0012

E: electrolytic; A: Al-Si alloy; 50: 50% of DEASA in charge; 0: no remelting.

Table 3. Technological parameters and chemical analysis of DEASA alloys wt%

When 10% of metallic charge is DEASA silicon crystals grow in modified manner in as-cast
microstructure of EA10-0 alloy, but a few silicon flakes can be found (Fig.25). However,
increasing the amount of DEASA to 30% (EA30-0) or more (EA50-0) results in a fully
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modified microstructure as seen in Fig.26. It would be expected that the self-modified silicon
crystal in DEASA acts as a modifier for the commercial Al-Si alloy. Like Na, Sr and other
modifiers there is a critical amount of DEASA, below which the eutectic is not modifiable.
For ZL101(A356) alloy 30% DEASA ingot in metallic charge is needed to obtain a full
modified microstructure. Obviously, the higher the amount of DEASA used in charge, the
stronger the trend to modification in alloy. Note that there is no overmodification with
increasing the amount of DEASA ingot. It is a superior characteristic of DEASA castings to
existing Al-Si alloy.

Figure 25. Modified microstructure of EA10-0 alloy with 10% of DEASA ingot in metallic charge and
holding time of 10min.. Some silicon flake can be found. Optical

Figure 26. Optical microstructure of EA30-0 alloy with 30% of DEASA ingot in metallic charge and
holding time of 10min, indicating a completely modified eutectic silicon..

Self-modified structure in EZL101(A356) alloys with either 10% or 30% of DEASA (EA10-0
and EA30-0) ingot strongly depends upon remelting and furnace holding time. When
furnace holding time at 720°C is about 120min, both EA10-0 and EA30-0 alloys are subjected
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to partial structural fading as shown in Figs.27 and 28. Our test results reveal that for both
alloys the inheritance of modified structure can be survived after first remelting. However,
upon 2-fold remelting EA10-2 with 10% DEASA is subjected to partially fading in modified
structure (Fig.29). As amount of DEASA increases to 30% (EA30-2), the modified structure
can be maintained upon 2-fold remelting with holding time of 2 hrs, as shown in Fig.30, but
when the holding time excesses 2 hours, some silicon flakes can be found.

Figure 27. Optical micrograph of EA10-2 with 10% of DEASA ingot and holding time of 2hr at 720°C,
indicating the unmodified structure.

In general, in foundries casting must be done within two hours after degassing aluminum
melts in furnace. It is evident that strengthening the modification of DEASA alloys is needed
for producing high quality castings. Below we will discuss the effect of small amount of
strontium added into the molten alloy on the modified structure after different holding
time. Table 4. lists the chemical analysis of Sr-modified DEASAs in tests.

Alloy

Amount of Holding
DEASA.% time. min

Chemical Analysis wt%
Si

SEA10*

SEA30

10%

30%

Mg

Cu

Mn

Fe

Ti

Cr

Ni

Zn

Sr

10

7.08 0.43 0.03 0.006 0.29 0.064 <0.00

120

6.84 0.28 0.04 0.009 0.35 0.088 0.004 0.006 0.015 0.002

240

6.95 0.30 0.04 0.015 0.33 0.070 0.004 0.008 0.017 0.002

10

6.81 0.39 0.032 0.007 0.36 0.16 0.002 0.004 0.012 0.003

120

6.66 0.34 0.032 0.007 0.35 0.17 0.002 0.006 0.012 0.002

240

6.50 0.32 0.033 0.007 0.35 0.17 0.002 0.003 0.012 0.002

S: Sr-modification; E: electrolytic; A: Al-Si alloy; 10: 10% of DEASA in charge.

*

Table 4. Chemical analysis of EZL101 alloys tested

—

0.014 0.003
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Figure 28. Micrograph of EA30-2 with 30% of DEASA ingot and holding time of 2hr at 720°C,
indicating the unmodified structure. Optical

Figure 29. Optical micrograph of EA10-2 with 10% of DEASA ingot upon 2-fold remelting, indicating
the partial fading of modified structure.

Figure 30. Micrograph of EA30-2 with 30% of DEASA ingot upon 2-fold remelting and holding time of
2 hrs, showing the modified structure. Optical.
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Note that after adding Al-10%Sr master alloy into melts the level of Sr in alloys increases to
about 0.003%, which is less than in commercial Sr-modified alloys, resulting in a fully
modified structure in either SEA10 or SEA30 alloy (Fig.31). It is important that when
holding time is four hours, in microstructure of SEA10 alloy some flaky silicon crystal can be
found, but for SEA30 alloy the modification fading occurs in some degree as seen in Fig.32.
Later is sufficient to meet the requirement in foundry. 30% of DEASA used in charge with
0.002-0.003% of Sr-level in alloy are necessary to produce high-quality Al-Si alloy. The
process, in which the low level of strontium addition promotes a fully modified structure, is
an advance advantage of DEASAs over Sr- or Na-modified Al-Si alloys.

Figure 31. Micrograph of SEA30 alloy after furnace holding of 10min, showing the modified structure
Optical.

Figure 32. Partial modified microstructure of SEA30 alloy after furnace holding of 4hr at 720°C. Optical

5. High-quality automotive wheels made from DEASA
The wheel is an important part of a vehicle in terms of safety. The impact strength and
fatigue life are on the top of the quality list of wheel characteristics. Al-7Si-0.3Mg
alloy(A356), due to higher impact resistance and fatigue life, good castability and
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machinability, is a preferred choice to produce quality wheel. A lot of studies have
demonstrated that the mechanical properties of A356 alloys are strongly affected by
morphologies of eutectic silicon, iron content and porosity dispersed in castings, which is
associated with the impurity modification and hydrogen level [71, 72]. For producing the
quality wheel with higher impact resistance the maximum allowable iron level is limited to
0.20%. As mentioned above, DEASAs exhibit the excellent modified structure with a low
level of modifier such as Sr, accompanying with the stringy Fe-rich precipitate of small size
(Fig.19). Thus, the wheel made from DEASAs might be porous-free, resulting in higher
impact resistance, ductility and tensile strength. At the end of last century we have
examined the mechanical properties of wheel made from DEASA ingot (ES9, Tab.1) in the
foundry [14].
A 600kg crucible was used to prepare the melts in an electric furnace. The metallic charge
consisted of pure aluminum ingot, clean scrap of A356 alloy, other master alloy and DEASA
(ES9) ingot pieces, of which the amount was a third of charge. Each melt was degassed with
N2 at temperature of 710°C. After degassing and holding for 15min, a small amount of Al10%Sr master alloy was added into the melt to obtain Sr level in alloy below the critical
value of 0.003%. Then the prepared melts were poured into a permanent mold to produce
wheel casting and Y-shape plate castings with dimension of 22×150×220mm3. Finally, the
castings were heat treated to a T6 temper by solution at 535°C for 4 hrs, water quenching,
and aging at 135°C for 6 hours. Table 5. lists the chemical analysis of DEASA (ES9) and
EZL101 alloys, which have the different iron level, near or above the allowable value of
0.20% for wheel casting in order to clarify the effect of Fe-rich precipite on the mechanical
properties of DEASA wheels.
Alloy
E S9
EZL101-17
EZL101-21
EZl01-27
ZL101(A356)

Si
Mg
Ti
9.200.40<0.01
9.60
0,60
6.630.28-0.30 0.12
6.80
6.500.24-0.27 0.10
7.00
6.900.28-0.30 0.10
7.30
6.90

0.30

0.12

Fe
0.440.65
0.160.17
0.190.22
0.260.27
0.100.13

Cu

Mn

Zn

<0.02

0.005

0.03

0.1

0.01

0.03

0.01

0.01

0.03

0.008

0.01

0,02

0.01

0.01

Sr

RE

0.03 0.001-0.004 0.03
0.00160.0024
0.00220.0030
0.00310.0034
0.00600.0080

—
—
—
0.0005

Table 5. Chemical analysis of DEASAs for wheel tested wt%

Table 6. lists the mechanical properties of conventional (ZL101A) and electrolytic Al-7Si-Mg
alloy (EZL101). As iron content is less than or near the maximum allowable limit of 0.20%,
the superiority of DEASAs over existing alloy is very evident. DEASA alloys offer the
mechanical properties higher than existing alloy (ZL101A) with lower iron content of 0.12%.
As increasing Fe-level from 0.21 to 0.27% there is a slight tendency to decrease the
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mechanical indexes. But the tensile strength remains to be higher than conventional alloy
(ZL101A), the elongation and impact strength are lower than existing alloy.
Fe content
wt%

Tensile strength
MPa

ZL101A

0.12

(213-238)/225

(7-16)/12

(15-52)/32

(76-80)/78

0.16

(217-260)/239

(7-18)/13

(31-52)/37

(74-80)/76

0.21

(211-241)/231

(11-20)/14

(28-52)/38

(75-85)/79

0.27

(218-240)/232

(7-10)/8

(16-52)/29

(70-85)/79

EZL101

Elongation Impact strength
%
J/cm2

Hardness
HB

Alloy

Note: ①Test samples are cut from Y-shape plate castings with dimension of 22×150×220mm3
②(Range of data)/Average data.
③Averaged data obtained from 4 Y-shape plate castings poured after holding time of 10 and 90min in furnace,
respectively.

Table 6. Mechanical properties of conventional and electrolytic Al-Si alloys with different Fe-level

Wheel impact strength test is carried out at wheel shock testing apparatus (Fig.33). In
general, the critical impact strength for automobile wheel is 230mm (height) ×6000kN
(weight) at 13degree of inclination. In production some 50% of the wheels made from ZL101
(A356) alloy exceed this minimum requirement by 10-20%. Addition of DEASA in charge
exerts a significant improvement on the shock resistance. Testing results demonstrate that the
wheels made of DEASA with different iron level offer the impact value exceeding 256mm×
6000kN at 13degree of inclination, and most of them are higher than 276mm×6000kN,which
exceeds the critical requirement by 20%. Moreover, in the extreme test at 30 degree of
declination two third of DEASA wheels tested exceed the shock resistance of 230mm×1010kN.
However, none of wheel made from ZL101(A356) could pass this limit.

Figure 33. Schematic drawing of wheel shock testing apparatus
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Fig.34 shows the wheel fatigue test apparatus, which uses torque of 3000N-M for loading
with rotating speed of 1500rpm of shift. For wheel of 14 or 15 inches diameter the design
fatigue lifetime, which is expressed in terms of the number of cycles-to–failure, is 105 cycles.
Usually the lifetime for wheel made of ZL101(A356) ranges from 0.4 to 2.0×105 cycles. Some
of them are not capable of exceeding the minimum lifetime. However, experimental data
show that the dramatic improvement in impact resistance on DEASAs stated above is also
evident in fatigue strength. DEASA wheels with iron content exceeding the allowable limit
of 0.20% exhibit higher fatigue lifetime exceeding 2.0×105 cycles, except for E356-27 with
higher iron content of 0.27% that has fatigue lifetime of 1.5×105 cycles.

Figure 34. Schematic diagram of wheel fatigue testing apparatus

Summarizing the experimental results it is reasonable to conclude that as iron content
exceeds the maximum allowable limit of iron level of 0.20% in some degree, for example,
reaching 0.27%, the mechanical properties of DEASAs, especially impact strength and
fatigue resistance, significantly are improved. Therefore, it is expected that the allowable
iron content would be limited to more than 0.20%, which would save the cost of wheel.
The reason why DEASA wheel containing different iron level exhibits an excellent impact
strength and fatigue resistance compared to conventional alloy, is believed to be attributed
to porosity, if the difference between morphologies of silicon crystals and Al-dendrites in
DEASA and existing A356 is difficult to find in micrography of the wheel as demonstrated
in Fig.35 and 36. Porosity is an undesirable feature of the cast structure because pores, either
surface or internal, acting as stress raiser during loading, seriously degrade the mechanical
properties [73-75]. This inference is strongly supported by leak test for wheel, revealing that
all the DEASA wheels were leakproof, while 10% of ZL101 (A356) wheels were not.
Moreover, visual inspection showed that no pinholes and microporosities could be found on
the surface of DEASA wheels compared to common ZL101, implying that DEASA wheels
exhibit much less porosity than existing alloy. Undoubtedly, the sound alloy made from
DEASA has higher mechanical properties.
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Figure 35. Opitical microstructure of hub in wheel made from DEASA EZL101-17(Table 6.) heat-treated
by T6

The origin of porosity is associated with two important, if not primary important, factors for
Al-Si alloy in given casting condition, i.e. hydrogen dissolved in melt and amount of
strontium or sodium added in molten alloy as modifier [71,76,77]. High hydrogen level
causes an increase in porosity, resulting in decrease in mechanical properties [72-75].
Strontium or sodium increases the tendency to porosity of alloy [71]. In our study due to
self-modification in DEASA ingot much less amount of modifier is required to be added into
the DEASA molten alloy. Therefore, the tendency to porosity becomes weakened and sound
castings are more easily obtained, resulting in higher impact resistance and fatigue strength
in DEASA wheel.

Figure 36. Microstructure of hub in wheel made of commercial A356 alloy heat treated by T6 Optical

Until now a few studies have been done on the behavior of hydrogen in aluminum in
electrolytic process [78]. In electrolytic pot the surface of aluminum melt is usually crusted
over by fused cryolite, acting as an insulator to isolate the liquid from the atmosphere and
protecting melt from hydrogen pick-up. In this case the hydrogen level is very low. Prodhan
[47] studied the behavior of hydrogen in Al-Si alloy during solidification under electric field,
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indicating that the hydrogen level can be decreased from 2.5ppm to 1.7ppm. This is within
the acceptable limit of pore-free castings [47]. It would be expected that in electrolytic
process the hydrogen in Al-Si alloy melt can be removed under electric field. Undoubtedly,
the decreased hydrogen level in DEASAs strongly weakens the trend to porosity, enhancing
the impact resistance and fatigue strength. It is evident that the electrolytic process would be
a powerful mean to reduce the hydrogen level in alloy.

6. Conclusion
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

DEASAs either hypoeutectic or eutectic display self-modified structure in ingot with
excellent structural inheritance upon remelting. DEASA is self-undercooled alloy.
Hypereutectic DEASAs with silicon in range from 13% to 17% exhibit completely selfmodified eutectic structure, but are subjected to fully fading upon remelting due to
disappearance of undercooling in freezing.
DEASAs have high volume of α-Al dendrite that is associated with the high
undercooling in freezing.
DEASAs are insensitive to cooling rate in freezing.
Iron-bearing precipitate in DEASAs appears in small curved shape as iron level
increases to near 0.5%.
30% DEASA ingot in metallic charge with added Sr-level of 0.002-0.003% is necessary to
produce high quality Al-Si casting with self-modified structure.
Automobile wheel made of DEASA display high impact resistance and fracture
strength that is associated to small amount of Sr-modifier added into melt, low
hydrogen concentration and small curved shape of iron-rich compound.
Electrolysis is a potential measure to produce high quality Al-Si casting.
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Chapter 7

Electrolytic Enrichment
of Tritium in Water Using SPE Film
Takeshi Muranaka and Nagayoshi Shima
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/52705

1. Introduction
Just after Voltaic cell was invented at the beginning of eighteenth century, the cell was
applied to electrolysis in water and it was found that water is composed of hydrogen and
oxygen. Since this discovery stimulated the scientific understanding on the behavior of ions
in solution with atomic level, the electrolytic technology spreaded to the various fields such
as refining of metals, metal plating, generation of alkaline substances and removal of trace
toxic materials in water and soil. And this technology nowadays becomes an important field
in electrochemistry.
Since tritium is generated at the stratosphere by the nuclear reaction of nitrogen and neutron
and decays with radioactive half-life of 12.3 years releasing beta-ray, it always exists in a
constant amount in nature. On the other hand, large amounts of tritium were produced by
the nuclear bomb tests in the atmosphere until the early 1960s and it fell out all over the
world, although the concentration of the fallout tritium is lowered to the background level
because it passed for several decay times of half-life. Tritium is also generated from atomic
power plants and atomic fuel reprocessing plants currently and tritium contaminated waste
vapor is released to the air and the wasted water into seawater now in the world. Then the
flow of the released waste has to be monitored to know the diffusion process in the
environment and to keep the safety in mankind and ecosystem.
Liquid scintillation counting system is used to count the released electrons by the betadecay. Lower limit of tritium concentration in a low background liquid scintillation
counting system is around 0.4 Bq/L for counting time of 1000 minutes using 100 mL vial
(Hagiwara et al., 2012). As tritium concentration in environment is 1 Bq/l or lower and
especially lower than 0.5 Bq/L in seawater in Japan (Yamashita & Muranaka, 2011), it is
difficult to measure the concentration even using such a low background liquid scintillation
counting system. To solve the problem tritium concentration in sample water is enriched by
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water electrolysis before counting. Since the tritium concentration in the enriched water
exceeds the lower limit of the counting system, the concentration can be measured with the
sufficient accuracy even for seawater.
Various methods are proposed to obtain the enrichment factor in the tritium electrolysis in
sample water. Among the suggested methods a method using apparatus constant presented
by Kakiuchi, M. et al. (Kakiuychi et al., 1991) is noteworthy because the constant is not so
fluctuated comparing with a separation factor (Inoue & Miyamoto, 1987). Details are
described in the next paragraph.
Tritium enrichment apparatus by electrolysis is roughly classified into two categories. One
is the method using alkaline electrolyte and another is that using solid polymer electrolytic
film (SPE film). Electrolysis using SPE film was established firstly by Saito, M. et al. (Saito et
al., 1996) and a large current apparatus was developed commercially (Saito, 1996). SPE film
is used as a medium to carry hydrogen ions from anode electrode to cathode one in
－
electrolytic cell instead of OH in alkaline electrolysis. Since this method has merits that
alkalizing and neutralizing process of electrolytic solution is not necessary and there is no
limit for electrolytic enrichment factor, this method is used in many groups recently.
Since it is important to know the tritium concentration in seawater at the area in Aomori
prefecture, Japan because tritium contaminated waste is released into coastal seawater after
the reprocessing is opened at Rokkasho, Aomori, Japan. We therefore tried the experiment
of electrolytic enrichment in water with a handmade electrolytic device used SPE film from
the mid age of 1990’s (Muranaka & Honda, 1996).
Although Saito, M. et al. made an electrolytic apparatus which can release hydrogen and
oxygen gas separately to remove the accident of the explosion by the mixing of the two
gases, we designed an electrolytic device which can be put into the sample water cell as in
the alkaline electrolysis (Muranaka & Honda, 1996; Muranaka et al., 1997). Method and
apparatus for electrolytic enrichment are described precisely in section three and
characteristics of the designed devices are described in the section four.
Tritium concentrations in seawater samples collected along the Pacific coast in Aomori
prefecture, Japan were below 0.3 Bq/L except for the case in which the sample collection and
the release of tritium contaminated wastewater into coastal sea from the atomic fuel
reprocessing plant are matched in time (Muranaka & Shima, 2011). Tritium concentrations
in land water in Aomori prefecture are around 0.5 Bq/L, very low comparing with those
collected twenty years ago in the same locations. These results are described in section five
in detail.

2. Electrolytic enrichment of tritium in water
2.1. Principle of electrolytic enrichment
The basic formulas for electrolysis are shown in equation (1)～ (3). (1) is the reaction in
anode electrode, (2) is that in cathode one and (3) shows the whole reaction for electrolysis.
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Tritium, deuterium and light hydrogen exist in water as THO, DHO and H2O, respectively.
It is confirmed experimentally that H2O is easily electrolyzed than THO and DHO. Tritium
and deuterium in water thus are enriched after the continued electrolysis. Schematic
diagram of electrolytic enrichment using SPE film is depicted in Fig.1. In anode electrode
sample water is decomposed into oxygen and hydrogen ion and the generated H+ ion passes
through the SPE film. This H+ ion is combined to the electron arrived at cathode electrode
through the external electric circuit and is released as hydrogen gas.
(1)

2H + + 2e－ → H 2

(2)

H2O → O2 / 2 + H2

(3)

O2

H+

SPE film
Cathode

H2

Anode

SPE film
Cathode

H2

Anode

O2

H 2 O → O 2 / 2 + 2H + + 2e－

H+

Figure 1. Electrolytic enrichment of tritium in water.
Opened squares in the electrolytic cell represent H2O and those with comparatively thick border show
THO or DHO. Opened and filled circles mean oxygen gas and hydrogen gas, respectively. Electrolysis
proceeds from left hand figure to right hand one, that is, the number of THO or DHO molecules are not
so reduced although those of H2O molecules are gradually decreased in the process of electrolysis.

2.2. Determination of tritium enrichment factor
2.2.1. A method using tritium recovery factor
Tritium recovery factor which is defined by (4) is used to determine tritium enrichment
factor in electrolytic enrichment.
R＝(T・f Vf ) / (T・i Vi )

(4)

Where Ti and Tf represent tritium concentration before and after the electrolytic enrichment,
and Vi and Vf indicate the volume of sample water before and after the enrichment. Tritium
concentration before enrichment can be represented by (5) which is transformed from (4).
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Ti = Tf /

( ( Vi / Vf ) R )

(5)

Since Vi/Vf in (5) means the reduction factor in sample volume, tritium concentration before
enrichment can be obtained dividing tritium concentration after the enrichment by the
product of volume reduction factor and tritium recovery factor in the electrolytic enrichment.
This product therefore means the tritium enrichment factor. In the constant volume reduction
factor, tritium concentration before the enrichment can be deduced from only the tritium
concentration after the enrichment if tritium recovery factor in the enrichment is provided
using standard sample water. To obtain correct volume reduction factor volume of sample
water before and after the enrichment must be measured precisely. The volume or the weight
of sample water after the enrichment is especially necessary to be measured correctly to obtain
the tritium concentration in sample water accurately, because the volume after the enrichment
is lower than that before enrichment and the error rate becomes larger.

2.2.2. A method using apparatus constant
An apparatus constant is defined by (6)(Kakiuchi et al.,1991).
k＝ln ( Tf / Ti ) / ln ( Df / Di )

(6)

Tritium concentration can be given by (7) transforming the expression of (6).
Ti = Tf / ( Df / Di )

k

(7)

Deuterium concentration before and after enrichment and apparatus constant are contained
instead of the product of volume reduction factor and tritium recovery factor as the tritium
enrichment factor in the expression of (7). If apparatus constant for electrolytic cell is
determined, tritium concentration can be deduced from tritium concentration after the
enrichment and deuterium concentration before and after the enrichment.
The relation between tritium recovery factor R and tritium separation factor β is shown in
(8)（Inoue & Miyamoto, 1987）. In (9) the relation between apparatus constant and tritium
separation factor β and deuterium separation factor α is represented(Kakiuchi et al.,1991).
１/β

R = ( Vf / Vi )

k = α ( β－1) / β (α－1)

(8)
(9)

Tritium separation factor β is known to be varied by some experimental factors such as
electrode materials, surface condition of the electrode, current density in electrolytic
enrichment, temperature in the water and so on (Satake & Takeuchi, 1987; Inoue & Nam,
1994). But it is confirmed that apparatus constant is not so vary, although α and β are varied
by the run condition of the repeated electrolysis (Kakiuchi et al.,1991).
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It is estimated that the variation of α and β is canceled in the apparatus constant represented
in (9). Therefore the use of apparatus constant and deuterium concentration before and after
the enrichment will be better than that of volume reduction factor and tritium recovery
factor to obtain tritium enrichment factor correctly.

3. Method and apparatus for electrolytic enrichment
3.1. An electrolytic enrichment of tritium using alkaline electrolyte
In the conventional method for electrolytic enrichment of tritium a pair of metal electrode is
set in an electrolytic cell and sodium peroxide (Na2O2) is added to the sample water in the
cell to give it the electric conductivity. As the structure of this type of electrolytic cell is so
simple that two or more cells can be connected in series and electrolytic enrichment in
multiple cells is possible to be electrolyzed at the same time. Schematic diagram of two
electrolytic cells in series is shown in Fig.2.
On the other hand this method has a disadvantage of a tedious process after the electrolysis
that electrolytic material must be neutralized and the precipitation material has also to be
removed from the solution. Another demerit of this method is that electrolytic enrichment
factor is limited by the solubility of the electrolyte.

Figure 2. Electrolytic enrichment of tritium concentration in sample water connecting each cell in series.

3.2. An electrolytic enrichment of tritium using SPE film
3.2.1. SPE film
Water electrolysis using SPE film is started by G. E. in USA at 1970s applying fuel cell
technology. The used SPE film is a kind of cation exchangeable membrane (NAFION® 117,
Dupont).
This membrane is composed of carbon-fluorine backbone chains with many perfluoro side
chains containing sulfonic acid groups (SO3－) and hydrogen plus ion can wade through the
groups as depicted in Fig.3. The hydrogen ion reached to the cathode through the
membrane film receives an electron from the external electric circuit and a pair of hydrogen
atoms are connected to be hydrogen gas.
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Figure 3. The structure of SPE film and the transfer of hydrogen ion from a sulfonic acid group to the
next one.

In this method sample water can be enriched by electrolysis without adding any electrolyte
to the water and then the tedious process after the electrolysis is not necessary and the
enrichment factor is not limited by the solubility of the electrolyte. In addition to these
merits electrolytic current can be increased removing generated gases quickly from the
surface of both electrodes.

3.2.2. Electrolytic apparatus using SPE film
3.2.2.1. Oxygen-hydrogen separating apparatus

Oxygen- hydrogen separating apparatus using SPE film was originally devised by Saito et
al. ( Saito et al., 1996). Schematic diagram is shown in Fig.4.

O2

H2

Thermoelectric
cooler

SPE

+

Water
Vessel

－

Water
level
Sensor

DC power Supply

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of electrolytic cell devised by Saito et al..

In this type of electlytic device SPE film is sandwiched by porous electrodes, water vessels
being connected at the bottom are placed in both side of electrodes, oxygen and hydrogen
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gases are released from each side of water vessel through the thermoelectric cooler to avoid
the evaporation loss of water. Water level sensor is also provided not to exceed the lower
limit of the water volume. This type of electrolyzer which can operate by a large electrolytic
current of 50A was released commercially from Permelec Electrode LTD.
3.2.2.2. Oxygen-hydrogen non-separating apparatus

We designed an electrolytic device using SPE film like a conventional cell using alkaline
electrolyte, because this type is simple in structure, can be connected in series and is easy to
be cooled by a chiller.
1.

An electrolytic device using corrugated electrodes

At the beginning an electrolytic cell having corrugated electrodes was designed. The
composition of the device and the photograph of the electrode are represented in Fig.5 and
in Fig.6, respectively. Generated oxygen and hydrogen gases are released from not in
contact space between the electrode and SPE film in the vertical direction（Muranaka &
Honda, 1996; Muranaka et al., 1997; Shima, 2007）.
The size of SPE film is 4.2cm square, used electrode is 4cm×4cm in size, 0.2mm in thickness
and Teflon plate and acrylic plate are 6cm square. Slots in the Teflon plate can be grooved to
fit the folded dents in the electrode. Acrylic plate placed in the outermost is used to keep the
position of the each part including gold lead wire of 0.6mm in diameter tightening with
stainless steel bolts. Anode electrode is made of platinum plate to avoid the dissolution
during the electrolysis. The electrolytic cell has a capacity of 1.9L, is made of polypropylene,
28cm in height, 10cm in diameter at upper side and 8.5cm at the bottom. This electrolytic cell
is set in the cooling water bath and is cooled at two degrees centigrade or lower in the bath.
(5)
(4)
(3)
(1)
(2)
(4)
(5)

(6)

－
(6)

＋

(1)SPE film(NAFION®117), (2)corrugated anode (platinum plate), (3)corrugated cathode(nickel plate), (4)Teflon plate,
(5)acrylic plate, (6)gold lead wire.

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the initial type electrolyzer.
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(A) and (B) represent an anode made of platinum plate and a cathode of nickel plate, respectively.

Figure 6. Photographs of the electrodes used for the initial type electrolyzer.

2.

A newly designed electrolytic device using porous electrode

The drawback of the device using corrugated electrodes is that electrolysis is not carried out
at not in contact area between the electrode and SPE film, and generated gas cannot be
released smoothly at in the contact area. Although the lead wire contacts to the electrode
with a spiral form to increase the contact area, electrolytic current could not be increased
because of the heat loss by the electric current between the lead wire and the electrode not in
contact to the wire directly. A new electrolytic device was designed to improve these faults.
Schematic diagram of the electrolyzer is shown in Fig.7. (A) is the figure for the elements, (B)
is the cross section and (C) is the assembly drawing of the electrplyzer (Shima & Muranaka,
2007b; Shima, 2007; Muranaka & Shima, 2008).
SPE film(1) in (A) and (B) is Nafion117. Anode (2) is made of porous titanium metal
covering with rare metals and their oxides. Cathode (4) is made of porous stainless steel.
Dimensionally stable electrode (DSE) manufactured by Permelec Electrode was used as the
porous electrode. These electrodes asked were 4cm square and 2.6mm in thickness.
Platinum mesh (3) was inserted between the SPE film and the anode DSE so that the cell can
be easily dismantled without the detachment of the catalyst from the base metal electrode.
The porous electrode (5) used to collect electrolytic current is made of gold, 4cm square and
has many small holes of 1.0mm in diameter. These two plates allowed for homogenous
current flow through SPE film and for release of electrolytic gases. Current lead wire is
touched to the folded edges of the current collector to maintain the electric contact between
the two elements. A spacer (6) was placed between the supports (7) to maintain constant
separation between the elements of the electrolytic device. The spacer serves to restrict the
thickness of the SPE film as it absorbs water from sample water and swells. These supports
have many small holes of 1.5mm in diameter distributed coaxially to the holes of the current
collectors to release the generated gases smoothly.
In Fig.8 electrolytic device positioned in the cell is shown (Shima & Muranaka, 2007b).
Electrolytic device is placed in a container so that it could be tilted slightly in order to
release oxygen gas generated beneath the anode electrode. Hydrogen gas released from the
cathode electrode can therefore rise vertically without any obstacles. Generated oxygen and
hydrogen gases are released in a mixed condition like an alkaline electrolysis. Although this
method is felt to be dangerous at a glance, the burst timing of the bubbles containing
hydrogen gas is different from each other and the released hydrogen is diffused into the air
immediately. Since the released hydrogen gas mass from the bubble is therefore departed
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from the explosion limit each other, it will be safe up to some electrolytic current in such a
open system.

Figure 7. Schematic diagram of the electrolyzer.
(A) is the figure for the element, (B) is the cross section and (C) is the assembly drawing of the
electrolyzer. (1) SPE film(Nafion 117), (2) porous anode DSE, (3) Pt mesh, (4) porous cathode DSE, (5)
electrolytic current collectors, (6) spacer, and (7) support (Shima & Muranaka, 2007b; Shima, 2007;
Muranaka & Shima, 2008). [(A) partly modified and (B) were reprinted with permission from Japan
Radioisotope Association and the American Nuclear Society.]

＋

－

H2 gas
O2 gas

Figure 8. Schematic diagram of the electrolytic cell containing the newly designed electrolytic device
(Shima & Muranaka, 2007b). [Reprinted with permission from JRA]
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4. Characteristics of the electrolytic device
Tritium in water samples were measured by a low background liquid scintillation counting
system (LB-II, Aloka). Enriched water of 40mL and a scintillator solution (Aquasol-2,
Packard) of 60mL were mixed in Teflon vials. Tritium concentrations were estimated by beta
ray counting, with each sample counted ten times over a period of 50 minutes for four
cycles. Total counting time for each sample was therefore 2000 minutes. To prevent
erroneous results due to electrostatic charges on the surface of sample vial, we removed the
first three of the ten repeated counts and estimated tritium concentrations using the residual
counting data. The hydrogen stable isotope ratio was measured by an isotope ratio mass
spectrometer (Delta plus, Thermo Fisher Scientific) connected to a pretreatment device
(H/Device, Thermo Fisher Scientific). Water droplets (1.2μL) were converted to hydrogen
gas in this device according to the chemical reaction (10)(Sato et al., 2005).
o

800 C
2Cr + 3H2 O ⎯⎯⎯→
3H 2 + Cr2 O 3

(10)

4.1. Characteristics of the electrolytic device using corrugated electrodes
Water samples were enriched using the same tritium concentrations in two cells in series to
demonstrate the apparatus constant derived from cell B could be used to estimate the
tritium concentration in cell A. The flow chart is represented in Fig.9.

Ti

Di

Ti B
kB

A
Tf

B

Df

Tf B

Tf
(Df / Di)

Df B

Cell B: standard water

Cell A: sample water

Ti＝

Di B

kB

kB＝

ln(Tf B / Ti B )
ln(Df B / Di B)

Ti：Tritium concentration in sample water before enrichment
Tf：Tritium concentration in sample water after enrichment
Di：Deuterium concentration in sample water before enrichment
Df：Deuterium concentration in sample water after enrichment
TiB：Tritium concentration in standard water before enrichment
TfB：Tritium concentration in standard water after enrichment
DiB：Deuterium concentration in standard water before enrichment
DfB：Deuterium concentration in standard water after enrichment

Figure 9. Flow chart of calculating tritium concentration in cell A connected to standard cell B in series
using an apparatus constant in the neighbor cell of B.
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A tritium contained solution was prepared each time with a concentration of about 8 Bq/L,
inputted to both cells of A and B and electrolyzed from the initial weight of 300g to the final
one of 60g with the electrolytic current of 3A which corrrespons to the currrent density of
about 0.2A/cm2 in the device. Experimental results are presented in Table 1 (Muranaka et al.,
2005). Tritium concentrations in four prepared samples were initially measured to be in the
range from 7.56 to 8.12 Bq/L. In Table 1 TiB and DiB in cell B are considered to be equal to Ti
and Di in cell A, respectively because the same prepared solution is divided into two cells of
A and B. But TfB and DfB in cell B are considered not to be equal to Tf and Df in cell A,
respectively because the electrolytic condition is not same during the long time electrolytic
run although these two cells are connected in series. Apparatus constants calculated from data
in Table 1 are shown in Table 2. Tritium and deuterium concentrations after the enrichment in
cell A are shown in Table 3. And in Table 4 calculated tritium concentrations using the
apparatus constant derived each run in Table 2 and those using an averaged apparatus
constant are represented as “Estimated (1)” and as “Estimated (2)”, respectively together with
the directly measured values. In the case using each apparatus constant differences between
the directly measured and estimated results are in the range of 0.7 to 2.5%, with the average
difference of 1.5%. Conversely, if we use the averaged apparatus constant of 1.070 from Table
2, the difference increased to the range of 0.7 to 7.5% with the average difference being 3.8%.
From this result it is confirmed that the apparatus constant obtained from each electrolytic run
is preferable to the averaged apparatus constant of the four results in this experiment.
No.

T iB [Bq/L]

D iB [％]

T ｆB [Bq/L]

D ｆB [％]

1

7.56

0.0147

26.61

0.0468

2

7.69

0.0148

27.30

0.0459

3

8.09

0.0147

25.75

0.0442

4

8.12

0.0148

25.81

0.0459

Table 1. Tritium and deuterium concentration in electrolytic enrichment test. Suffix B means standard
cell B corresponding to Fig.9. TiB and DiB in cell B are considered to be equals to Ti and Di in cell A,
respectively as explained in the text (Muranaka et al., 2005). [Reprinted with permission from ANS]
Ratio

Apparatus

No.

T fB/ T iB

D fB/ D iB

1

3.52

3.18

1.106

1.087

2

3.55

3.10

1.145

1.119

3

3.18

3.01

1.059

1.052

（ T fB/ T iB)/(D fB/ D iB) constant ｋ B

4

3.18

3.10

1.025

1.022

Average

3.36

3.10

1.083

1.070

±σ

±0.21

±0.05

±0.04

C.V.[％]

6.3

4.9

3.9

±0.07
2.3

Table 2. Enrichment ratios and derived apparatus constants (Muranaka et al., 2005). [Reprinted with
permission from ANS]
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No.

T ｆ [Bq/L]

D ｆ [％]

1

26.00

0.0469

2

27.77

0.0459

3

26.55

0.0450

4

26.20

0.0469

Table 3. Tritium and deuterium concentrations after the enrichment in cell A.
Direct

Estimated

value

(1)

[Bq/L]

[Bq/L]

[%]

[Bq/L]

[%]

1

7.56

7.37

2.5

7.51

0.7

2

7.69

7.83

1.8

8.27

7.5

3

8.09

8.18

1.1

8.02

0.9

4

8.12

No.

Difference

Estimated
(2)

Difference

8.06

0.7

7.63

6.0

Average

1.5

Average

3.8

Table 4. Difference between directly measured and the estimated tritium concentrations in the
experiment (Muranaka et al., 2005). [Reprinted with permission from ANS]

4.2. Characteristics of a newly designed electrolytic device used porous
electrodes
Electrolytic voltages for three kinds of electrolytic devices described in the paragraph three
are shown in Fig.10 (Muranaka & Shima, 2008). (A) is the variation of an electrolytic voltage
for a commercially available apparatus, (B) represents that for a newly designed device and
(C) is that for the conventional device using corrugated electrodes. Electrolytic current is 6A
for (A) and (B) which corresponds to the current density of about 0.3A/cm2 and 0.4A/cm2 for
the device of (A) and (B) , respectively and the current is 3A (0.2A/cm2) for (C). Although the
structure in the devices of (A) and (B) is different, the electrolytic voltage in both devices are
lower than that in the device of (C). Decrease of the voltage will therefore depend on the
used materials for the electrodes. The electrolytic time will be shortened because electrolytic
current can be increased with small electric power in both devices of (A) and (B). The
voltage for the device (B) is somewhat higher than that for (A). One of the origin is the
platinum mesh inserted between the anode and SPE film for the device (B) to separate them
after the electrolysis easily.
Tritium recovery factors which are defined by the formula of (4) are represented for the
device of (A) and (B) in Table 5 (Muranaka & Shima, 2008). Electrolytic current is 6A for all
experiments. Electrolytic enrichment was repeated to study the stability of both cells. R3, R5
and R10 in the table mean that the volume reduction factors are three, five and ten,
respectively. Coefficient of variation (C.V.) is in the range of 0.5 to 2.5% and the difference in
the stability for both devices is not so large. Tritium recovery factor of five times in the
device (B) is larger than that in the device (A). This will be caused from the temperature in
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the sample solution. Sample water in the device (A) is cooled by air cooling, on the other
hand that in the device (B) is cooled by water bath.

Electrolytic Voltage [V]

12
10
(C)

8
6
4

(B)

2

(A)

0
0

1

2
Days

3

4

(A) is a commercially available apparatus(TRIPURE XZ027, PERMELEC ELECTRODE LTD), (B) is the newly designed
electrolytic device, and (C) is a conventional enriching device equipping with corrugated metal electrodes. The
electrolytic current is 6A for (A) and (B) which corresponds to the current density of about 0.3A/cm 2 and
0.4A/cm2 ,respectively, and the current is 3A (0.2A/cm2) for (C) (Shima & Muranaka, 2007b, Muranaka & Shima, 2008).
[Reprinted with permission from JRA and ANS]

Figure 10. Electrolytic voltages during electrolysis.

1

(A)
R5
0.658

R3
0.902

(B)
R5
0.860

R10
0.774

2

0.681

0.910

0.831

0.782

3

0.676

0.913

0.810

0.783

4

0.676

0.910

0.843

0.768

Average
C.V.(%)

0.673±0.010
1.5

0.909±0.005
0.6

0.836±0.021
2.5

0.777±0.007
0.9

No.

Table 5. Comparison of tritium recovery factors obtained using (A) the commercially available
apparatus, and (B) the newly designed electrolyzer. R3, R5 and R10 mean that volume reduction factor
in the electrolysis are 3, 5 and 10, respectively. C.V. means the coefficient of variation (Muranaka &
Shima, 2008). [Reprinted with permission from ANS]

Apparatus constant was studied by Kakiuchi, M. (Kakiuchi, 1999) and tritium and
deuterium separation factor were measured by Momoshima, N. et al. (Momoshima, et al.,
2005) on the characteristics of the commercially available device.

4.3. Two-stage electrolysis
Electrolytic enrichment is possible by the electrolytic current up to 50A for commercially
available apparatus. This ability leads to the shortening of the enrichment time. On the other
hand, tritium recovery factor for the newly designed device is larger than that for the large
current electrolytic apparatus and the decomposition of the device is easier in the designed
device. Therefore we adopted a two-stage electrolysis using the large current electrolytic
apparatus in the first stage and the designed device is used in the second stage (Shima &
Muranaka, 2007a). In Fig.11 the flow chart is represented for this electrolytic method.
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Tf 1

Df 1

200mL
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Tf 1

Second stage
6A

Tf 2

Df 1
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A
Tf 2

Tf 1
Ti ＝

Df 2

(Df 1/ D i ) k
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Tf 1 ＝

(Df 2 / D f 1 )
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Df B

Cell B: Standard water
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Tf 2

Di B

B
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Apparatus constant k

Df 2

ln(Tf B / Ti B )
ln(Df B / Di B)

Figure 11. A flow chart of the two-stage electrolytic enrichment. T and D stand for tritium and
deuterium concentration, respectively. Suffixes 1 and 2 indicate the stage of the enrichment, while
suffixes i and f mean before and after enrichment, respectively. Suffix B indicates cell B which contains
standard water .

Comparison of tritium recovery factors between one- and two-stage electrolysis is show in
Table 6. In the two-stage electrolysis sample water was enriched from 1000mL to 200mL by
the commercially available apparatus and from 180mL to 60mL by the designed device as
depicted in Fig.11. The volume reduction factor is 5 times in the first stage, three times in the
second and the total volume reduction factor is therefore fifteen times. On the other hand, as
sample water is enriched in the commercially available apparatus only from 900mL to
150mL by the electrolytic current of 50A and after that it is enriched to 60mL by the current
of 20A, the total electrolytic reduction factor is same to the two-stage electrolysis mentioned
before.
From Table 6 tritium recovery factor using such two-stage electrolysis is somewhat larger
than that using one-stage enrichment. This is due to the higher tritium recovery factor of the
second stage electrolysis using designed device showed in Table 5. Since this designed
device is easy to decompose, it can be possible to reduce the tritium memory in the
previous electrolysis exchanging SPE film in the designed device with a new one after
finishing one run. As two-stage electrolysis combined both merits of the electlyzers is
useful, this system was adopted in the electrolytic enrichment of seawater described in the
next section.
No.

one-stage enrichment

two-stage enrichment

1

0.583

0.659

2

0.593

0.649

3

0.602

0.662

Average

0.593±0.010

0.657±0.007

Table 6. Comparison of tritium recovery factors between one- and two-stage electrolysis.
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5. Tritium concentration of land water and coastal seawater collected in
Aomori prefecture, Japan
In 1985 the governor in Aomori prefecture, Japan accepted to construct an atomic fuel
reprocessing facility at Rokkasho village in this prefecture. This fact motivated us to
investigate tritium background concentration in environmental water in this area because
tritium would be released to environment after the plant is completed. Low background
liquid scintillation counting system was introduced in 1988 in our laboratory and the study
began to start.

5.1. Tritium concentration in land water
5.1.1. Tritium concentration in land water twenty years ago
Tritium concentration in precipitation from 1990 to 1993 was measured at that time without
pretreatment of electrolytic enrichment. Sampled water of 40mL was mixed to the
scintillation liquid of 60mL (Aquasol2, Packard) in a Teflon vial of 100mL and the beta ray
released from the sample solution was counted by the liquid scintillation counter (LB II,
Aroka). Counting for fifty minutes was repeated four times for one vial and proceeded to
the next vial. After all the placed vials on the conveyor belt were finished to count, these
counting were repeated for seven cycles. Therefore total counting time for a vial is 1400
minutes. The calculation of tritium concentration was depended on the document issued by
Science and Technology Agency at that time (Science and Technology Agency, Japan, 1977).
The concentration error corresponding with statistic error of 1σ is about ±0.3[Bq/L]. The
detection limit is represented by (11) (Hagiwara et al., 2012).
A = ( 100 / E ) × ( 1000 / V ) × ( K / 2 ) × [K / Ts + ((K / Ts )2 + 4N b (1 / Ts + 1 / Tb ))0.5 ]

(11)

Where A means the detection limit with the unit of [Bq/L], K shows the width of the
standard deviation ( K equals three is used usually), Ts is the measuring time for sample
water with the unit of second, Tb is that for background water with the same unit and Nb
means the counting efficiency for background sample with the unit of cps.
Sampling was conducted at Hachinohe Institute of Technology, Japan. Precipitation was
collected once a day after the precipitation.
The results were represented in Fig.12 to show the variation throughout the year (Muranaka
& Honda, 1997). The detection limit was estimated about 0.6[Bq/L] using (11) for the
counting condition and the tritium concentration below this value is therefore unreliable.
From the results it was confirmed that tritium concentrations are higher in the season from
April to June than those in the period from August to September. This will be explained as
follows. The moisture containing somewhat higher tritium concentration is mainly carried
from the continent across the Sea of Japan in this season. On the other hand, precipitations
in the period from August to September mainly carruied by Typhoon or Tropical cyclone
generated at Pacific Ocean where tritium concentration is lower.
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Figure 12. Tritium concentration in the precipitation collected at Hachinohe institute of technology in
1992 and 1993.

Sampling locations of lakes, marshes and rivers in Aomori prefecture, Japan are depicted in
Fig.13. Water volume of 1L was sampled at each site once a year on a continued sunny
period in autumn.

①Lake Towada, Yasumiya, ②Lake Towada, nenokuchi, ③Lake Ogawara, touhoku, ④Lake Ogawara, Rokkasho, ⑤
Lake Ogawara, Yawata, ⑥Lake Ogawara, Misawa, ⑦Tamogi marsh, ⑧Ichiyanagi Marsh, ⑨Obuchi marsh, ⑩Oirase
riber, Ishigedo, ⑪Oirase riber, Miyuki bridge, ⑫Oirase riber, Koun bridge, ⑬Mabechi riber, Hukuda bridge,
⑭Mabechi riber, Uruichi, ⑮Niida riber, Simamori, ⑯Niida riber, Ishidearai. ⑰Shirahama beach in Hachinohe city,
⑱Misawa fishing port and ⑲Tomari beach in Rokkasho village. Water samples were not collected in these three
points of ⑰～⑲ twenty years ago. Seawater in these sites was collected since 2006 when sample water is able to be
enriched by electrolysis. The cross symbol indicates the nuclear reprocessing plant.

Figure 13. Sampling locations of environmental water in Aomori prefecture, Japan
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Tritium concentrations are represented in Fig.14 (Muranaka & Honda, 1997). They could be
classified into four divisions. A shows the tritium concentration in Lake Towada. Since the
groundwater which contains fallout tritium wells up from the bottom in Lake Towada,
tritium concentration will be higher than other divisions. B is the division from Lake
Ogawara which is a brackish lake. The tritium concentration is lower due to the mixing
entering river water and inflow of seawater. C is the water collected at Obuchi marsh which
is also brackish. But the mixing amount of seawater is so large that tritium concentration
will become lower. Since river water in the division D is the mixed water of groundwater
and precipitation, the tritium concentration is lower than the groundwater only like in Lake
Towada. But the tritium concentration in D is higher than those in water sampled from
brackish lakes.

Tritium concentration (Bq/L)

3
2.5
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D

A
B

1.5
1
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0.5
0

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦ ⑧ ⑨ ⑩ ⑪

⑫ ⑬ ⑭ ⑮ ⑯

Sampling site
Numbers in horizontal axis indicate sampling sites in the same way denoted in Fig.13. The notation of ◆ and ■ mean
tritium concentrations in the sample collected in 1992 and 1993, respectively.

Figure 14. Tritium concentration in environmental water collected in 1992 and 1993 at Aomori area,
Japan.

5.1.2. Recent tritium concentration in land water
Recent tritium concentration in land water has decreased gradually due to the lowering of
the influence by the fallout tritium generated until the early 1960s. Land water samples were
collected in 2010 at the sevral points same to those sampled twenty years ago. The volume
of sample water is reduced from 800mL to 200mL by the electrolytic current of 50A and
from 200mL to 80mL by 20A using the commercially available apparatus only with the
volume reduction factor of ten times because tritium concentration is not so lower like
seawater. The volume reduction factor is ten times corresponds to the tritium enriched
factor of about 7.2 times. The results are presented in Fig.15 with the same divisions to
Fig.14. Tritium concentration is in the range from 0.4Bq/L to 0.55Bq/L except for the sample
collected at Obuchi marsh. Tritium concentration is decreased comparing with those
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measured about twenty years ago. It is pointed out that tritium concentration in the sample
collected at Lake Towada decreased and it becomes closer to that sampled in Lake Ogawara
recently.
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Figure 15. Tritium concentration in environmental water collected in 2010 at Aomori area. Numbers in
the horizontal axis are same as those in Fig.13.

5.2. Tritium concentration in coastal seawater
Sampling points were selected along the coastal beach of the Pacific Ocean in Aomori
prefecture including two southern sites, a northern site and a nearby site from the plant
which is noted by the cross symbol in Fig.13. These sampling sites are indicated as the sites
of ⑰～⑲ and ⑨. Samples were collected two or three times once a year. After sampled
water was distilled under reduced pressure to remove contained salts, it was enriched by
the two-stage electrolysis described in the secion four.
Tritium concentration for the samples collected from Shirahama beach are shown in Fig.16
(Muranaka & Shima, 2011). Shirahama beach locates fifty five kirometers far from the
nuclear reprocessing plant in the southern direction. (a) and (b) in Fig.16 indicate beginning
(March, 2006) and the stop time (December, 2008) of the active test in the plant, respectively.
Tritium concentration is less than 0.4 Bq/L outside of the period for the active test. But
tritium concentrations are sometimes increased during the test. It was confirmed that the
most prominent increase in tritium concentration observed on January 2008 is due to the
tritium-contaminated waste water released from the plant (Muranaka ＆ Shima, 2011).
These temporary increase were observed at other three sampling sites.
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(a) and (b) in the figure represent beginning (March, 2006) and the stop time (December, 2008) of the active test in the
plant, respectively.

Figure 16. Tritium concentration in seawater collected at Shirahama beach in Hachinohe, Aomori,
Japan (Muranaka & Shima, 2011). [Reprinted with permission from ANS]

6. Conclusion
Electrolytic enrichment using SPE film is an indispensable technology to study tritium
concentration in environment nowadays. These devices are generally classified into two
types. One is an oxygen-hydrogen separating apparatus and another is oxygen-hydrogen
non-separating type. The former is commercially available and is useful to electrolyze a
sample quickly with large electrolytic current. On the other hand the latter device also has
some merits. It has heigher recovery factor than the former device when the electrolyric cell
is cooled by a chilly water bath and can prevent a memory effect from the previous run by
exchanging SPE film with a new one. The reduced weight by electrolysis in the cell is able to
measure by an electrolytic balance precisely. This last merit is especially useful in the case
when the electrolytic volume after the enrichment is little due to the large volume reduction
factor or the sample volume is originally little like water sample contained in plant. Since
each electrolytic device has its own merit, two-stage electrolysis will be one of a practical
method for the sample which has lower tritium concentration such as seawater. Among
described analysis in environmental water samples in Aomori area coastal seawater was
enriched by the two-stage electrolysis and it was confirmed that the tritium-contaminated
waste water released from atomic fuel reprocessing plant at Rokkasho impacted to the
tritium concentration in coastal seawater more than fifty kirometer far from the plant.
Oxygen hydrogen non-separating electrolyzer has a potential to be used connecting in series
to enrich tritium concentrations of several samples at once like a conventional alkaline
method.
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Chapter 8

Analysis of Kinetics Parameters
Controlling Atomistic Reaction Process
of a Quasi-Reversible Electrode System
Yuji Imashimizu
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/51896

1. Introduction
For understanding the mechanism of electrolysis it is important to estimate kinetics
parameters controlling the atomistic reaction process of metal electrode that is polarized in
an electrolyte solution, but it seems not to have been performed satisfactorily. The reason for
this is attributed to the fact that because actual electrode reactions proceed quasi-reversibly
via consecutive two processes which consist of surface reaction and volume diffusion of ions
involved in the reaction, the expression for its current density/overpotential relationship
have become complex and not been presented explicitly. This is also related to the subjects
of studies concerning the process of deposition or dissolution of atoms in crystal growth or
its dissolution.
It is well known that the etch pits having a crystallographic symmetry are formed at
dislocation sites of the low indices surfaces of a crystal which was etched under a specified
condition (e.g. Gilman et al., 1958; Young, Jr., 1961). The dislocation etch pit is thought to be
formed via a nucleation and growth process of two-dimensional pits at the dislocation site
or via a spiral dissolution of the surface step which is caused by screw dislocation (Burton et
al., 1951; Cabrela and Levine, 1956). Therefore elucidation of its formation mechanism is
important for understanding of the surface step motion which is thought to play major role
in the dissolution process of a crystal, and dissolution kinetics of crystals in the etch pit
formation has been investigated and discussed by some researchers (e.g. Ives and Hirth,
1960; Schaarwächter, 1965; Jasper and Schaarwächter ,1966; Van Der Hoek et al., 1983) so far.
However the research concerning parameters controlling surface step motion in the
dissolution of crystals has not been satisfactorily performed. Especially it has not been
examined quantitatively except for a few studies (e.g. Onuma, 1991). This is principally due
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to the reason that because the dissolution of a crystal proceeds generally via a dissolution
reaction of surface atom and diffusion process of the dissolved atom (ion) into interior of
solution, it is difficult to experimentally inspect the dissolution kinetics of surface step
which depends on both processes. Since the dissolution rate of a metal crystal which is
anodically dissolved under polarization in an electrolyte solution can be investigated by
measurement of current density, dissolution mechanism of metal crystals has been
researched electrochemically (e.g. Despic and Bockris, 1960; Lee and Nobe, 1986). However
because of the same reason as the above mention, discussions on the results have become
complex and not always contributed to understanding of surface step motion.
Recently, however, it has been proposed by the author that an expression to analyze the
relationship between anodic current density and overpotential of a quasi-reversible
electrode system including both the consecutive reaction processes is derived explicitly on
the basis of an appropriate assumption (Imashimizu, 2010, 2011). According to the analysis,
if the anodic and cathodic diffusion-limited current densities are measured for a given
quasi-reversible electrode system, we can experimentally determine the kinetics parameters
controlling dissolution process of crystals of the metal electrode, by assuming expressions
for the activation and concentration overpotentials which are driving forces of surface
reaction process and volume diffusion process respectively.
Thus the dissolution rates at dislocation-free and edge dislocation sites of (111) surface when
a copper crystal was anodically dissolved in an electrolyte solution are investigated and
discussed based on the above thinking, in this chapter. The relationships between anodic
current density and overpotential are analyzed and discussed electrochemically by using the
method developed for anodic dissolution processes of quasi-reversible electrode as
described above. Activation enthalpy, transfer coefficient and surface concentrations of the
ions involved in the dissolution process are experimentally estimated, and kinetics
parameters controlling anodic reaction of the copper crystal/electrolyte system are
quantitatively examined. An expression for the vertical dissolution rate at dislocation site is
proposed based on a nucleation model of two-dimensional pit, and the critical free energy
change at nucleation is quantitatively examined.

2. Experimental procedures for study of dissolution kinetics of copper
crystals
2.1. Preparation of specimens
Single crystals of copper with [111] direction about 10 mm in diameter were prepared from
the starting material of re-electrolyzed copper of 99.996 % purity by using the pulling
method. They were divided into the cylindrical crystals approximately 15 mm length by a
strain-free cutting. A terminal for detection of electric current and potential was soldered to
an end surface of the cylindrical crystals. Another end surface was chemically polished so
that the deviation of surface orientation from [111] direction is within 8.7×10-3 rad, and was
further electrolytically polished in a high concentrated phosphoric acid solution. The crystal
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specimen was embedded in a Teflon holder with paraffin so that its polished surface is
exposed. Then it was supplied for the electrolysis experiment after the boundary portion
between the paraffin and the periphery of polished surface was covered with a vinyl seal
having a hole 6 mm in diameter (Watanabé et al., 2003).

2.2. Apparatus for potentiostatic electrolysis
Schematic diagram of the electrolytic cell for this experiment is shown in Fig.1 (Watanabé et
al., 2003). The crystal specimen was immersed in the electrolyte solution which consists of 5
kmol m-3 NaCl, 0.25 kmol m-3 NaBr and 10-4 kmol m-3 CuCl (Jasper and Schaarwächter, 1966)
so that (111) surface of copper is located at approximately 5mm below the surface of
electrolyte solution, and was held at a specified temperature. Then, the crystal specimen was
set under a constant overpotential, and (111) surface of the crystal was anodically dissolved
for a prescribed time, while anodic current density/time curve was recorded. The
potentiostatic electrolysis experiments were performed at a range of lower overpotential
and at a range of higher overpotential. After that the structure of dissolved surfaces were
observed by use of the optical microscope system equipped with lens for interferometry.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of electrolytic cell. S: sample; E: electrolyte; WE: terminal for potential and
current; RE: saturated calomel electrode; CE: counter electrode of platinum wire; B: salt bridge; I:
thermobath; R: Regulator; and T: thermometer.

2.3. Features of anodic current density/time curves and structure of dissolved
surface
Figure 2 shows typical anodic current density/time curves which were recorded while the
copper crystal was anodically dissolved for 360 s or 600 s at the respective overpotentials.
Anodic current density under any condition decreases steeply immediately after start of
electrolysis and reaches a nearly constant current density is when it was carried out at an
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overpotential lower than about 125 mV as shown by the curve of 87 mV in Fig.2. Figures 3
(a), (b) and (c) are the optical micrographs of the (111) surfaces which were dissolved for 600
s at overpotentials in a range of 60 mV to 125 mV being held at 298K. The surfaces are rather
smooth though etch pits tend to be formed as overpotential increases.

600

Figure 2. Anodic current density/time curves under potentiostatic electrolysis at 298K.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Optical micrographs of the surfaces which were anodically dissolved at lower overpotentials
of (a): 58 mV, (b): 88 mV, and (c): 108 mV.

On the other hand, the current density reaches a minimum current density ism that is pointed
by arrow after the initial steep decrease when an overpotential higher than about 125 mV
was applied. Then it tends to increase gradually along with fluctuating and take a higher
steady value as shown by the curve of 176 mV. Figures 4 (a), (b), and (c) are optical
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micrographs of the surfaces which were dissolved for 300 s at 156, 166, and 176 mV
respectively being held at 298K. One can see that etch pits are significantly formed.
(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 4. Optical micrographs of the surface that were anodically dissolved under potentiostatic
electrolysis at higher overpotentials of (a): 156 mV; (b): 166 mV; (c): 176 mV.

2.4. Measurement of anodic current density
2.4.1. Steady anodic current densities at lower overpotentials
The initial steep decrease of current density is principally due to the fact that a diffusion
layer of the dissolved atoms (ions) forms in the neighborhood of crystal surface in process of
time so as to decrease the undersaturation which is driving force for the dissolution.
Therefore an approximately constant current density after its initial steep decrease is
thought to be a steady current density is which flows accompanying with the consecutive
two dissolution processes consisting of surface reaction and volume diffusion of dissolved
atoms. This shows that the copper crystal/electrolyte system is a quasi-reversible electrode.
Also the steady anodic current densities at lower overpotentials are thought to have only a
little influence of formation of dislocation etch pits. Thus we assume that is is related to the
vertical dissolution rate vs at dislocation-free site of surface, which is given by the following
expression (Schaarwächter and Lücke, 1967):
vs =

Ω
ne

is

(1)

where e [C] is elementary charge (electronic charge), n [1] the charge number transferred at
reaction and Ω [m3] the atomic volume.
In this experiment, the potentiostatic electrolysis at overpotentials in a range from about 60
mV to 125 mV were carried out for 600 s at each temperature of 268, 283, 298 and 308 K and
the relationships between the steady anodic current densities is and applied overpotentials η
were investigated.
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2.4.2. Minimum anodic current densities at higher overpotentials
On the other hand, the current density reaches a minimum after an initial steep decrease as
shown in the curve of 176 mV in Fig.2 when an overpotential higher than about 125mV was
applied. Then it tends to increase gradually together with fluctuating and take a higher
steady value as described in Section 2.3. This is thought to be due to the fact that etch pits
remarkably formed at dislocation sites and grew along with time under higher overpotential
as shown in Fig.4 (Schaarwächter and Lücke, 1967; Imashimizu and Watanabé, 1983). That
is, it is because nucleation and growth of etch pits at dislocation site resulted in an increase
of the anodic current density which represents an average dissolution rate of whole surface
exposed to electrolyte solution as the areas occupied by etch pits increase. Based on the
above knowledge, we assume that the initial minimum current density ism under
potentiostatic electrolysis at higher overpotentials is approximately equal to a current
density that is equivalent to the dissolution rate of dislocation-free site of surface because
the contribution to anodic current density of dislocation etch pit formation is thought to be a
little in the initial stage of electrolysis. That is, an average value of ism was assumed to give
the vertical dissolution rate at dislocation-free site of surface approximately as represented
by the relation:
vs ≈ vsm =

Ω
ne

ism

(2)

Thus the electrolysis experiment was carried out for a prescribed time from 60 s to 360 s at
each overpotential of 156, 166, 176 and 186 mV keeping the temperature at 298 K and at each
temperature of 268, 283, 298 and 308 K under an overpotential of 176 mV. The initial
minimum current densities ism were obtained from the anodic current density/time curves
measured under every condition.

2.5. Measurement of polarization curve and estimation of the diffusion-limited
current densities
It needs to estimate activation overpotential ηa and concentration overpotential ηc for
analyzing the relationship between anodic current density and applied overpotential as
described in Section 1. Thus the polarization curves in a range of overpotential of about -400
mV to 400 mV were measured three times at each temperature of 298K and 308K by the
potential step method. Then the anodic and cathodic diffusion-limited current densities
were estimated.

2.6. Direct measurement of dissolution rates of surface
2.6.1. Vertical dissolution rate of surface
After the (111) surface of a copper crystal specimen was anodically dissolved at every
condition of specified overpotrntials and temperatures as described in Section 2.4.2, it was
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observed by use of the optical microscope equipped with objective lenses for two-beam
interferometry and multiple interferometry.
Figure 5 (a) shows the micrograph of a part of boundary region between the crystal surface
exposed to the electrolyte solution and the peripheral portion covered with vinyl seal, which
was photographed with two-beam interferometry mode. The vertical dissolution amounts s
of surface shown by the illustration was measured from a deviation of the interference
stripes caused by the step which was formed at that boundary region after dissolved. The
vertical dissolution amounts s of surface under each condition was plotted against
dissolution time t. The increasing rate s of s with t was obtained from the gradient of each
linear relationship, and the vertical dissolution rate of surface under every condition was
estimated by the s .

2.6.2. Dissolution rates at dislocation site of surface
Figures 5 (b) and (c) show a pair of micrographs of identical dislocation etch pits formed on
dissolved surface which were photographed with optical mode and multiple interferometry
mode. In this work, the depth d of the dark (deep) pits that were formed at positive edge
dislocation sites (see Appendix A1) were measured by drawing the vertical cross sections of
the pits that is shown by the illustration with use of the micrograph pairs such as Figs.5 (b)
and (c). Also the width w (average distance from center to the three sides of pit) of those
dark pits that is shown by the illustration were measured on the micrograph such as Fig.5
(b). Measurements of the depth and width of pit were performed about more than 20 dark
pits formed on the surface dissolved under every condition, and the respective average
values d and w were obtained. The depth d and the width w of dark pits were plotted
against dissolution time t.
(a)

(b)

(c)

w

Figure 5. (a): Two-beam interferometry micrograph at the boundary between dissolved and undissolved
surfaces; (b): Optical micrograph; (c): Multiple interferometry micrograph of the same view as b.

The increasing rate d of d with t was obtained from the gradient of each linear relationship,
and the vertical dissolution rate ved at edge dislocation site was estimated by

ved = d + vs ,

(3)
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where vs means the vertical dissolution rate at dislocation-free site of the surface. Also the
increasing rate w of w with t was obtained from the gradient of each linear relationship,
and the lateral dissolution rate vw at edge dislocation site was estimated from the relation:
vw =

w
w 
v ≈
d + vs .
d ed d

(

)

(4)

2.7. Analysis of relationship between current density and overpotential
Under potentiostatic electrolysis of the copper/electrolyte system in the present experiment,
the copper crystal is thought to be dissolved accompanying an anodic current according to a
simple electrode reaction expressed by the following equation (Lal and Thirsk, 1953; Jasper
and Scaarwächter, 1966):
Cu + 2Cl − → CuCl 2 − + e,

(5)

where the contribution to current density of reaction of Br- ion involved in dissolution
process as inhibitor is assumed to be disregarded. The anodic current density is flowing
steadily at an applied overpotential η is generally expressed by a relation:

 C −
is = i0  0Cl
 C  Cl

2


 (1 − α ) neη  
−

 C
 exp  α neη  − CuCl 2 exp  −
 ,
0



kT
 kT  C CuCl −



2


(6)

where exchange current density i0 is represented by
2 1−α
i0 = neβ ksC 0 Cl− ( )C 0 CuCl

2

−

α

 ΔH 0 

 kT 

ν exp  −

(7)

(Tamamushi, 1967; Maeda 1961). ks is surface density of kink that is active site at dissolution
of surface atom, α the transfer coefficient, ΔH0 the activation energy (enthalpy) at dissolution
of an atom, ν the atomic frequency, and β a supplementary factor of rate constant of
electrode reaction. Also, CCl- and CCuCl2- are the surface concentrations of Cl- and CuCl2- ions
involved in a steady anodic dissolution, and C0Cl- and C0CuCl2- the ones in equilibrium state.
They are represented as a relative surface density as follows.
If the electrolyte solution contacting with crystal surface contained X ions of m kmol m-3, the
surface concentration CX [1] can be expressed by the following relation:
CX =

m × 10 3 N A  m −3  × ξ  m 


,
−1

( bb * ) m −2 

(8)

where NA is the Avogadro constant, bb* the area occupied by an atom and ξ the thickness of
electrolyte solution layer contacting with the crystal surface (Imashimizu, 2011).
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The anodic dissolution of copper crystal in this experiment is thought to proceed quasireversibly with a surface reaction and volume diffusion of dissolution atom as described in
Section 2.4.1. So we assume that the activation overpotential ηa and the concentration
overpotential ηc are written by


0
kT  CCuCl2 - C CuCl2 - 
ln 
,
ηa = η − ηc and ηc =
2 
ne 
0 
CCl C Cl



(

)

(9)

where the folloing relations:
CCl−
C

0

= 1−

Cl −

is

ilCl−

,

CCuCl
C

0

2

−

= 1−

CuCl 2 −

is

ilCuCl

(10)
2

−

are given, if ilCl- and ilCuCl2- are the anodic and cathodic diffusion-limited current densities of
the electrode reaction respectively (Tamamushi, 1967). Thus activation overpotential ηa and
concentration overpotential ηc are assumed to be given by Eqs.(9) and (10), when the anodic
dissolution of copper crystal proceeds steadily at an applied overpotential η by a quasireversible electrode reaction of Eq.(5). Also surface undersaturation σ is defined by


0

 neη   CCuCl2 - / C CuCl2 - 
.
 = 1 − exp  −

2 
 kT   C - / C 0 

Cl
Cl



 neηa
σ = 1 − exp  −
 kT

(

)

(11)

Then, the Eq.(6) is reduced to
is = ne β ksC 0 Cl-

 C C 0 CuCl - α  0Cl
2
C  Cl

2 ( 1−α )

2


 ΔH0 − α neη 
 σν exp  −


kT




(12)

by using Eqs. (7), (9) and (11). Also Eq.(12) leads to the following relation:
 C is  0Cl
C  Cl

−2


 σ −1 = i (T ) exp  α neη  .
0

 kT 


(13)

Thus if the anodic and cathodic diffusion-limited current densities ilCl− and ilCuCl2- are
obtained, the experimental relationship of is/η would be represented with use of Eqs.(10)
and (11) by Eq.(13). Then α and i0(T) would be estimated from the gradient and the constant
term of the linear relationship of ln{is(CCl-/C0Cl-)-2σ -1} vs. neη/kT. Also ΔH0 would be
estimated from the gradient of the linear relationship of ln{i0(T)} vs. 1/T.
On the other hand, concerning the complex term consisting of surface concentrations of Cl−
and CuCl2− ions,
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CCl−

2 ( 1−α )

CCuCl

2

−

α

=C

0

Cl −

2 ( 1−α ) 0

C

α
CuCl2 −

 C −
 Cl
 C0 −
 Cl

2


 α neηc 
 exp 


 kT 


(14)

is lead from Eq.(9). Therefore applying Eq.(14) to Eq.(12) lead to
is = ne β ksCCl −

2 ( 1−α )

CCuCl

2

−

α

 ΔH 
,
 kT 

σν exp  −

(15)

where ΔH is given by the relation:
ΔH = ΔH 0 − α neηa .

(16)

We can see that Eqs.(15) and (16) are formulae for the steady current density expressed with
use of the parameters β, ks, CCl-, CCuCl2-, σ, α and ΔH involved in the surface reaction process
when the anodic dissolution progresses steadily by a quasi-reversible electrode reaction.
Thus undersaturation σ, transfer coefficient α and activation enthalpy ΔH0 for the anodic
dissolution reaction of copper crystal/electrolyte system will be estimated from experimental
results, and a supplementary factor β and kink density ks will be examined by a model of
crystal dissolution in this study.

3. Experimental results
3.1. Polarization curves and undersaturation in anodic dissolution
The polarization characteristic of the copper crystal/electrolyte system at 298K is shown in
Fig. 6. The anodic and cathodic diffusion-limited current densities ilCl- and ilCuCl2- shown in
the diagram were obtained by averaging the values measured three times. Table 1 shows
those diffusion-limited current densities obtained from the polarization characteristics
measured at 298 and 308 K by a similar method.

Figure 6. Polarization curve of the copper crystal/elecrolyte system. ilCl- and ilCuCl2- mean the anodic and
cathodic difffusion-limited current densities.
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T /K

ilCl-/A m-2

ilCuCl2-/ A m-2

298

827

-0.0732

308

1072

-0.156

Table 1. Measurements of the anodic and cathodic diffusion-limited current densities ilCl- and ilCuCl2-.

The undersaturation σ were estimated from experimental polarization characteristics such
as Fig.6 with use of Eqs.(10) and (11). The diagram that plotted σ against neη/kT in a range of
(neη/kT) about 0 to 6 is shown in Fig.7. The black dots in the diagram show the values of σ
which are calculated from the (is/ilCl-)/(neη/kT) relationship that was derived by substituting
the experimental values i0, α, ilCl and ilCuCl2 into Eq.(6).
The experimental relationships of σ/(neη/kT) at 298K and 308K approximately consist with
each other, and also with the calculated relationship. However, the experimental curves of
σ/(neη/kT) deviate from the calculated curve in a range of (neη/kT) larger than about 5. This is
because the experimental current density includes an increase of current density attributed to
significant formation of etch pits at higher overpotentials than about 125 mV. We assumed that
the σ/(neη/kT) relationship does not almost depend on temperature from the result of Fig.7.

Figure 7. Plots of undersaturation σ against normalized overpotential neη/kT. σ(298) and σ(308)
designate experimental values at 298K and 308K respectively. σ(cal) is the calculated one.

3.2. Estimations of parameters controlling exchange current density
Figure 8 is the diagram that plotted the steady current densities against overpotentials lower
than 127 mV which were measured at 268K, 283K, 298K and 308K. Figure 9(a) is the diagram
that plotted ln(isσ−1) obtained from Fig. 8 against neη/kT at every temperature taking account of
(CCl-/C0Cl-)−2 ≈1. The linear relationships at every temperature in the diagram are drawn so that
they have a same gradient given by averaging. The transfer coefficient α was estimated from
the gradient of their linear relationships. Then also the exchange current densities i0(T) at each
temperature were estimated from the constant terms of them. Figure 9(b) is the diagram that
plotted ln{i0(T)} against 1/T. The activation enthalpy for the anodic dissolution reaction of
copper crystals was estimated from the gradient of the linear relationship shown in Fig. 9(b).
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Figure 8. Plots of steady current densities against overpotentials lower than about 125 mV
(a)

(b)

Figure 9. (a): Plots of ln(isσ-1) against neη/kT; (b): Plot of ln{i0(T)} against 1/T.

Then, because surface concentrations C0Cl-and C0CuCl2 of Cl− and CuCl2− ions are calculated by
Eq.(8) when (111) surface of a copper crystal is in equilibrium with the electrolyte solution
consisting of 5 kmol m-3 NaCl and 10-4 kmol m-3 CuCl, the complex term C0Cl-2(1-α)C0CuCl2-α in
Eq.(7) giving exchange current density can be evaluated by using the transfer coefficient α
estimated above.
Thus the estimations of parameters controlling exchange current density are summarized in
Table 2. The value of β ks was evaluated by substituting i0, ΔH0 and C0Cl-2(1-α)C0CuCl2-α into
Eq.(7), where the atomic frequency ν = 6.21×1012 [s-1], elementary electric charge, e = 1.602×
10-19[C] and n = 1 were assumed.
α

ΔH0 / eV

i0 /10-2A m-2

C0Cl-2(1-α)C0CuCl2-α

β ks /1016 m-2

0.84

0.33

8.2*

2.36×10

1.32

-6

* the value at 298K

Table 2. Estimation of transfer coefficient α, activation enthalpy ΔH0, exchange current density i0 at
298K, and a factor β ks affecting reaction rate constant.
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3.3. Anodic dissolution rates at higher overpotentials
3.3.1. Estimation of vertical dissolution rate of surface from anodic current density
Figures 10 (a) and (b) are examples of the anodic current density/time curves which were
recorded when the copper crystal was dissolved for 240 s at higher overpotential. The
vertical dissolution rate vsm at dislocation-free site of surface under every condition was
determined from an average of the initial minimum current densities ism pointed by arrow of
i/t curves (measured for five different dissolution time in a range of 60 s to 360 s under each
condition) shown in Fig.10 as described in Sections 2.4.2.
(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Examples of anodic current density/time curves. (a): The effect of overpotential; (b): The
effect of temperature. Initial minimum ism was obtained in every curve.

3.3.2. Estimation of vertical dissolution rate of surface by direct measurement
Figures 11 (a) and (b) are the diagrams that plotted vertical dissolution amounts s of surface
against dissolution time t as described in Sections 2.6.1. The vertical dissolution rates s of
surface were estimated from the gradient of the linear relationship of s/t shown in Fig.11.
(a)

(b)

Figure 11. Vertical dissolution amounts of surface vs. dissolution time. (a): Effect of overpotential at
298K; (b): Effect of temperature at 176mV
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3.3.3. Estimation of dissolution rates at edge dislocation site by direct measurement
Figures 12 (a) and (b) are the diagram that plotted the depth d of the dark etch pits which
were formed at positive edge dislocation sites on the surface dissolved under each condition
against dissolution time t, as described in Sections 2.6.2. Also Figs.13 (a) and (b) are the
diagrams that plotted similarly the width w of the same dark etch pits as the above mention
against dissolution time t. The increasing rate d of depth d of etch pit with t and the
increasing rate w of width w with t were obtained from the gradient of each linear
relationship shown in those results.
(a)

(b)

Figure 12. Depth of dark etch pit vs. dissolution time. (a): Effect of overpotential at 298K; (b): Effect of
temperature at 176mV
(a)

(b)

Figure 13. Width of dark etch pit vs. dissolution time. (a): Effect of overpotential at 298K; (b): Effect of
temperature at 176mV.

3.4. Effects on the dissolution rates of overpotential and temperature
Figures 14 (a) and (b) are the diagrams that plotted the logarithm values of the dissolution
rates. It can be seen that the value of log vsm approximately consists with that of log s . This
shows that both vsm and s represent the dissolution rate vs of dislocation-free site of surface
approximately. However, the value of vsm seems to be more exact than that of s , because while
the former is a quantity related to total dissolution amounts of whole surface, the latter is that
related to the dissolved amounts of a part of surface near to boundary between the portion
exposed to electrolyte solution and the portion covered by vinyl seal. Thus the dissolution rate
vs of dislocation-free surface was assumed to be given not by s but vsm. Then ved and vw in
Fig.14 show the values estimated from Eq.(3) and Eq.(4) in which vs was substituted by vsm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 14. (a): Plots on a logarithmic scale of dissolution rates vsm, s , ved, and vw against overpotential
η; (b): Similar plots of vsm, s , ved, and vw against temperature T

It can be seen that both log vsm and log vw tend to increase rather homogeneously with an
increase of η, from Fig.14 (a). However, the tendency of log ved are somewhat different and in
accelerative. Also, it can be seen from Fig.14 (b) that though log vsm and log vw tend to similarly
increase with an increase of T, the tendency of log ved are somewhat little, compared to the
former two. This is seen from the fact that the increasing rate (Δlog ved/ΔT = 5.4×10-3) of the
latter is less than that (Δlog vsm/ΔT = 1.1×10-2, Δlog vw/ΔT =1.4×10-2) of the former two.

4. Discussion
4.1. Atomistic dissolution model of crystal surface
4.1.1. Vertical dissolution rate at dislocation-free site of surface
Concerning the dissolution of a crystal, the atomistic model illustrated in schematic diagram
of Fig.15 has been proposed (Burton et al., 1951; Schaarwächter, 1965). The dissolution of
crystals proceeds via a lateral retreat motion of surface step of an atomic height that is
induced by dissolving of surface atom from the kink sites into the solution. The vertical
dissolution rate vs of surface is given by lateral retreat rate vh and surface density tanθ of
surface step, which is expressed by the following equation:
vs = vh tan θ = vh

a

λ

,

(17)

where θ is an average inclination of crystal surface to a low index face, a an atomic height of
surface step, and λ the mean distance between adjacent surface steps. The lateral retreat rate
vh of surface step is expressed by
 ΔH s 
vh = b * k * σ sν exp  −
,
 kT 

(18)
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where ΔHs is the activation enthalpy for dissolution of an atom at kink site of surface step, ν
the atomic frequency, k* the retreat rate constant of surface step, and b* the unit retreat
distance. σs is surface undersaturation, which is written as
 Δμ 
,
 kT 

σ s = 1 − exp  −

(19)

where Δμ is the chemical potential difference of dissolution atom between two phases of a
crystal/ solution system (Schaarwächter, 1965).

Figure 15. Atomistic model for dissolution process of a crystal surface. Atom dissolves from kink site of
surface step into solution. K: Kink; S: Surface step; T: Terrace; A: Ad-atom

4.1.2. Lateral dissolution rate at edge dislocation site
The dislocation etch pit is thought to be formed via a successive nucleation and growth
processes of two-dimensional pits at the dislocation site (Schaarwächter, 1965) or via a spiral
dissolution of the surface step which is caused by screw dislocation (Cabrera and Levine,
1956). We discuss the dissolution rate at edge dislocation site of (111) surface of copper
crystals, based on a nucleation and growth model of two-dimensional pits (Schaarwächter,
1965) that is illustrated in Fig 16, in the following.
Since the lateral dissolution rate vw is thought to represent horizontal growth rate of twodimensional pit nucleated at edge dislocation site of surface, it may be corresponding to the
lateral retreat rate vh of surface step along (111) face. Thus we assume that vh is given by vw
as shown in the following relation:
vh ≈ v w .

(20)

4.1.3. Vertical dissolution rate at edge dislocation site
On the other hand the vertical dissolution rate at positive edge dislocation site would be
examined by the nucleation rate of two-dimensional pit at dislocation site as follows.
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Figure 16. Illustration for dislocation etch pit formation by successive nucleation and growth of twodimensional pits. D: Dislocation; S: Surface step; K: Kink.

According to the classical nucleation theory, if ΔGed* is the critical free energy change at
nucleation of a two-dimensional pit at edge dislocation site, a steady state nucleation rate I
of two-dimensional pit would be expressed by
 ΔGed * 
I = Zr exp  −
,
kT 


(21)

where r is a separation rate of an atom from an active site of the two-dimensional pit into the
solution and Z the Zeldovich factor (Toschev, 1973). Since the separation rate r is assumed to
be a similar quantity to the dissolution rate of an atom from kink site of surface, it depends
on the surface concentrations of Cl− and CuCl2− ions as known from the Eq. (15) in Section
2.7, and is expressed by
r ∝ CCl −

2 ( 1−α )

CCuCl

2

−

α

 ΔH 0
 kT

ν exp  −


.


(22)

Accordingly, the vertical dissolution rate ved at edge dislocation site of surface is expressed by
2 1−α
ved = aKsCCl − ( )CCuCl

2

−

α

 ΔGed * +ΔH 
,
kT



ν exp  −

(23)

where a is the depth of "two-dimensional pit and Ks is an undetermined constant including
Zeldovich factor and others (see Appendix A2.).
According to the nucleation theory of dissolution of crystals, ΔGed* is small compared to
ΔGs* which is the critical free energy change at nucleation of a two-dimensional pit at
dislocation-free site of surface, because of strain energy of dislocation core. It is expressed by
ΔGed * = pΔGs * = p

and

π aΩγ 2
Δμ

(24)
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2

 α q Gb 
p = 1 − C
 ≤ 1,
4π γ 


(25)

where γ is the interfacial free energy of the crystal and solution at step of the twodimensional pit, G the shear modulus and q and αc the constants (Schaarwächter, 1965).

4.2. Relations between vertical dissolution rate of surface and anodic current
density
4.2.1. Expression for dissolution rate of dislocation-free site of surface
When the copper crystal is anodically dissolved by the simple electrode reaction of Eq.(5)
the vertical dissolution rate vs of dislocation-free surface at lower overpotentials and the vsm
at higher overpotentials would be estimated by Eq.(1) and Eq.(2) respectively as described in
Section 2.4. Thus it is experimentally estimated with use of Eqs. (1), (2), and (15) by the
following expression:
2 ( 1−α )
vsm ≈ vs = Ωβ ksCCl−
CCuCl

2

−

α

 ΔH 
.
 kT 

σν exp  −

(26)

According to the dissolution model of crystals, the dissolution rate at dislocation-free site of
surface is expressed from Eqs. (17) and (18) by
vs =

 ΔH s
b * k * σ sν exp  −
λ
 kT

a


.


(27)

Therefore, the following relations are obtained from Eqs.(16), (26) and (27) concerning the
rate constant of the lateral retreat rate of surface step and activation enthalpy for the
dissolution.
2

 C - 
 α neηc 
b
b
2 1−α
2 1−α
k * = β CCl− ( )CCuCl − α = β C 0 Cl− ( )C 0 CuCl − α  0Cl  exp 

C -
2
2
x0
x0
 kT 
 Cl 

(28)

ΔH s = ΔH = ΔH 0 − α neηa

(29)

Δμ = neηa

(30)

and

Also from Eqs. (11) and (19)

is obtained. It can be seen that the rate constant k* of lateral retreat motion of surface step is
electrochemically expressed by Eq.(28) and that it increases with an increase of
concentration overpotential ηc.
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4.2.2. Estimation of kinetics parameters controlling the dissolution rate
As mentioned above the dissolution rate vsm at dislocation-free site of surface under higher
overpotentials is expressed by an approximate equation:
2 1−α
vsm ≈ Ωβ ksC 0 Cl− ( )C 0 CuCl

2

−

α

 ΔH 0 − α neη 
,
kT



σν exp  −

(31)

from Eqs. (14) and (26), where we assumed is << ilCl-, that is,
CCl−
C

0

Cl −

= 1−

is

≈ 1.

ilCl -

(32)

Thus concerning the dissolution rate at dislocation-free site of surface which have a
constant kink density ks, a following approximate expression is lead from Eq.(31)
(Imashimizu, 2011).
2 ( 1−α ) 0
ln vsm ≈ ln(ν Ω β ksC 0 Cl−
C CuCl

2

−

α

) + ln (σ ) −

ΔH 0 − α neη
kT

(33)

Figures 17 (a) and (b) are the diagrams that plotted the dissolution rate vsm shown in Figs.14
(a) and (b) on a natural logarithmic scale against η (T = 298K) and 1/T (η =176mV)
respectively. It can be seen that the values of (αne/kT) and ((ΔH0 −αneη)/k) are estimated by
comparing the Eq.(33) with gradients of the linear relationships drawn in Figs. 17 (a) and
(b), because the overpotential and temperature dependences of σ in the range of 156 mV to
186 mV are assumed to be a little. Thus, α and ΔH0 were also obtained from overpotential
dependence of vertical dissolution rate vsm of surface at higher overpotentials and
temperature dependence of that. The estimations are shown in Table 3, showing α and ΔH0
are in good agreement with those values in Table 2.
(a)

(b)

Figure 17. Vertical dissolution rate vsm at dislocation-free site of surface on a natural logarithm scale.
(a): The plot against overpotential η; (b): The plots against the inverse 1/T of temperature.
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According to atomistic dissolution model of a crystal surface illustrated in Fig.15, the relation
of θ = tan-1(a/λ) = tan-1(vs/vh) is lead from Eq. (17), which represents the inclination angle of
surface to (111) face. Since it is approximately given by θ ≈ θ * = tan-1(vsm/vw) with use of
Eqs.(20) and (26), the values of θ* obtained from Fig.14 were plotted against η and T in Figs.18
(a) and (b). It can be seen that the tendencies of change in θ * against η and T are not clear and
not reasonable. The average value of θ *av is 2.1×10-2 rad, which is a little large compared to a
deviation 8.7×10-3 rad from [111] direction that was aimed when we prepared the surface of
specimen as described in Section 2.1. This is probably attributed to the fact that actual surface
exposed to electrolyte solution was slightly spherical as a whole and was having microscopic
swells. That is, the variation of their values seems to be due to experimental error. Thus the
vertical dissolution rate at dislocation-free site of surface is assumed to be given by retreat rate
of the surface steps which preexists on the prepared surface, which gives following relation:

β ks = β

1
b tanθ *
≈β
λ x0
x0 ab

(34)

Accordingly β ( b / x0 ) is calculated from β ks in Table 2 by using Eq. (34), which is shown in
Table 3 where assumed θ* = θ*av (0.021 rad).
(a)

(b)

Figure 18. Inclination of surface to (111) face, which is given by θ *= tan-1(vsm/vw).



α

ΔH0/eV

vsm/m s-1

β b/x0

ved/m s-1

0.85

0.33

1.6×10-9†

0.034†

5.7×10-9†

ΔGed*/eV
Ks = 1
Ks = 0.2
0.16†
0.12†

the value at 298K,

Table 3. Estimations of kinetics parameters controlling dissolution rate at edge dislocation site of
surface of copper crystals.

4.3. Vertical dissolution rate at dislocation site
4.3.1. Estimation of the critical free energy change for nucleation of two-dimensional pit
As mentioned in Section 4.1.2 the dissolution rate ved at edge dislocation site is expressed by
Eq. (23), but if Eq. (14) is applied it is reduced to

ved = aKsC

0

Cl −

2 ( 1−α ) 0

C

CuCl 2 −

α


  CCl−
 0
  C Cl −







2

 ΔGed * +ΔH0 − α neη 

.
ν exp  −
kT





(35)
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Accordingly, if we assume CCl-/C0Cl- ≈ 1, ΔGed* is given by

ved

ΔGed * ≈ − kTln 
2 ( 1−α ) 0
0
C CuCl − αν
 aKsC Cl −
2




 − ΔH 0 + α neη .



(36)

Thus ΔGed* under each condition was estimated by Eq.(36) with use of experimental value of
ved as well as estimations of α and ΔH0 which were obtained in Section 4.2.2. The ΔGed*
estimated with use of two assumed values of undetermined constant Ks for a specified
condition (η = 176 mV and T = 298K) are shown together with the values α and ΔH0 in Table
3, where a = 2.09×10-10 m and ν = 6.21×1012 s-1 were used.
According to the precedent theoretical study (Schaarwächter 1965), in which the conditions
for the formation of visible etch pit at dislocation site were investigated on the basis of a
proposed nucleation model, the critical free energy change is estimated to be 0.115 eV. The
present estimation of ΔGed* approximately consists with that value as shown in Table 3,
though the exact value of Ks can not be evaluated in this study. This is seemed to be
reasonable as described in Appendix A2.
On the other hand, however, it was admitted that the value of ΔGed* varies with
overpotential and temperature as mentioned below.

4.3.2. Overpotential and temperature dependences of ΔGed*
Figures 19 (a) and (b) are the diagrams that plotted the square root of ΔGed* estimated
assuming Ks = 1 by Eq. (36) against η and T respectively. It can be seen that ΔGed*1/2 is not
constant but changes in different manners with increases in η and T. The reason for this is
probably that ΔGed*1/2 is proportional to the interfacial energy γ as known from Eqs. (24) and (25).
(a)

(b)

Figure 19. Square root of the critical free energy change for the formation of a two-dimensional pit. (a):
The overpotential dependence; (b): The temperature dependence.
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It is known that the interfacial energy varies with electrode potential according to so-called
electrocapillary curve (Tamamushi, 1967). Therefore, the change in ΔGed*1/2 with η is
surmised to be due to the potential dependence of γ, because the overpotential dependences
of the undersaturation σ and therefore that of Δμ = neηa = −kTln(1-σ) in an overpotential
range of 156 to 186 mV are assumed to be a little as described in Section 4.2.2. This is
supported by the fact that Fig.19 (a) indicates a quadratic dependence similar to the
electrocapillary curve. Also, it is inferred from Fig.19(b) and Eq.(24) that γ should increase
with an increase in Τ , becauseΔμ tend to increase with increase in T. This is probably
attributed to a decrease in specific adsorption of anion accompanied by an increase of
interfacial energy with rising of temperature.
The overpotential dependence of log ved is in accelerative, and somewhat different from that
of both log vsm and log vw. Also the increasing rate of log ved with increase in temperature is
smaller than that of both log vsm and log vw as shown in Figs.14 (a) and (b). The reason for
this seems to be attributed to the overpotential and temperature dependences of the
interfacial energy of the electrode surface as mentioned above.

5. Conclusions
Following conclusions were obtained from the results and discussion:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

The transfer coefficient, activation enthalpy and surface concentrations of the ions
which control the dissolution reaction were estimated from measurements of the
relationships between steady anodic current densities and applied overpotentials when
copper crystals are dissolved in an electrolyte solution under potentiostatic electrolysis.
The values of a supplementary factor and kink density affecting rate constant of
dissolution reaction were examined.
The dissolution rate at edge dislocation site of (111) surface of copper was discussed
quantitatively by a nucleation model of two-dimensional pit based on the classical
nucleation theory.
The present estimation of the critical free energy change ΔGed* for nucleation of a twodimensional pit at edge dislocation site reasonably consisted with the evaluation by the
precedent study.
The overpotential and temperature dependences of dissolution rate at edge dislocation
site were somewhat different from those dependences of dissolution rate at dislocationfree site. The reason for this is probably that ΔGed* changes according to the
overpotential and temperature dependences of interfacial energy.

6. Appendix
A1. Kinds of dislocation etch pits and their characters
The surface of copper specimen on which some small glass spheres 300 μm in diameter were
dropped beforehand was anodically etched by the present method. Fig.20 (a) is an optical
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micrograph of dissolved surface in which Rosseta pattern composed of dark and light etch
pits was formed at the portion that was hit by a small glass sphere. This proves that dark
and light etch pits are formed at the sites of positive and negative edge dislocations
respectively because the six arms of Rosseta pattern are composed of rows of a pair of
positive and negative edge dislocations.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 20. Optical micrographs for identifications of dark and light pits. The surfaces dissolved by the
present method; (a): Rosetta pattern composed of etch pits; (b): a distribution of etch pits. (c): etch pits
formed by a chemical etchant in the same portion as that observed in b.

In another experiment, the surface of prepared copper specimen was anodically etched first
by the present method, and a distribution of etch pits were observed by the optical
microscope. Subsequently after electropolished the etched surface of specimen, the surface
was etched for 10 s by a modified Young's etchant prepared by Marukawa (Marukawa,
1967), and the same portion as the previous portion was observed. Figs.20 (b) and (c) are a
pair of optical micrographs of the surfaces etched by such two methods. It has been reported
by Marukawa that the dark (deep) and light (shallow) pits are formed at screw dislocations
and edge dislocations on the surface etched by the modified Young's etchant respectively.
Accordingly it can be seen that the light etch pits are formed at the sites of screw
dislocations on the surface that was anodically etched by the present method, by comparing
the kinds of etch pits which are observed in these micrographs. Thus Table 4 is obtained
concerning dislocation characters related to dark and light etch pits.
Edge dislcation

Etching
Chemical†
Electrolytic

††

†

(positive)

(negative)

Screw
dislcation

Light

Light

Dark

Dark

Light

Light

by modified Young’s etchant , †† present method

Table 4. Relations between the dislocation characters and the kinds of etch pits which are formed by
two etching methods
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In this work, the depth and width of the dark (deep) pits were measured to investigate the
dissolution amounts at positive edge dislocation sites.

A2. Estimation of undetermined constant Ks
As described in the Section 4.1.3, if the separation rate r of an atom at nucleation of twodimensional pit is a quantity similar to the dissolution rate of an atom from kink site of
surface, it would need to take account of supplementary factor β affecting the exchange
current density as a parameter involved in the separation rate r. Then the dissolution rate ved
at edge dislocation site derived from the nucleation rate Eq. (21) is represented afresh by
2 1−α
ved ≈ a β ZCCl − ( )CCuCl

2

−

 ΔGed * +ΔH 
.
kT



α

ν exp  −

(37)

Thus, we assume that the undetermined constant Ks is approximately given by a relation:
Ks = β Z.

(38)

We have assumed in the Section 2.7 that the exchange current density i0 is given by Eq. (7)
for simplification, but to be exact i0 should be expressed with use of the activities of the ions
involved in the electrode reaction instead of the concentrations. Also, transmission
coefficient should be taken account of as pre-exponential factors in Eq. (7). Therefore it is
generally hard to estimate β including some unknown factors. However, concerning β of the
present electrode reaction, β (b/x0) = 0.034 was estimated experimentally as shown in Table 3.
Also it can be seen from an observation of etch pit by optical microscope that surface steps
have a structure along a crystallographic direction of the crystal. Accordingly if (b/x0) is
assumed to be a quantity of 0.02 to 0.2, it would give an estimation of β = 0.17~1.7.
On the other hand, if we assume the free energy change ΔGed (j) for formation of a twodimensional pit consisting of j vacancies at edge dislocation site, it is written as
ΔGed ( j ) = 2γ (π aΩ )

1/ 2 1/ 2

j

−

Δμ
j
p'

(39)

Then the critical size j* of two-dimensional pit and the critical free energy change ΔGed*( j*)
are given by
j * = p '2

π aΩγ 2
π aΩγ 2
and
Δ
G
*
j
*
=
p
'
(
)
ed
Δμ
Δμ 2

(40)

respectively. It can be seen that ΔGed*(j*) is expressed by the same relation as Eq. (24), and
that the factor p’ has the same contents with Eq. (25), that is, p’ = p. Then, Zeldovich factor is
expressed from the definition (Toschev, 1973) by
Z= −

2
1  ∂ ΔGed ( j ) 
=

2π kT 
∂j 2

 j*

1  Δμ 2 

.
4π kT  p 2 ΔGed * 

(41)
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Accordingly, Z = 0.76 is estimated, if p = 0.18 (Schaarwächter 1965), Δμ = 0.027 eV(σ = 0.65)
(Imashimizu, 2011), ΔGed* = 0.12 eV (Table 3) and kT = 0.0257 eV (T = 298K) are used.
Thus Ks = 0.13~1.3 is estimated from Eq. (38), which suggests the reasonability of the
assumed value of Ks shown in Table 3.
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Chapter 9

Scale-Up of Electrochemical Reactors
A. H. Sulaymon and A. H. Abbar
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
http://dx. doi. org/10. 5772/48728

1. Introduction
Electrochemical technology can provide valuable cost efficient and environmentally friendly
contributions to industrial process development with a minimum of waste production and
toxic material. Examples are the implementation of electrochemical effluent treatment, for
example, the removal of heavy metal ions from solutions, destruction of organic pollutants,
or abatement of gases. Further progress has been made in inorganic and organic electro
synthesis, fuel cell technology, primary and secondary batteries, for example, metal-hydride
and lithium-ion batteries. Examples of innovative industrial processes are the membrane
process in the chloralkali industry and the implementation of the gas-diffusion electrode
(GDE) in hydrochloric acid electrolysis with oxygen reduction instead of hydrogen
evolution at the cathode [1]. The main advantages of electrochemical processes are:
•

•

•

•

Versatility: Direct or indirect oxidation and reduction, phase separation, concentration
or dilution, biocide functionality, applicability to a variety of media and pollutants in
gases, liquids, and solids, and treatment of small to large volumes from micro liters up
to millions of liters.
Energy efficiency: Lower temperature requirements than their non electrochemical
counterparts, for example, anodic destruction of organic pollutants instead of thermal
incineration; power losses caused by inhomogeneous current distribution, voltage drop,
and side reactions being minimized by optimization of electrode structure and cell
design.
Amenability to automation: The system inherent variables of electrochemical processes,
for example, electrode potential and cell current, are particularly suitable for facilitating
process automation and control.
Cost effectiveness: Cell constructions and peripheral equipment are generally simple and,
if properly designed, also inexpensive. The backbone of any electrochemical technology
is the electrochemical reactor, therefore the perfect design and scale-up plays an
important role in successful of this electrochemical technology [2].
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2. The principal of similarity
Dimensional analysis as a basic concept underlying the theory of transport processes and
chemical reactor is familiar to every chemical engineer in analyzing laboratory data for
reacting systems, the various rate constants, transfer coefficients, transport properties and
reactor dimension must be combined in such a way that dimensional consistency is
maintained. Most engineers are familiar with the Buckingham theorem which may be
considered a formal restatement of the requirement of dimensional consistency [3]

3. Scale-up philosophy
An electrochemical reaction can be conducted in batch or continuous (mixed/plug flow)
mode. Further, the reactors can be operated with or without recycle. Further
classifications are possible on the basis of flow arrangement (parallel/series flow) or
electrical connections (monopolar/bipolar). The electrodes may be flat (2-dimensional
solid electrode) or porous (3-dimensional) electrode. Three-dimensional electrodes are
used when high surface area is desired to compensate for the inherent low current density
of the process. The electrodes can be configured to be horizontally placed or vertically
placed [4]. The philosophy of scaling-up chemical process units requires the values of
corresponding dimensionless groups of the two units are similar [5]. Several similarity
criteria have been defined to guide the engineer to scale-up a reactor [6]. The criteria
normally employed in thermo chemical reactors are those of geometric, kinematic and
thermal similarity between the reactors. In the case of electrochemical reactors an
additional criterion necessary to define the scale-up is that of current/potential similarity.
These four criteria are discussed below:

3.1. Geometric similarity
Geometric similarity is achieved by fixing the dimensional ratios of the corresponding
reactors. However, for electrochemical reactors, this criterion cannot normally be met, as
increasing the inter-electrode gap would give a high voltage drop and increased energy
costs. Further, in 3D electrodes an increased electrode thickness may cause a decrease in the
average electric potential and/or promote secondary electrode reactions [7]. Therefore,
geometric similarity is usually sacrificed in favor of current/potential similarity in
electrochemical reactors. Scale-up in electrochemical reactors is achieved by using multiple
cells and reactor units [8].

3.2. Kinematic similarity
Kinematic similarity is concerned with the flow velocities within a system. In any
continuous reactor, the gas and liquid flow loads, or more generally the Reynolds number
govern the pressure drop, fluid hold-up and mass transfer capacity in the system [9].
Therefore it was desirable to maintain similar gas and liquid flow velocities through the
corresponding reactors.
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3.3. Thermal similarity
Thermal similarity implies matching the temperatures in corresponding portions of the
reactors under comparison. This condition may be approached by temperature control
through internal heat transfer surfaces and/or heat exchange with recycling reactants.
Thermal similarity is difficult to maintain in the scale-up of electrochemical reactors due to
the effect of Joule heating within inter-electrode dimensions of the order of millimeters. The
method of providing cooling channels between cells (as in conventional fuel cell stacks) is
not practical in other types of electrochemical reactor and in any case would defeat the
purpose of the reactor design.

3.4. Current/potential similarity
Electrochemical reactors, unlike their thermo chemical or chemical counterparts, require
electrical similarity and this is usually the most important criterion in the scale-up of such
reactors. Electrical similarity exists between two units when corresponding electrode
potential and current density differences bear a constant ratio [8]. This criterion necessitates
a constant inter- electrode gap on scale-up. One factor normally employed to quantify the
effect is the Wagner number (Wa), which may be defined as:
 k  dV 
Wa =  

 L  di 

(1)

Where (k) is the electrolyte conductivity, V the electrodepotential, i the current density and
L the characteristic length. For electrical similarity, the Wagner number in the two reactors
should have the same value at all points being compared. In 3D electrodes, an inverse
Wagner number qualitatively describes the current distribution in the system [10]. These
sets are the rules to get uniform current distribution for scale-up. i. e. for reactors operating
under kinetic control, better uniformity is obtained for a higher slope of polarization curve,
larger conductivity of electrolyte (k in equation (1)), smaller characteristic length (L in the
equation (1)) and lower average current density. The constraints of current/potential
similarity require that the scale-up of electrochemical reactors to industrial capacity is
usually achieved by:
i.
ii.

Fixing the inter electrode gap while increasing the superficial area of individual
cells
Stacking individual cells in monopolar or bipolar multi-cell reactors (e. g. containing up
to 200 cells)

4. Current and potential distribution in electrochemical reactor
4.1. Current and potential distribution in planar electrode
Many industrial electrochemical processes use channel flow between two plane, parallel
electrode as shown in Fig. (1 )
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Figure 1. Parallel plate electrodes

The current distribution on such electrode is dependent on type of polarization occurring on
the electrode surface; therefore current distribution can be classified as primary, secondary
and limiting current distribution [11].

4.1.1. Primary current distribution
The primary current and potential distribution apply when the surface overpotentail can be
neglected and the solution adjacent to an electrode can be taken equipotentail surface.
Calculation of primary current distribution and resistance represents a first step toward
analyzing and optimizing an electrochemical system. The cell resistance calculated can be
coupled with calculation including mass-transfer and kinetic effects to optimize
approximately a given cell configuration.
Calculation the primary current and potential distribution involves solution of Laplace's
equation [∇
2φ = 0]. Solution methods are analytically and numerically, the analytical methods
involves the method of image [12],separation of variables [13], superposition [14,15], and
Schwarz-Christoffel transformation [16]. The Schwarz-Christoffel transformation is a powerful
tools for solution of Laplace's equation in systems with planar electrodes. This method was
used by Moulten [17] which gave a classical solution for the primary current distribution for
two electrode placed arbitrarily on the boundary of a rectangle, in their analysis they
considered a special case of planer cells in which two plane electrodes placed opposite each
other in walls of flow channel (Fig. (1)). The potential distribution is shown in Fig. (2) for L=2h.
The current lines are represented by solid curves and equipotentail surface by dash curves.
The two sets curves should be perpendicular to each other every where in the solution.
Moulten [17] represented the current distribution by the following equation:
i
iav

=

v cosh v K ( tanh 2 v )

sinh v − sinh ( 2 xv L )

(2)

Where v = l/2h ,x measured from the center of electrode ,(K)is the complete elliptic integral
of the first kind tabulated in reference [18 ]. Primary current distribution is determined by
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geometric factors alone, thus ,only the geometric ratios of cell are a parameter. Wagner
number expresses the ratio of the polarization resistance at the interface over the ohmic
resistance in the electrolyte approaches to zero in this case.

Figure 2. Current and potential lines in parallel plates electrode

4.1.2. Secondary current distribution
When slow electrode kinetics are taken into consideration, the electrolytic solution near the
electrode is no longer an equipotentail surface, and the result of calculation is secondary
current and potential distribution. Secondary current distribution predominates if the
kinetic resistance is higher than the ohmic resistance. The general effect of electrode
polarization is to make the secondary current potential nearly uniform than the primary
current distribution and an infinite current density at the edge of electrode is eliminated.
This can be regarded as the result of imposing an additional resistances at electrode
interface [19]. Calculation of secondary current distribution was achieved analytically and
numerically by several investigators [20]. The prediction of current distribution using
numerical methods is an essential step in the rational design and scale-up of electrochemical
reactors and in engineering analysis of electrochemical processes.
A numerical method for predicting current density distribution in multi- ion electrolytes
was developed, assuming steady-state, 2D, dilute solution theory and constant properties.
The parallel-plate electrochemical reactor (PPER) geometry was used. The calculation of
current density for the PPER had been a frequent subject of study but reported
mathematical models exist only for limited cases. For example, the models of Parrish and
Newman [21] and Caban and Chapman [22] were based on the thin diffusion layer
approach, while by Pickett [23] on the mass transfer control assumption, and those of White,
Bain and Raible [24] and Nguyen, Walton and White [25] ignore axial diffusion and axial
migration and do not account for high velocities

4.1.3. Tertiary current distribution
The combined effects of activation and concentration polarization give rise to changes in
primary current distribution resulting in what is known as tertiary current distribution. In
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such cases the potential of the solution does not obey the Laplace's equation due to
concentration variation. When the concentration at surface of electrode approaches to zero,
the limiting current condition occurs and distribution of current is limited by the mass
transfer rate through the diffusion layer [26]:

i iav = 2 3  x L −1 3

(3)

Figure (3) shows the three types of current and potential distribution

Figure 3. Current distribution in parallel plate electrode [2]

4.2. Current and potential distribution in cylindrical electrodes
Electrodes have been rotated at least since 1905 to provide some quantitative control of
solution convection. Hydrodynamic theory for such electrode is generally considered to
originate with Levich [27]. A number of rotating electrode geometries have been explored ,
namely the rotating cylinder electrode(RCE), rotating cone electrode, rotating hemispherical
electrode, have been used, but only the RCE has grown to be generally accepted and
increasingly widely used. Electrochemical reactors based on the RCE have particularly used
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in metal ion removal from dilute aqueous solutions, where the metal can be deposited on
the surface of an inner rotating cathode. The enhanced mass transport to such RCE cathodes
has already been considered and a number of industrial devices have utilized this (and
related) technology:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

The Eco-Cell [28, 29] and the Eco-Cascade cell [30]
The MVH cell [31]
The Turbocel [32]
A cell from Enthone±OMI [33]
A rotating cathode band cell from Heraeus El-ektrochemie GmbH [34].

The design and application of RCE reactors in metal ion removal have been extensively
reviewed [35, 36, 37]. The primary and secondary current distribution were studies by many
investigators for example, the primary and secondary current distribution for deposition of
copper–nickel alloys from a citrate electrolyte was studied by Madore and Landolt
[38,39]where an empirical equation for the primary current distribution on rotating cylinder
electrode has been reported as follows:


jx 0.535 − 0.458 × ( x h )
 x 
+ 8.52 × 10 −5 × exp 7.17 ×   
0.5
jave 
2
 h 

0.0233 + ( x h ) 



(4)

Modeling of RCE cells has been focused on both the primary and secondary current
distribution with very few studies of the tertiary current distribution.

4.3. Current and potential distribution in fixed bed electrodes
Packed bed electrodes can be used for electrochemical recovery of heavy metals from a
variety of industrial and laboratory model solutions (Bennion and Newman [40]; Doherty et
al. [41]; El-Deab et al. , [42]; Gaunand et al. , [43]; Lanza and Bertazzoli, [44]; Podlaha and
Fenton, [45] ; Ponce de León and Pletcher, [46]; Saleh, [47]; Soltan et al. , [48].
The study of the behavior of fixed bed electrode falls within the scope of electrochemical
engineering considered to be the application of the principal of analysis and design of the
chemical engineering discipline to electrochemical processes. Fixed bed electrode does not
normally operate with a uniform reaction rate and potential, because of ohmic voltage losses
within their structure and consequently the specific surface area is not used to full. From a
practical point view, it is desirable to utilize most of the internal surface area of the
electrode. The estimation of the utilized specific surface area is therefore of great importance
in the design and scale-up of these electrodes and one approach is by analogy to the
chemical engineering analysis of heterogeneous reactions such as gas–solid catalytic
reaction and gas–liquid absorption with chemical reaction, extended to the electrochemical
case. Therefore, an effectiveness or effectiveness factor is introduced into account for the
fraction of bed thickness electrochemically reactive. This effectiveness (ε) is defined as
follows:
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ε=

observedelectrolytic current for thedesiredreaction
current obtained withan electrode whose over potential

(5)

is the sameat every point for that reaction
As a rough guide to the operation of fixed bed electrodes, the effectiveness should have a
minimum value of 0. 5 if they are to be considered worthwhile alternative to plate electrode
cell [49].
Two principle configuration of fixed bed electrodes have been developed ,the flow through
porous electrodes(FTPE) where fluid and current flow are parallel, and flow-by porous
electrode (FBPE) where fluid flow perpendicularly to current [50]. The current and potential
distribution in the first configuration is one-dimensional (the electrode potential varies in
the direction of current flow) while the second type involving a two –dimensional problem(
the electrode potential varies in the direction parallel to or perpendicular to current
flow),which is inherently more complex than the first type.
In the first configuration, a dilemma can arise in choosing a sufficient electrode length to
ensure a high conversion factor of the reacting species but avoiding at the same time, a too
large potential distribution and consequently bad process selectivity. This is an obstacle for
any tentative industrial application of the flow through porous electrode [51]. Alternatively in
the second configuration the existence of two degree of freedom (thickness and length of
electrode) make it possible to obtain simultaneously a uniform potential distribution and
adequate residence time. Therefore this configuration is more adapted to an industrial use [52].
On the other hand, due to fact that first configuration obeys one-dimensional model ,it is very
valuable in the theoretical formulations of current and potential distribution in porous
electrode [53]. In addition Fedikiw [54] found that if the aspect ratio (length/thickness) of flowby electrode is large, it is reasonable to assume that the potential field is governed by one
dimensional Laplace's equation and consequently the flow through type can be considered to
simulated the behavior of a horizontal slab of the flow-by electrode.

4.3.1. One-dimensional model
The complex structure of porous electrode is almost or always reduced for purpose of
analysis to a one-dimensional representation. A one-dimensional model of porous electrode
is most frequently used; this choice avoids considerable mathematical difficulty and at the
same time provides solutions which are in reasonable agreement with experiment [55].
Coeuret et al. [56–58] were the first to study and analyse the current and potential distribution
in flow through fixed bed by using a mathematical approach similar to that proposed by the
chemical engineering discipline for heterogeneous reaction. They represented the current and
potential distribution by the following dimensionless relationship:

η( X ) − η( o)
η( L ) − η( o )

=

cosh  Kn ( X L ) 
cosh ( Kn ) − 1

(6)
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2

n + 1 io zFSL
Kn =
RTγ
2

1− n

 α 


η L 
 ( )

(7)

Where Kn is an effectiveness criterion for fixed bed electrode operating under Tafel
polarization regime. Its value determines the effectiveness factor by the following relation:

εn =

tanh ( Kn )
Kn

(8)

Where (εn)is the effectiveness factor for packed bed electrode under Tafel region.
It was found in scale-up of electrochemical reactor [59 ],the effectiveness factor (εn) for scaleup depends on bed thickness (L) and the potential at the back of electrode (η(L)). The
conclusion was that effectiveness factor increases as bed thickness (L) decreasing and
potential (η(L)) increasing.
Therefore a higher fraction of bed thickness reactive can be obtained either at lower
thickness or higher value of potential. Practically, it is preferred to use higher thickness of
bed to ensure a higher current supplied or production rate. On the other hand, it is
necessary to utilize the maximum portion of surface area with maximum effective bed
thickness. It is found that bed thickness not higher than 0. 6 cm must be taken as a
maximum limit in the scale-up of the system under study and this system should not be
operated beyond this value of bed thickness because it will be not utilized in the reaction
zone and causing higher capital cost.
In recent years there are many researches have been done in scale –up of electrochemical
reactor [60-62],the aim of these studies and the previous one are how to scaling up the
electrochemical reactors to industrial case maintaining the same potential and current
distribution. These factors have a vital role in developing the electrochemical system at
different fields especially in waste water treatments.

4.3.2. Tow dimensional model
On the contrary to the one-dimensional model a few works have been concerned with the
fundamental study of fixed bed electrode obeying two dimensional model. Alkire et al. [63 ]
were the pioneers in the analysis of two dimensional model , where a finite difference
method was adopted for Laplace differential equation solution. Their study was extended to
the limiting current condition in subsequent work [64 ].

5. Mass transfer criteria for scale-up
5.1. Design equation for scale up of electrochemical reactor
The electrochemical cell can be controlled by mass transfer at the electrode surface. In the
electrochemical cell, for example, a metal- ion concentration at the cathode surface
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decreased by electrolysis. The mass flux of a metal-ion generated by a special concentration
gradient can be described by Fick's law.
(9)

n = − D grad c

Equation (9) can be expressed in one-dimensional form which can be applied to diffusive
mass transport for large flat electrodes:
 ∂c 
n = − D  
 ∂y  y = 0

(10)

The current density of an electrochemical cell removing a metal-ion by electrochemical
conversion couples the rate of electrochemical conversion with diffusive mass transport at
and toward the electrode surface:
 ∂c 
i = n 0ν e F = D   ν e F
 ∂y  y = 0

(11)

The index 0 refers to y=0 which means at the electrode surface. The mass transfer rate and
associated current densities are given by the product of the mass transfer coefficient km and
the concentration difference:

i = n0ν e F = km ( c∞ − c0 )ν e F = kmΔcν e F

(12)

Setting C0=0 defines the mass transfer limited current density ilim:
ilim = kmc∞ν e F

(13)

An explicit equation for the mass transfer coefficient, km, can be found for laminar flow.
Under turbulent flow one can only measure the mass transfer coefficient by measuring the
mass transport limited current densities. However, this is a tedious affair as mass transfer is
often influenced by a great number of variables.
Dimensional analysis allows one to reduce the number of variables which have to be taken
into account for mass transfer determination by introducing dimensionless groups. For mass
transfer under forced convection, there are at least three dimensionless groups. Those are
the Sherwood number, Sh, which contains the mass transfer coefficient, the Reynolds
number, Re, which contains the flow velocity and defines the flow condition
(laminar/turbulent) and the Schmidt number, Sc, which characterizes the diffusive and
viscous properties of the respective fluid and describes the relative extension of the fluiddynamic and concentration boundary layer.

Re =

wL

ν

Sh =

km L
D

Sc =

ν
D

The experimental determination of Sh is quite easy in an electrochemical reactor. Measuring
the limiting current and using equation (13), one obtains Sh from ilim.
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Sh =

ilim L
c∞ν e FD

(14)

In general, the dependence of Sh on Re and Sc can be presented in the form of a power series:
D

Sh = a Re b Sc1/ 3  C / A 
 L 

c

 DW / C

 L





d

(15)

The design equation for the reactor scale-up is deduced by using dimensionless terms.
Daewon et. al. [65] found that the dependence of Sh on Re, Sc, characteristic lengths, DC/A/L
and DW/C/L could be described in the following form:
Sh = 1.24 Re

0.12

Sc

DC / A 


 L 

1/ 3 

−0.87

 DW / C

 L





−0.42

(16)

Therefore the characteristic length plays an important role in scale-up of the electrochemical
reactor in addition to Reynolds and Sherwood number.
Recently the performance of a novel pilot plant scale ,fixed bed flow through cell ,consisting
of a cathode formed by a bundle of stainless steal tubes have been investigated [66]. Two
mass transfer correlation which represented the flow in bandle of tubes have been obtained
for two tube diameters(0. 6cm and 1. 0 cm):

Sh = 0.411 Re0.871 0.6cm outer diameter tubs 

(17)

Sh = 0.295 Re0.84 0.6cm outer diameter tubs 

(18)

6. Conclusion
The design and scale-up of the electrochemical reactor play an important role in the
development of industrial electrochemical processes. Therefore studying the controlling
factors on scale-up make the operation of the system more efficient and economic on the
commercialization stage. Current and potential distributions are the most significant
parameters characterizing the operation of the electrochemical cell. The current density on
the electrodes is directly proportional to the reaction rate and its distribution critically
affects the electrochemical process. In parallel plate and rotating cylinder electrodes,
primary and secondary current and potential distribution are very important, the primary
current distribution apply when the surface overpotentail can be neglected and the solution
adjacent to an electrode can be taken to be equipotentail surface, while secondary current
distribution predominates if the kinetic resistance is higher than the ohmic resistance. In
porous electrodes, an effectiveness or effectiveness factor should be taken into account
which refers to the fraction of bed thickness electrochemically reactive. The effectiveness
should have a minimum value of 0. 5 if they are to be considered worthwhile alternative to
plate electrode cell. Studding above factors in addition to the mass transfer correlation are
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an important parameter for scale-up the electrochemical reactor and should be considered in
any future study in any electrochemical reactor before implant to industrial application.

Nomenclature
Ae
C
D
DC/A
DW/C
F
i
io
K1
Kn
km
L
Mi
n
n0
Re
S
Sh
Sc
ve
v
W
Wi
X
Z

electrode area (cm2)
metal concentration (mol cm-3)
diffusion coefficient (cm2 s-1)
gap between cathode and anode (cm)
gap between reactor wall and cathode(cm)
Faraday constant (96,487 C mol-1. )
current density(A cm-2)
exchange current density (A cm-2)
effectiveness criterion for linear polarization
effectiveness criterion for Tafel polarization
mass transfer coefficient(cms-1)
thickness of screen or length of electrode (cm)
molecular weight of chemical species i
mass flux(gcm-2s-1)
mass flux at the electrode surface(gcm-2s-1)
Reynolds number
scan rate
Sherwood number
Schmidt number
stoichiometric coefficient of the electrons consumed in electrochemical reaction
dynamic viscosity(g cm-1 s-1)
linear velocity (cm s-1)
deposited weight of chemical species i(g)
distance through the one-dimensional porous electrode(cm)
number of electrons

Greek symbols
α
ε
εn
η

dimensional coefficient
effectiveness factor for linear polarization
effectiveness factor for Tafel polarization
potential of cathode (V)
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Section 3

Environmental Electrolysis

Chapter 10

Ultrasound in Electrochemical
Degradation of Pollutants
Gustavo Stoppa Garbellini
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/47755

1. Introduction
The increase of industrial activities and intensive use of chemical substances such as
petroleum oil, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, BTEX (benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and
xylenes), chlorinated hydrocarbons as polychlorinated biphenyls, trichloroethylene and
perchloroethylene, pesticides, dyes, dioxines and heavy metals have been contributing to
environmental pollution with dramatic consequences in atmosphere, waters and soils
(Martínez-Huitle & Ferro, 2006; Megharaj et al., 2011). Electrochemical technologies have
been extensively used for degradation of toxic compounds since these technologies present
some advantages, among them: versatility, environmental compatibility and potential cost
effectiveness (Martínez-Huitle & Ferro, 2006; Chen, 2004; Ghernaout et al., 2011; Panizza &
Cerisola, 2009). However, a loss in the efficiency of such degradation processes is observed
due to the adsorption and/or insolubilization of the oxidation and/or reduction products on
the electrodes surfaces (Garbellini et al., 2010; Lima Leite et al., 2002).
In this sense, power ultrasound has been employed to overcome such electrode fouling
problem (passivation) due to the ultrasound ability for cleaning the electrode surface, called
sonoelectrochemistry (Compton et al., 1997). The production of ultrasound is a physical
phenomenon based on the process of creating, growing and imploding cavities of steam and
gases, known as cavitation. During the compression step, the pressure is positive, while the
expansion results in vacuum called negative pressure formed in a compression-expansion
cycle that generates cavities (Mason, 1990; Martines et al., 2000). In chemistry, ultrasound
has been used in organic synthesis, polymerization, sonolysis, preparation of catalysts and
sonoelectrosynthesis (Mason, 1990; Martines et al., 2000).
The introduction of ultrasound into electrochemical cells/reactors has a marked effect upon
the mass transport and surface activation characteristics of an electrochemical system
(Compton et al., 1996a). Mass transport is greatly increased via acoustic streaming and
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micro jetting (Banks & Compton, 2003a), resulting from cavitational collapse close to the
electrode surface (Compton et al., 1997; Compton et al., 1996a). Ultrasound can be combined
with electroanalytical determination, for example, of the pesticides and metabolites
(Garbellini et al., 2009; Garbellini et al., 2007), metals (Banks & Compton, 2004; Hardcastle &
Compton, 2001), nitrite (Oliveira et al., 2007), etc., in complex samples exploring the great
effect in mass transport and the cleaning of the electrode surface.
The combination of an ultrasonic field with an electrochemical oxidation and/or reduction
can result in a powerful method for pollutant degradation. Power ultrasound can improve
the electrochemical degradation of pollutants by physical and chemical mechanisms. The
propagation of acoustic waves in a liquid medium induces cavitation and even their violent
collapse at high acoustic pressure (Mason & Lorimer, 2002). Among the physical effects of
these collapses are the high rates of micromixing, the cleaning of the electrodes surfaces by
dissolving or pitting the inhibiting layers. These effects result mainly in an enhancement of
the solid-liquid mass transfer between the electrodes and the solution (Compton et al., 1997).
The chemical effects are also a consequence of the violent collapses. The "hot spot" theory
predicts temperatures of many thousands of Kelvin and pressures of hundreds of
atmospheres inside the bubble during the final compression. Under such drastic conditions,
oxidizing species are generated by the homolytic cleavage of molecules (gases and solvent).
In aqueous media and in the presence of oxygen, radicals such as HO•, HO2• and O• are
produced (Dai et al., 2006). Therefore the generation of •OH radicals is the key to the
efficient decomposition of organic materials (Martínez-Huitle & Ferro, 2006).
In view of these interesting aspects, the use of ultrasound is a technologically advanced
application of oxidation in the treatment of effluents, for accelerating the destruction of
contaminants in the liquid phase (Adewuyi & Appaw, 2002; Appaw & Adewuyi, 2002; Lu &
Weavers, 2002; Hua & Hoffmann, 1997). There are three major regions which should be
considered in relation to the sonochemical processes in aqueous media. The first region is
the inside of cavitation bubbles collapse in the extreme thermodynamic conditions which
are due to the high temperatures and pressures (Mason & Lorimer, 2002; Flint & Suslick,
1991). In this region, fast pyrolysis of volatile solutes occurs. Water molecules undergo
thermal decomposition to produce H atoms and •OH radicals, which are strong and nonselective oxidants of the organic pollutants present in effluents (Makino et al., 1983, Hart &
Henglein, 1985). The second region is the interfacial boundary between the liquid and gas
phases in which the temperature is lower than inside the bubbles, but still high, to cause
thermal decomposition of organic solutes. Possibly, the reactive radicals are mainly located
in this region. The third region is the bulk of the solution (usually at room temperature) in
which several reactions between radicals and organic solutes can occur (Henglein, 1987). In
the liquid phase, a constant concentration of reactive radical species is maintained by
continuous irradiation of the ultrasound. Despite the generation of •OH radicals being the
key of the efficient decomposition of organic materials, the recombination of •OH to
produce H2O2 both in the gas phase of the bubbles or in the liquid phase of the solution, is
the main process that limits the amount of reactive radicals accessible to organic molecules.
This limitation results in a loss of the overall efficiency, since the H2O2 sonochemically
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generated cannot react with the desired organic molecule and thereby decompose it
(Abdelsalam & Birkin, 2002).
In this chapter, theoretical aspects of power ultrasound including the effects on mass
transport and on the cleaning of the electrodes surfaces, experimental considerations about
the ultrasound application to electrochemical experiments and the use of power ultrasound
in electrochemical degradation of pollutants including direct sonoelectrochemistry,
sonoelectrochemistry with Fenton reactions or ozonation and ultrasound in association with
photoelectrocatalysis using different electrode materials, such as boron doped diamond
(BDD), lead, platinum and glassy carbon will be presented and discussed.

2. Experimental considerations
Parameters as the frequency (Hz), the intensity (W) and the ultrasonic power (W cm-2),
determined by calorimetry (Mason et al., 1992), and the sources of ultrasound should be
considered when the power ultrasound is applied to an electrochemical system. Ultrasonic
power is the most important parameter since there is a direct relation with the current value
of the redox process. On the other hand, the frequency, generally from 20 to 800 kHz, does
not strongly affect the current intensity of a redox process. Ultrasonic sources of high
frequency produce a great quantity of hydroxyl radicals in aqueous media in relation to
those with low frequency using the same ultrasonic power. High frequency generally
favours the chemical mechanisms involving radicals (cleavage of substrate ligations or by
water sonolysis). On the other hand, low frequencies are more efficient for mechanical
effects, as gases elimination and the cleaning of the electrodes surfaces.
Concerning the published papers in the literature which explore the introducing of power
ultrasound into an electrochemical cell, the two major sources are ultrasonic baths and
ultrasonic immersion horn probes. The ultrasonic bath (Figure 1A) consists of a number of
fixed frequency (20-100 kHz) transducers below the physical exterior of the bath unit and it
has the capacity to clean surfaces and to help the dissolution of substances (Compton et al.,
1997). The bath is filled with distilled water and the conventional electrochemical cell is
placed into a fixed position (Walton et al., 1995). In this arrangement, the cell is electrically
separated and the sound waves penetrate a glass wall before entering the electrochemical
reactor. This type of source has been used in polymerization reactions (Yildiz, 2002), metal
electrodepositions (Kobayashi et al., 2000; Agullo et al., 1999) and in studies showing the
effect of ultrasound in the sonoelectrochemical response of some compounds (Lorimer et al.,
1996; Walton et al., 2000).
On the other hand, studies with the ultrasonic horn transducer as a tip shape (Figure 1B) are
very frequent. This titanium alloy tip (Ti-6Al-4V) is properly insert in the electrochemical
cell. The instrument which produce ultrasound converts 50/60 Hz at a high frequency of
electric energy, which is transmitted to a piezoelectric transducer, transforming in
mechanical vibrations. These vibrations are intensified by the probes, creating pressure
waves on liquids. This action produces millions of microscopic waves (cavities) that expand
during the negative pressure and implode violentally during the positive pressure. As the
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bubbles implode, millions of shock waves are produced, generating extreme pressures and
temperatures in the implosion sites, with a huge energy liberation. In this way, in front of
the horn tip, the formation of a cavitation bubbles cloud can be observed at at sufficiently
high intensities (Compton et al., 1997) (Figure 2). Alkire and Perusich (1983) and Compton‘
works (West, 2002; Saterlay et al., 1999; Saterlay et al., 2001; Villagrán, 2005) present diverse
configurations for the determination of different analytes, as example, when the working
electrode and the tip are placed in the same or in different compartments in the same
electrochemical cell. Concerning the degradation of pollutants by association of power
ultrasound to electrochemical tecnhiques, many configurations of sonoelectrochemical cells
and/or reactors are available and presented in the published papers, being difficult in this
book chapter to describe all systems.
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Figure 1. (A) Ultrasonic bath containing an electrochemical cell and (B) Sonoelectrochemical cell whose
ultrasound tip is placed in a distance d from the electrode surface (BDD electrode in this case)
(Garbellini et al., 2010).
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The ultrasonic horn has a number of advantages (Compton et al., 1997) over an ultrasonic
bath: (i) the horn can supply higher ultrasound intensities (10-1000 W cm-2). This radiation
directly applied to the electrochemical system can be controled by the amplitude of the tip
vibration; (ii) the distance from the tip to the electrode can be used as a parameter for
controlling the ultrasound radiation in the electrochemical system; (iii) the tip of the horn
can be used as an electrode and (iv) the geometry and the dimensions of the electrochemical
cell has a little effect on the electrode process. However, this transducer has limitations
(Compton et al., 1997) as (i) the erosion of the titanium alloy tip that liberates titanium
particles in the chemical system of interest causing contamination; (ii) difficulty to maintain
the temperature constant during the electrochemical experiment due to the heating effect
resulting from the solution agitation and (iii) the need for bipotentiostatic control of the
titanium horn tip (Marken & Compton, 1996) due to the direct contact of the tip with the
electrochemical system, i.e, the titanium alloy tip present a potential in relation to the
reference electrode. This potentiostatic control can be eliminated by insulating the
transducer from the probe with a Teflon® disk, as demonstrated in Figure 1B.

Figure 2. Ultrasound tip in front of BDD electrode (distance = 5 mm).

Additionally, the experiments with the system of Figure 1B, and also with other
configurantions, can be conduced using alternative geometric arrangements of the tip in
relation to the working electrode, (a) face on geometry (Compton et al., 1994; Compton et al.,
1995a; Compton et al. 1995b; Lee et al., 1995): the ultrasound tip is placed in front of the
working electrode; (b) side on geometry (Eklund et al., 1996): the working electrode is
placed perpendicularly to the ultrasond tip and (c) the ultrasound tip can be used with
working electrode (sonotrode) (Compton et al., 1996b).

3. Effect of ultrasound on mass transport
The transport of fluids in an ultrasonic field occurs by acoustic flows, movement induced by
field and cavitation (Cooper & Coury Jr, 1998). For acoustic flows, the power ultrasound or
certain energy intensity generates a significant flow when the ultrasonic energy is absorbed
by the media. This effect is the result of the acoustic energy conversion into kinetic energy in
the bulk solution. The movement induced by the field occurs when the ultrasound pass
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through a fluid creating a periodic displacement of fluid particles. If an electrode surface is
placed sufficiently close to the ultrasonic transducer, the periodic movement contributes to
the signal current through alternate increase or decrease of the transport of species to the
electrode surface. This process is analogous to what happens in the rotating disk electrode.
As commented, the acoustic cavitation involves the nucleation, growth and collapse of
vapor cavities in a liquid subjected to ultrasound. The violent collapse of these bubbles in
the electrolyte can produce shock waves that contribute to the mass transport (Cooper &
Coury Jr, 1998). If the bubble collapses near the electrode surface, it generates a jet which
improves the fluid transport (Figure 3).
In summary, the improvement of mass transport provided by ultrasound is due to two
transient processes. The bubble collapses at or near the electrode-solution interface with the
formation of high speed flows directed to the electrode surface, besides the movement of the
bubble in or near the electrode diffusion layer. It is interesting to note that the acoustic flows
are largely responsible for the convective flow to the solid-liquid interface. As example,
cyclic voltammograms of the electrochemical process of K4[Fe(CN)6].3H2O were obtained on
BDD electrode in 0.1 mol L-1 KCl in the absence and presence of ultrasound (Figure 4).

Asymmetric Collapse

Microjet

Solid surface
Figure 3. Occurrence of micro-jets when the bubble collapses near the surface (adapted from Banks &
Compton, 2003a).
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The voltammogram of Figure 4 (I) is characteristic of a reversible system (par redox). Figure
4 (II) shows a measure under the same conditions in the presence of ultrasound directed to
the electrode surface of BDD electrode with a distance from the ultrasound probe relative to
the electrode of 10 mm. The current intensity of the sonovoltammogram, in which diffusion
and convection participate of the mass transport, is significantly greater when compared to
the current in voltammogram obtained without the use of ultrasound, in which only the
diffusion contributes to the transport of the material. In addition, the profile of response in
the absence of ultrasound is modified from a typical cyclic voltammogram to a
voltammogram with a sigmoidal shape corresponding to the steady state, and the
magnitude of this current is controlled by convective transport of the electroactive species to
the electrode surface. It is also important to note that sonovoltammogram from 0.3 V is
obtained originally with "noise", which represents cavitation processes occurring in
electrode-solution interface and turbulent microflows provided by ultrasound.
Thus, the increase in mass transport to the electrode surface provided by the ultrasound can
be measured by assuming a reduction of the diffusion layer thickness (δ). The diffusion
layer model enables a description of the mass transport to the interface of the electrode
considering a laminar sublayer near the surface and a concentration gradient approximately
linear through a thin layer adjacent the electrode. The Equation 1 (where n is the number of
electrons transferred, F the Faraday constant, D the diffusion coefficient, A the electrode
area and C is concentration in the bulk solution) describes the transport in an electrode
subjected to ultrasound based on the model of electrode "accessibly" uniform (δ constant
value over the electrode surface), being the electrode larger than the size of δ (Compton et
al., 1997; Banks et al., 2003b).
I lim =

nFDAC bulk
δ

(1)

In sonoelectrochemistry, the analysis of the currents based on the Nernst diffusion layer
model gives additional criteria regarding the mass transport if electroactive species with
different D are compared. The δ value is a function of D, δ(D) = Dx, which exponent can be
considered an indicator of the mass transport process nature (Holt et al., 2001). In addition, δ
depends on the applied power ultrasound and electrode radius (Compton et al., 1996a). The
δ value is considerably smaller for microelectrodes in relation to the electrodes with
conventional dimensions, although, in both cases, δ in the presence of ultrasound is
significantly lower than in the absence of ultrasound (Compton et al., 1995a). It is
noteworthy that electrodes with dimensions on the order of micrometres (between 0.8 and
50.0 µm), known as ultramicroelectrodes, have advantageous properties compared to
conventional electrodes (greater than 50.0 µm). Its dimensions are similar to those of the
diffusion layer, resulting in a high-speed mass transport, due to the spherical shape of the
diffusion layer, which facilitates the study of fast electrochemical reactions under steady
state conditions achieved in a shorter time than with conventional electrodes (Correia et al.,
1995).
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Sonoelectrochemical experiments in which the ultrasound probe is placed in front of the
electrode have show that this one behaves as an hydrodinamic electrode. In such cases, the
processes of diffusion and convection occur simultaneously, contributing to the transport of
electroactive material to the electrode surface (Compton et al., 1997; Banks et al., 2003b). An
example of the mass transport increase can be illustrated in the electrolyses of an
organochlorine pesticide, pentachlorophenol (PCP) on BDD electrode (Figure 5).
A comparison between electrolyses of the PCP at 3.0 V in the absence and presence of
ultrasound on the BDD electrode showed an increase in mass transport promoted by
ultrasound, since sonoelectrolyses (curve 2) showed current intensities 1.5 times higher than
that obtained by silent electrolyses (in the absence of ultrasound) (curve 1), as shown in
Figure 5. In both electrolyses, there was no decay of current due to the occurrence of water
oxidation in this high value of applied potential.
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Figure 5. Electrolyses of the PCP at 3.0 V vs. Ag/AgCl in the absence (1) and presence (2) of ultrasound
for 30 minutes. Conditions: [PCP] = 5.0 × 10–5 mol L–1 in BR buffer 0.1 mol L–1 at pH 5.5 and ultrasound
tip-BDD electrode distance (d) = 7 mm, (Garbellini et al., 2010).

4. Cavitation effects on electrodes surfaces
Acoustic cavitation is the centre for many cleaning operations in laboratories and for in situ
electrode depassivation. The ultrasound, when applied directly to an electrode surface, can
provide a severe degradation of the surface by erosion of the electrode material (Compton et
al., 1994), as well as it induces the activation and enhancement in the performance due to the
electrode cleaning (Compton et al., 1994; Zhang & Coury Jr, 1993).
The beneficial effect of electrode cleaning is widely used for analysis of metals or organic
compounds in complex matrices. The organic compounds and/or samples constituents have
usually strong interactions with the surface of solid electrodes (adsorption process) thus
hindering their use in analytical determinations. Moreover, numerous problems associated
with the direct determination of these compounds in real and complex samples are
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encountered. For example, the presence of fats, proteins and carbohydrates in food matrices,
lead to electrode fouling due to adsorption of these species and it can also reduce the
sensibility of the detection methods. In this sense, power ultrasound has been employed to
overcome such electrode fouling problem (passivation) due to the ultrasound ability for
cleaning the surface electrode (Saterlay et al., 2001), allowing sensitive electroanalysis of
some analytes to be carried out in a range of hostile media including eggs (Davis &
Compton, 2000), blood (Kruusma, et al. 2004a), wine (Akkermans et al., 1998), among others
(Hardcastle & Compton, 2001; Kruusma, 2004b). Recently, the direct determination of
methylparathion in potato and corn extracts and its degradation product 4-nitrophenol in
lemon and orange juices was performed by ultrasound-assisted square wave voltammetry
using diamond electrodes (Garbellini et al., 2009). The sonovoltammetric results for both
analytes in pure water and in complex food samples showed greater sensitivity and
precision and much lower limits of detection and quantification than the silent
measurements.
Evaluations of the changes in various types of electrode surfaces after ultrasound
application should be performed by ex situ and in situ methods available for the
investigation of surface properties, such as, atomic force microscopy (Compton et al. 1997).
Studies performed by Compton´s group (Compton et al., 1994), showed that platinum and
aluminium electrodes were degraded after some minutes of ultrasound exposure. In
materials like glassy carbon (Zhang & Coury Jr, 1993; Marken et al., 1996), no damage was
detected after 30 minutes of ultrasound applied. On the other hand, this time of ultrasound
application on gold electrodes (Marken et al., 1996) cause a significant rugosity.
Nevertheless, these materials can be used for sonoelectrochemical experiments, since the
damages depend on, for example, the intensity of the power ultrasound and the distance
between the electrode and ultrasound tip. A viable alternative for these materials is the
diamond, due to their extreme hardness and corrosion resistance. BDD electrode, since over
violent conditions, has not presented indications of erosion or surface damage (Compton et
al., 1998; Goeting et al., 1999).
As discussed, the cavitation process produces active radicals, e.g, hydroxyl, strong oxidizing
agents which undoubtedly contribute to increase the degradation levels of pollutants. In the
next section of the chapter, some works will be presented.

5. Ultrasound in electrochemical degradation of pollutants
Residues of toxic organic compounds in environment certainly cause problems to human
health, degradation of natural resources, leading to biological and ecological imbalances,
including the contamination of groundwater and aquifers, damage to microorganisms in
aquatic and soil and reduce the productivity of marine plants and corals. Therefore, the
development of methodologies for the degradation of these compounds and the metabolites
is increasingly necessary. Concerning the technologies for this purpose, in this topic, power
ultrasound in electrochemical degradation of pollutants will be discussed including direct
sonoelectrochemistry, sonoelectrochemistry with Fenton reactions and with ozonation and
ultrasound in association with photoelectrocatalysis using different electrode materials.
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5.1. Direct sonoelectrochemical degradation
As aforementioned discussed, the association of power ultrasound with electrochemical
techniques can be a powerful tool for degradation of pollutants, since the ultrasound is
responsible for the increase of mass transport, activation of electrodes surfaces and
generation of active hydroxyl radicals due to the water sonolysis. Some works considering
the use of sonoelectrochemistry for pollutants degradation are discussed in this section and
the type of pollutant and applied techniques are collected in Table 1.
Pollutant
Sandolan Yellow dye
2,4-dihydroxybenzoic acid
N,N-dimethyl-pnitrosoaniline
Perchloroethylene
P-substituted phenols
Pentachlorophenol
Trichloroacetic acid
Reactive blue 19 dye
Diuron

Methodology
Sonoelectrolyses in
galvanostatic mode
Sonoelectrolyses in
potentiostatic and
galvanostatic modes
Sonoelectrolyses in
galvanostatic mode
Sonoelectrolyses in
galvanostatic mode
Sonoelectrolyses in
galvanostatic mode
Sonoelectrolyses in
potentiostatic mode
Sonoelectrolyses in
galvanostatic mode
Sonoelectrochemistry
Sonoelectrolyses in
galvanostatic mode

Reference
Lorimer et al., 2000
Lima-Leite et al., 2002
Holt et al., 2003
Sáez et al., 2010
Zhu et al., 2010
Garbellini et al., 2010
Esclapez et al., 2010
Siddique et al., 2011
Bringas et al., 2011

Table 1. Some published papers concerning the direct sonoelectrochemical degradation of pollutants.

Lorimer et al. (2000) applied procedures as sonolysis, electrolysis and sonoelectrolysis to
degraded solutions of the acidic dye, Sandolan Yellow, using platinum electrodes and
sodium chloride as supporting electrolyte. The process involves the liberation of chlorine at
the anode and hydroxide ion at the cathode, resulting in the in situ generation of the
hypochlorite ion (equations 2-4), which is a powerful oxidant. The electro-oxidation of
Sandolan Yellow process is significantly improved by the use of ultrasound in conjunction
with electrolysis, and an optimum acoustic ultrasonic power was observed when using a
source at a frequency of 20 kHz.
Anode: 2Cl- → Cl2 + 2e

(2)

Cathode: 2e + 2H2O → 2OH- + H2

(3)

Overall reaction: 2OH- + Cl2 → Cl- + OCl- + H2O

(4)
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Lima Leite et al. (2002) investigated the electroxidation of the 2,4-dihydroxybenzoic acid
(2,4-DHBA) by potentiostatic and galvanostatic electrolyses on platinum electrode with the
ultrasound at two frequencies (20 e 500 kHz). Potentiostatic sonoelectrooxidation of 2,4DHBA was carried out at three different potentials (1.2; 1.5 and 2.0 V), according to the rate
of dioxygen production. Under 20 kHz ultrasound irradiation alone, 2,4-DHBA is almost
unaffected. Degradation rate increases with the applied electrode potential. Improvement in
2,4-DHBA electrodegradation by low-frequency ultrasound proved to be more marked than
in the case of high-frequency ultrasound, certainly due to mechanical effects. Variation in
the electrolysis current during the process shows that 2,4-DHBA electrooxidation under
low-frequency ultrasound irradiation can be carried out at a greater current density than in
the case of electrooxidation alone. Current drops are also reduced in the presence of an
acoustic field. As previously mentioned, it can be explained by the elimination of the
passivating polymer film formed at the electrode surface: the electrode active surface area
increases and the intensity, which is directly proportional to it, increases too. The
improvement in the mass transfer and the more rapid desorption of the reaction products
are also responsible for the lower current drops.
After the study of potentiostatic sonoelectrolysis parameters, the galvanostatic operation
was investigated since it is most widely used on an industrial scale. Key parameters such as
current density, initial pollutant concentration and ultrasonic power were studied. For a 300
mg l−1 initial concentration and a 300 A m−2 current density, the TOC decrease was 47% after
passing an electricity amount of 1.5 A h at low frequency and only 32% after passing 3.5 A h
at high-frequency sonoelectrooxidation or electrooxidation. At low frequency, 2,4-DHBA
degradation is accelerated and final TOC is lower: cavitation phenomena ensure the
cleaning of the electrode surface thus increasing the active electrode surface. Observed byproducts of sonoelectrodegradation are the same as for electrooxidation alone, including the
following: 2,3,4- and 2,4,5-trihydroxybenzoic acids (THBA), maleic acid, glyoxylic acid and
oxalic acid. Fewer intermediate aromatic compounds are formed at low-frequency
irradiation. Moreover, the faradaic yield increases under low-frequency sonication, showing
a more efficient use of electrochemical energy. Nevertheless, the overall energy
consumption remains high (˃200 kW kg−1).
Additionally, power ultrasound in association with electrolyses for degradation of phenols
and phthalic acid (Zhao et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2009), N,N-dimethyl-p-nitrosoaniline (Holt
et al., 2003) and reactive dye Procion Blue (Foord et al., 2001) have also been reported. A
preliminary study of the 20 kHz sonoelectrochemical degradation of perchloroethylene in
0.05 mol L-1 aqueous sodium sulfate has been carried out by Sáez et al. (2010) using
controlled current density degradation sonoelectrolyses in batch mode. PCE sonoelectrolysis
experiments were performed at different ultrasound intensities of 1.84, 3.39, 5.09, 6.36 and
7.64 W cm−2, with T=20◦C, 362 µM, and the value of the working current density fixed at 3.5
mA cm−2. An analysis for all ultrasound intensities, all of these volatile compounds: PCE,
trichloroethylene (TCE) and dichloroethylene (DCE), chloride and chlorate anions were
totally degraded in the first 2.5 h of the process, in contrast to the electrochemical route, for
which, steady state remaining concentrations of TCE and DCE (higher than 10% of the initial
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concentration of PCE for each one) were routinely detected even after 5 h of treatment. The
main contribution of the ultrasound field presence during the ECT (electrochemical
treatment) is not only the total degradation of the main volatile compounds (PCE, TCE and
DCE), but also the decrease of the effective reaction time. The energetic consumption with
sonoelectrochemical treatment is lower than that presented by sonochemical treatment, due
to the fact that the treatment time is significantly reduced.
The effects of low-frequency (40 kHz) ultrasound on the electrochemical oxidation of psubstituted phenols (p-nitrophenol, p-hydroxybenzaldehyde, phenol, p-cresol, and pmethoxyphenol) at BDD and PbO2 anodes were evaluated by Zhu et al. (2010). The oxidation
was performed at constant current density (20mA cm−2) and room temperature (25◦C) using
sodium sulphate as supporting electrolyte. At the BDD anode, the % increase values were in
the range 73–83% for p-substituted phenol disappearance and in the range 60–70% for
chemical oxygen demand removal. However, at the PbO2 anode, the corresponding % increase
values were in the range 50–70% for disappearance of p-substituted phenols and only 5–25%
for chemical oxygen removal, much lower values than obtained at the BDD anode. The
hydroxyl radicals were mainly free at the BDD electrodes with a larger reaction zone, but
adsorbed at the PbO2 electrodes with a smaller reaction zone. Therefore, the enhancement due
to ultrasound was greater at the BDD anode than at the PbO2 anode.
In our work (Garbellini et al., 2010), the beneficial effects of the ultrasound (fixed frequency
of 20 kHz in a maximum power of 14 W) were evaluated in association with potentiostatic
electrolyses for the degradation of pentachlorophenol at 3.0 V vs. Ag/AgCl, using a BDD
electrode during 270 minutes using a Britton-Robinson (BR) 0.1 mol L–1 buffer solution as
electrolyte. The sonoelectrochemical cell used for this work is presented in Figure 1B.
Different decay levels of the PCP spectrum bands in 220, 251 and 321 nm, respectively, were
observed after application of ultrasound without electrochemical process (18.1, 17.7 and 19.8
%), silent electrolyses (29.3, 71.6 and 70.8 %), pulsed sonoelectrolysis (31.0, 75.1 and 76.3%)
and sonoelectrolyses (39.2, 80.0 and 82.6 %). Specifically, the pulsed sonoelectrolysis
involved a combination of electrolysis in the presence (30 min) and absence (5 min) of
ultrasound. This process was carried out purposely without cleaning/reactivation of the
diamond electrode surface. The effects of the electrode surface activation provided by
ultrasound and simultaneous generation of hydroxyl radicals by both radiation and
polarized BDD surface contributed to higher levels of degradation of the pesticide in
comparison to the values obtained for the silent electrolyses.
The sonoelectrochemical treatment of aqueous solutions of trichloroacetic acid (TCAA) has
been scaled up from the voltammetric analysis to pre-pilot stage, as it has been reported by
Esclapez et al. (2010). All the bulk electrolyses in batch mode were carried out using a homemade galvanostat (120 mA) using a titanium disk as working electrode. Sonoelectrolyses at
batch scale (carried out with a horn-transducer 24 kHz positioned at about 3 cm from the
electrode surface) achieved little improvement in the degradation. However, when a
specifically designed sonoelectrochemical reactor (not optimized) was used during the
scale-up, the presence of ultrasound field provided better results (fractional conversion 97%,
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degradation efficiency 26% and current efficiency 8%) at lower ultrasonic intensities and
volumetric flow.
Recently, Siddique et al. (2011) reported the decomposition of un-hydrolyzed and
hydrolyzed forms of reactive blue (RB) 19 dye by ultrasound assisted electrochemical
process using lead oxide as working electrode. The experiments were conducted at various
pH values in the range of 3–9 and various ultrasonic frequencies (20–80 kHz) using 50 mg L1 dye concentration for 120 min. The results showed that almost complete 90% color removal
and a maximum of 56% TOC removal for 50 mg L-1 dye concentration of un-hydrolyzed RB
19 dye was achieved at an ultrasonic frequency of 80 kHz, pH of 8 after 120 min. In case of
hydrolyzed dye, the TOC reduction observed was 81%. The sonoelectrolysis for dye
decomposition and decolorization proved to be more effective and the energy consumption
reduced to half as compared with the electrolysis/sonochemical decomposition.
Macounova et al. (1998) and Bringas et al. (2011) investigated the effects of power
ultrasound in the electrochemical oxidation of the herbicide diuron using the glassy carbon
and BDD electrodes, respectively. In Macounova’s work, the ultrasound was just used to
avoid a total blockage of the electrode surface by a passivating lm. A mechanism involving
dimmers formation was reported; however, no information about degradation rates of
herbicide was mentioned. Bringas’s work reports the degradation and mineralization of
diuron at a BDD anode enhanced by low frequency (20 kHz) ultrasound. Under the
operation conditions, 60 mA cm−2, pH = 12, T = 10 ◦C and 8 h of experimental running,
results demonstrated improvements on the mineralization kinetics of diuron closely to 43%
when ultrasound was coupled to the electrochemical treatment. In addition, the results
showed that alkaline pH favours the mineralization rate obtaining reductions of the total
organic carbon higher than the 92% after 6 h of degradation at a constant current density of
60 mA cm−2 using sodium sulphate as supporting electrolyte.

5.2. Sonoelectrochemical degradation in association with different methods
The application of the sonoelectrochemical processes associated to other methods for the
oxidation of organic compounds has been developed as a powerful tool to treatment of
effluents. This way, the Fenton reaction (equation 5) (Brillas et al., 2009) is well known in the
degradation of organic material by extra generation of hydroxyl radicals.
Fe2+ + H2O2 → Fe3+ + OH- + •OH

(5)

Hydrogen peroxide generated through cavitation action (ultrasound) or electrochemical
reduction of molecular oxygen is not highly active towards the destruction of an organic
species. Fenton’s reagent system can be applied to circumvent this problem what enabled
the maximum amount of free radicals (specifically hydroxyl radicals) to be generated. This
was achieved by the addition of Fe2+ to the solution that is known to catalyse the destruction
of organic material through the generation of extra hydroxyl radicals, according to a
Fenton’s type mechanism (Brillas et al., 2009). Some works are discussed here and the kind
of pollutant and techniques are collected in Table 2.
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Pollutant
Meldola blue dye
2,4-dichloro-phenoxyacetic
acid and 2,4-dichlorophenol
1,3-dinitrobenzene and 2,4dinitrotoluene
Methyl orange dye
2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid, 4,6dinitro-o-cresol and
azobenzene dye
Azure B dye

Methodology
Sonoelectro-Fenton

Reference
Abdelsalam et al., 2002

Sonoelectro-Fenton

Yasman et al., 2004

Sonoelectrochemistry with
ozonation
Sonophotoelectrocatalysis

Abramov et al., 2006
Zhang et al., 2008

Sonoelectro-Fenton

Oturan et al., 2008

Sonoelectro-Fenton

Martinez et al., 2012

Table 2. Some published papers concerning the sonoelectrochemical degradation in association with
different methods of pollutants.

Abdelsalam et al. (2002) reported the degradation of an organic dye molecule (specifically
meldola blue, MDB) under the influence of power ultrasound in combination with
electrochemically-generated hydrogen peroxide. A novel flow system was employed to
measure the degradation as a function of time while minimizing the disturbance to the
acoustics of the sonoelectrochemical reactor employed. The sonoelectrochemical reactor
contained a 100 cm3 solution consisting of 0.1 mmol dm-3 MDB, 50 mmol dm-3 Na2SO4, 10
mmol dm-3 H2SO4 , 0.5 mmol dm-3 FeSO4 sonicated at 124 kHz. A constant potential of -0.7 V
vs. Ag was applied to the reticulated vitreous carbon electrode (RVC). The degradation of a
model dye species has been shown to be significantly enhanced by both the presence of Fe2+,
electrochemically generated hydrogen peroxide and the presence of ultrasound. Prolonged
exposure of the solution to the degradation conditions resulted in a 60.7% reduction in the
chemical oxygen demand after 100 min. The constant rate for the complete destruction of
MDB, determined by chemical oxygen demand, was found to be significantly slower at
(10.2±2.6) x 10-3 min-1.
Yasman et al. (2004) presented a method for detoxification of hydrophilic chloroorganic
pollutants, 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D) and its derivative 2,4-dichlorophenol (2,4DCP), in effluent water using a combination of ultrasound waves, electrochemistry and
Fenton’s reagent. Both cathode and anode were made of nickel foil and the support
electrolyte was Na2SO4 (0.5 g L-1). Sonoelectroxidation was carried out in the galvanostatic
mode at current intensities not exceeding 100 mA and the sonication was achieved at low
frequencies (20 kHz). The application of the sonoelectrochemical Fenton process (SEF) using
a current density of 100 mA resulted in a practically completed degradation of the 1.2 mmol
L-1 2,4-D solution in 600 s, also an considerable oxidation of 2,4-DCP. The efficiency of the
SEF process was much higher than the other conventional degradation methods and the
required times for the complete degradation were considerably shorter.
Oturan et al. (2008) also reported the use of sonoelectro-Fenton process for the degradation
of organic pollutants in aqueous medium, such as herbicides 4,6-dinitro-o-cresol (DNOC)
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and 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D) and the azobenzene (AB) dye. A cylindrical Pt
mesh used as anode was centered in the electrolytic cell and surrounded by the carbon-felt
cathode. Aqueous solutions of 250 ml were prepared for each individual pollutant,
containing 1 mM 2,4-D, 0.5 mM DNOC or 0.025 mM AB, with 0.05 M Na2SO4 as background
electrolyte and 0.1 mM Fe3+ as catalyst at pH 3.0 adjusted with H2SO4 to be comparatively
treated by EF process under galvanostatic conditions at 200 mA. The same experimental
conditions mentioned above were used to study sono-EF process, but coupling with
ultrasound irradiation at low (28 kHz) or high (460 kHz) frequencies provided by a ceramic
piezoelectric transducer. The SEF process allowed the obtainment of a higher degradation
rate than that provided by the two techniques separately for 2,4-D and DNOC. Similar
results have been obtained at low and high frequency, what suggests that the main
contribution to the oxidation process arises from Fenton’s reaction, not from the effects of
sonication on organics. In contrast, the output power greatly influences the sono-EF process
performance, being 20W the optimum power because higher values hamper the dissolved
O2 concentration and, consequently, affects the cathodic H2O2 electrogeneration required for
Fenton’s reaction. On the other hand, readily oxidizable compounds such as AB, which
undergoes the easy cleavage of azo bond by ultrasounds, are so quickly destroyed by EF
process alone that ultrasound irradiation is unable to improve the treatment.
Martinez et al. (2012) recently presented the degradation of azure B dye (C15H16ClN3S; AB)
by Fenton, sonolysis and sono-electroFenton processes employing ultrasound at 23 kHz and
the electrogeneration of H2O2 at the reticulated vitreous carbon electrode. The best oxidative
degradation of AB by Fenton reaction was obtained at pH between 2.6 and 3.0 using 0.8 x 103 mol L-1 Fe2+ and 2.4 x 10-3 mol L-1 H2O2. The oxidative degradation of AB followed apparent
first order kinetics, where the rate constants decreased in the following order: sonoelectroFenton > Fenton > sonolysis. The rate constant for AB degradation by sonoelectroFenton is 10-fold that of sonolysis and 2-fold the one obtained by Fenton under silent
conditions. The chemical oxygen demand was abated 68% and 85% by Fenton and sonoelectroFenton, respectively, achieving AB concentration removal over 90% with both
processes. This way, the sono-EF process offers optimistic perspectives regarding the
development of more efficient sonoelectrochemical treatment processes for organic
compounds.
On the other hand, there are other methods associated to sonoelectrochemical processes,
such as those in the presence of ozone and in conjuction with photoelectrocatalysis.
The molecular ozone in aqueous solutions is one of the most active oxidizing agents.
Interaction of ozone with an electron donor, D, or by reduction at a cathode, leads to the
formation of the O-3 ion (Abramov et al., 2006):
O3 + e- (D) → O3- (+D+)

(6)

The O3- ion is a stronger oxidant than molecular ozone, and in acid media it rapidly
undergoes reaction with the formation of the O-• anion–radical and oxygen:
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O-3 → O-• + 1O2

(7)

Alternatively, it can interact with water, giving oxygen, hydroxyl ion and radical •OH:
O3- + H2O → HO• + 1O2 + HO-

(8)

Thus the cathodic reduction of ozone yields highly active oxidizing agents. Abramov et al.
(2006) reported a method for the destruction of 1,3-dinitrobenzene and 2,4-dinitrotoluene in
aqueous solutions using sonoelectrochemistry treatment with ozone addition. A titanium
ultrasonic horn radiator was used as a cathode (sonotrode) and the intensity used in all
sonochemical experiments was 5 W cm-2. 100 cm3 of 1% acetic acid solution containing DNB,
and DNT at concentrations of 100 mg dm-3 were introduced into the cathode compartment.
The compounds have shown to be stable to reaction with ozone, even under ultrasonic
activation. The use of ultrasound enhances the rate of electrochemical reduction but the
overall rate of reaction is still slow. However, the simultaneous application of ultrasound
and ozonation to the electrochemical reaction allows virtually complete destruction of the
compounds in short times. The effect is attributed to the ultrasonic enhancement of the
electrochemical process giving intermediates that are susceptible to ozone oxidation.
Among methods that can be associated with power ultrasound in order to destruct organic
compounds is the photocatalysis using TiO2 as photocatalyst. However, the low
photocatalytic efficiency limited the application of this technology in degradation
treatments. Ultrasonic-assisted photocatalysis can enhance the photocatalytic efficiency
(Bejarano-Perez et al., 2007). Zhang et al. (2008) used hybrid processes involving both
electro-assisted and ultrasonic assisted ways to enhance the photocatalytic efficiency,
sonophotoelectrocatalysis (SPEC), to investigate the degradation of azo dye methyl
orange (MeO) in aqueous solution using TiO2 nanotubes. Different power of ultrasound
(from 60 to 150 W) and different dye concentrations (from 1 x 10-5 to 2 x 10-4 mol L-1) for a
total period of 60 minutes were applied in the experiments. The results showed that the
hybrid processes could efficiently enhance the degradation efficiency of MeO, and
followed pseudo-first-order kinetics. Thus the constants rate of decolorization of MeO
were 0.0732 min-1 for SPEC process; 0.0523 min-1 for photoelectrocatalysis process, 0.0073
min-1 for sonophotocatalysis process and 0.0035 min-1 for photocatalysis process. The
constants rate values indicated that there was synergistic effect in the ultrasonic, electroassisted and photocatalytic processes.

6. Conclusion
Ultrasound combined with electrochemical process and Fenton reactions is a promising
method for the degradation of some toxic organic compounds and treatment of wastewater.
The beneficial effects of the power ultrasound use, e.g, cleaning/activation of the electrodes
surfaces, enhancement of the mass transport and generation of hydroxyl radicals by water
sonolysis contributed to higher levels of pollutants degradation in comparison to the values
obtained for the silent electrolyses.
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The main drawback of ultrasound is its energetic cost. However, the ultrasonic intensity
series has shown that it is not necessary to use very high ultrasound power. Therefore,
working at low power ultrasound and with different strategies (pulsed ultrasound) should
be planned in order to overcome this drawback and provide economically viable treatments.
This way, an optimized sonoelectrochemical reactor design is mandatory. Specifically for
the case of pulsed sonoelectrolysis, the absence of reactivation and/or cleaning of the
electrode surface could allow future automation of the process for industrial applications for
long periods of time.
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1. Introduction
World has entered into a new era where sustainability is the main factor to encounter the
challenges of depletion of our reserves and environmental upsets. Wastewater is not only
one of the main causes of irreversible damages to the environmental balances but also
contributing to the depletion of fresh water reserves at this planet, generating threats to the
next generation. A lot of industrial processes are conducted at the expense of plenty of fresh
water which is exhausted as a wastewater, and need to be treated properly to reduce or
eradicate the pollutants and achieve the purity level for its reutilization in the industrial
process to promote sustainability. A number of wastewater treatment methods are
prevailing associated with subsequent advantages and disadvantages. Most commonly
wastewater treatments involve biological treatment[1], chemical treatment [2] and
Electrocoagulation [3]. Biological and chemical treatments of wastewater are usually
associated with the production of green house gases and activated sludge along with some
other limitations regarding required area and removal of residual chemicals respectively.
On the other hand, Electrocoagulation is an extremely effective wastewater treatment
system, removing pollutants and producing hydrogen gas simultaneously as revenue to
compensate the operational cost[3]. Electrocoagulation has been documented positively to
treat the wastewater from steam cleaners, pressure washers, textile manufacturing, metal
platers, meat and poultry processors, commercial laundry, mining operations, municipal
sewage system plants and palm oil industrial effluents.
Around the world, 45 million metric tons of palm oil has been produced in 2009 [5].
Approximately 0.65 tons of raw palm oil mill effluent (POME) is produced for every ton of
processed fresh fruit bunches (FFB). A large quantity of water is necessary to process the
palm fruit for oil production [6]. Furthermore, POME contributes 83% of the industrial
organic pollution load in Malaysia (Vigneswaran et al, 1999).The POME is rich in organic
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carbon with a chemical oxygen demand (COD) higher than 40 g/L and nitrogen content
around 0.2 to 0.5 g/L as ammonia nitrogen and total nitrogen. POME can also be described
as a colloidal suspension of 95–96% water, 0.6–0.7% oil and 4–5% total solids including 2–4%
suspended solids [7]. Conventionally, POME is usually treated with open lagoon technology
by subjecting it to anaerobic treatment in open pond system to reduce the COD & BOD, this
pretreatment method is associated with the risks of production of green house gases i.e.
methane as a pollutant to the environment [8]. Usually the existing conventional methods
for the pretreatment of POME are expensive or taking long retention time and require a vast
pond area.
Parameter
Oil and grease
Biochemical oxygen
demand
Chemical
oxygen
demand
Total solid
Suspended solids
Total volatile solids
Total Nitrogen
Ammonicals
nitrogen

Concentration (mg/L)

Element

4000–6000

Potassium

Concentration
(mg/L)
2,270

25,000

Magnesium

615

50,000

Calcium

439

40,500
18,000
34,000
750

Phosphorus
Iron
Boron
Zinc

180
46.5
7.6
2.3

35

Manganese

2.0

Copper

0.89

Table 1. Characteristics of palm oil mill effluent [4]

This chapter emphasizes on the use of Electrocoagulation technique as a tool to promote the
trends of sustainability in the existing industrialized world. Electrocoagulation technology
was used successfully to pre-treat the Palm oil mill effluent (POME) as an electrolyte for the
removal of polluting factors as a result of coagulation and precipitation of suspended solids
followed by sedimentation under gravity. Aluminium and iron electrodes were used as
sacrificing anodes to be used up in electrolytic oxidation for the production of Al(OH)3XH2O
and Fe(OH)3XH2O respectively in different batch experiments. This study was also partially
focused to compare the effectiveness of Aluminium (Al) and Iron (Fe) as electrodes to
reduce the polluting nature of Palm Oil Mill Effluent (POME) and simultaneous hydrogen
production during Electrocoagulation (EC). The metal (anode) based coagulants were found
enough efficient to reduce the chemical oxygen demand (COD) and turbidity of POME. The
remarkable pollutants removal was also associated with the hydrogen production as
revenue to contribute the operational cost of wastewater treatment. Hydrogen production
was also found helpful to remove the lighter suspended solids towards surface. The
electrical inputs and findings were subjected to determine the Energy Efficiencies of POME
treatment in comparison with water to highlight the associated advantages with EC of
POME. This chapter is encompassing a detailed study of the related topics in general linked
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with experimental findings. Experimental findings have also been discussed in depth with
reference to the published articles by other researchers. Concepts and mechanisms of
coagulation and Electrocoagulation have been elaborated covering the maximum
applications and gains in the industrial sector in context with the literature. Chemical
composition of the wastewater and associated risks to the environment and health has been
included for the better understanding of the readers. A précised approach was used to make
the methodology reproducible and effective by supporting it with diagrammatic
representation of the experimental set up. Process description is made conceivable and
discussed in context to the general information in the literature. A separate discussion is
made to understand the advantageous hydrogen production in addition to the removal of
contaminants from the wastewater. Mathematical derivations and graphic representations
are frequently used to represent the Energy Efficiency of the Electrocoagulation of the
wastewater in comparison with the tap water at different pH. This chapter is presenting a
real image of conceptual Electrocoagulation in the light of experimental verification in
relation to previous studies.
Hydrogen is considered as an energy carrier like electricity and produces no green house
gas or carbon dioxide when burnt in the presence of oxygen in related appliances including
fuel cell or combustion engines. Hydrogen can be produced from different feedstock using a
variety of techniques. Hydrogen is currently produced in large quantities from natural gas.
Although, it is the cheapest way at present to produce hydrogen but the presence of carbon
in methane is contributing to increase the global warming. A challenging problem in
establishing H2 as a source of energy for the future is to establish the procedures to produce
hydrogen in abundance without creating any environmental threats. This chapter will
emphasize on the treatment of wastewater and simultaneous hydrogen production using
Electrocoagulation.

2. Technology description
2.1. Mechanism of coagulation and electrocoagulation
Industrial wastewater is in possession of impurities including colloidal particles and
dissolved organic substances. The finely dispersed colloids or suspended solids are usually
repelled by their outer layer of negative electrical charges and maintain the colloidal nature
until treated by flocculants/coagulants for their removal. The process of flocculation and
coagulation can be defined as “the ionic bridging between the finely divided particles to
make flocs followed by their grouping into larger aggregates to be settled under gravity”.
The terms; flocculation and coagulation can separately be restricted to the preparation of
flocs and grouping of flocs into aggregates respectively. The mechanism involved is the
neutralization of the charges on the suspended solids or compression of the double layer of
charges on the suspended solids. Overdose of coagulants may reverse the charge at the
outer layer of the colloidal particles to re-stabilize them in a reverse mode. The wastewater
treatment and down streaming of industrial fluids can be performed by using a number of
flocculating/coagulating agents based on chemical salts and organic polymers.
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Figure 1. Gradual decrease in COD & turbidity during Electrocoagulation

A wide variety of chemicals and organic compounds have been recognized as efficient
agents to remove the suspended solids from the wastewater. Wastewater is a very general
term and can be designated to any water after being utilized by the human activities. A
range of industrial processes are involved to exhaust a variety of effluents with different
nature of pollutants. The treatment by the chemicals as well as organic molecules depends
on the nature of pollutants and pH conditions. Because of the different nature of pollutants,
no specific strategy can be recognized as versatile treatment to all types of wastewaters.
Organic polymers are considerably preferred as coagulating/flocculating agents because of
their biodegradable nature as compared to the chemicals causing to produce activated
sludge. Coagulation is in routine practice for the treatment of drinking water[9], wastewater
and industrial effluents [10].
Treatment of water using electricity was first proposed in UK in 1889 [11]. The application of
electrolysis in mineral beneficiation was patented by Elmore in 1904 [11].
Electrocoagulation, precipitation of ions (heavy metals) and colloids (organic and inorganic)
using electricity has been known as an ideal technology to upgrade water quality for a long
time and successfully applied to a wide range of pollutants in even wider range of reactor
designs [12-14]. Electrocoagulation is the technique to create conglomerates of the
suspended, dissolved or emulsified particles in aqueous medium using electrical current
causing production of metal ions at the expense of sacrificing electrodes and hydroxyl ions
as a result of water splitting. Metal hydroxides are produced as a result of EC and acts as
coagulant/flocculant for the suspended solids to convert them into flocs of enough density
to be sediment under gravity. The electrical current provides the electromotive force to drive
the chemical reactions to produce metal hydroxides.
Following reactions are carried out at different electrodes:
Anode:

Alkaline condition:

 ݈ܣെ ͵݁ ՜  ݈ܣଷା
݈ܣଷା  ͵ܱ ି ܪ՜ ݈ܣሺܱܪሻଷ
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Acidic condition:
 ݈ܣଷା  ͵ܪଶ ܱ ՜ ݈ܣሺܱܪሻଷ  ͵ܪା
ʹܪଶ ܱ െ Ͷ݁ ՜ ܱଶ  Ͷܪା

Cathode:

ʹܪଶ ܱ  ʹ݁ ՜ ܪଶ  ʹܱି ܪ

Dissociation of water by EC generate hydroxide ions which are known as one of the most
reactive aqueous radical specie and this radical has the ability to oxidize organic compounds
because of its high affinity value of 136 kcal [15]. The generated hydroxides or
polyhydroxides have strong attractions towards dispersed particles as well as counter ions
to cause coagulation. The gases evolved at the electrodes are also helpful to remove the
suspended solids in upward direction [16].
A number of electrochemical reactions are involved within the electrocoagulation reactor.
Reduction of metal anodes is responsible to produce hydroxide complexes causing
flocculation of suspended solids into stable agglomerates. Production of oxygen and
hydrogen as a result of electrolytic dissociation of water molecules cause emulsified oil
droplets to be freed from water molecules making a separate layer on the surface. The same
mechanism is involved in case of dyes, inks and other type of emulsions. In the presence of
chlorine, metal ions can make chlorides which are also helpful in flocculation/coagulation of
the wastewater. The production of oxygen in the electrocoagulation chamber can oxidize or
bleach the chemicals like dyes.

System components and functions
An Electrocoagulation reactor consists of anode and cathode like a battery cell, metal plates
of specific dimensions are used as electrodes and supplied with adequate direct current
using power supply. The metal plates known as sacrificial electrodes are usually connected
in parallel connection with a specified inter electrode distance (1.5-3.5cm) and supplied
electric current is distributed on all the electrodes depending on the resistance of the
individual electrodes. Distance of the electrodes has a direct relationship with the
consumption of electricity. An electrode is an electrical conductor used to make contact with
a nonmetallic part of a circuit. In case of EC, electrodes are known to be sacrificed for the
release of metal ions at the anode, and cathode is responsible to produce hydroxyl ions.
Metallic electrodes sacrificed to produce ions in the water which ultimately neutralized the
charges of suspended particles leading to coagulation. The released ions remove suspended
solids by precipitation or flotation. Water molecules are usually in bonding with colloidal
particles, oils, or other contaminants in the wastewater leading to stable suspension, EC
caused ionization of the water molecules adhering the contaminants to convert them into
insoluble moieties to be sediment under gravity or float depending on density.
Experimental data to be presented in this chapter was generated by using the reactor with
essential components as below:
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Electrocoagulation cell was operated using rectifier, power supply with working range of
electric current and voltage 0-60 amp and 0-15 volts respectively, ampere meter with digital
working range 0-20 ampere and voltmeter with digital working range of 0-300 volt DC.
Electrocoagulation was performed at different voltage (2, 3 and 4 volts). A reactor containing
volume 20 liters of POME or water was used to conduct EC experiments (Fig. 1). The twelve
aluminum plates were connected to a low voltage power supply. Six alternate plates were
connected to the positive pole and the other six were connected to negative pole of the battery,
thus acting as anode and cathode respectively. The weight of the plates was measured before
and after the electrocoagulation. Aluminium plates were cut from commercial grade sheet
(95%-99%) of 3 mm thickness as anode and cathode. POME samples were collected from Sri
Ulu Langat Palm Oil Mill with COD, turbidity and pH around 50,000 mg/L, 2800 NTU and 4
respectively. Water samples were collected from usual tap water in the laboratory, the pH of
tap water was 6 to 8.5. The pH of the water was adjusted to pH 4 by using 1N HCl.

2.2. Applications for different wastes
Coagulation and precipitation of contaminants can be induced by electrocoagulation
technology and addition of coagulation-inducing chemicals. As a result of EC, the liberated
hydrogen also took part to remove the lighter suspended solids in upward direction.
Electrocoagulation has been employed in treating wastewaters from textile, catering,
petroleum, tar sand, and oil shale. It is also used to treat the carpet wastewater, municipal
sewage, chemical fiber wastewater, oil–water emulsion, oily wastewater clay suspension,
nitrite, and dye stuff from wastewater.
Treatment of wastewater by EC has been practiced from pulp and paper industries[17],
vegetable oil industries[18], textile industries [19-20], mining and metal-processing
industries[21-22]. In addition, EC has been applied to treat water containing food waste, oily
wastes, waste dyes, domestic wastewater etc. Copper reduction, coagulation and separation
were also found by a direct current electrolytic process followed by sedimentation of the flocs
by using EC [11]. This chapter is encompassing the details of Electrocoagulation of industrial
effluent for the pretreatment and hydrogen production as an advantage. It has been
explained that how the hydrogen production from industrial effluent may contribute to the
cost effectiveness of the treatment process by producing extra revenue.

2.3. Advantages of technology
Electrocoagulation requires simple equipment and small area as compared to the
conventional pond system which causes increase in the green house gases.
Electrocoagulation is an alternative wastewater treatment that dissolves metal anode using
electricity and provide active cations required for coagulation without increasing the
salinity of the water [23]. Electrocoagulation has the capability to remove a large number of
pollutants under a variety of conditions ranging from: suspended solids, heavy metals,
petroleum products, colour from dye-containing solution, aquatic humus and
defluoridation of water [23]. Electrocoagulation is usually recognized by ease of operation
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and reduced production of sludge [24]. Aluminium and iron are suitable electrode
materials for the treatment using electrocoagulation [25]. The removal efficiency of
electrocoagulation using Aluminium electrodes was higher than that of using Iron
electrodes [26]. Electrocoagulation process consists of two stages: (i) electro generation of
the metal cations and their physical action on the pollutant, (ii) formation of the ocs,
occulation and settling upon addition of occulating agents and under low stirring [27].
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Figure 2. Electrocoagulation of Palm Oil Mill effluent as Wastewater Treatment and Hydrogen
Production using Electrode Aluminium

Figure 3. Electrocoagulation of Palm Oil Mill effluent as Wastewater Treatment and Hydrogen
Production using Electrode Aluminium
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3. Experimental procedures
Palm oil mill effluent (POME) was used as an electrolyte without any additive or
pretreatment to perform electrocoagulation (EC) using electricity (Direct current) ranging
from 2-4 volts in the presence of aluminum electrodes in a reactor volume of 20 liters.
Investigations were made on the removal of pollutant like chemical oxygen demand (COD)
and turbidity as a result of electrocoagulation of palm oil mill effluent (POME), and
production of hydrogen gas as an advantageous step to meet the energy challenges. The
results show that EC was responsible to reduce the COD and turbidity of POME 57% and
62% respectively in addition to the 42% hydrogen production during electrocoagulation.
Hydrogen production was also helpful to remove the lighter solids towards surface. The
anode reaction was responsible to produce Al (OH)3XH2O at aluminium electrode (anode)
which is a very reactive agent for flocculation/coagulation of suspended solids. The
production of hydrogen gas from POME during electrocoagulation was also compared with
hydrogen gas production from tap water at pH 4 and tap water without pH adjustment
under the same conditions to highlight the advantageous aspects hydrogen production and
wastewater treatment simultaneously. The main advantage of this study was to produce
hydrogen gas while treating POME with EC to reduce COD and turbidity effectively. A
number of experiments were designed and findings are discussed in different sections.

Figure 4. Electrocoagulation of Palm Oil Mill effluent as Wastewater Treatment and Hydrogen
Production using Electrode Aluminium

3.1. Methodology
Materials and equipments
Electrocoagulation cell was operated using rectifier, power supply with working range of
electric current and voltage 0-60 amp and 0-15 volts respectively, ampere meter with digital
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working range 0-20 ampere and voltmeter with digital working range of 0-300 volt DC.
Electrocoagulation was performed at different voltage (2, 3 and 4 volts). A reactor
containing volume 20 liters of POME or water was used to conduct EC experiments (Fig. 1).
The twelve aluminum plates were connected to a low voltage power supply. Six alternate
plates were connected to the positive pole and the other six were connected to negative pole
of the battery, thus acting as anode and cathode respectively. The weight of the plates was
measured before and after the electrocoagulation. Aluminium plates were cut from
commercial grade sheet (95%-99%) of 3 mm thickness as anode and cathode. POME samples
were collected from Sri Ulu Langat Palm Oil Mill with COD, turbidity and pH around
50,000 mg/L, 2800 NTU and 4 respectively. Water samples were collected from usual tap
water in the laboratory, the pH of tap water was 6 to 8.5. The pH of the water was adjusted
to pH 4 by using 1N HCl.

Figure 5. Electrocoagulation of Palm Oil Mill effluent as Wastewater Treatment and Hydrogen
Production using Electrode Aluminium

3.2. Removal of pollutants from industrial effluent
Cell operation
A comparative study was conducted by using the POME, tap water at pH 4 (pH was
adjusted with acid) and tap water without pH adjustment as electrolyte during different
run, each electrolyte was analyzed for pH, COD and turbidity before and after the run. The
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pH of tap water was found in the range of pH 6.5-8.5 during different runs depending on
the source of supply. The experiments were conducted in batch system. Electrodes were put
in the reactor as multiple channels; with inter-electrode distance of 3 cm [28]. To perform
EC, direct current (DC) was used throughout the experiment which was being converted
from alternating current by using power supply and rectifier. POME, tap water at pH 4 and
tap water (without pH adjustment) samples were analyzed before and after electrolysis for
pH, COD and turbidity using standard techniques and Equipments. Hydrogen
concentration was also analyzed using gas chromatography. The electrode surface was
mechanically rubbed with 400 grade abrasive paper to remove the rusting or deposits before
each run. The experiments were carried out at different voltage values: 2, 3 and 4 volt, and
the current were measured during each run. Standard deviations were calculated and
plotted to facilitate the reproducibility of the data regarding measurements.

3.3. Hydrogen production
Hydrogen production
A closed container was used to conduct the electrocoagulation; the container was connected
to the peristaltic pump to collect the total gas (Fig. 1). The gas was collected at the rate of 900
ml/minute at room temperature in the gas bags equipped with one way valves. The
composition of the total gas was analyzed using gas chromatography (SRI 8610C, USA),
equipped with a helium ionization detector (15 m length). The temperatures of the oven,
injector and detector were 50, 100 and 200 °C respectively.
Cumulative hydrogen gas (Fig. 9) was calculated using the following equation:
ܸ ൌ ൫ܳܺݔுమ ൯  ܸିଵ

(1)

Where ܸ is the volume of hydrogen gas at n hours; Q is the flow rate of total gas; XH2 is the
concentration of hydrogen gas in total gas; Vn-1 is the volume of hydrogen gas in total gas.
The electrical energy supplied to the system was calculated using the following equation
ܧ ൌ ܸݐܫ

(2)

Where Ee is the electrical energy supplied by the DC power supply (J); V is the DC voltage
applied; I is the current (A) and t (hour) is the duration of the DC voltage applied to the
system.
The amount of produced hydrogen gas was calculated using the following equation:


ܸܲுଶ ൌ ቀ ቁ ܴܶ
ெ

(3)

Where P denotes pressure in atm; VH2 denotes volume of the cumulative hydrogen
calculated from equation (1); m denotes the mass of the cumulative hydrogen (g); M is the
molar mass of hydrogen (2 g /mol); R is the gas constant (0.082 L atm. mol-1 K-1), T is
denoting the room temperature (298 K).
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The energy contents of the hydrogen gas were calculated using the equation


ܪܧଶ ൌ ݉ ቀͳʹʹ  ቁ

(4)

where m denotes the mass of the cumulative hydrogen produced within a specified time
period.
Energy efficiency of the system was calculated by using the following equation
 ݂ܧܧൌ

ாுమ
ா

(5)

Energy efficiencies were determined by using electrolytes like water at pH 4, tap water, and
POME at the expense of electrical inputs of 2, 3 and 4 volts.

4. Results and discussion
Electrocoagulation of POME was performed to reduce its polluting nature as well as
hydrogen gas production. It was observed that the POME before electrocoagulation process
was brown in color and after electrocoagulation became whitish in color. A remarkable
reduction in the turbidity of POME can be visualized after electrocoagulation (Fig.2).

Dynamic response of pH during electrocoagulation
Klc M.G. and C. Hosten (2010) has mentioned that the optimum effectiveness of EC can be
achieved at pH 9. Chen and Hung (2007) have described pH as an important factor in EC and
variation in pH is usually caused by the solubility of metal hydroxides. They further reported
that the pH of the effluent after electrocoagulation would increase for acidic influent, however
pH would decrease for alkaline effluent [12]. Hydroxides, which are produced as a result of
dissociation of water are known as one of the most reactive aqueous radical specie and this
radical has the ability to oxidize almost all of the organic compounds because of its high
affinity value of 136 kcal [15]. Figure 3 has shown the dynamic response of pH of POME at pH
4, water at pH 4 and tap water (pH 6.6 to 8.2) using electricity at 2, 3 and 4 volt inputs. The pH
of the POME under the influence of 2 volts was found near about constant, however a slight
increase in pH was found using 3 and 4 volts of electricity with POME. Agustin et al (2008) has
performed the EC of de-oiled POME in the presence of additional sodium chloride as
electrolyte aid and reported the increase in pH value from 4.3 to 7.63. In our case, the study
was performed by using raw POME as it was obtained from palm oil mill and no additional
salts were added to enhance the conductivity. It was assumed that the formation of aluminium
hydroxide at aluminium electrodes was leading to a simultaneous coagulation of the
suspended solids followed by effective sedimentation under gravity. In case of EC of water
(pH 4), the 2 volt input was able to increase the pH (4.23 to 6.18) as compared to the 3 volts
input (4.34 to 5.76). However the use of 4 volts input was responsible to increase the pH value
up to more than 6.5. Tap water at pH (6.6 to 8.2) was also investigated but there was no
remarkable change in the pH of tap water after EC. EC of water at pH 4 and water at pH 6.58.5 was conducted to compare the efficiency of hydrogen production at different pH of water
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and ultimately to compare with POME at pH 4.0. It was observed that the EC of POME at pH
4.0 is presenting better results as compared to the water at different pH.
Electrolysis/electrocoagulation is closely associated with the variation of the pH and its effects
on the experimental solutions. Different aluminium species are formed at the aluminium
cathode (electrode) by the combination of the electro-dissolved Al3+ ions with hydroxyl ions to
affect the pH [29]. The influence of the pH while studying the EC has also been reported by
some other researcher’s e.g. Kobya et al ( 2003), has reported the pH increase from 3 to 11
while conducting the EC using aluminium electrode with textile wastewater. A like trend was
also achieved by some other researchers [30]. Hence, it has been concluded that the effect of
pH is an important parameter influencing the performance of the EC process.

Electrocoagulation for the removal of COD and turbidity from POME
Reduction in the chemical oxygen demand (COD) is a key factor in waste water treatment.
EC was performed to investigate the effects of electrochemical treatment of POME. The
electrical inputs of 2, 3 and 4 volts were used to proceed the EC of POME to remove the
COD and turbidity as well as hydrogen production. As a result of electrocoagulation, a
gradual reduction in the color intensity and turbidity of the POME can be visualized with
respect to time (Fig. 3). EC is responsible for the electrolytic dissociation of water to produce
reactive specie (OH)- which facilitate the process of flocculation/coagulation of the potential
pollutants in the POME. The reactivity of the (OH)- ions and zeta potential has been
described by Wang et al, Li, et al (2003). According to figure 4, a higher reduction in COD of
POME was observed while proceeding electrocoagulation at 4 volts rather than at 2 and 3
volts. Electrocoagulation was efficiently responsible to decrease the COD to 57.66% at 4 volts
in 8 hours, on the other hand COD reduction at 2 and 3 volts were 42.8% and 56.16%
respectively under same conditions. The combination of the Al3+ ions and highly reactive
specie (OH)- is effectively known as flocculating/coagulating agent to remove the
suspended solids from the waste water [12]. However the total reduction of the COD and
turbidity was also contributed by the upward flow of the hydrogen gas during
electrocoagulation. Agustin et al (2008) have reported the removal of 30% COD as a result of
EC of POME in six hours of operation time but our study has shown a greater reduction in
the COD of POME as compared to their study [31].
In this study, neither any additive was used to enhance the electrolytic efficiency of the
electrolyte nor was the POME subjected to the extraction of oil or pH adjustment. This study
was designed to treat the POME at the industrial level as an effective and primary treatment
without any extra treatment or addition of chemicals. Agustin et al (2008) have reported a
100% reduction in turbidity and only 30% reduction in COD after electrocoagulation of POME
in the presence of sodium chloride, the high residual COD value in the transparent fluid might
be attributed to the presence of some soluble salts due to sodium chloride. The efficiency of EC
is also depending on the nature of effluent and processing time. Ugurlu et al (2008) has
reported 75% removal of COD with paper mill effluent treatment but the initial COD of this
effluent was 86 times lower than initial COD of POME [31]. O.T. Can has also reported 50%
COD removal by conducting EC of textile wastewater with 10 minute operating time [32].
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Turbidity and COD have straight relation as caused by the presence of suspended solids.
Removal of the COD might automatically reduce the turbidity to the lower level accordingly.
According to Fig. 5, the maximum removal of turbidity achieved at electrical inputs of 4 volt
in 8 hours operating time was 62%. The operating time and value of electrical input have a
direct influence on the removal of COD and turbidity. Agustin et al (2008) has reported a
transparent fluid after six hours EC operating time but the experimental solution was still in
possession of 70% residual COD. In our study removal of 57.66% of COD and 62% turbidity
was not able to create the transparency; apparently a remarkable decrease in the color
intensity was observed (Fig. 2). It was also observed during the experiments that long
operating times, high voltage values, bubbling of hydrogen gas at cathode were supporting
factors to remove the turbidity and COD from the electrolyte (POME), as it was previously
reported by Kilic et al. [33]. Kilic and Hosten has also reported the removal of 90% turbidity
while conducting EC of aqueous suspensions of kaolinite powders with concentration of 0.2
g/L using electrical input of 40 volts, 20 minute operating time and NaCl as additive [34].

Hydrogen production using electrocoagulation
Production of hydrogen by the electrolytic dissociation of water is a usual practice but the
production cost is considerably high [35-36]. It was assumed that any advantage
accompanying with the electrolysis of water to produce hydrogen may compensate the
actual operational cost partially. This study was launched with a specific objective to
produce hydrogen gas as well as the pretreatment of palm oil mill effluent simultaneously
to maintain the cost effectiveness of the process. The EC was designed to make pretreatment
of POME in a closed container specially equipped with a gas collection system Fig. 1. Tap
water at pH 4, tap water at pH 6.5-8.5 and POME were used as an electrolyte to conduct the
EC with electrical inputs of 2, 3 and 4 volts separately. The pH of the POME was not
adjusted but the pH of tap water was adjusted nearer to POME (pH 4) to compare the
hydrogen production under the same conditions. Tap water pH (6.5 -8.2) was found varied
at different times but not subjected to any adjustment of pH (Fig.7). The tap water was used
to compare the efficiency of hydrogen production from water at different pH and ultimately
to compare this hydrogen production efficiency from POME while simultaneous removal of
pollutants. The above mentioned EC experiments have generated the data which is clearly
representing a difference in hydrogen production from water and POME. The gas was
collected at the rate of 900 ml/minute at room temperature in the plastic gas bags. The rate of
total gas production was 54 L/h. The overall hydrogen production from tap water at pH 4
and pH 6.5-8.5 was found below than 5% (v/v) of the total gas. In case of POME as an
electrolyte, the maximum hydrogen production was estimated as 15% (v/v), 30% (v/v) and
42% (v/v) at different electrical inputs of 2, 3 and 4 volts respectively. Phalakornkule et al
have reported 0.521 x 103 m3 (6.252 x 106 liter/hour) hydrogen gas production using EC in
five minutes from waste water containing dyes [37]. Take et al have investigated hydrogen
production by using methanol-water solution as an electrolyte keeping cathode and anode
separate from each other by a membrane and reported that the hydrogen in cathode exhaust
gas was 95.5-97.2 mol% [38]. In our study, the maximum hydrogen gas produced was about
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22.68 liters/hour and an efficient reduction of COD and turbidity of POME by as much as
57% and 62% was achieved respectively.

To determine energy efficiency
Energy efficiency (EEf) can be defined as the output obtained in the form of hydrogen gas
on the expense of electrical energy provided to the reactor for a certain time period. The
energy efficiency was calculated as described in material and equipments using equations
(1-5). The EEf showed some variations while using water at pH 4, water at pH (6.5-8.5) and
POME during electrolysis/electrocoagulation. The highest energy efficiencies were
determined while using water at pH 4.0, water at pH (6.5-8.5) and POME with electrical
inputs of 2 volts (Fig. 8). Energy efficiency for the treatment of POME as well as hydrogen
production was also determined and plotted separately (Fig. 9). Although, energy efficiency
was not so high while using POME as an electrolyte but can be further improved by
standardizing the conditions regarding inter-electrode distance, nature of electrodes and
proper dilution of POME. EEf was found increasing with the passage of time while using
water at pH 4 and water at pH (6.5-8.5), however the EEf of POME was not subjected to any
remarkable increment with respect to time (hours). Kargi et al (2001) have reported the
hydrogen production by using electrolysis of anaerobic sludge with EEf of 74%, but they
have used the serum bottles containing 1L sludge [39]. The low EEf values in our study
might be due to the large volume of the electrolyte and can be improved further by
standardizing the conditions regarding inter-electrode distance, nature of electrodes and
proper dilution of POME.
Palm oil mill effluent can be treated by using environment friendly electrocoagulation, and
hydrogen gas can be obtained as revenue to compensate the treatment cost of POME. EC of
POME can be performed by using small area as compared to the conventional
aerobic/anaerobic pond system. Hydrogen gas was also found helpful to remove the
suspended solids towards surface. This study is presenting an approach towards
environment friendly treatment of POME and hydrogen production as an alternative energy.
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Chapter 12

Electrolysis for Ozone Water Production
Fumio Okada and Kazunari Naya
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/51945

1. Introduction
OH radicals produced by ozone decomposition in water are the second strongest oxidizers
after fluorine. Therefore, ozone water is used in a wide range of applications, such as the
sterilization of medical instruments, the oxidation and detoxification of wastewater, the
deodorization and decoloration of well water, the cleaning of electronic components, and
food treatment [1, 2]. For example, the possible applications of ozone water to the control of
microbiological safety and the preservation of food quality are well summarized in a review
paper [3]. · OH radicals can also kill various bacteria, such as O157, MRSA, Pseudomonas
aeruginosa, Bacillus subtilis, Bacillus anthracis, Bacillus cereus and Legionella pneumophila [4].
There are two major processes for ozone water production as shown in Fig. 1. One is a gas
phase ozone production followed by mixing ozone with water [Fig. 1(a)]. In this process ozone
gas is produced from oxygen gas using electric discharge, and then mixed with water using
hollow fibers or mechanical mixers. Although this process can supply ozone water at a low
electric cost, it requires a high-voltage power supply, an oxygen cylinder, and a mixing process.
Therefore, the system is large and cumbersome in operation, and the facility cost is high. The
other process is direct water electrolysis using a polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) [Fig.
1(b)]. In this process, water is introduced to the anode side of the electrolysis cell, electrolytically
decomposed, converted to ozone, and mixed with the ozone gas formed in the compact cell.
Such apparatuses can enable ubiquitous and low-voltage operation as home electronics.
The ozone formation reactions and standard electrode potentials in the direct water
electrolysis are as follows:
Anode:

2H2O → O2 + 4H+ + 4e −

E0 = 1.229 V

(1)

3H2O → O3 + 6H+ + 6e−

E0 = 1.511 V

(2)
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O2 + H2 O → O3 + 2H+ + 2e −

E0 = 2.075 V

(3)

Cathode:

E0 = 0 V.

2H+ + 2e − → H2

(4)

These reactions are fundamental in electrochemistry and have been extensively studied.
Ozone gas evolves by a six-electron reaction in Eq. (2) at a voltage higher than 1.511 V,
accompanied by oxygen evolution. By increasing voltage to above 2.075 V, the oxidation of
O2 gas to form O3 is also expected as shown in Eq. (3). Since O2 evolution occurs at lower
potential than O3 evolution, the production rate and electric power consumption in O2
evolution are much higher than those in O3 evolution. Therefore, catalytic activity in O3
evolution reactions is indispensable for electrolysis cell design.
Current efficiency or charge yield, ΦOe (%), and power efficiency or specific energy
3

consumption,

wOe
3

(kWh/kg-O3), were calculated using

5× F ×Q
× 100 (%),
3 × MO × I

(5)

I ×U
(kWh/kg-O 3 ) ,
1000 × Q

(6)

ΦOe =
3

3

wOe =
3

Figure 1. Two types of representative ozone water production systems.
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where F is Faraday’s constant (9.6485 x 104 C/mol), Q is the O3 production rate (kg/h), MO is
3

the molecular weight of O3 (48), I is the current (A), and U is the potential difference
between the anode and the cathode (V). The derivation of Eq. (5) is as follows:
When the current I (A) is applied to the cell, the electron flow rate per hour is written as

I
× 3600 ( mol / h ) .
F

(7)

O3 produced per hour, Q (kg/h), can be converted to mol/h using
Q
× 10 3 ( mol / h ) .
MO

(8)

3

Because six electrons are required to produce one O3 molecule, 1/6 of the electron flow rate
calculated using Eq. (7) becomes the theoretical and maximum O3 molecule production rate,
which corresponds to 100 % efficiency. Therefore, real current efficiency is defined by

ΦOe =
3

Q
× 10 3
MO
3

1
I
× 3600 ×
6
F

× 100 (%).

(9)

Calculating the right-hand side of the equation above, we obtain
ΦOe =
3

5× F ×Q
× 100 (%).
3 × MO × I
3

The electrochemically produced O3 molecules decompose in anode water to form OH
radicals. The decomposition reaction is very complicated, and more than 30 elemental
reactions are involved in the process. The reaction set proposed by Wittmann, Horvath and
Dombi (WHD model) consists of 33 elemental reactions [5]. Although many reactions are
taken into consideration, the decomposition behavior of O3 in neutral pH water cannot be
reproduced adequately using the WHD model.
The actual half-life of O3, i.e., about 2 h in ion-exchanged water and 4 h in pure water, are
much longer than the calculated values. To improve the accuracy of the elemental
reaction set, Mizuno et al. proposed new rate constants in a few elementary reactions [6].
They reduced the rate constants in OH－ formation reactions up to three orders of
magnitude to fit their experimental data. We also noticed a discrepancy between the
actual and estimated half-lifes, and obtained findings similar to those by Mizuno et al.
However, we were not as radical as them. We would not write a paper, because we did
not obtain experimental evidence to confirm the small rate constants of OH－ formation
reactions.
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For readers of this chapter, a simplified image of the·OH radical formation reactions is
presented below:

O3 + OH－ → HO2－ + O2

(10)

O3 + HO2－ → O3－ + HO2

(11)

O3－+ H2 O → ·OH + O2 + OH－

(12)

2 O 3 + H 2 O →·OH + 2 O 2 + HO 2

(13)

Sum of Eqs. (10) to (12):

O3 decomposition is started by the reaction of O3 with OH－, forming HO2－ as in Eq. (10). The
initiation of O3 decomposition is pH-dependent, because OH－ concentration determines the
reaction rate in Eq. (10). Therefore, water pH strongly affects the half-life of O3, i.e., O3 has a
shorter half-life in alkaline water and a longer one in acidic water. HO2－ reacts with another
O3 molecule to form O3－ [Eq. (11)]. Finally, O3－ is converted to a · OH radical by reacting
with H2O [Eq. (12)]. Eq. (13), the summation of Eqs. (10) to (12), indicates that one · OH
radical is produced from two O3 molecules, which means that · OH radical formation is a
second-order reaction of O3. Therefore, four times higher · OH radical concentration will be
obtained by doubling the O3 concentration in water. The bactericidal power of ozone water
is also the second order of the O3 concentration in water.
The development of electrochemical ozone production (EOP) systems using a PEM has shown
significant progress. The main interest in studies of EOP systems has been in the preparation
of effective anodes aiming at high catalytic activities for O3 evolution. Many anode substances
have been tested in a PEM system. The first demonstration of highly concentrated and efficient
EOP using a PEM system was reported by Stucki et al. [7], who used a PbO2 layer as an anode
catalyst. They obtained a current efficiency of more than 15 %. Since then, studies on ozone
water production using PEM systems have become an active area. Feng et al. utilized an Fedoped PbO2 catalyst electrodeposited on a Ti tube, and obtained a current efficiency of more
than 12 % in 0.52 M K2PO4/0.22 M KH2PO4 buffer containing 2.5 mM KF [8]. Santana et al.
reported that an IrO2-Nb2O5 catalyst deposited on a Ti anode shows a current efficiency of 18
% in 3 M H2SO4 + 0.03 M KPF4 solution, but its lifetime is only about 1 h: the corrosion of the
anode catalyst prevents the system from longer operation [9]. Chang et al. utilized an Sb-doped
SnO2 anode catalyst, and obtained a current efficiency of more than 15 % in 0.1 M HCl solution
[10]. They improved the efficiency up to 36.3 % in 0.1 M H2SO4 solution by changing the anode
catalyst to Ni- and Sb-codoped SnO2 [11]. Awad et al. showed a current efficiency of 11.7 %
using a TaOx/Pt/Ti anode electrode in tap water, and reported that the system could be
operated for as long as 65 h [12]. B-doped diamond substrates have been used as an anode,
and Arihara et al. reported a stable operation with a current efficiency of 29 % in 1 M H2SO4
solution [13]. Recently, Kitsuka et al. have reported that a high current efficiency of 9% was
achieved at a low current density of 8.9 mA cm−2 in 0.01 M HClO4 at 15°C using n-type TiO2
thin films deposited on Pt/TiOx/Si/Ti substrates [14].
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The generation mechanism of · OH radicals in a B-doped diamond electrode system was
investigated by Marselli et al. by ESR spectroscopy in the presence of the spin trap 5,5dimethyl-1-pyrroline-N-oxide (DMPO), and the formation of · OH radicals during water
electrolysis was confirmed [15].
However, several problems remain unsolved for the commercial applications of the PEM
system: Some catalysts, such as PbO2 and Sb, are harmful to the human body and cannot be
used for systems where contact of the human body with ozone water is inevitable; the use of
an electrolyte, such as HCl or H2SO4, is also undesirable for the same reason; diamond
substrates are inferior in forming water flow channels that enable good contact between
ozone and water in the apparatus; and no catalyst lifetime longer than 500 h has been
reported yet. Therefore, improvements in the performance and stability of the PEM system
are still necessary.
Pt electrodes have been a classic substance for water electrolysis, and thus we have
reinvestigated the potential of a Pt anode used in a conventional PEM system. There is an
encyclopedia of studies of O2 formation by the electrochemical splitting of water using Pt
electrodes [16]. However, research on EOP is a rather limitted. The current efficiencies of Pt
electrodes were reported in the above-mentioned studies, because researchers measured the
efficiencies of Pt electrodes as references for comparison with those obtained using their
original anode catalysts.
The current efficiency range of the Pt anode is from 0.7 to 7 %, and strongly depends on the
system setup. If a high efficiency and a long lifetime could be achieved using a Pt electrode,
we would eventually obtain a reasonably priced and safe EOP system.
In our research, an EOP system using Pt mesh electrodes combined with a conventional
PEM, i.e., Nafion 117 membrane, was investigated in terms of current efficiency and lifetime.
We found that Pt particles that dissolve from the Pt anode migrate through the membrane,
and are dendritically deposited on the cathode surface in contact with the membrane. The
deposited Pt particles decompose the membrane, decreasing the current efficiency and
lifetime of the EOP system. As a solution to solve this problem, one of the key
improvements is achieved in our EOP system: A quartz felt separator is inserted between
the membrane and the cathode. Pt particles are captured and isolated in the separator.
Therefore, no decomposition occurs in the membrane [17].
Another important improvement is realized by the appropriate selection of a cathode
electrolyte (catholyte). When a NaCl catholyte with concentrations higher than 0.085 M is
circulated on the cathode side of the cell, the formation rate of Pt oxide on the anode
surface is markedly reduced. Cl- ions that migrated from the catholyte to the anode
surface inhibit PtO2 formation. The anode surface is kept clean during the EOP operation,
and the clean Pt surface provides both good current efficiency and long lifetime [18]. As a
result, the new EOP system achieved a high current efficiency of more than 25 % and a
lifetime longer than 2,000 h. These findings and experimental results are presented in this
chapter.
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2. Conventional electrolysis system and its performance
2.1. Structure of conventional electrolysis cell
Photographs of electrolysis cells for the EOP system are shown in Fig. 2. A small-capacity
cell that can produce ozone water up to a flow rate of 1 L/min is shown in Fig. 2(a), and a
large-capacity cell for 20 L/min ozone water production is shown in Fig. 2(b). Both cells
are designed and manufactured by FRD, Inc. The electrolysis cells consist of a Nafion 117
membrane sandwiched by Pt #80 mesh electrodes and have Ti and stainless terminal
plates.
The cross-sectional cell configuration and the cathode structure of the small cell are shown
in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. The #80 Pt mesh electrodes are 4 x 2 cm2 in area, 0.2 mm
in thickness, and 0.3 mm in pitch distance. To form a waterway, a Ti #40 mesh is inserted
between the Ti plate and the Pt mesh on the anode side, and a SUS304 #100 mesh is inserted
between the SUS304 plate and the Pt mesh on the cathode side. The electrodes are held by
SUS304 and Ti plates, which act as the cathode and anode terminals, respectively. The use of
the mesh and plate made of Ti is important, since SUS304 cannot withstand oxidative
corrosion caused by anode electrolysis reactions.

Figure 2. O3 water production cells using Pt electrodes and Nafion membrane. Copyright: FRD, Inc.
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Figure 3. Cross-sectional views of 1 L/min electrolysis cell [17]. Reproduced with permission from The
Electrochemical Society.

The flowchart of the EOP system is shown in Fig. 4. Tap water was passed through Na-type
ion-exchange resin (Rohm and Haas, Amberlite IR-120B Na) to eliminate Ca2+ ions that lead
to Ca2CO3 deposition on the anode and decrease the efficiency of the system. The ionexchanged water is introduced into the anode and cathode at flow rates of 300-900 mL/min.
Since the solubility and decomposition rate of ozone in water depend on water temperature,
the temperature of the supplied water was controlled to 20 ± 1 ºC using a heat exchanger
(HB Corporation, TEC1-127B) . However, temperature control is unnecessary for the
practical use of the system.
The voltage and current of the electrolysis cell are controlled by a programmable power
supply (TDK-Lambda Corporation, ZUP20-40) and monitored by using an A/D converter
(Pico Technology, ADC-16). Ozone water and gas phase ozone were sampled in a 1-cmoptical-length cell, and ozone concentration was spectroscopically determined using a
compact UV-VIS absorptiometer (Shimazu UV mini-1240). Ozone-containing gas was
sampled by replacing water in the optical cell. Although water droplets remained in the
cell after the gas sampling, the absorption and scattering caused by the droplets were
measured by replacing the captured O2 and O3 gas mixture with air, and they were then
subtracted from the gas spectra. To convert the absorbance of ozone to ozone
concentration, 2950 mol-1cm-1 at 258 nm was used as the absorption coefficient of ozone in
the gas and liquid phases [6].
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Figure 4. Flowchart of conventional EOP system

2.2. Efficiency of conventional electrolysis cell
The conventional cell can produce highly concentrated ozone water in the initial operation
period. The obtained ozone water shows clear absorption by O3. An example of O3 decay in
the anode water is shown in Fig. 5. In this experiment, O3 electrochemically produced in the
anode water was sampled in the optical cell, set in the UV-VIS absorptiometer, and
measured of its decay every 10 min after the sampling time. As is evident from the spectra,
ozone decay in the anode water is slow enough to neglect the sampling and scan times of
the absorptiometer: The 1 min required for the absorption measurement does not affect the
correct determination of ozone concentration. The typical half-life of ozone, 2 h in ionexchanged water and 4 h in pure water, are in good agreement with those reported by
Mizuno et al. [6].
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Figure 5. Time dependence of ozone absorption spectra [17]. Reproduced with permission from The
Electrochemical Society.

To investigate the current efficiency of O3 production with the conventional cell
configuration and to check its run time dependence, ion-exchanged water was
electrochemically decomposed in the cell at 5 A (0.625 A/cm2) for 100 h. The flow rate of the
anode water was 348 mL/min. The pH at the exit of the anode water was 6.0. The current
efficiency of O3 production in anode water is plotted as a function of run time in Fig. 6(a).
No gas phase ozone was included in the efficiency calculation; only water-phase ozone was
accounted for.

Figure 6. Time dependence of efficiency and reciprocal O 3 concentration obtained using conventional
cell [17]. Reproduced with permission from The Electrochemical Society.

As current efficiency decreased, voltage was increased from 6 V to 13 V during the
experiment. The initial efficiencies of the system were markedly high: 13 to 15 % were
observed in the first 1 h of operation. However, current efficiency decreased with run time
to as low as 2 % after a 100 h operation. The initial ozone concentration was about 10 mg/L,
but it decreased to 1.5 mg/L at the end of the run. It is clear that the lifetime of a
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conventional cell is on the order of 10 h. The O3 concentrations in Fig. 6(a) are converted to
the reciprocal O3 concentration, 1/[O3] (L/mg), and are shown in Fig. 6(b). Such a figure is
commonly used to estimate the order of reactions. The relation between 1/[O3] and run time
was found to be linear except for the initial 2-3 h of operation. A rapid degradation of the
system occurs in the initial operation, and a steady degradation of the system starts after the
rapid one. The linear increase in 1/[O3] with run time after 2-3 h suggests the existence of a
second-order reaction of the membrane with O3 or its byproducts.

2.3. Mechanism of Nafion decomposition
The Nafion 117 membrane is a transparent film before the EOP operation. However, this
membrane became black after the time dependence experiment. The image of the degraded
Nafion 117 membrane is shown in Fig. 7. The cathode side of the membrane has a severely
damaged (black) part and a slightly damaged (metallic silver) part.

Figure 7. Degraded Nafion 117 membrane after 100-h operation at 0.625 A/cm2 (view from cathode
side).

FESEM images of the degraded Nafion 117 membrane are shown in Fig. 8. The anode side of
the Nafion 117 membrane showed no morphological change, as shown in Fig. 8(a).
However, holes were observed where the Nafion 117 membrane made contact with the Pt
cathode, as shown in Fig. 8(b). The holes seem to be a result of the decomposition of the
Nafion 117 membrane, and dendritic Pt nanoparticles were observed in the hole, as shown
on the lower left side of Fig. 8(c).
EPMA measurements revealed that the Pt anode surface was covered with flakes of films
consisting of Pt oxides, as shown in Fig. 9. The existence of Pt was also confirmed in the
black region of the Nafion 117 membrane, but the composition could not be determined by
EPMA because of the larger diameter of the probe beam of EPMA than of Pt nanoparticles.
O, C, F and S signals originating from the Nafion 117 membrane also masked the real
composition of Pt nanoparticles. However, semiquantitative XRF analysis indicated that the
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Pt concentration on cathode side of the Nafion 117 membrane is about four times higher
than that on the anode side. It is clear that the decomposition of the Nafion 117 membrane
and the subsequent formation of holes decrease the efficiency of ozone production in the
system.

Figure 8. FESEM images of degraded Nafion 117 membrane after time dependence experiment [17].
Reproduced with permission from The Electrochemical Society.

Figure 9. Surface of anode Pt mesh after time dependence experiment.
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To determine the distribution of Pt black nanoparticles in the Nafion 117 membrane, four
Nafion 117 membranes were set in the cell in piles, and the electrolysis of ion-exchanged
water was performed for 50 h. A constant voltage of 12 V was applied, and current
decreased from 17 A to 7 A according to the degradation of the cell. The ozone production
efficiency calculated from the ozone concentration in the anode water was 10 % in the initial
state, which decreased to 2 % at the end of the run. After the experiment, the Nafion 117
membrane on the anode side was light gray and almost transparent, but that on the cathode
side was completely black. The sheets between them showed gradual tanning toward the
cathode side.
From the above observations, we concluded that the rapid degradation is caused by the
oxidation of the Pt anode to form Pt oxides, such as PtO2. The formation of Pt oxides on
the anode has been confirmed by the EPMA measurements. From the phase diagram of
Pt in electrochemical equilibrium, PtO2 and PtO3 are expected to be stable substances in
the electrolysis process where a voltage higher than 2 V is applied [19]. The poorer
catalytic activity of Pt oxides than that of Pt probably decreases the current efficiency in
this stage. During the oxidation of the Pt anode, ionic species, such as Pt(OH)x+, can be
formed where the local potential is in the range of 0-1 V, since Pt(OH) is also stable in
this lower-potential region [19]. The ionic species could be released from the Pt anode
surface, electrophoresed through the membrane, and concentrated on the cathode side of
the Nafion 117 membrane. Finally, the ionic species are reduced by hydrogen and may
work as a catalyst to decompose the Nafion 117 membrane by a mechanism similar to
that reported in a fuel cell system [20]. An image of such a degradation mechanism is
shown in Fig. 10.
H2O2 formed either in the self-decomposition process of O3 or in the reduction of dissolved
O2 by H2 should be a candidate source of · OH radicals via Fenton’s reaction on reduced Pt
particles that are deposited on the cathode in contact with the Nafion membrane. To check
the former possibility, O3 self-decomposition simulation was performed using the WHD
model [5]. A couple of the rate constants were adjusted to reproduce the O3 decay profiles
observed in our experiments (Fig. 5). The H2O2 concentrations calculated in the selfdecomposition of saturated ozone water are very low: 4.38 x 10-12 mol/L at 1 sec and 4.35 x
10-11 mol/L at 10 sec. Moreover, the concentrations of H2O2 at 1 sec and 10 sec linearly
increase with increasing initial O3 concentration, and the second-order dependence of H2O2
formation with O3 concentration cannot be reproduced. Therefore, it is clear that H2O2
formed via the self-decomposition of ozone is irrelevant to the degradation mechanism of
the system.
The electrochemical generation of H2O2 during water electrolysis is reported by Kusakabe et
al. [21] and Yamanaka et al. [22]. In particular, the Nafion 117 membrane was used as the
solid polymer electrolyte, and the successful reduction of dissolved O2 by H2 to form H2O2
was reported in the latter’s paper. Although the potentials applied in the latter’s paper, 0-0.6
V, are much lower than those in our experiments, the inevitable formation of H2O2 can be
expected in our system. Moreover, both the O2 and H2 concentrations should be
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proportional to the O3 concentration in our degraded system, since a lower O3 production
leads to a lower production of both O2 and H2. Therefore, the second-order formation of
H2O2 with ozone concentration can be expected, and the second-order degradation of the
system with ozone concentration can be explained by the electrochemical generation of
H2O2.
Although we tried to check the H2O2 concentration in the cathode solution, the H2O2
concentration was too low to prove the existence of H2O2. The detectable limit of H2O2 in our
lab is 0.02 mg/L, i.e., 6x10-7 mol/L. A detailed elucidation of the degradation mechanisms of
the system was not possible in this study. Therefore, we note the constants obtained from
the linear part of Fig. 6(b) for future study: the intercept of the y-axis, which corresponds to
the initial ozone concentration in the steady-degradation mode, was 7.7 mg/L; the slope,
which indicates the rate constant of the second-order reaction of the Nafion 117 membrane
with ozone, was 0.0057 L mg-1 h-1.

Figure 10. Mechanism of Nafion decomposition in electrolysis cell.

3. New EOP system
With the hypothesis that Pt nanoparticles deposited on the cathode side of the Nafion 117
membrane decompose the membrane, a new EOP cell was designed and tested for EOP
operation. We inserted a quartz felt separator that captures Pt particles and prevents the
degradation of the Nafion 117 membrane. Fundamental data for understanding the
characteristics of the new electrolysis system were acquired during its first 50 h of
operation, and the time dependence of current efficiency was measured in the subsequent
experiment.
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Figure 11. Configuration of new electrolysis system

3.1. Insertion of quartz felt separator
The new electrolysis cell consists of a Nafion 117 membrane and a quartz felt separator
sandwiched by Pt #80 mesh electrodes. Two sheets of quartz filters (Whatman, QM-A 2-33505) are stacked in piles, and used as the separator. The thickness of the separator is about 1
mm under ambient condition. The configuration of the new cell is illustrated in Fig. 11(a).
The quartz filter is labeled as “SiO2 microfiber filter” in the figure. To compensate for the
low conductivity of the quartz separator, guaranteed reagent-grade NaCl and Na2SO4
(Kanto Chemical Co. Inc.) are used as cathode electrolytes (catholytes) without further
purification. The purities of NaCl and Na2SO4 are more than 99 % and 99.5 %, respectively.
These substances are dissolved in pure water, diluted to 0.01-1 M, and circulated through
the cathode electrode at flow rates of 300-1000 mL/min by a water pump (Kamihata Fish
Industries, Rio 50). The flowchart of the new system is shown in Fig. 11(b). The
conductivities of the pure water and ion-exchanged water are 0.1 μS/cm and 240 μS/cm,
respectively.

3.2. Characteristics of new EOP system
The O3 production rates in the anode water and in the gas phase obtained with two
catholytes are shown in Fig. 12(a) as functions of current. The current efficiencies
calculated from these data in Fig. 12(a) are plotted in Fig. 12(b). In the case of 0.01 M
catholytes, water electrolysis did not proceed. When the concentrations of NaCl and
Na2SO4 were increased above 0.1 M, efficient water electrolysis was observed regardless
of the solute and concentration. However, as is shown in Fig. 12(b), the current efficiencies
at currents lower than 4 A obtained with Na2SO4 solutions were inferior to those obtained
with NaCl solutions. Therefore, the 0.5 M NaCl solution was used in the time dependence
experiment. The origin of such a discrepancy is further investigated, and explained in
section 4. O3 production rates in the anode water were about two times higher than those
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in the gas phase regardless of the solute and concentration, and they showed a saturation
behavior in the high-current region, while those in the gas phase increased in contrast
[Fig. 12(a)].
Current efficiencies of more than 20 % were obtained at currents higher than 6 A. The
efficiency is higher than those reported by other researchers who used Pt or PbO2 electrodes,
and close to that obtained using diamond electrodes. The power efficiency at 6 A and 7.74 V
using the 0.5 M NaCl catholyte was 220 kWh/kg-O3.

Figure 12. O3 production rates and current efficiencies of new electrolysis cell [17]. Reproduced with
permission from The Electrochemical Society.

Since both current and power efficiency are functions of water flow rate and applied
current, high efficiencies can be expected when water flow rate and current increase. An
example of the relationship between water flow rate and current efficiency calculated from
the ozone concentration in the anode water is shown in Fig. 13. In the experiments, the 0.5 M
NaCl catholyte was circulated on the cathode side of the cell. Current efficiency increases
with increasing water flow rate and current. At currents higher than 10 A, O3 concentration
starts to saturate in the anode water, and the differences in current efficiency become
difficult to detect. If the water flow rate is increased to more than 1000 mL/min, and if O3
becomes unsaturated in the anode water, the differences in current efficiency between 10 A
and 14A would be apparent. A high voltage, such as above 7 V, applied to our system gave
sufficient overpotential for O3 production, and was probably one of the origins of good
current efficiency. However, ozone concentration decreases with increasing water flow rate.
Therefore, appropriate conditions should be chosen according to the required ozone
concentration and water flow rate for practical use.
One of the possible efficiency loss is due to the solution resistance and/or contact resistance
in the system. To measure such a loss, the overall applied voltage and potential difference
between the Pt anode and cathode side of the Nafion 117 membrane were measured by
placing electric wires on them using tiny Kapton tapes. The overall voltage and potential
difference between the electrodes were measured at various currents using 0.5 M NaCl
catholyte. Representative results are shown in Fig. 14. The potential difference between the
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anode and cathode side of the membrane was roughly 30 % smaller than the overall voltage
applied to the anode and cathode terminals of the cell. Since observable O3 evolution occurs
at a current of 1 A, as shown in Figs. 12 (a) and (b), nearly 4 V of the potential difference is
required for EOP in the new system, suggesting that the involvement of the reaction in Eq.
(3) is important for effective EOP.

Figure 13. Current efficiency of O3 formation in anode water as a function of water flow rate and
current [17]. Reproduced with permission from The Electrochemical Society.

Figure 14. Relationship between applied voltage and potential difference of the electrodes
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3.3. Lifetime of new system
After the characterization of the new system for 50 h, the accelerated degradation
experiments were carried out using the 0.5 M NaCl catholyte. The flow rates of the anode
water and catholyte were both 500 mL/min. A high current of 14 A was applied to
accelerate the degradation of the system. The O3 concentration in the anode water showed
little degradation for 150 h of operation, as shown in the upper plots in Fig. 15. O3
concentrations of 12 to 15 mg/L and a current efficiency of 18 to 20 % were maintained
during the operation with a quartz felt separator. In this figure, the data in Fig. 6(a),
which were obtained at a mild current of 5 A, are also plotted to compare the O3
concentrations in the conventional and new cells. The separator works to maintain the
high efficiency of the system and supports our hypothesis concerning the degradation
mechanism. Provided that the degradation is a second-order process with O3
concentration and that the O3 concentration becomes one third at 4A compared with that
at 14 A, as shown in Fig. 12(a), the lifetime at 4 A will be nine times longer than that at 14
A. Therefore, a stable operation of more than 1350 h (150 h multiplied by 9) could be
expected under low-current operation.

Figure 15. Run time dependence of O3 concentration obtained in conventional and new cells [17].
Reproduced with permission from The Electrochemical Society.
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The concentrations of ionic species in the anode water sampled in the middle of the run time
dependence measurement were analyzed by ion chromatography (IC) and atomic
absorption spectrometry (AAS), and the results are summarized in Table 1. Ion
concentrations at the exit of the anode water were almost the same as those at the exit of the
ion-exchange resin, i.e., no significant change in ion concentration was detected except for
small changes in Cl- and Na+ concentrations: Cl- concentration slightly increased from 11.3
ppm at the exit of the ion exchange resin to 13.4 ppm at the exit of the anode water; on the
other hand, Na+ concentration decreased from 31.5 ppm at the exit of the ion exchange resin
to 24.5 ppm at the exit of the anode water. The pHs of the anode water and cathode water in
the middle of the run were 5.8 and 13.2, respectively. These changes were caused by the
electrophoretic migration of ionic species.
The migration of the anode water associated with proton transfer through the membrane
to the cathode side was also confirmed. The volume change in the circulated cathode
solution was measured after operating for 42 h at 10 A. The volume increased from 1 L at
the initial stage to 2 L after the operation. Therefore, the adjustment of the volume and pH
of the cathode water is required at one or two day intervals during long runs of the
system.

Ion

Tap water

Exit of ionexchange resin

Exit of anode

(tw ppm)
Method of analysis

Cl-

11.5

11.3

13.4

IC

NO3-

8.1

7.7

7.8

IC

SO42-

20.4

21.0

21.1

IC

Na+

7.6

31.5

24.5

AAS

K+

1.9

0.1

0.1

AAS

Mg2+

4.0

0.0

0.0

IC

Ca2+

19.9

0.0

0.0

IC

NH4+

0.0

0.2

0.2

IC

Table 1. Ion concentrations in tap water, exit of ion-exchange resin, and exit of anode water (IC: ion
chromatography, AAS: atomic absorption spectrometry) [17]. Reproduced with permission from The
Electrochemical Society.
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4. Selection of catholyte
The key questions arising from the experiments in the above sections are as follows:
a.

b.
c.

d.

We noticed that the lifetime of the EOP system using the Na2SO4 catholyte is much
shorter than that using the NaCl catholyte. How do these catholytes affect the lifetime
of the system?
How does the NaCl catholyte concentration affect the efficiency and lifetime of the
system?
The dissolution of the anode Pt electrode will be the limiting factor for the lifetime of
the NaCl catholyte system after eliminating the problem of the decomposition of the
membrane using the quartz felt separator. What is the dissolution rate of the Pt anode,
and how long can the system be operated without changing the anode?
The contaminant concentrations in the ozone water produced from ion-exchanged
water are lower than the allowable levels for drinking water. If pure water is introduced
into the anode instead of ion-exchanged water, what will be the contaminant
concentrations? Will the contaminants be at allowable concentrations for the
sterilization of medical instruments and for the cleaning of electronic components?

To answer the above important questions, the dependences of catholyte composition and
concentration on the efficiency and lifetime of the EOP system were investigated, and the
dissolution rate of the Pt anode and the contaminant concentration in ozone water were
measured. All the experiments were carried out using pure anode water instead of ionexchanged water, because the analysis of ions that migrated from the catholyte to the anode
Pt surface seemed to be essential to understand the effects of the catholyte on the efficiency
and lifetime of the system. The other experimental setup and measurements used are the
same as these in the last section (see Fig. 11).

4.1. Effects of catholytes on EOP efficiency
Pure water produced by passing tap water through Na-type ion-exchange resin (Rohm and
Haas, Amberlite IR-120B Na) and reverse osmosis (Dow Chemical, FILMTEC TW30-2514) is
introduced into the anode at a flow rate of 300 mL/min. The conductivity of the pure water
is less than 0.1 μS/cm. The residence time and flow speed of the anode water in the cell are
estimated to be 0.085 s and 0.94 m/s, respectively. The O3 concentrations obtained using 0.5
M NaCl and 0.5 M Na2SO4 catholytes as functions of current density are shown in Figs. 16(a)
and (b), respectively. In these experiments, current was slowly increased and held for 20
min to stabilize the system at each measurement point. Therefore, 2 h was required to obtain
a series of NaCl or Na2SO4 data. The holding time should be long enough to observe the
degradation of the system, if any.
When the NaCl catholyte was used, the O3 concentrations in the anode water and gas phase
increased with current, as shown in Fig. 16(a). The concentration of ozone water was higher
than 20 mg-O3/L-water (mg/L) at a current higher than 1 A/cm2 (8.0 V); and it was 24.8 mg/L
at 1.25 A/cm2 (9.1 V). On the other hand, the O3 concentrations obtained using the Na2SO4
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catholyte were lower than those obtained using the NaCl catholyte in the entire current
range in Fig. 16(b). No O3 concentration in the anode water higher than 20 mg/L was
obtained using the Na2SO4 catholyte. Moreover, the O3 concentrations in the anode water
and gas phase decreased at 1.25 A/cm2, suggesting that the system was degraded within 2 h
of the measurement.

Figure 16. O3 production rates in anode water and gas phase

The current efficiencies calculated from the data in Fig. 16 are plotted in Figs. 17. As seen in
Fig. 17(b), the current efficiencies obtained using the Na2SO4 catholyte were lower than
those obtained using the NaCl catholyte [Fig. 17(a)]. Although the electric conductivity of a
Na2SO4 electrolyte, 8.23 Sm-1, is higher than that of a NaCl electrolyte, 7.06 Sm-1, at 1 M and
20 ºC, no improvement in current efficiency was observed in the experiments. The origin of
the differences observed in the EOP efficiencies caused by changing the catholyte will be
discussed in section 4.4.

Figure 17. Current efficiency of O3 production

The current efficiencies shown in Fig. 17(a) were higher than those reported in the previous
data in section 3.2. The current efficiency of 29 % at 0.5 A/cm2 (6.6 V) was markedly high, and
efficiencies higher than 25 % were obtained in the entire current range. The O3 production
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rates in the anode water and gas phase at 0.5 A/cm2 were measured to be 274 mg/h and 52
mg/h, respectively. From these data, the power efficiency of the system at 0.5 A/cm2 was
determined to be 76 kWh/kg-O3, which is lower than that (220 kWh/kg-O3) obtained in a
previous experiment and those reported using other anode materials in EOP systems. The
theoretical electric power required for a perfect EOP system is estimated to be 5.06 kWh/kg-O3,
supposing 100 % consumption of the current for producing O3 and the standard voltage of O3
formation, 1.511 V. Further improvement in power efficiency is possible by introducing other
measures, such as O2 gas recycling into the cathode water [23]. However, the cost of electricity
is reasonably low even in the present EOP system. The NaCl catholyte system can produce 1
kg-O3 at an electricity cost of 7 US dollars assuming that the price of electricity is 10 cents/kWh.
100 kL of 10 mg/L-ozone water will be produced from 1 kg-O3.

4.2. Effects of catholytes on lifetime
To observe the time dependence of the O3 concentration and to check the morphological
change of the Pt anode after a long operation, accelerated degradation experiments were
performed. During the experiments, the flow rates of the anode water and the catholytes
were both set to 300 mL/min, and a high current of 1.25 A/cm2 (10 A) was applied to
accelerate the degradation. The concentrations of the NaCl and Na2SO4 catholytes were set
to 0.5 M. The concentrations of Na+, Cl- and SO42- in the anode water were measured in the
middle of the accelerated-degradation experiments, and are summarized in Table 2.
Ion

Na2SO4
0A

Na2SO4
10 A

NaCl
10 A

ClSO42Na+
K+
Ca2+
NH4+

0.06
0.14
0.11
0.04
0.02
0.01

0.01
1.15
0.01
0.01

7.4
0.02
0.01
0.01

Pt

0.023 wt ppb

0.13 wt ppb

0.62 wt ppb

(wt ppm)
Method of
analysis

IC

ICP-MS

Table 2. Impurity concentrations in anode water sampled during electrolysis at 0 A and 10 A using the
Na2SO4 and NaCl catholyte. (Method of analysis: IC, ion chromatography; ICP-MS, inductively coupled
plasma mass spectrometry)

The ion concentrations at the exit of the anode water sampled at 0 A/cm2 using the Na2SO4
catholyte should be the same as those in pure water, except for slight increases in SO42- and
Na+ concentrations. These ions came from the catholyte by diffusing through the Nafion 117
membrane. SO42- concentration increased to 1.15 wt ppm at an electrolysis current of 10 A
(1.25 A/cm2) using the Na2SO4 catholyte. Cl- concentration also increased to 7.4 wt ppm, and
Na+ concentration decreased to 0.02 wt ppm at 10 A (1.25 A/cm2) using the NaCl catholyte.
These changes were caused by the electrophoretic migration of these ionic species.
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The results of the degradation experiments are shown in Fig. 18. Note that the O3
production in the gas phase is not included in the plots. When the 0.5 M NaCl catholyte
was used, the O3 concentration showed only a slight degradation during the operation for
130 h, as is shown in the upper plots in Fig. 18. A high O3 concentration ranging from 20
to 25 mg/L was maintained during the experiment (the Cl- concentration in the anode
water was 7.4 ppm). The slight decrease in the concentration is probably due to the
dissolution of the Pt anode electrode resulting in poor contact between the anode and the
Nafion 117 membrane. However, the use of the 0.5 M Na2SO4 catholyte caused a rapid
decrease in O3 concentration: The initial concentration of 18 mg/L decreased to 7 mg/L
after operating the system for 60 h, as shown in the lower plots in Fig. 18. In this
experiment, only 0.01 wt ppm Cl- was found in the exit of anode water. The degradation
data reported in section 3.3 using ion-exchanged water and the 0.5 M NaCl catholyte are
also shown in the middle plots in Fig. 18. A stable EOP was observed in our previous
experiment (the SO42- and Cl- concentrations in the anode water were 21.1 ppm and 13.4
ppm, respectively) [17].

Figure 18. Run time dependence of O3 concentration in anode water. The data set indicated by “*” is
the same as that in Fig. 15.

After the accelerated-degradation experiments, the anode surface in contact with the
Nafion 117 membrane became brown when the 0.5 M Na2SO4 catholyte was used. In
contrast, the anode surface was clean and only a small portion of that in contact with the
Nafion 117 membrane became yellow when the 0.5 M NaCl catholyte was used. SEM
images of the Pt anode electrodes after the degradation experiments are shown in Fig. 19.
As is clear in Fig. 19(c), the surface of the anode electrode in contact with the Nafion 117
membrane was covered with an approximately 10-μm-thick oxide layer, when the
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system was operated using the 0.5 M Na2SO4 electrolyte. The surface of the anode
electrode remained clean [Fig. 19(a)], and only a thin layer of oxide deposit was observed
in a small area [Fig. 19(b)], when the system was operated using the 0.5 M NaCl
catholyte.
The above oxide layers were assigned to amorphous PtO2 (a-PtO2) by microscopic Raman
spectroscopy, in which the characteristic broad spectrum of a-PtO2 peaking at 600 cm-1 with
an FWHM of 200 cm-1 was observed. No sharp peak originating from PtO or α-PtO2 crystals
was observed [24]. EDX measurements indicated that 3.5 wt % Cl was present in the a-PtO2
layer formed using the 0.5 M NaCl catholyte [Fig. 19(b)]. Because our EDX apparatus could
not detect oxygen, the rest of the material measured in the oxide layer was 96.5 wt % Pt. No
Cl was observed in the oxide layer formed using the 0.5 M Na2SO4 catholyte. The high
concentration of Cl adsorbed onto the a-PtO2 layer suggests that Cl- that migrated on the
anode surface inhibited the formation of the a-PtO2 layer. When chloride is added to a
sulfuric medium, its adsorption inhibits the formation of oxide films in the low-voltage
range, i.e., at voltages lower than 1.5 V vs RHE [25, 26]. Because the anode voltages applied
in our EOP system were much higher than those in the literature, a more efficient
adsorption of chloride is expected.
SEM images of the captured Pt particles on the cathode side of the quartz separator are
shown in Fig. 20. Small and spinous Pt particles were captured in the separator using the 0.5
M NaCl catholyte, as shown in Fig. 20(a). On the other hand, granular Pt aggregates were
observed using the 0.5 M Na2SO4 catholyte, as shown in Fig. 20(b). The difference in the
shape of the captured Pt particles suggests that the precursors of the particles may be
different. However, further analysis should be required to determine the origin of the
difference in the shape of the captured Pt particles.

Figure 19. SEM images of Pt anodes after accelerated degradation experiments
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Figure 20. SEM images of captured Pt particles in quartz felt separator

4.3. Effects of NaCl concentration
The effects of catholyte concentration on the current efficiency and lifetime of EOP were
measured by changing the NaCl catholyte concentrations from 0.003 M to 0.085 M. These
measurements were performed at a constant current density of 0.625 A/cm2 (5 A) for 20 h. The
results are shown in Fig. 21. The current efficiency of EOP increases with increasing
concentration of the NaCl catholytes probably owing to the increase in catholyte conductivity.
The decrease in the current efficiency with run time was observed for NaCl concentrations
lower than 0.028 M. The efficiency linearly decreases with run time using these dilute
catholytes. However, in the case of the 0.085 M catholyte, the degradation speed of the system
became lower, and the efficiency was kept higher than 23 % for 20 h. This efficiency is similar
to that obtained using the 0.5 M NaCl catholyte [Fig. 17(a)], and the low degradation speed is
indicative of the realization of the long and stable operation of the system. Therefore, a NaCl
concentration higher than 0.085 M is adequate for the EOP system.

Figure 21. Concentration dependence of catholyte on the efficiency and lifetime measured at 0.625
A/cm2 (5 A).
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4.4. Inhibition mechanism of Pt oxide formation
From these observations, we conclude that Cl- that migrated from the catholyte to the anode
surface inhibited the formation of the a-PtO2 layer. As a result, the anode surface was kept
clean during the accelerated degradation experiments. The poor performance of the system
using the Na2SO4 catholyte, shown in Figs. 16(b), 17(b) and 18, suggests that the anodes were
rapidly oxidized from the beginning of the experiments owing to the absence of Cl-.
Therefore, Cl- that migrated from the catholyte to the anode surface is indispensable for a
long and stable operation of the EOP system, whereas SO42- concentration is probably
irrelevant for long lifetime as long as sufficient amount of Cl- is supplied to the anode, as
shown in the middle plots in Fig. 18.
The standard electrode potentials for chlorination and oxidation reactions of Pt are as
follows [27]:
2−

E0 = 0.758 V

(14)

+ 2e − E0 = 0.726 V

(15)

Pt + H2 O → PtO + 2H+ + 2e −

E0 = 0.980 V

(16)

PtO + H2 O → PtO2 + 2H+ + 2e −

E0 = 1.045 V.

(17)

Pt + 4Cl − → PtCl 4 
PtCl 4 

2−

+ 2e −

+ 2Cl − → PtCl6 

4−

Because chlorination reactions take place at lower potentials than oxidation reactions, Pt is
chlorinated, ionized, and dissolved in anode water in the presence of Cl- ions. Thus, the
formation of Pt oxide films can be inhibited.
If the efficiency of the system is degraded by the formation of the a-PtO2 layer on the
anode surface using the Na2SO4 catholyte, an important question arises: Does the a-PtO2
layer have a lower catalytic activity than Pt in EOP reactions? The formation mechanisms
and resultant structures of oxide layers on a Pt anode have been extensively studied to
understand the electrocatalytic properties of such layers [28-34]. Pt oxide layers are
considered to have slightly beneficial effects on oxygen evolution reactions. Shibata
reported that the oxidation treatment of a Pt anode surface with 1 M H2SO4 solution for 28
h enables a stable electrolysis activity of the Pt anode for more than 30 h [28]. TremiliosiFilho et al. reported that the rate of O2 evolution increases with the period of oxide film
formation at various electrolysis potentials [33]. Gottesfeld et al. found that Pt oxide films
formed after a long-term polarization of potential between 2.1-2.25 V vs. RHE in 0.5 M
H2SO4 solution could be identified as film β (it is now assigned to a-PtO2), and that the
films shows good electric conductivity as well as an improvement in the performance of
oxygen evolution reaction with the lowering of the oxygen evolution voltage from 2.1 V to
2.0 V at a current of 10 mA/cm2 [31]. Therefore, we did not concern ourselves with the
negative effect of Pt oxides on EOP reactions.
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If Pt oxide layers significantly decrease oxygen overpotential in water electrolysis reactions
and lead to higher O2 evolution, the efficiency of O2 formation would increase and the
negative effect on EOP could be expected. To determine the effects of a-PtO2 layers on EOP,
we are now conducting experiments to measure the electric properties and electrocatalytic
activities of a-PtO2 layers by fabricating such layers on the Pt anode. We have found that aPtO2 layers have a much lower catalytic activity than pure Pt in EOP reactions; the results
will be reported soon [35].

4.5. Current balance
The current balance of the 0.5 M NaCl catholyte system was measured and checked by
comparing the calculated currents for O3 production in the anode water and gas phase as well
as those for O2 production. In this experiment, the concentration of dissolved O2 in anode
water was measured using an electrochemical O2 sensor (Hach Ultra, Orbisphere 3600 and
31124). The O2 sensor was calibrated to match the current balance of the system at high current
density operation. The gas phase O2 production rate was obtained by subtracting O3
production from the overall anode gas production. To double-check the current balance, we
tried to measure H2 production rate. However, it was not possible to capture H2 gas in a
cylinder, because H2 formed very tiny bubbles that dispersed in the catholyte. Current
balances calculated at seven currents are summarized in Fig. 22. The calculated currents are in
good agreement with the measured ones, i.e, the 100 % line in Fig. 22, except that in the current
range lower than 0.25 A/cm2, where the low gas production rates could be the source of error.
As is clear from Fig. 22, the system has neither an apparent current leakage nor markedly
abundant products other than O3, O2, and H2. More than 70 % of the current was consumed in
producing O2. It is also clear from Fig. 22 that the current consumption for O2 formation in
anode water decreases with applied potential, while that for O3 formation in gas phase and
anode water increases. Therefore, it is suggested that the oxidation of O2 in anode water to O3
[Eq. (3)] is the dominant process for O3 formation. However, more detailed kinetic studies on
O2 and O3 formation reactions, such as the branching ratio of Eqs. (2) and (3), will be required
for the further understanding of the system.

4.6. Pt dissolution rate and lifetime of new system
The weight of the Pt anode mesh was about 0.4 g before the experiments. They decreased by
5.4 mg and 7.7 mg, corresponding to dissolution rates of 5.4 μg/Ah and 6.9 μg/Ah, after the
accelerated experiments using the Na2SO4 and NaCl catholytes, respectively. These values
are in agreement with the reported one, 5 μg/Ah, in which the corrosion rate of the Pt
electrode with a 1 cm2 surface area was measured in the H2SO4 electrolyte up to 1 M [36]. It
is clear from Fig. 19(a) that the anode surface in contact with the Nafion 117 membrane
dissolved during the operation, and that the surface area of our Pt anode mesh in contact
with the Nafion 117 membrane was also on the order of approximately 1cm2. Although the
accuracy was not sufficient for the precise comparison of Pt concentrations in anode water
listed in Table II because of the infinitesimal quantity of Pt determined by ICP-MS, the
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tendency coincides with the results of the weight measurements: The Pt concentration
obtained using the 0.5 M NaCl catholyte is higher than that obtained using the 0.5 M Na2SO4
catholyte. From these observations it can be assumed that the Pt anode dissolves in anode
water faster when the NaCl catholyte was used than when the Na2SO4 electrolyte is used. In
the case of electrolysis using the NaCl catholyte, Pt mass balance calculation indicates that
20 % of the dissolved Pt is carried out of the system in anode water, and the rest of the
dissolved Pt diffuses and migrates to the cathode side. The lifetime of the system can be
estimated in terms of Pt weight loss that leads to poor contact between the anode and the
Nafion 117 membrane. Because the Pt anode is pressed against the membrane surface using
a Ti #40 mesh and a Ti terminal plate, the contact can be maintained fairly well when the Pt
weight loss is small. If a 10 % loss in Pt weight is allowed to maintain good contact, the
system can be operated up to a weight loss of 40 mg which corresponds to an operation
period of 5800 Ah, i.e., 2900 h of operation at 0.25 A/cm2, using the NaCl catholyte. 6 mgO3/L ozone water will be obtained at a current density of 0.25 A/cm2, and the system can be
operated for 8 h a day for 365 days without changing the anode.

Figure 22. Current consumption balances calculated from production rates of O3 and O2 (0.5 M NaCl
catholyte was used).

5. Impurities in ozone water
Impurity levels in the exit of the anode water obtained using ion-exchanged water are
comparable to those in drinking water, as shown in Table 1. Therefore, ozone water should
be safe enough for family use, such as gargles and washing hands. On the other hand, the
concentrations of the impurities listed in Table 2, such as Na+, Ca2+, and NH4+ in anode water
using the 0.5 M NaCl catholyte, are on the order of 0.01-0.02 wt ppm. They are much lower
than those in ion-exchanged water (see Table I). The ozone water obtained in the pure water
system consists of highly concentrated O3 and 7.4 wt ppm Cl-. Therefore, ozone water can be
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used in various processes, such as the sterilization of medical instruments. Because Cl- is
undesirable in the cleaning processes of electronic components, Cl- washout will be required
after using the ozone water for such processes.

6. Conclusion
The efficiency of ozone production using a conventional Pt electrode system decreased with
run time. The linear increase in 1/[O3] with run time after 2-3 h suggests the existence of a
second-order reaction of the Nafion 117 membrane with ozone or its decomposition
products. The degradation was caused by Pt particles concentrated on the cathode side
surface of the Nafion 117 membrane. The particles catalyze the reaction between the Nafion
117 membrane and ozone to produce holes on the membrane’s cathode side surface. To
prevent the decomposition of the membrane, a quartz felt separator was inserted between
the Nafion 117 membrane and the cathode electrode. As a result, a high current efficiency of
more than 20 % and a lifetime longer than 150 h have been achieved in the new electrolysis
system. The quartz felt separator succeeded in capturing Pt particles and preventing the
membrane from decomposition.
Then the effects of the NaCl and Na2SO4 catholytes on the current efficiency and lifetime of
the new EOP system were investigated using pure anode water. When a 0.5 M NaCl
catholyte was used, a high current efficiency of 29 % and a high power efficiency of 76
kWh/kg-O3 were achieved at an electrolysis current of 0.5 A/cm2 (6.6 V). The accelerated
degradation experiments indicated that the combined use of pure anode water and the 0.5
M NaCl catholyte kept the Pt anode surface clean and enabled an efficient operation longer
than 130 h. On the other hand, the Pt anode surface in contact with the Nafion 117
membrane was covered with a 10-μm-thick a-PtO2 film and the efficiency decreased from 13
% to 5 % after the accelerated experiments for 60 h using the Na2SO4 catholyte. It is
suggested that the formation of a-PtO2 films decreases the electrocatalytic activity of the Pt
anode in the O3 formation reaction. The NaCl concentration dependence measurements
indicate that NaCl concentrations higher than 0.085 M will be adequate for the EOP system.
Pt dissolution rates of 5.4 μg/Ah and 6.9 μg/Ah were measured using the Na2SO4 and NaCl
catholytes, respectively. If a 10 % loss in Pt weight is allowed to maintain good contact
between the anode and the Nafion 117 membrane, the system using the NaCl catholyte can
be operated for 5800 Ah, i.e., 8 h per day for 365 days at 0.25 A/cm2 without changing the
anode. The long lifetime, good current and power efficiencies, very low impurity
concentrations, the compactness of equipment and low-voltage operation achieved by the
new system will enable a wide expansion of the application of ozone water.

7. Future research
Important breakthroughs remain to be achieved. The authors plan to develop the following
advanced EOP technologies: a direct tap water electrolysis system that does not require the
use of ion-exchange resin or reverse osmosis; a once-through catholyte flow system that can
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eliminate the formation and discharge of a strongly alkaline catholyte solution; an effective
utilization system of gas phase ozone; a new and effective anode catalyst system. Such kinds
of improvements will be achieved soon, because we have ideas and strategies for realizing
advanced systems.
To clarify the effectiveness of ozone water for sterilization processes, we are now conducting
experiments and developing a simulation model to obtain the orders and rate constants of
the reactions of O3 with bacteria. The results will be reported soon [37].
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Chapter 13

Marine Electrolysis for Building Materials
and Environmental Restoration
Thomas J. Goreau
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/48783

1. Introduction
Within weeks after Alessandro Volta developed the battery in 1800, William Nicholson and
Anthony Carlisle applied it to the electrolysis of water, producing hydrogen at the cathode
and oxygen at the anode, and thereby showing that water was not an irreducible element, as
had been thought, but a chemical compound made up of two elements with very different
properties. It was quickly found that adding salts to the water greatly accelerated reaction
rates. We now know this is caused by increased electrical conductivity and reduced
resistivity, thereby increasing the electrical current flowing for a given applied battery
voltage according to Ohms’s Law. Humphrey Davy soon applied electrolysis to the practical
problem of oxidative corrosion of copper plates used to sheath ships and protect the wood
from boring organisms, founding the field of galvanic protection of metals from corrosion,
now widely used to protect steel ships, oil rigs, bridges, and subsea pipes from failure.
Seawater electrolysis for galvanic protection can use sacrificial anodes, driven by the voltage
potential difference between different metals, or actively impressed currents driven by a
battery or a direct current power supply. In the first case the voltage differences are small,
usually only tenths of a volt, according to the difference in electromotive potentials of the
various metals or alloys used. The metal acting as the cathode is completely protected from
rusting and corrosion as long as the electrical current flows. The metal acting as the anode
usually dissolves away as the reaction proceeds, and needs to be periodically replaced in
order to continue to prevent corrosion of the cathode. Increased currents accelerate reaction
rates, which can cause mineral growth or scale, something most uses of cathodic protection
wish to avoid. For example, if a boiler is being cathodically protected from rusting, one does
not want to precipitate a mineral scale layer on it, because that is less thermally conductive
than the metal, and reduces heat transfer and boiler efficiency. Therefore most uses of
cathode corrosion protection use the lowest possible voltages and currents needed to
prevent rusting, in order to avoid growth of scale.
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There is a “natural” analog of cathode protection that is crucial for marine archaeology. A
shipwreck invariably contains objects of several different metals, such as various steel
alloys, copper, brass, bronze, aluminum, and others. The metal that acts as the strongest
anode, according to its electromotive potential, proceeds to dissolve, releasing electrons that
flow to the cathode metals, protecting them from oxidation. When the anode has completely
dissolved, the next metal in the electromotive series then plays that role until there are no
more anodic metals left, and at that point corrosion can take place on the last cathode metal.
The process causes growth of limestone scale on the cathode, which protects and conceals it.
Metal artifacts preserved in marine shipwrecks have been protected because they acted as
cathodes. Despite the popular image of treasure hunters finding shiny golden coins, in fact
the treasure is completely encrusted in limestone, appearing as irregular white crystalline
lumps with the metal surface completely concealed. The first thing marine archaeologists do
with these lumps is to throw them into an acid bath to dissolve away the limestone, in some
cases speeding the process up by wiring them up as an anode of a battery, although that
risks destroying the artifact if it proceeds too far. Only once the limestone has dissolved can
the archaeologist see the metal artifact.
Later applications of aquatic electrolysis included making chlorine and bleach (sodium
hypochlorite) from seawater and chloride brines, and purification of metals, but largely
under highly controlled conditions in limited volumes, often from fused salts or acid
solutions rather than from seawater. Following the First World War, the Nobel Prize
winning German Jewish chemist, Fritz Haber, whose work on industrial nitrogen fixation
via the Haber-Bosch process is the basis for almost all fertilizer nitrogen production, and
hence for our global food supplies, sought to use electrolysis of sea water to extract traces of
gold from the ocean to pay back war reparations imposed by the victors. He found that
concentrations were too low to be economic, and was then hounded to death by the Nazis.

2. Physical properties of mineral production from sea water
Michael Faraday was the first to precipitate solid minerals by electrolysis of seawater. It was
not until 1976 that Wolf Hilbertz recognized that these minerals, under the right conditions,
could be a resource rather than a problem to be avoided. Hilbertz, an innovative architect
working on self-growing construction materials, experimented with electrolysis of sea water
and discovered that by varying the voltage and current applied he could grow different
minerals on the cathode, ranging from soft to hard (Hilbertz, 1979). His inspiration was
biological: if marine organisms could grow shells and skeletons of precisely controlled
architecture from minerals dissolved in seawater, we should be able to figure out how to do
so as well. Limestone does not precipitate naturally from seawater, so marine organisms
must use their metabolic energy resources in order to create special internal chemical
conditions that cause shell growth.
Hilbertz found that under low electrical current conditions he could grow extremely hard
calcium carbonate limestone deposits, made up of crystals of the mineral aragonite, the
same compound that makes up coral skeletons and the bulk of tropical white sand beaches.
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Higher currents caused the growth of the mineral brucite, or magnesium hydroxide, which
is soft and tends to easily break off. Through experimentation it proved possible to grow
rock-hard limestone coatings of any desired thickness on steel frames of any desired shape
or size, at up to 1-2 cm per year, with compressive (load-bearing) strength up to 80 Newtons
per square millimeter (MegaPascals), or about three times the strength of concrete made
from ordinary Portland Cement.
This material, which Hilbertz first called “Seacrete” or “Seament”, is now called “Biorock®”
in order to emphasize that this is the only GROWING marine construction material that gets
larger and stronger with age, and is self-repairing, like biological materials, but unlike any
other marine construction material. This unique property causes any damaged or broken
portion to grow back preferentially over growth of undamaged sections.

Figure 1. Biorock materials grown at Ihuru, North Male Atoll, Maldives, around a 6mm diameter steel
bar in approximately one year. The darker surface color is a thin film of dried algae that migrates on the
surface as it grows outward, leaving the interior bright white. The piece was hacksawed out of a
growing structure. There is no corrosion at all on the steel. Photograph by Wolf H. HIlbertz.
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Figure 2. Biorock materials from various locations. The piece at mid left is the one shown in the
previous photo. The one at top left, completely overgrown with oysters, is from Louisiana, and all the
rest were grown in a two and a half year period at Ihuru Island, North Male Atoll, Maldives. Samples
tested from that set of samples in the Materials Testing Laboratory of the University of Graz, Austria,
had compressive strength of 60-80 Mega Pascals, around three times the load bearing strength of
ordinary Portland Cement concrete. Photograph Wolf W. Hilbertz.

Figure 3. This piece was cut near where two steel bars crossed. We had wedged a coral between the
bars after a few months of growth. The coral skeleton is the slightly darker vertically oriented area in
the center. After 2.5 years it was completely overgrown and encased by electrochemically produced
minerals. Photograph Wolf H. Hilbertz.
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Figure 4. Self repair of Biorock damaged by big boat impact. Time series photographs by Rani MorrowWuigk. This structure was installed in June 2000. Note there is no rust on the steel after nearly 11 years
in seawater.

The remarkable property of self-healing structures results from the distribution of the
electrical field. Initially the electrical gradient between the anode and the cathode results in
growth of mineral layers all over the cathode, starting at the closest points, or at sharp
extremities that focus electrical field gradients, or at sites where water currents
preferentially transport electrons.
Unlike the steel, the minerals are poor electrical conductors, and act as partial insulators.
Nevertheless, electrons continue to flow because of the imposed electrical gradient. Although
the electrolytic reactions generate hydroxyl ions and alkalinity in the water that are neutralized
by mineral deposition taking place at the surface of the metal (see next section), production of
hydrogen gas at the cathode surface causes creation of tiny pores and channels from the metal
surface to the seawater, out of which hydrogen bubbles emerge (such bubbling provides
visible proof that the reaction is working properly). Even Biorock material with three times the
load-bearing strength of ordinary concrete has around 20% porosity. While it might be thought
that minerals might insulate the cathode and prevent further growth, the imposed electrical
gradient ensures that growth continues, in part because electrons flow through the hydrogen
escape pores. We observe no long term decrease in the rate of bubbling or the growth of
minerals, even in cases where more than 30 cm of hard minerals have grown over the cathode.
When the mineral growth is broken off, whether by severe storm wave damage, boat
impacts, or deliberately by pliers, hammers, or hacksaws, and the bare metal is exposed,
there is greatly increased growth at that point, until the newly deposited minerals are as
thick as adjacent unbroken material. The metal is all at the same voltage potential, but
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reduced or absent mineral coatings cause the increased electrical current and mass transfer
to flow through the water at that point. When the newly grown material is as resistive as the
old coating the increased growth rate is self-limiting. In some cases new material is more
porous due intense hydrogen bubbling, and the repaired area may grow thicker than
adjacent harder and less porous material. We first recognized this focusing of current to
freshly exposed surfaces in an experiment using multiple lengths of rebar as cathodes. We
would periodically remove one rebar in order to measure the thickness of the material
growth, replacing it with a fresh rebar, in an attempt to measure long-term growth rates and
changes in chemical composition. The bare steel surface focused the current on the new
rebar, which grew at the expense of all the others, stopping their growth. While the
experiment did not work as intended, it provided valuable insight into the process.

3. Chemical mechanisms of mineral deposition
A minimum voltage of 1.23 Volts (at standard conditions, plus junction potentials) is needed
to initiate electrolysis of water. Water is broken down at the anode to make oxygen gas and
hydrogen ion, making the local environment both oxidizing and acidic:
2H 2 O = O 2 + 4H + + 4e −

(1)

Water is broken down at the cathode to make hydrogen gas and hydroxyl ion, making the
local environment both alkaline and reducing:
4 H 2 O + 4e − = 2H 2 + 4OH −

(2)

The net reaction satisfying charge and pH balance is:
6H 2 O = 2H 2 + O 2 + 4 H + + 4 OH −

(3)

Above the threshold voltage (the sum of the half cell reactions and the junction potentials),
the rate of reaction is proportional to the impressed electrical current, but the voltage
determines which reactions can take place.
The hydrogen gas produced at the cathode bubbles out of the water, and could be trapped
and used as a valuable side product. This is easy in an enclosed system, but practically
impossible in the ocean due to currents and wave surge. The oxygen gas produced at the
anode, being more soluble in water than hydrogen, tends to dissolve in the water rather
than bubble out (under low to moderate current, bubbling will be greater at high current).
Oxygen produced at the anode provides organisms in surrounding areas with this essential
element and acts to reduce anoxia and dead zones in the ocean.
Hydrogen ions produced at the anode dissolve in the water until they react with limestone
sediments in surrounding areas and are neutralized:
H+ + CaCO 3 = Ca ++ + HCO 3 −

(4)
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On the other hand the hydroxyl ions produced at the cathode are rapidly consumed by
precipitation of limestone directly on the cathode surface:
Ca ++ + HCO 3 − + OH − = CaCO 3 + H 2 O

(5)

The net reaction is neutral with regard to pH and alkalinity and hence to ocean CO2 content
and acidification (Hilbertz, 1992). Note however that the net effect causes limestone to be
deposited in a specific and controlled location on the cathode at the expense of dissolution
of limestone in sediment surrounding the anode, so this amounts to moving limestone
around to a more useful location and with a controlled shape determined by the size and
shape of the cathode.
Limestone deposition does not happen naturally in seawater even though the surface ocean is
several times supersaturated with regard to the mineral calcite. Calcite precipitation should
take place on thermodynamic grounds, but kinetic factors prevent its nucleation and growth in
seawater. This occurs because magnesium ions cover the surface of calcite crystal nuclei,
changing the surface free energy to make the seed crystals more soluble and preventing crystal
growth (Berner, 1971; Berner et al. 1979). Seawater must be supersaturated several times over
to precipitate limestone, and what precipitates is not calcite but the metastable mineral
aragonite, whose chemical composition is the same but whose cell lattice is denser, and is more
stable at high pressure conditions deep inside the earth than at the surface. Aragonite crystal
nuclei do not adsorb a surface layer of soluble magnesium ions and hence can grow in
seawater. In fresh water with low magnesium concentrations, calcite will precipitate even
though it will not grow in seawater, which has 5 atoms of dissolved magnesium ions for each
calcium ion. Organisms that make limestone shells and skeletons, like snails, clams, and corals,
must use up metabolic energy to create internal chemical conditions that overcome these
nucleation barriers, and also control the form of calcium carbonate produced.
The cathode can be made of any kind of electrically conductive metal or material, which will
be completely protected against corrosion by the electrical current, with the sole exception of
Aluminum. Aluminum is an amphoteric oxide and is the only common metal that readily
dissolves under both alkaline and acidic conditions, so it can’t be used as either an anode or
a cathode. The anode, being acidic and oxidizing, creates highly corrosive conditions, so
most anode metals will dissolve, usually releasing biologically toxic ions into the
environment. Either the anode must be replaced as needed, or a special non-corrodible and
non-toxic material must be used.

4. Effects of competing electrolytic side reactions
Overcharging the cathode with higher electrical current densities greatly increases hydroxyl
ion concentrations, which causes precipitation of the mineral brucite, Mg(OH) 2 instead of
aragonite. Brucite requires very high pH to precipitate, appears to have little or no kinetic
barrier to precipitation, and should grow at a rate proportional to the square of the microsite
pH next to the cathode. Brucite, a white mineral similar in appearance to limestone, is
structurally weak and flakes off. In seawater of normal pH brucite dissolves, the hydroxyl ions
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Figure 5. Brucite crystals grown on Biorock. Scanning electron micrograph by Noreen Buster, US
Geological Survey.

Figure 6. Mixture of Brucite crystals (rosettes) and Aragonite crystals (elongated needles). Scanning
electron micrograph by Noreen Buster, US Geological Survey.
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raise the pH, and convert bicarbonate ion to carbonate ion, which reacts with calcium ions.
Consequently as the material grows and brucite ages it is replaced by aragonite. To optimize
strength the Biorock minerals are grown at a low charging rate to produce hard limestone
rather than soft brucite. We find experimentally that a growth rate of not more than 1-2 cm/per
year provides maximum growth and structural strength, and above that brucite dominates.
These results are strongly affected by temperature, because brucite is a normal mineral
whose solubility increases with temperature, while calcium carbonate minerals are
extremely unusual in having retrograde solubility, being more soluble in cold water than
hot water. As a result materials grow faster and harder in warm tropical waters than in cold
boreal waters. In addition the electrical conductivity is directly proportional to the salinity,
so growth rates are highest in very salty waters and brines, lower in brackish waters, and
very small in pure fresh water. The aragonite chemical composition, as measured by X-ray
fluorescence, is indistinguishable from that of coral skeletons, being essentially pure calcium
carbonate with about one percent strontium substitution in the aragonite lattice and only
trace amounts of magnesium and other metals. However growth of minerals can trap
sediment material suspended in the water that lands on the limestone as it grows, affecting
the color of the Biorock minerals. They are pure white on remote limestone islands, but grey
where there are a lot of clay minerals in the water, and can even be red where there are lots
of iron oxide minerals in suspended sediments.
Because at high current densities direct brucite precipitation removes hydroxyl ion without
converting bicarbonate to carbonate ion, it also reduces the amount of CO2 produced by
limestone deposition:
Ca ++ + 2HCO 3 − = CaCO 3 + H2 O + CO 2

(6)

This is an interesting point because limestone deposition is, along with volcanic outgassing,
the major source of atmospheric CO2 on a geological time scale, while dissolution of limestone,
along with weathering of aluminosilicate minerals, is the major sink. This is widely
misunderstood by those not knowledgeable about the chemistry of the carbon cycle. Almost
everyone seems to think that limestone deposition, which is a sink of oceanic bicarbonate,
must also be a sink of atmospheric CO2, when in fact it is a source! This common error is due
to the fact that bicarbonate is the major form of inorganic carbon in the ocean, and because the
ocean is a pH-buffered chemical system. In effect for each molecule of bicarbonate precipitated
as limestone one molecule is released as CO2 in order to maintain charge and pH balance.
Therefore brucite formation at the expense of aragonite has a net effect of reducing the effects
of ocean acidification caused by increased CO2 in the atmosphere.
However, to put this into perspective, about half of all the net limestone burial in the ocean
used to take place in coral reefs (Milliman, 1993), at least back when coral reefs were healthy
and growing, before global warming, new diseases, and pollution killed most of them.
About an order of magnitude more limestone was formed by planktonic organisms, but
almost all of that dissolves when their microscopic skeletons fall into deep water, where
they dissolve because of the lower temperature, higher pressure, and the higher acidity of
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deep waters caused by decomposition of organic matter that is formed at the ocean surface
by photosynthesis and falls to the deep sea where it is oxidized by decomposing organisms
and bacteria. However, the rate at which we are now adding CO2 to the atmosphere from
fossil fuel combustion is about 100 times greater than the natural sources from global
limestone burial (Ware et al., 1991), indicating how greatly human pollution has
overwhelmed natural sources. Consequently global ocean acidification caused by fossil fuelcaused CO2 buildup cannot be effectively countered by manipulating limestone deposition,
unless fossil fuel CO2 sources are greatly reduced and a mechanism is developed to directly
remove CO2 from the atmosphere. If allowed to build up in the atmosphere, fossil fuel CO2
will only be very slowly neutralized over hundreds of millennia to millions of years by
dissolution of terrestrial limestone rocks on land and marine limestone sediments.
Above 1.36 volts chloride, the most abundant anion in sea water, is converted to chlorine gas
at the anode:
2Cl − = Cl 2 + 2e −

(7)

If the voltage could be maintained between 1.23 and 1.36 volts (ignoring junction potentials)
then chlorine production can be avoided entirely, but this requires very precise regulation
and is made more complicated by junction potentials. In practice, sufficient overvoltage to
overcome junction potentials makes some chlorine production unavoidable, but the lower
the voltage the less is produced.
Oxygen production is strongly favored over chlorine production because the ocean has far
higher concentrations of water molecules than chloride ions (96.66% versus 1.94% by weight
under standard ocean salinity of 35 parts per thousand). The ratio between oxygen production
and chlorine production can be calculated from the water and chloride concentrations and the
voltages applied using the Nernst Equation, but there will always be far more oxygen
production than chlorine. However chlorine, as a highly reactive oxidizing agent, can build up
in closed systems like aquaria or tanks, and pose problems, for example for fishes in tanks
whose gills are highly sensitive to chlorine, or marine mammals whose eyes are affected. In the
ocean chlorine is rapidly neutralized by reaction with dissolved organic matter and reduced
compounds and elements. We have repeatedly observed that it poses no problem at all for life
in the ocean, with fish and corals growing well no farther than a millimeter or two from the
anode. Fish swim near the anode, and dissolution of limestone usually takes place only a very
short distance away from the anode, removing the acidity produced. But in aquaria with no
limestone sediments, the acidity can remain in the water.
The chlorine production side reaction competing with water at the anode also provides
another side benefit in that hydrogen ion is not produced by the electron flow, so this acts to
make the net reaction at both electrodes one that makes the water more alkaline, and
therefore acts to locally reverse ocean acidification from increased atmospheric CO2.
However, as noted before, the effects are small on a global scale, so large-scale electrolysis in
the ocean, while LOCALLY reversing ocean acidification, has only a small impact on the
ocean’s BULK acidity, and only abatement of fossil fuel sources and direct removal of excess
atmospheric CO2 can reverse global ocean acidification.
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An interesting variant of this process has been proposed as way to mitigate ocean
acidification caused by atmospheric CO2 buildup by House et al, 2007 and by Rau and
Carroll, 2011. They suggest packing the area around the anode with basic minerals, like
limestone or igneous rocks high in calcium and magnesium. The acidity at the anode would
then increase the dissolution and weathering of these minerals, which serves as a CO2 sink.
They suggest that the water would then turn alkaline, which would promote the dissolution
of CO2 from the atmosphere. However as noted above, the alkalinity generated at the
cathode is immediately neutralized by mineral deposition and so would not build up in the
water and absorb CO2 from the air. Furthermore there would be enormous costs for
transporting bulky rocks from land to the site of electrolysis, and it is likely that the benefits
for reversing ocean acidification or CO2 buildup would be small.

5. Efficiency and cost of mineral production
The fact that limestone minerals, harder than ordinary concrete, can be grown in the sea in
any size and shape, naturally raises the question whether doing so is cost-effective. Hilbertz
and Goreau did an experiment in the 1980s at the Discovery Bay Marine Laboratory in
Jamaica in which a new battery of known voltage and amp hours was completely
discharged through electrodes and the amount of minerals grown on the anode was
weighed. The yield was 1.07 Kilograms/Kilowatt hour, very close to the theoretically
expected value. A field experiment done in the sea at the Marina Hemingway, near Havana,
Cuba measured values of around 0.4-0.5 Kg/KWh (Amat et al., 1994). At this site there were
many large steel structures in the water nearby, which attracted stray currents and reduced
measured efficiency of mineral production on the cathode.
When one balances the chemical and charge equations, and assuming that all the hydroxyl
ions produced by electrolysis of water are neutralized by limestone deposition, one gets 3.7
grams of calcium carbonate per amp hour of electricity.
To calculate the efficiency as yield per watt one must assume a voltage. The Jamaica
experiments were done at 1.5 volts, and the Cuban ones at 6 volts. The lower the voltage is
(as long as it is above the minimum voltage of 1.23V for electrolysis of water and ignoring
junction potentials) the more efficient the process is (Table 1). For standard solar panels at 17
volts, only around 7% of the potential energy is used, and nearly 93% is wasted.
VOLTAGE (VOLTS)
1.23
1.5
3
6
12
17
Table 1.

EFFICIENCY (PERCENT)
100
82
41
20.5
10.25
7.24
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Using 6 volts we get a limestone yield of 0.62 Kilograms of calcium carbonate per Kilowatthour, which is close to what the Cuban researchers found in the field despite stray current
losses!
For high charge rates producing brucite, one produces half as many molecules of brucite for the
same charge, because only one hydroxyl ion is needed for each calcium carbonate molecule, but
two are needed for each brucite. As brucite molecules weigh 68% as much as limestone, the
efficiency in weight produced per kilowatt should be one third that of limestone.
In addition for every two molecules of calcium carbonate (or one molecule of brucite)
produced one also produces one molecule of hydrogen gas, which can be used as a fuel in
fuel cells. And one would also be producing oxygen and chlorine at the other terminal in a
ratio that depends on the voltage and can be calculated from the Nernst Equations.
The energy efficiency of production is inversely related to the voltage above the minimal
value for seawater electrolysis because higher voltages produce electrons with much more
energy than is needed to break down water, so the excess is wasted as heat. We have never
felt or measured significant increases in temperature, so the effect seems to be very small in
practice. This decrease of efficiency at higher voltages is equally true of efficiency of
hydrogen production using photovoltaic panels. This fact was completely missed in a major
review of the subject (Blankenship et al. 2011), which consequently greatly overestimated
efficiency of the photovoltaic hydrogen production process. The previous generation of 17
volt photovoltaic panels cause nearly 93% of the potential energy to be wasted when applied
to electrolysis for hydrogen production. Such 17 volt panels are now no longer being
manufactured, while the new panels, with 24, 48, 60 volts or higher will be even more
inefficient for Biorock materials or hydrogen production end uses, so it is clear that efficient
use of power requires voltages matched to the minimum end use requirements.
If we assume that the yield is 1 Kg/KWh and that electricity costs from $.03 to $.30 per KWh,
the electrical cost of the materials produced ranges from $.03-.30/Kg. This would be highly
competitive with cement in many places where transport of cement affects the local cost,
especially in small islands surrounded by the sea where cement is expensive because of
transport costs.
The materials that are produced, if grown slowly, have a load bearing strength of around 80
MegaPascals, about 3 times stronger than concrete from ordinary Portland Cement, and can be
grown in any size or shape. Wolf Hilbertz’s original vision was to grow prefabricated
construction materials, like roofs, walls, arches, blocks, etc. in the sea and then use them on
land for construction. The most effective use would be in what architects call “shells”,
structures that are thin with regard to their other dimensions like domes, and whose strength
in large part comes from tensile forces. Unfortunately the construction market wants buildings
immediately, and is rarely willing to wait years for the material to be grown slowly and hard,
when concrete will set in days. In addition, in the late 1980s our Biorock work switched away
from building material applications to focus on coral reef restoration, and we never had a
chance to get back into the construction aspects that Wolf had intended. However the principle
is still valid, and such structures would be cost effective in many places far from cement plants.
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By applying higher current densities, mineral production can be readily switched from
calcium carbonate to magnesium hydroxide. While this material is soft, flaky and not useful
for load bearing uses, it has many other applications. This material can be cast in molds to
form bricks and blocks or other shapes, and we have done so successfully. Brucite can be
readily converted into magnesium carbonate cements by absorbing CO2 and these are even
harder than calcium carbonate.
Mg ( OH ) + CO 2 = MgCO3 + H2 O
2

(8)

The manufacture of Biorock cements therefore removes CO2 from the atmosphere as they
set. In contrast cement manufacture, which combusts limestone to make quicklime,
releasing CO2, is a major global source of greenhouse gases, about 5-10% as much as fossil
fuel combustion. Therefore Biorock cements can be readily produced on a large scale that
are far harder than contemporary cements and help to reduce global warming instead of
causing it like conventional cements do.
Use of Biorock cements can therefore help undo the global warming that cement
manufacture contributes to, and hence are truly “green” cements as long as sustainable
energy resources like solar, wind, wave, biomass, or tidal current energy are used to make
the electricity for its manufacture. We have used all of these energy sources, and currently
work with top pioneering groups in the development of all of these energy technologies for
growing Biorock materials.
Magnesium carbonate cements are far harder than either calcium carbonate or concrete, and
were widely used by the Romans. Roman ruins in Italy built of limestone or marble blocks
cemented with magnesium carbonate cements reveal that the limestone is dissolving with
acid rain, while the cements are much more resistant. The cements stick out while the
building blocks are caved in from dissolution by rain, the opposite effect of bricks whose
mortar is crumbling. Using Biorock technology it is now possible to produce such cements
in any desired quantity from seawater and hypersaline lakes and lagoons.

6. Biological responses
The biological effects of the electrical fields produced by seawater electrolysis result in
astonishing increases in the settlement, growth, survival, and resistance to environmental
stress of almost all marine organisms (Hilbertz & Goreau, 1996). Commercial divers on
cathodically protected oil rigs, who spend much of their time replacing sacrificial anodes,
have to spend a great deal of time scraping off the prolific growth of corals, oysters, and
other marine organisms, which are far less abundant on rusting oil rigs that lack cathodic
protection. Wolf Hilbertz’s first Biorock structures, built at Grand Isle, Louisiana, near the
mouth of the Mississippi River, were completely overgrown with oysters that
spontaneously settled on them and grew very rapidly. The first experiments with corals
done at the Discovery Bay Marine Laboratory in Jamaica in the late 1980s used small pieces
of corals attached to Biorock structures. They grew at record rates, up to nearly a centimeter
a week (Goreau & Hilbertz, 2005). The results were so dramatic that after 1987 we
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immediately focused all of our efforts on coral reef restoration, as this is the most sensitive
of all ecosystems to increases in temperature, sedimentation, and pollution.
Subsequent work by us and our students on hundreds of Biorock projects across the Atlantic,
Pacific, Indian Ocean, and Southeast Asia showed that corals, oysters, seagrasses, saltmarsh,
and apparently almost all marine organisms, had much higher settlement, growth, survival,
and resistance to environmental stresses, including high temperatures, than genetically
identical controls in the same habitat. For example coral growth rates are typically 2-6 times
faster than controls, depending on species and conditions, and survival of corals from severe
high temperature bleaching stress were 16-50 times higher (Goreau & Hilbertz, 2005). The data
are presented in a 2012 book in press, Innovative Methods of Ecosystem Restoration, so the
details will not be repeated here. Abstracts of most of the papers in that volume were
presented at the Symposium on Innovative Methods of Marine Ecosystem Restoration at the
2011 World Conference on Ecological Restoration, Merida, Yucatan, Mexico, and can be found
at: http://www.globalcoral.org/world_conference_on_ecological_r.htm
Initially it was thought that the benefits were due to the higher pH around the Biorock
structure, but direct pH measurements showed that the hydroxyl ions generated at the
cathode were immediately neutralized by mineral deposition, and very little pH change could
be measured in the water even very close by, unless the limestone was broken off to expose the
bare shiny metal surface. In addition it was noted that organisms without limestone skeletons
also had extraordinary growth rates, that the organisms on the structure had much faster
budding and branching, brighter colors, and that there was greater coral settlement and
growth in the areas AROUND the structures, not just on them. These benefits were observed
to disappear when the power was turned off and growth decreased to levels similar to the
controls, but immediately resumed when the power was turned back on. For much more
detailed data on biological benefits of electrical fields and their interpretation, please see the
forthcoming book, Innovative Methods of Ecosystem Restoration.
Applications of electrolysis to biological phenomena precede even the invention of the
battery. In 1791 Luigi Galvani published his book on “Animal Electricity”, based on
experiments with static electrical discharges that caused the limbs of dead frogs to twitch.
This lead to the discovery of electrical propagation in nerves, and a long series of
experiments on the effects of electrical currents on limb healing and regeneration in frogs
and salamanders, followed by work on electrical stimulation of brains (Becker & Selden,
1985). Much of this work used high voltages or alternating current, and so are
fundamentally different phenomena than the low voltage direct currents used in our work.
The use of electroshock therapy gave the entire a field a bad name, and a reputation for
quackery, so that the legitimate scientific applications of low voltage electrical fields were
ridiculed and neglected, to the detriment of scientific understanding (Oschman, 2000, 2003).
The “snake oil” or “Frankenstein” reputation has unfairly tarnished the serious science of
biological/electrical interactions due to the bogus claims of charlatans or deluded people.
While full explanation of the effects of electrical fields at the biophysical and biochemical level
requires further work, the empirical results show enormous benefits for biological health when
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they are in the right range. Electrical fields that are too low will have little impact, and those
that are too high might well have negative impacts, with maximum benefits at some
intermediate value. It is long known that organisms maintain a voltage gradient across their
cell membrane of around a tenth of a volt, and that they must expend energy to maintain this
gradient by enzymatically pumping cations and anions. The resulting voltage gradient drives
flows of electrons and protons that are tapped by enzymes to form the high energy
biochemical metabolites that serve as the cell’s “energy currency”, driving synthesis of
compounds whose formation would otherwise be thermodynamically prohibited.
Thus electrical gradients of the right magnitude effectively provide living cells with available
biological energy at lower cost, leaving them with extra energy for growth, reproduction,
healing, and resisting environmental stress. Optimizing these benefits will take much further
work on mechanisms. When these are fully explored, the benefits in terms of higher growth
and better health will certainly prove revolutionary in many fields of biology, and result in
more productive forms of mariculture, aquaculture, and agriculture.

7. Applications
To date electrolysis has largely been used to develop chemical processes in closed systems
with controlled chemical composition. The only large-scale environmental application,
corrosion control, is operated at the lowest possible level in order to prevent or minimize the
applications described in this article. The work we have done since the mid 1970s opens the
door to large-scale environmental applications of many novel kinds. These include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

protecting coral reefs against global warming, sedimentation, and pollution
restoring coral reefs where they have died or been degraded
restoring oyster reefs where they have died or been degraded
restoring fish habitat
restoring shellfish habitat
restoring seagrasses
restoring saltmarshes
mariculture
shore protection from erosion and global sea level rise
construction materials
hydrogen production
agricultural applications

Biorock applications involve low voltage and low current densities, and so do not use much
electricity, in fact they usually cannot be felt even when one short circuits the system by
grabbing the anode and cathode simultaneously with bare hands, since the electrons flow
through much more conductive seawater. Using Biorock technology, coral reefs can be
grown in front of hotels, which grow the beaches back using about as much electricity as the
beach lights, or one or two air conditioners. This is a negligible amount of electricity for
places that may be running hundreds of air conditioners at a time, and so the benefits far
outweigh the costs. Biorock structures cost a small fraction of the cost of concrete or rock
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structures with the same dimensions. Reinforced concrete construction first assembles a
framework of reinforcing bar, which is a negligible portion of the total structure cost. The
concrete poured around it, and the labor, cost many times more than the steel. Biorock
construction assembles a steel framework, but instead of purchasing concrete simply wires
it to a power source and grows the material over the steel.
Since steel is the cheapest and most available construction material, Biorock costs are largely
dependent on the price of electricity. Since most electricity is produced from fossil fuels like
coal, oil, and natural gas, it is the largest source of greenhouse gases causing the global
warming that is now the major killer of corals worldwide. For this reason we work very
closely with the pioneers in sustainable energy systems, in particular wave, tidal, wind, and
solar power, so that untapped renewable local energy sources can be used that do not
generate CO2. We are especially focused on use of the development of new wave energy
generators that work in waves of less than 10 cm amplitude, which will allow energy to be
made along almost any coastline most of the time.
Generation of electricity on-site from renewable energy also avoids power losses in
transmission, and will allow much larger structures to be grown with less energy. This will
open the possibilities of very large environmental electrolysis projects to save entire coastlines
from the effects of global sea level rise and restore their collapsing coral reefs, oyster reefs, and
fisheries, while at the same time promoting the development of sustainable energy sources
that do not produce produce CO2 and cause global warming and sea level rise.
Biorock reefs grown in front of severely eroding beaches, with trees and buildings
collapsing into the sea, have grown back up to 15 meters (50 feet) of new beach back in a
few years, by reducing wave impacts a the shoreline. Therefore they will have major
applications as global sea level rise accelerates in the future. Artificial islands can be grown
that keep pace with sea level rise, if Biorock technology was used on a large scale.
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Edited by Vladimir Linkov and Janis Kleperis

Asking Google for different applications of electrolysis, interesting results can
be noticed: electrolysis and hair removal - about 284 000 000 web pages, water
electrolysis - about 7 440 000 web pages and industrial electrolysis - about 2 540 000
results. In this book three most important applications of technological electrolysis
are discussed - water electrolysis (hydrogen production), industrial electrolysis and
environmental electrolysis. Authors of the chapters are recognized specialists in their
respective research fields and the presented material is not only from reviews and
literature sources, but also original results. We hope that the reader will find useful
information in the chapters of this book and are certain that the science can reveal
unexpected discoveries even tomorrow, if current progress is at hand or on a shelf.
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